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ABSTRACT

Problems in computational question answering assume *a new
perspective when question answering is viewed as a problem in natural
language processing. A theory of question answering has been proposed
from this viewpoint which relies on ideas in conceptual information
processing and theories of human memory organization. This theory of
question answering has been implemented in a computer program, QUALM.
QUALM-is currently used by two story understanding systems (SAM and
PAM) to complete a natural language processing system which needs
stories and answers questions about what was read.

-

-W IL
The processes in QUALM are divided into four phases: (1)

Conceptual Categoriiation, 42) ,Inferential Analysis, (3)- Content
Specification, and (4) 1- Retrieval Heuristics. Conceptual
categorizationl guides subsequent processing by dictating which .

specific inference mechanismS, and memory retrieval strategies should
be invoked in the course' of answering a question. Inferential
,Aalysis is responsible for understanding wheat the questioner really
meant when a question should not be taken literally. Content

\ Specification determines how much of an answer should be returned in
terms of detail and elaborations. Retrieval Heuristics do the actual
digging in order to extract an answer from memory% All of the
inference processes within these four phases are 'independent of
language, operating within conceptual representations.

QUALM represents a; theory of question answering which is
motivated by theories Of natural language processing. Within the
context if story understanding, 'QUALM has provided a concrete
criterion for judging the strengths and weaknesses, of story
representations generated by SAM and PAM. If a system understands a
story, it should be able to answer questions about that story in the
same sway that people do. Although the computer -implementation of
QUALM is currently limited to the application of answering questions
about stories, the theoretical model goes beyond this particular,
context. As a theoretical model QUALM is intended to describe general
question answering, witcre question .answering in its most general form
is viewed as a verbal communication device between people. ,
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"PREFACE

When a person understands a story, he can demonstrate his
understanding by answering questions about the story. Since questions
can be devised to query any aspect of text-cOmprehension, the abilityto answer questions is the strongest possible demonstration ofunderstanding. Question answering is therefore a task criterion for
evaluating reading' skills.

If a computer issaid to understand a story, we must demand ofthe compUter the same demonstrations of understanding that we require
of people. such demands are met, we have no way of evaluatingtext understanding programs. Any computer programmer can write a
Trogram Which /inputs text. If the programmer assures us that his
program 'understands' teNt, it is a bit like being !reassured by a used
car salesman about a susAciously low speedometer reading. Only whenwe can ask a program to.answer questions about what it reads will we
be able to begin to assess that program's comprehension.
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CHAPTER

PROBLEMS, PREVIEWS AND PROGRAMS

If

no Introduction ;NN.
,

A

14

.Question.answering is 'a .process. . if 'we wish to 'program a
*

computer' to'ansWerquestions,A need some sense of what that process
looks like. Human question answering is;. more .- than lexical

e manipulation; the cognitive techanisths used in quedtion answering,
operate on con9epts'underlying language. The processes of -question
answering ,must Nherifore'be chdracterized as manipulations of
conceptual ipformation. This theSis presents' a ;process ,model. of.

.0estionanswering gt a theory o.Cconceitual informatien,profesaing._
1. 'f,i '-----' '--, i'-,- '%'-_-,: : ' :7

. .

The difficulties invalvel in natural, language question- answering
(Q0.0 Ars not obvious People are largely unconscious of the
cogditive ,processes involved in-anawering- ,a uestion, and are
conseqUentry, insensitive to the complexities of swering questions.
It is therefore necessary to become acquainted wiE the variety and
scope .of the' difficulties involved), the probleks intrinsic to
question] answering, must be made Visible. There- is no way to
-$1.onscioui,ly monitor how questions are understood,, how memory is
seircheeforan answer, or hol4.ehat answer is expressed in language.
A ,question is hear'd and an: answer surfaces. It 1.6 very hard to
appreciate the complexity of a' 'process Wt.ich is' effortless 'ard
unconscious. But It we examine some exampl0 of questions and
answers, we can begin to realize how much is- involved in the
)fundaMentai and.'simple' human ability to answer questions.

2.

1.1 What's Hard'About Answering Que*Stions

Before anyone can'answer a question they must, understand what the'',
.question says. The processes which understand questies operate on
various levels. To see hoWtrany kinds* interpretive processes are
involved, we Will look at some of thewdys that questions can fail to .

Make sense. Frothcthere we will go on to problems which are related to

memory retrieval and the processes which operate on memory in order to
erm an answer.'

1.1.1 Conceptual. AnalysiS

. ..

Imagine you are walking glow, the street when a well dressed
stranger cftds 4, to you and says: , .

Q: Pardon me, but"do you kronfid grodding slib?

Chances are you will not understand. this question. , Yodr f ilure. to

understand:this question occurs at tie lowest-possible leve - lexical
procesding. The _first 'step of interpretive processing maps the

ie
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/ lexical question into a conceptual structure; combinations of words
,J are given meaning. This conceptual analysis is the only interpretive'

process involved in question answering which is 1dnguagedAhipendent.
-If I know only English I cannot understand qestions in other

.,languages. Once a question has been successfu ly mapped from its
lexical expression to .a conceptualization, the subsequent interpretive'.
processes which interpret the question further are all
language- independent pzWisses. If I am'learningRussian, I eed to;

,,

learn ivocabulary and grammar in order to understandquestions which
are-stated in'Russiaa, but `I do not need to acquire nets, cognitive

cesses for answering questions -once I know, their. conceptual
meanin

N

ril.heiple #1:

The Memory Pr9cesses of Question Answering

are:Independent of Language

4-, . -*

7
,..,- 66

.

The analytic nip0Anisms which map words to concepts when a question is 9

undeestoodre language-dependent mechanisms, . Similarly, t e
'Ienerational//Mechanisis which- express concepts 'in ,words a e
language- dependent. But the cognitive mechanisms of memory which make
inferences about qupstions and search memory for an answer opirate, on
a oonpepztual.level Lhich is independent of language.

,- .7

/1 1.2 Reference Recognition

In, the course.of obtaining a Conceptual Interpretation, various
memory processes operate to see if all nominal references in the
question are understood. For example, if I. ask you:

Q: Which is bigger, a basenji or a komondor?

the question makes some sense conceptually, even if the words 'basenji
and komondor are totally alien. The questiohcan be understood to be

, asking for a size comparison 'between two things. But if the ,question
refers' td something which is completely unheard of, the question is
not fully understood on the level of reference recognition.

Principlk #2:

Questions are Understood on Many Different Lev4s *AI

Full refereAce recognitiop does not guarantee that a question can be
ehswered, but a lack of reference recognition does guarantee that a
question can't be answered (at least knowledgeaLly).',/f it is known'
that basenjis and kd6ondors are two'breeds of dog, and nothing mere is

. known about either breed, reference recognition will have been
;'achieved,' and the question will still be unanswerable. But if a
conceptual reference f r either basenjis or komondors is,missing, the
question can't possibly be answered.

14
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1.1.3 Conceptual Categorization

41)

When a question,has been understood conceptually, it is ready to
be classified conceptually. Conceptual categorization of a question,
..ipletermlnes which memory processes will be invoked to complete furt
interpretation. Snppose two people want to have dinner toget r ut
neither of them has any money, and there is no food at home. In this
contextconsider the folloying exchange:

Q: How b.re we going to eat tonight?
A:$-With silverware..

.

This answereindicates that the question failed' to be, interpreted
correctly. It was placed in the wrong Conceptual category... The
answer' indicates that the question was 'understood'to be .asking about
the-instrumentality inv614edin eating. Butsin the context.given, the
question should have been understood to be asking about the enabling'
conditions iionsfor eating. The question should be Conceptually equiValent
td-abiting, 'What are we going to,do in order to eat tonight? - How
are we going to solve.this...problem?'

Principle 6:

Understanding Questions Entails

Conceptual Categorization

. .:. 4..., ".In this thesis we will propose thirteen conceptual categOries_Llor
queStIons. Two of these distinguish between (questions that ask about

.

enablingsconditiona and questions that Ask about instrumentality.
,.. When a question is'properry interpreied,, it will be assigned to only,

one conceptual category. All- nswers to questions ate produced_ by
assuming one conceptual categorization. When .a 'question is
conceptually ambiguous (can be assigie1 to more tan.-,one .'conceptual',
category), the person being ad ressed must either cAarify the question

!):0before attempting to answer it, r guess which category Should .be
assigned' and ansiecr it on the basis of that assumed 'categorization.
Conceptual categorization guides the subsequent processing of a
question by dictating which interpretive mechanisms and memory'
retrieval strategies are to be executed. _,

1.1.4 Understanding in Context

The proper conceptual categorization of questions is dependent on
the context in which the question occurs. Suppose I had been fixing
dinner for you tt my house, and just as I was about tcr.set the table I
remembered that I had loaned slimy silverware tea friend. If I
explain this 0 you and the;,ask;

%); How are we going to eat tonight?

it would'be quite reasonable for you to respond;

15
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A: With our hands.
.

)This answer i6'reasonable in the sense that it addresses the
instrumentality' of' eating. Instrumentality is clearly what the
question should be interpreted to be as'-ine about in this context.
But when- the sane question was asked 0 the context of having no food
or money, an answer which responde0o instrumental nterpretation was
inappropiiate.

Principle #4:

Context Affects--Conceptu al\CategorizatiOn

proOesses that assign the proper ,,cOnceptual categorization to
question 'must be sensitive to the:context in which that question is

4z:askbd. Questions cannot 4 correctly understood by processes which do
not take into consideration'contexual factors.

1.1.5 Conversational Interpretation

t-
. ..

In-human question
.

answering dialogs, sulea of cony rsational
continuity are often invoked during the' interpretative pr *sing of

.-questions:

John: Did Bill'go-to class?
Mary: No, tie didn't:

,John: Why nof?,,
Maiy: He was sick.

0

John: Did Rill go to class?
Mary: Irdon't knot'..

John: Why not?
'nary: -I wasn't there.

of
o

1414 In both these dialogs John asks Mary 'Why not?' In the,first.dialbg-he
means 'Why didn't Bill go to class?" ang in the second he means 'Why,

;don't y know whether or not ..Bill went 'to class?' 'Rules of
conversational continuity are needed in Oases like theseto complete a
partial question correccly.*

, principle #5:

Rules of Conversational Continuity'

, are-heeded to Understand Some Questions

.The mechanism which operates 'in !rases, like these ;is really very
simple: When Mary hasto interpret a question of 4hes in terms of
previous dillog, she needs to know only the last concept which' was
communicated to .10g. In the first dialog Mary tlfd John that Bill
,did not go to =lass. When John asks 'Why not?' tAhe combines 'his
'partial question with the last concept communicabq to him to get the

: .16
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question 'Why didn't Bill go-to class?' In the second, Mary
told John that she doesn't,know ifBill went to class orynot. When
John asks 'Why not?' she opbines his partial question with' the' last
concept communicated .'.Why' don't you know if Bill went to
class ?'

1.1.6 Inferences

questions rely on the listener's ability to infer something
implicit in a question for the correct interpretation tof' that .

question:.

Q: Do,you drink?
A: Of course. All humans drink.

Q: Who wasn't in class yesterday?
A: George Washington and Moby Dick.

Q: Would you like to dance?
A: Sure. You know anyone who wants to?

,

While the answers given to these questiond may be technically correct
answers, they seem to have missed the point. One suspects that 'Do
you drinlei'T is intended to mean 'Do you drink liquor?' and that 'Who
wasn't' in class yesterday?' must t have meant ,'Who wasnft in class
estirday who should have been there ?' Woula 3idti like to dance?'

shouldhaveileen'undrstood to mean 'Would you like to dance with me?'
If these"inkerenCas are not made, answers which are literally corrects
but totally inappropriate will be given.

Principle #6:

A Good Answer Is More Than A Correct Answer:
Z.)

Appropriateness Counts

When a question relies on the listener's ability to make inferences,
missing information may derive from the conversational context of the
quedtion:

John: Hello Mary! Thanks for/inviting-me over.
' Mary: I'm glad you could come. Sit down.
John: You certainly have a cheerful kitchen. A

Mary: It was just Painted. Some coffee?
John: No thanks, I don't drink coffee.

In this conversation 'SoMe coffee? ' is an offer. Mary is asking John
if he would like a cup of coffee. In order to interpret this.question
as an offer we must infer that Mary is in a setting where she hasp
access to coffee (she isn't., on a subway), Mary must have a

relationship with John inwhich'she treats him cordially (he is not a
rapist) and they must he together (the question makei no sense over
tile phone).

o
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John: Hello Mary! Thanks for invitihvme over.
Mary: Would you like Aomething to drihk?
John: Some coffee? ".

Mary: Sure.

Now 'Some coffee?' is a polite response to an offer already made.

John is saying he would like some coffee if she has any.

Conversational context is a determining factor in the correct

interpretation of these.questions.

..1.1.7 Knowledge-Based Interpretation \

Very often we interpret questions correctly because we have

knowledge about the world, things people do, and rhy they do the

things they"do. For example, suppose Mary hears.that her friend John

roller Akated to McDonald's-last night. She may very well *ask:

Q: Why did John roller skate to McDonald' last night?

If someone answers her question:

A: Becatisc he was hungry.
1 ..% ' a.

* .. ..

she will be justifiably impatient with,that answer she was-not told
.

what she wanted to, know.' Chances are she really w nted to know::

Q: Why did John'rollervAkate instead of walk or drive or
lruse some other reasonable meand'of trans'portation?\t

It was .the at of roller-,skating that she' was asking about, not the

destination.-. A cooperative and' reasonable- respondent Would have

interpreted her quesiion to be`asking about the roller skating. But

,what is it that tells' us which part of her ,question should be

addressed? How do we know that :act of roller skating should

receive attention and ,not the dedtination? This is a 0obleth in

knowledge-based f establisfiment.

Principle #7:

Shifts in Interpretive Focus

Alter Meaning

Tq

Some questions are not fully Understood until their focus has been

determined. In many cases the focus of a question can be established
only by knowing about how the world works and whicit;, things are more

interesting than which other things. In the e*idple just given the

focus of our question is''obvious' because ,adults frequently go to

drive-in restaurants but they don't normally roller skate. For most

adults, ming roller skating id more unusual than going to McDonald's*
it requires explanation. But 'if everyone knew that John was an

eccentric health,food nut who roller skates everywhere he goes, then

'the question:

18
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Q: Why did John roller skate.to McDonald's?

would be reasonably interpreted to be asking about McDonald's, not the
roller skating. Our knowledge about John and what constitutes strange
behavior for John would override our general knowledge, about what
people normally do and don't do.

e
Principle #8:

Focus Directs Attention to

Variations on Expeetdtions

Interpretation of a question may force the l'istener's attention to
favor' some conceptual component of the question. Attention is
generally drawn to those things which are unusual or which violie
expectations.

In spoke; dialogs, intonation patterns in ,speech 'very often
establish the "focus of a question. If.McDonald's is/Stressed, it is
clear that the speaker.is interested in that particular component of. .

the\ question. But in written questions, no such clues exist .(unless
we ave italicized words). When nakverba (or visual)° 'Stress' matks
the focus of a question, heuristics must .be invoked to determine' which
elements of, the question are most de4Irvingof! attention. Attention
naturally centers on the unexpected, neglecting those things which are
predictable. .

1.1.8 Memory-Based Interpretation

. C,
, .

Sometimes a question does no
whiCh are. inherently deserving of

knowledge or specific knowledge of
ask you:

s,

t have any conceptual; cOmponents
foCUs on the basis of general world
indihdual behaNhor. If I were to

Q: Why did John ask Mary to mail the card?

you can't-establish the focus of this question by looking fnr what
seams to be the most interestlng thing in the question. The whole

-question looks pretty comqopplaae. People often ask each other to do
things and there is nothing very exciting about mailing a card.

- 4

The focus of a restion like this onc.ielies,solely on specific
knowledge of the episode which the question referS to. Depending 04
the situation, this question could be answered:

A: Because Susan wasn't there.

A: Because,he could\l't afford a personal delivery service.
A: Because he had n right to order her;

The answer 'Because Susan w sn'f'therecould be a' response to two
possible interpretations of the question. The question (Why did John
ask Mary to mail the,card?) 'could be asking about either John as the

19 .
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actor, or Mary as the recipient of John's request. The answer could-
therefore mean that either' John asked Mary because Susan wasn't there
to ask Mary, or, John asked Mary because Susan wasn't there to be
asked. If -the queStion occurred in 1,teal context.(say in reference
to a story) therdiwould be no ambiguity to the answer since only one
would make".Sense 4.W:context. 'Because\he couldn't afford a personal
delivery service,- is an answer whldh can be produced only if the
question is interpreted to be askingabout the act of mailing. And
'Because he had no right to order her,' comes about by interpreting
the question ,to be askibg about the act of asking. It-would be easy
to make up stories for which each of these three answers makes sense.

Principle #9:

Ambiguity of Focus

Rarely Occurs in ConteXt

When a question like this-one is answered in the context of a story,
focus is immediately established on the basis of what's in memory. If

we heard a story where John was going to ask SuSan to mail a card for
him, but he ended up asking Mary because Susan was busy, then the
question Will immediately be understood to',,be asking about 'Mary vs.
Susan. Other possible interpretations which would have resulted from
different focus establishment are never considered.

1.1.9 Selecting the Best Answer
. \

Once a question has been fully interpreted it is tithe to look for
an answer. Memory searches must be conducted which are guided by the
conceptual category of the question at hand. An immediate problem

4,1 arises when the memor:, search turns up more than one reasonable answer
to a.question. For example, consider the following story:

John took a bus to New York. Then he took a

subway to Leone's. But on the subWay his pocket'
was picked. He went into- Leone's and had some
lasagna. ;When the check came, he realized hp..
couldn't pay the check. ,fle'had to wash dishes.

If asked:

Q: Why'did John wash dishes, at Leone's?

there are many reasonable answers to this question:

A: Because'he couldn't pay the. check.
A: Because he had no money.
'A: Because he was pickpocketed.

All of these answers are perfectly correct, but the last one seems to

be the best answer in terms of infOrmation conveyed. Given that John
was pickpocketed one can infer that he had no money. and therefore,

1
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couldn't pay the check. But if told that he couldn't pay the check,
or he had no money, there is still a missing causality: why couldn't
he pay the check? why didn't he have any money?! tin fact the first
two answers are poor answers because not being able to pay a check can
be inferred from washing dishes in .a restantant, and not having
(enough) money can he inferred from not being able to pay the.,check.
An answery which provides the questioner with new information is
pXeferable to an answer which tells the questioner'something he could

' have inferred for himself.

Principle #10:

The More Inferences an Answer Carries,

the Better the Answer

Uhen.the memory search finds an answer, it must take into account what
"the questiOner can be expected to know on the basis of the question
asked. The total infprmation conveyed by ananswer is not contained
by the explicit answer alone. Inferences made by the questioner upon
hearing the answer augment the explicit answer. An answer .must be
chosen on the basis' of the inferences it carries.

1.1.10 State Descriptions

Suppose John is eating in,a dining car,and. when the train starts
up, the soup spills. ,Something very interesting happens when people
answer. the question:

Q: Where was the soup?

In an informal experiment, answers to this question tended to Say one
of two things: in a bowl or on the tablet' This is very interesting
when considered in view of everything people know about the setting of
a dining car and how people eat in dining cars. People can infer that
the soup was in a bowl, the bowl was on a plate, the plate probably
rested on a placemat or a table cloth which was in turn on a table,
and the table was on the floor.of the dining car which was part of the
train. "So with all of this information, why are the bowl and the
table singled out to describe the 1pcation of the soup?

Some people will answer the question 'In the dining car.' But the
answer 'On the train.' is odd, and it is very hard to imagine anyone
answering 'On a -plate.' There must he some rules of locational
specification which are used to r%laigle out salient references. But
what do these rules look like? Suppose there were a rule which said
to specify the immediately contingent object of containment or 1
support. This rule would account far the response:

Q: Where was the soup?
A: In'a bowl.

21
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But it wouldn't account

A: On the table.
Q: Where was the sot:?

What rule accounts for this swer'i It is not enough to specify the,

closest supporting object becduse that rule would result in:

Q: Where was the soup?
A: On a plate.

The conceptual rules which guide locational specification mustbe
general enough to work in a variety of settings. Ia the train example

it looks like it might be pretty safe to specify the immediately

contingent object of containment or location since this rule yields"
one acceptable answer:

Q:Where was the soup?
A: In a bowl.

I But suppose John went into the kitchen end. poured himself some milk.

Now answer the question:

Q: Where did John get the milk?

A natural answer to this question is 'From the refrigerator.' But no

one imagines the milk cc be sitting'in a puddle at the bottom of the.

refrigerator. There is a milk container of some sort which is the

contingent object of containment. Yet very few people will mention a

milk container when describing Where the milk Was. So a rule

specifies the object of immediate containment will-not produce natural
answers in all contexts.

In order to answer questions like these as a person 9uld, we
must have conceptual representations for objects which tell us that

the link between milk and milk Containers-is somehow too obvious to

mention while the link between soup and bowleis not. The relational

notions of gontdinment and support do not deem to inspire rules of

retrieval which are both simple and effective in terms of producing

good answers. A conceptual representational_ system for physical

objects must be utilized in the developMent of simple and effective

retrieval rules for locational specificatita,. The foundations for

such a representational system will be proposed in this thesis-

Principle #11:

A Difficult Retrieval Problem May 'poi.= to

Weaknesses in the Memory Representation

411

Sometimes question& which ask for locational specification must be

answered according to who is asking the question and why:

22
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. Q: Where is Deerfield, Illinois?
A: 87 54' long. 42 12' lat.

014 Near Lake Michigan, about 30 miles,dorib of Chicago.
Next to Highland.Park.

A: On the planet Earth.

Each of the above answers is correct, bdt in any,given context some of
these answe.rs will be useless. If John lives fh Illinois ana his
neighbor askthim where Deerfield is, he will probably not appreciate
an answer specifying the longitudinal and latitudinal descriptors.
Chances are he'-zwould find''On the planet Earth,' to be an insulting
Answer. Yet there are contexts in which each of these answers would
be appropriate. An airline pilot might prefet the first answer, and a
nonearthling character in a novel might find the last answer to be
the most meaningful. When people answer queitions they must often
assess the knowledge state of the person they are addreasing. 'Next
'to Highland Park,' is a good answer only if you know where Highland -
Park is. : 'Near Lake Michigan, about 30 miles north of" Chicago,' is
.liable to satisfy 'anyone whO'hYs- a roLgh familiarity with the U.S.A.
'42 12' lar. 87 54' Sobg," is a good answer only when a technical
global specification is required. 'On the planet Earth,' is a poor
answer to anyone whO Una on earth.

-- Principle #12:,
is

Good Answers Can Involve

Knowledge State Assessment,

phis probl,em of finding a suitable description when answering
locational specification questions* was described by Donald Norman
(Norman 1972] as the Empire State Building problem (Where is the
Empire State Building?). Locational specification q4eatioUs
illustrate very clearly how answers to questions must strive 4o fill,
in the gaps Of the questioner's knowledge state.

1.1.11 Content Specification

Somewhere in the quetion answering process a decision must be
made about how much information is going to be put into the answer.
Forthat4matter, the system must be able to decide if the question is

going to be answered honest y, deceptively, sarcastically, or is any
other of a hundred different s. Eor example, suppose-questions are
asked about_the following story:

John went to a restaurant and ordered a hot dog/
But the waitress said they didn't have any so he
had a hamburger instead.

If asked:

Q: Did John eat a hot dog?
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there are at least three ways that this question could be reasonably
answered:

A: No.
A: No, John ate a hamburger.

A: No, John ate a hamburger because there were no hot
dogs.

Each of these answers is correct but each one provides a different
amount of information. Some part of the question answering process
must be sensitive to factors which control the system's disposition in
terms of reliabilty and relative information content. There must be
mechanisms which control memory ';erieval processes and provide
instructions about how an answer is to be constructed.

Principle #13:

The Same Oesi,ion Doesn't

Always Get ChnlSame Answer

A question answering system must be able to instruct its retrieval
mechanisms how to form answers so that the system does not always'.
return the same answer to the same question Answers must vary
appropriately in response to contextual and motivational factors.,

1.1.12 Accessing Memory

-When a story is read, a conceptual structure repre
story is generated in memory, which encodes events went
story and inferenceg made by the reader at the time of u

(Schenk 19741). 1975b). This Structure* is languag
existing as a purely.conc,:ptual record of the story.
,questions about a story this story representation
memory searches. Question answering is therefore concer
form, of information in memory "and the processes whic
informati-m. In designing memory representations felt st

assumptions must be made about what belongs in a story repre
When a story describes chronological sequente of event
reasonable to 'assure' that the events,preserved in the story
representation shOuld encode only information about what happened,
where something that happened ip either an event mentioned."explicitly
in the story or one which wag inferred by the reader. For example, if
a story says that John ate a hamburger at ajestaurant; the memory
representation should contain the inference that John ordered' a

hamburger, but it shouldn't contain negative information like the.fact
that John didn't order a pizza.

nting, the
oned inthe

derstanding.

independent,
en answering
s accessed by
ed with the

access that
ies- some

ation.
, it is

When answering questions about a story, the story representation
which was generated at the time of understanding is examined by memory
searches. But there are times when the story representation by itse4..-\
is not adequate for finding an answer and more inferences must be made
at the time of question answering. For example; if we adhere to the

24
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assumption that a story representation should only contain-information
about what happened (and what we infer must have happened), then how
can we go about answering questions which.ask about things that didn't
happen?

John went to a restaurant and ordered a hamburger.
But the waitress said they didn't have any so John'
left.

If asked:

Q: Why didn't John eat a hamburger?

A

there is nothing in our story representation whidp says,anything about
eating, a hamburger, or eating anything, for that matter. The story
representation 'simply record's a chain of events Which includes . Johnl '.

-4-tesgoing into the restaurant, tsitting down, the waitress cominglver,
John-telling her he wants a- hamburger, the waitress telling him there' 11.

were nzne, and John getting up and leaving. Yet we should be able 6
t -answer-this question with a response like, 'Because.they didn't have

'any.'

Principle #14:

Sometimes InferencesAust Be' Made

at the Time of Question Answering
.

Some additional iclerence mechanisms mutt be invoked in order. to
produce' this aqgwer. If, in the context of this story, we had been
asked 'Why didn't John swim across the lake? the question ouldn't
make sense. e inference mechanisms which are invoked to answer
these questions re capable of seeing when a why -not question makes
sense by determ ing if the act in question would have occurre4 had
the story taken a different turn. 'Whidldn't John eat a hanthurgerr
makes sense betause we expected him to eat a hamburger after'he
ordered, until the waitress told him there were none. But 'Why didn't
John swim across tie lake?' makes no sense inthis story since we
never expected John to swim across a lake.

1.1.13 Constructing InfOrmation

People are able to answer many questiOns by deriving information
which is not explicitly present in memory for- straightforward
retrieval.

. Q: Who was President when you were entering til.p
grade? ,

,Q:1What is %56 domes 8?

Q: How fat is New York from Boston?

-Each qf these'questions can be answered, but probably not immediately,
The first question may require an associative path from the sixth

25.
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grade, to your age at the time of the sixth grade, to the year, to the
President. Or perhaps ther& was some. event concerning the. (then)
current President which you know occurred at about the you
entered the sixth grade, and so ,ou can _answer the ilueetioft by
remembering that event,. The multiplication question is liable to

require an arithmeti6,nalculation. And the dis,:ende question may be a
matter of simple retrieval if you happen' to 'know' that fect.
Otherwise the answer could be derived by.knowing how long it takes to
drive or fly between taEoston and New York. j

`Principle #15:

You Can't Expect to Always Find

HadExactly What You Had in Mind

1

1

People seem tothe very flexible in memory retrieval tasks. When ,faced-
with a questiod 114 ,

How many days does - July ha/e?

'AR

cs.
many people resort lio a little rhynip: '30 days hath September; April,
Jung, and November, ...' But if yolk ask someone this .question on%the

31st efJgly,-there is.a good chance that they will be able to answer
without resorting to the rhyme if they are aware qg the date, People

-.tend to know that no month 'has more than 31 days,'So tra mod&has,at
least 31 days, ltmust,have exactly 31%dayd..diven that July has at
least,31 days, this little bit Of reasoning is faster than running-

.

through the rhyme. .-

-. 4

4 t

1.1.14 Finding Only What's Needed
,

Efficient retrieval entails an ability recognize wildn enough
information has been seen in order to answer the.question...5uppose.
youhave read the following:

John boarded the train in Boston onday morning. -

He slept most of thaf afternoon and had dinner in
the' dir(ing car. Then he played cards in the club
car and finally went to bed around 200. The

tfain'got into Chicago after lunch the next day.
44

Now if Asked:

Q: Hon long was John on the trap?

. ,

you will try to-piece together as. accurate an answer as possible.
Running back over the .time line of the story you can_piecp together
his boarding in-the fliornimg,.the overnight, and the train's :arrival
after Linch in order to arrive at his being, on the train a Little over
a day. But suppose instead you itad been asked:

a

26
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-!* Q: Did John sp
-

0 a week on the train?

"
k !.

You can answer 'no' t this. question much lfadter,th. n you could aftwer .

the previous question. This answer .is easily d rived from the fact
that John spent esly'one'night on the train. No further inform'ation
from_./yoeir memoiy of'' the st9ry is needed to ensweb e.luestioti. llore
ineermation had to be examined to anaNer the uestioA than was
needed for the seiend.

.1,!..1.
rinciple 016:

catch Sk:ategy Knows When It.lias e-Answer:

SMart Ileuri4ics Know When to Quit

*

Where We're Going

The scope of problems involved in designing'a questiiin,anstimring
system rangee.in a number of directions and covers a tremendous amount ,

_

Of territory. Section 1.1 does not constitute e'definitiVe survey of
probleMs1-, it was intended only to convey some sense of the issues we

. will address;
;.

;There 'ere many pioblems in designing a question andwaring system.
The:1,, problem8 do,not exist in isolation of one another; solUtions in
on area'often, contribute 6 solutions, elsewhere, It is therefore
,mire productive to view the issues from a vantage point which provides
a global sense;_pf the entire question answering procedS. It would be
very difficult to devote a chapter to each problem and still describe
"a cohesive picture of,question answering. For this reason, a' process
model for question answering is described by following a.question -from
the initial understanding of words in the question through to the
fina0e4Aea4.1 eXpressioq of an dhswer. After this fundamental process' -

model is presented, specific areas of difficulty 'pre identified, and
discussed in/detail.

Within this organization, the problems of the preceding section
tI be distributed throughout as follows:

Preface to Interpretation: Understanding Questions

The chapter .,- an overview which introdu s the
processes underlying Principles 01-6. An o cline of
the interpretive process model is given which describes
how .the issues of ;conceptual' analysis; :reference
recognition, conceptual categories, understanding" in
'ntext, conversational interpretation, and inference,

all fit together in the processing of a question.
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Chapter 2: Conceptual Categoriewfor Questions--

'Chapter 1,, elaborates PrIllciple 03 and discusges
conceptual categorization. - ,Thirteen conceptual
categories are presented and the analysis mechanism

lb which assigns a category to, a question is described./

Chapter 3: Recategorizing Questions by Inferential: Analysis

Chapter 3 is concerned with.Principlec #4, 5, and, 6.
UnderitaprIqg in .context, conversational -
interpretation, and inferenCes are all tdpics in
inferential analysis.

Preface to Memory 'searches: Finding an answer'

This chapter is art- overview of tLe memory search which
introduces' the processes undepkyiv,Pkinciples 8,.
9; and 13. Coxitent specificatithrand the'memorY search
strategies cn

triededto produce aanswer are. oqtlined
$ .here.

Chapter 4: Content Specification
$

Chapter 4 dlaharate s. Principle 113 and explains hOW
content, specification controls' the amount' of
informftion which goes intosan answer.

Chapter 5: Searching Memory

Chapter 5 describes search heuristics fOr finding an
answer.

Chapter 6: Focus EstabUshment

Chapter 6 is concerned with Principles #7, 8, and 9.
Knowledge-based interpretation and memory-based
interpretation is explored hdre. \'

-Chapter 7: Understanding What Didn't Happen

Chapter 7 presents an example of Principle #14 by
describing a technique for accessing memory..

Chapter 8: Finding the Best Answer
r.

Chapter 8 explores Principles #10 and 12. this chapter
is prfmarily concerned with selecting the best answer

.

to a question.

Chapter 9: Conceptual Knowledge of Physical Objects

Chapter 9 illustrates Principle 011 while exploring
problems in state descriptions. A system for
representing physical objects by decomposition -intb
primitives is proposed'.

28
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1.2.1 How to Survive the Trip

,Wheever one confronts a nine course dinner there. is always' the
dangkr of wings glutted before -desapt or maybe even beforethe main
courses. ometimes helps to know at you're up against before you
start.

It is assumed that the reader is., familiar' with Conceptual
. . _____

Dgendenc Theory. It.would be sufficient to have read Chapter Three
of Conceptual Informaenn,Processing (Schank 1975a] or dhapcer Five of

t

Computer Models of Thought and Language (Schank--&--Celby 1.973).
Appendix 1 reviews the primitive aq s and causal chain' theor
those who feel rusty. -,

..,/,

,-

It is also assumed that the reader is somewhat' familiar with the
theory of scripts and plans and tbeir,use in s ry understanding.
Anyoneunfamiliar, with. scripts and plans should onsult Scripts,
plans Goalsz. and Understanding (Schank & sod "77). Other
introductory references inalude; (Schank & Abelson 1975, Schank & the
Yale AI,Project 1975, Cullingfcird 1975,,Wilensky 1976, Lehnert 19771.
Appendix 2 reviews scripts and plans and summarizes the,scriprelaLed

,terb.inalogy used In this theSis:
..

4.
-

e.N1A,

If the reader wants nimal overview of the theory, it would be
suffitient to read the telprefatory chapters. These pr.efaces serve
as introductions, to the chapters which describe the basic proceas
'model. The preface to interpretation (understanding questions) is
between Chapters One and Two. The preface ea memory searches (finding
an nswer) is between Chapters Three and Four.

The basic 'process model is described in Chapters Two through
Five. A reader who& wants only a basic introduction to the problem
could stop after Chapter Five. But anyone interested is the real
difficulties will find the more challenging issues discussed in
Chapters Six through Ten.

1.3 QUALM

QU ALM is a computational model of question answering. As such,
there i a computer program which is an implementation of QUALM. This
program runs in conjunction with two larger systems, SAM and PAM.
Both f S and PAM are comprehensive story understanding systems which
input stories in pglish and generate internal memory representations
for Wha they read. These story representations can then be accessed
by proce seewhich are designed to paraphrase, summarize, and answer
question about the stories read. QUALM is responsihle for*the
question answering c'apa...itkes ,of SAM and PAM. Both systems are
modulariz d so that parsers and generaroes can be attached for
nifferen linput and output languages. At the moment SAM and PAM
operate with English input and.produce paraphrase output in English,
Spanish, Russian, Dutch, or Chinese. All of the question answering
done by SAM and PAM bas been in English. 'QUALM itself is language
independent:: No changes would have to be made to QUALM in border jar
SAM an'1 PAM to understand and answer questions in different languages.

4*
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...Two experimental programs have been. designed in addition to
QUALM. These are ASP (Answer Selection Pr gram) and COIL (Conceptual
,Objects for Inferencing in. Language)." Thes were both designed to
explore speeific issues which were-releven to the deSign of'QUALM as

-a-system independent of SAM and PAM.

, ASP is akSmilL interactive syStem which inputs a question abolit a ,

' story along with -a---,set: of possible answers. It asks the user to
CliaribterisS those answers` according to instructions given by .the
program. ASP then picks out ghat it considers to be the best answer
to the question.

COIL is a- larger system: designed to generate memory
rtpresentati,:na for stories and answer ,a small variety of questions
about the_stories on the basis of its memory representLtion. COIL
incorporateb a .toy parser, and generator. Problems in parsing and
generation are geriphe34 to One theoretical issues addressed by COIL.
COIL was primarily designed to seehow a representational system for
physical objects could be exploited by inference and retrieval
mechanisms.

. ,
QUALM is an independent system which can be attached to any story.

understanding system generating story representations according to the
th of predictive understanding by scripts and plans. Although
the \coriptiter imlementation of QUAD! is limited to the context of
answering questions dbour stoileS, the theoretical goes beyond
this particular context. As a theoretical mode QUALM describes,
general question a

1

swering, where question answering in its most
general form .is as a verbal communication device between
people.

n
1,4 Comptter Zwograms USing QUALM

The process modp1 for question answering which is described in
this thestk is currentlyAmplethented in two computer programs, SAM and
PAM. These`two,programg have been designed to understand stories and
answer, questions about what. they have,read. In the following pages
are examples of stories which have been processed by these systems
along with questions and answers. The Stories and questions were
input in English as they appear here,'and the answers given here, are
the actual English generated responses which were returned by the
computer.

In all cases, the system first resits the story one sentence at. -a
time and generates a memory remesentation for that story as it reads.
When the story.has been complete8,\questiods are asked. Each question
is processed and answered before going on to the next one.

The last two programs, 'the Answer Selection program and COIL, are*.''
'experimental systems which were designed to explhre issues raised by
QUALM.
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1.4.1 SAM'

SAM was developed by the Artificial Intelligence Projectcat Yale.
It processed its first story in 1975' and has beeldrundergoing continual
expansion ever since. The actual programming, of SAM has relied on the
persisteht efforts'of many: Richard CullingfOralGerald DeJoig, Leila
Habib, James Meehan, Richard Proudfoot, Christophei, ,Riesbeck, Walter
Stutzman, and Robert Wilensky. . . .

..

A., &;' ''''' 4
!Pir..

The fqllowing stories and questigh answering dialogs r,epresent
actual input and.outpht. The stories and questions were read by the -
system just as they apper here. The answer's are the exact English
outputs by-SAtf:\

0

*
.

v. .
t..

.1

1

**********\*******************#* .

John went to a restaurant. The hostess seated John. The hostess gave
John a menu.- The waiter came to the table.;' John ordered a lobster.
He was served quickly. He left a,I!arge tip. He left the restaurant.

Why did John go to the restaurant?

SO JOHN COULD BAT A MEAL.

Did John go to a table?

3OHN WENT TO A TABLE.

Why did John go to a table?

SO JOHN COULD SIT DOWN IN A CHAIR.

Did the waiter give John a menu?'

JOHN GOT A g2iiu FROM THE HOSTESS:,

Who gave John a menu?

JOHN COT A MENU FROM. THE HOSTESS.

Why did the hostess give Jqhn a menu?

% JOHN COULD ASK THE WAITER FOR A MEAL.



2D
What happened wheri the hostess gave John a menu?

JOHN READ THE-MENU, THE WAITER SAW THAT JOHN WAS AT THE
TABLE,.THE WAITER WENT TO THE TABLE.

1

DieJOn enjoy the lobster?

I DON'T KNOW.

0

Did the'waiter give John the check?

JOHN GOT THE CHECK FROM'THE WAITER.

Why did' John yave the waiter a large tip?

PROBABLY JOHN REMEMBERED THE WAITER'SERVED JOHN A LOBSTER
-,QUICKLY.

0

Did John pay the bill?

JOHN PAID THE CHECK.

Why did John pay the checY?

'SO JOHN COULD LEAVE THE RESTAURANT.

********4***********i***********

John went to a restaurant. He sat down. He'got mad. He left.

A

Did a waiter come to the table?

NO.

Did John order?

NO.

******54**k**********************
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John went to New York by bus. On he is he talked to ,an- old lady.
'When he left the bus, he thanked the driver/ He took the subway to
Leone's.., On the subway his pocket was.picked. He got off phe train
and -entered Lecne's.. He had some lasagna. When the check came, he
discovered:he'cduldn't pay. The.management trfd him he would have to,
wash dishes. When he left, he caughtta bus to New Haven.

Who went to New Yprk?

JOHN WENT TO NEW YORK.

%

Why did John go to New York?

BECAUSE JOHN WANTED TO GO TO LEONE'S.

Why did John go to Leone's?'

BECAUSE 'JOHN .WANTED TO HAVE SOME LASAGNA-.

Haw did John get to New York?

'JOHN TOOK A BUS TO NEW YORK.

Did a-thief pick" John's Ocket?

A THIEF PICKED JOHN'S POCKET.

Did John order lasagna?

JOHN ORDERED LASAGNA.

Did John eat a steak?

NO, JOHN ATE LASAGNA.

What did John eat?

JOHN ATE LASAGNA.

Did John order lobster?

NO, JOHN ORDERED LASAGNA.
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Did John eat lasagna?'

JOHN ATE LASAGNA.

Did John pay the check?

NO, JOHN.pIDN'T HAVE ANY MONEY.

-Did John' leave the.watress'a tip?

JOHN DIDN'T HAVE ANY-MONEY.

Did Jobn leave Leone's?

JOHN LEFT. LEONE'S.

Why did John take the subway from Leone's?

SO JOHN COULD TAKE A BUS TO NEW HAVEN.

How could John take the subway from Leone'd?
lr.

PROBABLY JOHN HAD A TOKEN.

How did John get to Leone's?

JOHN TOOK A BUS TO NEW YORK AND THEN HE TOOK THE SUBWAY TO
LEONE'S.

Did anything'unasual happen on the bus?

I DON'T REMEMBER ANYTHING.

Did anything unusual happen on the subway?

A THIEF PICKED JOHN'S POCKET.

What did John order?

JOHN ORDERED LASAGNA.

Who gave John a menu?

THE WAITRESS GAVE JOHN A MENU.
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'Did anything.vnusual happen at the restaurant?

JOHN DISCOVERED THAT HE COULDN'T PAY THE CHECK AND sip HE HAD
TO WASH DISHES.

Why couldn't John pay the check?

BECAUSE JOHN DID NOT HAVE ANk MONEY.

Why didn't John have any money?

BECAUSE A THIEF PICKEDrJOHN'S POCKET:

How did John get back to New Haven?

JOHN WENT FROM LEONE'S BY SUBWAY AND THEN HE WENT TO NEW
HAVEN BY"BUS.

How was John ableto take the bus to New Haven?';

PROBABLY JOHN HAD'A TICKET.,

********************************

.
. . .-1.

John went to a restaurant and the hostess gave him a 'menu. . Vhen he
ordered 'a hot 'dog the waitress said that they didn't have any. So
John ordered a HaMburger instead. But when.tne hamburger cam4iit was
so burnt that John left). ,

c
..

Did the waitress give John a menu?

NO, THE'HOSTESS GAVE JOHN A MENU.

Did John order a hot dog?

YES.

Did John eat a :ot dog?

NO, THE WAITRESS TOLD JOHN THEY DIDN'T HAVE ANY HOT DOGS.

35
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What did the waitress serve John?-

THE WAITRESS SERVED JOHN A HAMBURGER.

Why didn't John eat the hamburger?

BECAUSE THE HAMBURGER WAS BURNT:

Was John angry?

PROBABLY.

Why didn't John pay the check?

D I

JOHN WAS ANGRY BECAUSE THE HAMBURGER WAS BURNT AND SO HE----7,1

LEFT.

Why didn't John eat a hot'dog? N.

BECAUSE THE WAITRESS TOLD JOHN THEY DID NOT HAVE ANY -HOT
DOGS.

What happened when John ordered the hamburger?
$'

THE WAITRESS GAVE THE ORDER TO THE COOK, THE COOK PREPARED
THE HAMBURGER, THE COOK GAVE THE HAMBURGER TO THE WAITRESS,
THE WAITRESS SERVED JOHN THE HAMBURGER.

What happened when John ordered the hot dog?

THE WAITRESS TOLD JOHN THEY DIDN'T HAVE ANY HOT DOGS.

*********;*********************

Friday evening a car swerved off ROute 69. The vehicle struck a tree.
The passenger, a New Jersey map, was killed. David Hall, 27, was
pronounced dead at the scene by Dr Dana Blauchard, medical examiner.
Frank Miller, 32, of 593 Faxon Rd, the driver, was taken to Milford
Hpspital by Flanagan Ambulance-. He was 'treated and, released. The
Passenger was extricated from the vehicle by the Branford Fire
Department. No charges were made. Patrolman Robert Onolrio
investigated the accident.

36
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Was anyone killed?

YES, DAVID HALL DIED.

Was anyone hurt?

YES, FRANK MILLER WAS SLI9ITLY INJURED. -

Wily was Frank Miller hurt?

BECAUSE THE AUTOMOBILE,ATT THE TREE.

Did Miller ,go to the hospital?

?,

YES, HE WAS IN THE MIL00 HOSPITAL.
vY

:T.

How did Miller get tothe hospital?

THE FLANAGAN AMBULANCE COMPANY`' TOOK HIM TO THE MILFORD -77.--
HOSPITAL.

.t
1.4.2 PAM

PAM was teveloped by the Yale Artificial Intelligence Project in
1976. The actual programming of R&M has been primarily the work of
one person: Robert Wilensky. Supporting programs .for' PAM were
handled by Gerald DeJong,'Christopher Riesbeck, and Walter Stutzman.

The follow gi,stories and question answering dialogs represent
verbatim input /IA-output.

*********************i**********

John loved Mary but she didn't want to marry him. One day, a dragon
stole Mary from the castle. John got on top of his horse and killed
the dragon. Mary agreed to merry him. They lived happily ever after.

.

Why did John get on his horse?

BECAUSE HE WANTED TO BE NEAR MARY.
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Why did Mary a ree to marry John?

BECAUSE SHE-WASiNDEBTED TO HIM.

.Why did John kill the dragon? .

BECAUSE HE WANTED MARY TO NOT DIE.

***********i********************

John disliked his job as the bank janitor. One day, a.:Ahief tried to
,rob the bank. Jciln jumped on the.thief and knocked him Out.. The bank
president made John the bank guard. John enjoyed his new leo,

.

Why did John knock the thief out?'

BECAUSE HE WANTED THE TIEF NOT TO HAVE THE BANk15'IMONEY.

Why did the bank president make John the bank guard?

BECAUSE THE BANK WAS INDEBTED TO JAHN.

1.4.3 ASP

ASP is a small program which was designed71.0.9.75 to ipvespigate
theories concerned with finding the best answer to a question. Its-

implementation required no effofts outside of my own. ASP.is,given s.

set of answers to a question about a story and ASP tries to/select the
best answer. ASP makes its decision ISMaking the user ,to, respond yet
or no to a sequence of questions about the answers, provided. ASP has
no memory,represeltation for the story and no ;understanding of .the
question or the answers given. It chooses an answer on the basis of
selection rules which respond to the yes or no answais of-the user,.

The following dialog represents an interactive session with ASP.
.

ASP has the answers it was given stored in memory as lists so it can
ask questions about pairs of answers by combining those,questions with
fixed connectives,

***************A****************
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-

One morning John noticed that his dog wits having trouble Walking.
That afternoon he took it to the vet.

Q: Wh5, did. John take his dog to the vet?

Al:-tIt was slat or injured.

A2: It was having trouble walking.

A3: He wanted to make it well.

.Pie following, dialog represents an interactive, session with ASP. For
this execution ASP has been given the lexical answers A1, A2, and A3,
as initial input to the program.

.

.1

* * *t* Interactive Session Begins *****

ASP: GIVEN THE CONTEXT OF THE 5TOR1, CAN EITHER

He wanted to make it well

OR

(
It was sick or injured

I.

BE INFERRED FROM ONN ANOTHER?

User: YES
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ASP: 'DOES, II MAKE SENSE TO SAY

He wanted:to make -it well'

BECAUSE

Itwas having trouble walking?

User: YES

ASP: DOES IT MAKE SENSE TO SAY

-He wanted to make it well
or

AND HE KNEW THAT

It was having trouble walking?
,

User: YES

11:S13:

THE BEST ANSWER IS BECAUSE

It was having trouble walking

1.4.4 COIL

ti

-,1

`COIL was developed at the Xerox Palo AltoeResearcb Center during
the summer of 1976. It -was written in an experimental implementation
of KRL (Knowledge Representation Language) whieh was developed .by

Daniel Bobroci and Terry Winograd:4Sobrow &,Winogi-ad 1977).

Unlike SAM and PAM which answered all of their ,questions after

-reading an entire story, COIL interrupti the input ,story to answer

questions..

***********6**********ki********

John picked up a newspaper. He went from the haLl into the kitchen

and got some milk.

Where die John come from?

iilE RAU.

40
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Where did the milk come from?

THE REFRIGERATOR.

But the militcacton'i#as empty:, so he threw it out.

Where did the milkcarton go to?

TUE GARBAGE BAG.

Why did John throw the milkcarton into_the garbage bag?

BECAUSE THE HILKCARTON WAS -EI{PTY.

He turned on the light and radio. Then he ltstened to music and read.

Where did the music come from?

THE RAMO.

What did John read?

TH5 NEWSPAPER.

Why did John turn on the light'

SO HE COULD READ THE NEWSPAPER.

Whv did John turn Ou' he

So HE COULD HEA THE MUSIC.
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see

yreface to Interpretation: Understanding Questions

O. Introduction

QUALM can be split up into roughly two funOmental processes:
understanding the question and finding an answer. In Chapters Two and
Three we will describe those processes of QUALM which are devoted to
understanding .questions. Questions are understood on different
levels, and complete interpretation on preliminary levels must take
place before 'the more comprehensive interpretation of subsequent
levels can be aftempted.

1. Four Levels of Understanding

Aft questions must pass through four levels of interpretive
'analysis before a memory search can begin to look for an answer.
Interpretation on one level must be completed before interpretation on
the next level can begin. The fanr successive level's are:

(1)-Conceptual Parse
(2) Memory Internalization
(3) Conceptual Categorization
(4) Inferential Analysis

The first interpretive process, parsing, is the only one which. is
language dependent. Internalization, Conceptual Categorization, and
Inferential Aqalysis all 'operate within Conceptual Dependency, a
language-independent meaning representation (Schank 1975a). This
means that questions in any language can be processed by changing only
the parser; English questions require an English parser, Russian
questions require a Russian parser, and so forth. But the other
interpretive modules which perfbrm Internalization, Conceptual
Categorization, and Inferential knalysis, do not have to be changed to
accommodate questions in different languages. If an English parser
were-replaced by a Russian parser, the othdr interpretive modules
would require no adjustment in order to function with the new parser.

Of the four einterpretive processes, only the last two, Conceptual
Categorization and Inferential Analysis are concerned solely with
questions. The Conceptual Parser and Internalization programs are
general language processing mechanisms, designed to deal with
declarative statements as well as questions. These first two levels
of interpretation acre actually a front end for QUALM; they are not,
strictly speaking, a part of QUALM. In fact, these analysis programs
were independently developed long before anyone thought about applying
them to the task of question answering. Christopher Riesbeck has been
refining his Conceptual Parser (ELI) since its original implementation
In 1974 (Riesbeck 1975, Riesbeck & Schenk 1976). Versions of the
Internalization program (MEMTOK, TOK) have been operating since 1975
as a part of the SAM system Kullingferd 19771.

To understand the interpretive processes within QUALM, what they
do and how they do it, It is not necessary to know haw the Parser and
Internalization programs work. But for the sake of an overall
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picture, we will take a little time to explain what they do (and don't
' do) so the reader will have some sense of the entire 'understanding

process 5111ch begins with a string of words ending.i.0 a question mark.

. 2. The Conceptual Parse

When a question passes through the parser it is translated into a
conceptual meaning representation, Conceptual Dependency. Once the
Conceptual Dependency representation for a question has been produced,
that conceptual representation is ald. the system needs to work with
frot that point on. None of the processes which follow require
knowledge of what words or syntactic constructions were in the
original lexical question..

/

The Conceptual_.Dependeney representation of a question generated
by the parser constitutes one -level of question interpretation.
Understanding of thg question on this level is generally a literal or
naive undet4tandinv For example, the parser will understand:

Q1: Can you t I me where John is:

Sto mean 'Are you capable of telling- me where John is?' If the
interpretation ended here we would have no way of knowing that this is
probably a request for information about John's location. The person
asking 01,1 wants to know _where John is. He will probably not be
satisfied to find out that the one_he is addressing is merely capable
of saying where John is. But the parser cannot know that,this
question is a request for information. As far as the parser is
concerned, el is a simple inquiry about whether or not the listener is
capable of telling the questioner the whereabouts-of. John. Higher
memory processes within the interpreter, must be summoned to complete
the interpretation of this question in order to arrive at the intended
meaning of Ql.

This does not mean-that the parser is operating in isolation of
general world knowledge, context, or higher memory processes. On the
contrary, parsing strategies often interact with other memory
processes in- order to arrive at the correct interpretation of verbs
and murk (Riesbeck b Schenk 1976). For example, if the parser is
processing the sentence 'John walked into a restaurant and ordered a
hamburger,' the parser will receive from the Script Applier a
preferred word sense for the verb 'to order' which predicts that
'ordered' in this sentence means to communicate a request for a meal
(instead of issuing a command or establishing a sequential arrangement
of some sort). This preferred sense of the verb i- established before
the parser even gets to the object of the verb, the hamburger.

The parser interacts with contexcual memory processes primarily
for the sake of anticipating correct word senses. Suppose two people
meet on the street and one asks the other:

0&t: Do you have a 111..,t,C,_

Tne parser would underat.nd that this quetloil is equivalent to
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Q3: Do you have in your immediate possession an,object
which is capable of producing a flame?

IF Q2 had h.-,en asked'in the context of two car mechanics working on a
car engine in a garage, the parser would be capable of understanding
that Q2 is equivalent to asking:

Q4: Do you,have in your immediate possession an object
which is capable of producing light?

The parser would -pick up a different sense of the word 'light' from a
car mechanic script. It still doesn't understand the request aspect
of :Ala question, but it does receive word sense priorities from script
applier processes which keep track of cUrrently active scripts. The
parser is sensitive td-centext in its conceptual analysis of
statements and questions. But it is not capable of total,
understanding.

Coaplete understanding of Q2 recognizes this question td be a
request for d lit match or lighter. This understanding is accompanied
by a strong /expectation that the questioner _wants to light a
cigarette. Stich a level of predictive understanding can only be
achieved bylpi-ocesses which have knowledge about questions and why
people ask them. The parser,does not have access to such knowledge.
A dorrect, narse of a question signifies the first level of
understanding on which all subsequent interpretations are based. The
proper 9onceptuaf parse of a question may not represent the intended
meaning'of that question; but when the parser's-interpretation is -at
correct, it is, better described as do incomplete interpretation rattier
than a wrong interpretation.

3. Memory Internalization

All sentences and questions must pass from an initial parse to an
internalized parse. An internalized parse is a rewriting of the
initial parse which substitutes pointers to memory r -kens for all
nominal references tn the conceptualization. For example, the initial
parse of the 'sentence 'John went to a restaurant,' will place in the
Actor slot the word JOHN. When this conceptualization is
internalized, memory-is consulted to find out if previous processing
has already established a' memory token for a human with the name John.
If so, JOHN is replaced by a pointer to the memory token already
established (say GNOul). If no previous reference to someone called
John has occurred, memory will find no token for John and one will
have to be created. In either case, the word JOHN will be replaced
with a pointer to a memory token. When all nominal references in the
initial parse have peen replaced with pointers to memory tokens, we
then have an internalized parse of the sentence.

The Internalization process establishqs nominal referents and
integrates rew information into memory token descriptions of objects
and people. For example, newspaper stories often begin like:

'ohn Doe of 4616 Lakewood Drive, Bingham, a

construction worker, was killed yesterday when ...
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The Internalization program, is responsible for creating a memory token
and organizing properties within it:

G0001:
LSA = Human

First Name = John
Last Name = Doe
Sex = ghle
Age = >18 yrs.

Occupation = Construction Worker
Street Address = 4616 Lakewood Drive
City Residence = Bingham .

Date of Death = 18 April 1976

If further information were given later on in the article (he had a
wife and a son), these new facts would have to be added to the memory
token for John Doe during Internalization. Internalization would also
be responsible for recognizing that any references to 'the deceased,'
'Mr. Doe,' or''Mrs. Doe's husband,' are in fact references to the
same memory token.

Sometimes Internalization requires accessing knowledge
structures. If after hearing 'John went to a restaurant,' the next
sentence is 'He ordered a hamburger,' the initial parse will fill the
Actor slot with HUMO whe're HUMO has the properties of being human and
male. When this parse is,internalized, the restaurant script which
was activated by the'first sentence is accessed to see if any of tne
conceptualizations predicted by the script applier match the current
input. In this case a match would be found, and the match tells us
that the actor of the current concept,must be bound to the role of the
patron in the restaurant script. If someone orders food in a
restaurant, we expect that someone to be acting in the role of a
restaurant patron. During the processing of the first sentence, the
memory token for John was bound to the patron role. In this way the
pronominal referent in the second sentence is determined to be John.
HUMO from the initial parse is then'replaced with a pointer to the .

memory token representing John.

Problems in Internalization affect question answering whenever
references must be correctly recognized. Some question answering
problems which are related to Internalization will be discussed in
3.1.3.3. But for the most part, QUALM is independent of
Internalization processes. For a description of the Internalization
program which is used by SAM and PAM, Jae (Cullingford 1977)1.

1 .

Throughout this thesis conceptualizations in Conceptual Dependency
presented as illustrations will be written in graphic form, with
components as they would appear after the intial parse, before
Internalization takes place. This is done at the expense of technical
correctnesstior the take of the reader, who I assume feels more at
home with JOHN than G0001.
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4. Conceptual Categorization

Conceptual ,Categorization is performed by the Question Analyzer.
The Question Analyzer takes the internalized parse of a question and
decomposes it into two descriptive components: a question concept and
a conceptual'question category. For example, the question:

Q5: Did John hit Mary?

has the conceptual qbestion category 'Verification' and a question
concept representing 'John hit Mary.' Question, concepts are
represented in Conceptual -Dependency and are derived from the V
internalized 'parse of the question according to kules developed for
each question category.

There are thirteen conceptual categories for questions. The
Question Analyzer recognizes which category a question belongs to by
running the question through a series of tests which function like a

si
simple discrimination net (Feigenbaum 19631. For example, Causal

. Antecedent questions are recognized by a test which checks for:

I) a causal chain construction
2) the causal link = LEADTO
3) all or part of the leading conceptualization is unknown

Conceptual question categories, the rules used to identify the
con9'eptual category of a question, and the rules used to extract
question concepts, are all described in Chapter Two.

5. 'Inferential Analysis

Very often the correct interpretation of- a question involves
understanding in terms of inferences. These inferences may rely on
assumptions about the questioner's desires or goals, assumptions about
what the questioner does and does not know, and assumptions about what
is really being asked. 'All inferences of this sort are*the result of
higher memory processes which,, examine the question concept and its
conceptual categorization in an ,effort to understand it beyond its
literal meaning.

For example, if John is packing for a business trip and he asks
his wife: -

Q6: What haven't I packed?

His question is inferred to mean:

Q7: What haven't I packed that I should have packed?

.

.

Without this additional interpretation, Q6 will admit all sorts of
ridiculous and useless answers.

kIA a similar way, many requests are recognized only after
inference processes are invoked. For example:
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Q8: Why don't you get Mary a drink?

can easily be meant as a request:

Q9: Would you'get Mary a drink?

rather than as an inquiry for reasons behind not getting a drink.' Onthe other hand,

Q10: Why don't you feel angry?

makes little sense as a request:

Q11: Would you (please) feel angry?

Inferential Analltisycontains the inference processes which are
essential to understanding what the.questioner really wants to know.
Without this understanding, many,seemingly simple answers cannot be
produced. Without Inferential Analysis of questions the following
exchange wculd be impossible:

Q12: 'Does it snow"in Portland?
Al2: Maybe once every year or two.

If no inference-based interpretation is allowed, the information given
in Al2 would have to be painfully extracted:

Q13: Does it snow in Portland?
A13: Yes.

Q14: How often?
A141 How often what?
05: How often does it snow in Portland?
A15: Maybe once every year or two.

If a system had no capacity for the inferential interpretation of
questions, question answering dialogs would progress slowly and
deliberately like the one above. Rules for Inferential Analysis of
questions are described in Chapter Three.

In Figure 1 the interpretive processes of parsing, conceptual
categorization, and in'iereatial analysis are outlined. A sample
question (Do you have a dime?) is parsed into a Conceptual Dependency
representation which is equivalent to the question Do you have a dime
in your immediate possession ?' The Question Analyzer (Chapter Two)
then catc2;orizes this question as a Verification question and extracts
a question concept (You have a dime in your immediate possession)'.
Inferential Analysis (Chapter Three) then recategorizes the question
as a Request and reinterprets the question to mean 'Will you give me a
dime?'

a
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Do you have fa dime?

(English question)

PARSER

*?*

DIME 4g, IS POSSBY(YOU)
(Conceptual Representation)

QUESTION

ANALYZER

VERIFICATION
(Conceptual Question Category)

DIME 10 IS POSSBY(YOU)
(Question Concept)

INFERENTIAL
ANALYSIS

REQUEST
(Conceptual Question Category)

t

ME
YOU <=> ATRANS <- DIME <

< YOU
(Question Concept)

'Literal' Understanding
of the Questions

Conceptual Categorization
Predicts

Subsequent Processing .

Complete Understanding
of the Question by

Inference

"C+

Figure 1

Stases of Interpretation
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CHAPTER 2

CONCEPTUAL CATEGORIES FOR QUESTIONS

This chapter desCribes the Question Analyzer within
QUALM. The Question Analyzer examines the conceptual
parse of a question and assigns a Conceptual Category
to that question.

Q1: Why did John kill the dragon?

is a 'Causal Antecedent'. question which could
answered with either:

Ala: Because the dragon took Mary.
Alb: To save Mary.

But if QI were worded a little differently, it _would
fall into a different Conceptual Category:

Q2: For what purpose did John kill the dragon?

Q2 is a 'Goal Orientation' question. As such, it do s
not elicit the same kinds of answers as a Cau
Antecedent question. Q2 can be appropriately answ.
with Alb, but Ala is no longer a good answer:

Q2: For what purpose did John kill the dragon?
Ala: Because the dragon took Mary.

Conceptual Categorization recognizes essential
Conceptual differences in questions. These
differences are ultimately reflected by the types of
answers whicliare appropriate for a given question.

2.0 Introduction

In grammar school textbooks questions are often categorized
lexically. There are who-questions, what-questions, where - questions,
when-questions, why-questions, did-questions, and how-questions,
Sometimes questions are categorized in terms of the grammatical_part_
of speech which will provide an answer. So ithere are nominal
questions and adverbial questions. A special case of answer-oriented
categories are yes/no questions. These familiar! categories do not
constitiute a comprehensive system and are not motivated by anything
greater than a desire to have a few general descriptive devices.

Lexical question categories seem to exist primarily for the
purpose of textbook exercises. They are also used to describe parts
of speech: e.g. an adverb is a word which answers a where, when, or
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how-quest161.1.-- But. lexida17.question tving.',has.4.oue indisputable
advantage: everyone-aein understand,Tthat' -4 who-question is any
question which begins with word who. The contepts are
sufficiently obvious to be universally understood. As long as 'these
categories are intended to function descriptively for a general and
non-technical audience, lexical typing is an effective *and adequate
system. In fact, throughout this thesis references to lexical
categories of questions will be found in spite Of the fact that these
lexical categories are not recognized by QUALM and are not useful from
a,processing point of view.

In this chapter a system of thirteen conceptual categories for
questions is presented.\ Subsequent references to question types will
desc:iibe questions accqding to this (conceptual category system
whenever the technical \process model is being discussed. When a
non-technical reference is dmissible, lexical categories are used_for
the sake of readability. If the reader has a passing familiarity' with
Cpnceptual Dependency decom ositions (Schank 1972, 1973b, 1974a,
1975a] the relationships be weep lexical and conceptual question
categories should be grasped wi h little difficulty.

When formulating a process\model for quesriOn answering, a
category system for questions must be descriptive in terms of that
process model. If a given question falls into a particular category,
that should tell us something about the processing which the question
must undergo. To see how lexical typing fails in this respect,-
consider all the different kinds of 'how- questions there are:

Quantity

Q1: How long is this?
(What is the length of this?)

Q2: How often does this happen?
(What is th' frequency of this occurrence?)

Q1 and Q2 are quantification questions. Each of these questions ask
`for a description of quantification requiring a measurement in units.
How long is this? - 14 inches. How often does this happen? - Once
every week or two. The units of quantification do not always have -to.,

'be explicitly referenced. If Q2 is answered 'Ceidom,' this answer
roust be interpreted against some norm of frequency.

Relative Description

Q3: How intelligent is John?
,(What is the relative intelligen9e of John?)

Q4: how wet is your coat?

(What is the relative wetness of your coat?)

Q3 and Q4 are relative scale questions. These questions ask for a

description along - mne scale (say -10 to 10) where there is a norm
dependent on the nature of the property. While some people might
chose to quantify intelligence in terms of IQ points, it is also
acceptable to describe relative intelligence with terms like 'very

bright,' or 'a little slow,' where these descriptions implicitly

50
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reference some assumed norm against which a comparison is being made.

Attitude

Q5: How dO you like New York?
{What are your feelings about New York?)

Q5 asks for an attitudin'al orientation. question could be
answered by specifying virtually any attitude imaginable: I hate it,
I love it, I am totally unaffected by it, I try not to think about it,
I wouldn't wish it on a dog, I -an't wait to get out, I've found my
niche, etc. etc. "-Appropriate answers to this question are more
flexible than relative scale specification. 'I can't wait ,to get
out,' tells us that the answerer expects to leave someday in addition
to the fact that he 11ss a negative attitude toward New York.

Emotional/Physical State

Q6: How do you like your eggs?
(What physical state do yOu prefer your eggs in?)

Q7: How is. Jdhn?
(What is thb emotional/physical 'state of John?)

Q6 and Q7 ask for state descriptions. Eggs can be over-easy,
sunny-side-up, peached, fried, or scrambled. John could be _lust fine,
on the critical list, morbidly depressed, euphoric, rr'he could have a
slight cold. Very often answers to questions like this combine causal
information: 'He is depressed dociet the stock market,' or 'He is ,

excited about the new house.'

Enablement

Q8: How were you able to buy this without money?
(What enabled you to buy this ?.)

Q9: Hew did you get here so fast?
(What enabled you t&-. rive faster than I expected?)

Q10: How could you hear what he said?
(What enabled you to hear him?)

Q8, Q9, and Q10 ask about enabling conditions. Some state or act Was
a necessary enablement for the acts in question.

Instrumentality

Q11: How did you get here?
(By wh-t means did you come here?)

Q12: How did you send word to him?

(By what means did you commcnicat to him?)

Q11 and Q12 ag about the instrumentality of the acts in question. In

I'dQ11 some transportational conveyance is sought an Q12 asks for a
vehicle of communication.

J`
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Causal Antecedent

Q13: How did the glass break?

(what caused the glass to break?)

ti

.2

Q13 is asking-for a causal antecedent. Something happened which
caused the glass to breaklit was dropped, hit thrown, or crushed,
etc.1-

Instructions

914: How do I get to your house?
(Would you give me instructions to your house?)

Q15: Ho%"2 do yoU get service around here?

(What do you have to do to get service herel)

Q14 and Q15 ask for instructions. An'swers to these questions often
involve describing a chain of actions which must be.executed in
sequence.

The memory searches which will find answers to these questions
vary considerably. Quantification questions require an examination of
object properties in terms of a numerical measurement. Relative scale
questions require a description relative to some norm on a comparative
scale. Attitudinal orientation and state descriptions may be
combinations of relative state scales and other spaformation.
'Enablement questions require an examination of events which' are
causally related to the conceptual event in question. Instrumental
questions ask for descriptive specification of events simultaneous .in
time with the act in question'. Causal antecedent questions require
knowledge of causal responsibility, and procedural specification
questions rewire retrieval of instructional information.

A useful taxonomy of questions would predict.. the kinds of memory
searches needed to answer any given question. It would also be useful
if question categories determined which inferenct.mechanisms have to
be invoked fora c941ete interpretation of the question. A question
cat ary should preaict the proce6ses whilrh are needed to understand
and-answer questions falling in that category.

In order to be useful as a predictive mechanism whicif effective)y
guides. processing, categories must bessigned to questions before
higher memory processes are summoned fur,ther interpretation and
memory searches. This means that a question category should describe
its members in some manner which will al w us Us assign the correct

'-',Kcategory to a question 4s soon as possibk .

The earliest point at which categorization could take place is
before the question is parsed, while the question exists onlyoas
lexical .entity. But we have seen that lexical categories are too
misleading for process model pred1-ions. So we cannot expect to
assign question categories before :ne question has been parsed. This
should not be viewed as a loss. The parsing processes for questions
rely on the same predictive mechanisms which are applied to
oeclarative statements igiesbeck5 ,5975, 19Th). The parser would not
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benefit from knowing that the question it was corking aLti fall Into.one
question category or another. But after Om parse o' wquestion is
completed, the conceptual question is ready for *higher, interpretive
melsory processing. A question category should be recognized )kfore
die higher "mamory, processes are' invoked. Therefore question
categories should be assigned immediately after a question in parsed.

In QUALM question types are asstgned as soon as the parse is
completed and a Conceptual Dependency representation has been produced
for the question. 'Categorizing a question its the first task of the
interpreter.

.eCALM uses thirteen conceptual question categories:

1) Causal Antecedent
i) Goal Orientation
3) Enablement .

4) ) -Causal Consequent

5) Verifieatfon
6) Disjunctive

7) Instrumental/Procedural
8) Concept Completion
9) Expeetational.
10) Judgelental
11) Quantification
12) Feature Specification

N, 13)'Request

flO
These question categories can be recognized by a simple examination of
the conceptual question. Salient structural features. of the
conceptual question are examined: by testing prckspdures which are
hierarchically organized in the manner of a ascrimination net
(Feigenbaum 1963). The Question Analyzer which performs this analysis
will be described in 2.14. Once a question category has been assigned
by the Question Analyzer, this categorization will be a central factor
in subsequent interpretation and memory soarcheq.

The Question Analyzer also establishes question concepts in
addition to assigning conceptual categories to questions. A question
concept is roughly what is left of a question when the Interrogative
aspect of the question is removed. For example, the questiou concept
for 'Why did John go to New York?' is the conceptualbeation
representing. 'John went to New York.' Rules for extracting question
concepts are different for each conceptual qdestion category.

Categories for questions are only euseful to the extent that they
predict those processing strategies which will result in a correct
interpretation nd successful memory seareh. If two proposed
categories require identical processing strategies, there is no
rationale for distinguishing separate categories. .Conversely, if a

single proposed category requires many different processing strategies.
in order to effectively understand and answer all questions !- that
category, then it will be useful to split that category up into
smaller ones which better predict tne necessary processing. The
conceptual categories proposed .here can be thought of as processing

53
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are predicted by features of conceptual

The justification for these thirteeh categories will become 'dote
apparent wheit the, processes predicted, by L.: m. 'Arer)iescribed.
Inferential Analysis, entent Specification, and Retrieval Heuristics
are .all processing, Modules within, QUALM which rely on conceptual
question categorization.

2.1 Causal Antecedent

Causal Antecedent questions agk about states or events - .which have
in some way caused the concept in question. Many different kinds of
causal relationships are covered by Causal Antecedent questions .(e.g.
physical zausality and motivating emotional, states).

Examples:

Qi: Why did John go to New York?

4f2.

JOHN ct:=> PT

(plist)

TO NEW YORK /

(-- JOHN

Q2. What caused John to go to N York?

ft

LEADTO 74 NEW YORN\

Jo 4) ?TKOS 16HN 4-1 \
e

(past)

51
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Q3: How did the glass break?

074

EADTO r3 -to

CLASS<S>PHYSISTATE

(past)

.hat resulted ip John's leaving?-

.LEADTO

JOH <=7> VTRANS JOHN

(past)
UNSPEC

Causal Antecedent questions are always represented as causal chain
structures (Schenk 1973a. I974b, 1975b, Appendix II, where the 'chain
antecedent is unknown. Siti.ce the preeige nature of the causal
relationship is also unknown, the causal link between the unknown
antecedent and the q...estion concept Is a LEADTO link.

Recognizing tne Category.

All yxu 14.,11 Antecedent questions are recognized: by the following
featureo:

(I) n casua4 chain cat two .:ouceptualizations
(I) causal link is LEADTO
(3) all or part of first conceptualization is unknown

Finding thy QL;etion cn.vc,,Tr

coe,;ttor, 405, pc 4,f a Giu,..1 Antecedent question extra.tted ft=
tttkr par..ed questin hv deleting the I:4'st c..±nceptLalitation in the
cov41
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For example:

4?*

IlLEADTO

JOHN 4-4, ?TRANS JOHN

(past)

has t he question concept:

JOHN '44, ?TRANS 4 JOHN

(past)

2.2 Goal Orientation

NEW YORK

) NEW YORK

A Goal Orientation question is a b.pec La I ease of what is common19
cal led a why-question. Questions in this category maybe paraphriased

as why-questions, but Goal Orientation. questions ask about the motives
or goals behind an action. Thi.t, makes them slightly More specific

than Causal Antecedent questions. Since a mental goal is be'zng sought
as the explanation, Ow unknotrn causal antecedent relates to the
question concept as a reason for the act in question; therefore the
causal link between the unknown antecedent and the act in question is
a REASON link.

Examples.

For 'what purpose dill John take the book'

A 116

SON 4 JOHN

Jt.ttIN AFB' kNs f--- Bout. 1.-1
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Q2: Mary left for what reason?

A?*

..0"s

REASON

MARY c...) ?TRANS MARY 4--

(past)
UNSPEC

Appropriate answers to Goal Orientation questions should describe the
mental state of the actor in the question concept. This presupposes
that the actor of the question concept is a human who acts of his own
volition. Goal. Orientatioe queations ask about the mental processes
and desires underlying human behavior. It does not make sense to ask
'For what purpose did the book fall?' because the concepttel
representation for a falling book has gravity PTRANSing the book, and
gravity does not act out of.vojition but from laws of physics. 'For
what purpose did John fall?' is similarly nonsensical since gravity is
still the actor acting upon /John and John presumably did not fall on
purpose. In order for this question to make any sense at all we have
to twist our usual understanding of what it means to falls we assume
that John feigned a fall or threw himself iff balance on purpose. As

soon as this element of intentionality is infected, it makes sense to
ask what was John's reason for falling.

Some Causal Antecedent questions can be answered in terms of

either a Causal Antecedent or a Goal Orientation:
4

Q3: Why did Mary drop the book?
A3a: Because John bumped her.

(causal antecedent)
A3b: To get John's attention.

(goal orientation)

A3a describes an aet which RESULTed in Mary dropping the book while
A3b describes a ,REASON Mary had for dropping the book. When the
question is und6';65-od as a Causal Antecedent question (as would be

the case for 0) either answer can be ret':rned. But if the question
were worded as a Coil Orientation question (For what purpose did Mary
drop the book71 the answer would have to describe a reason for the act
in question. It does not make sense to answer:

(/,.: For what purpose did Mar: drop the book'
AI,a; BV4C1C John bumped het.

In section 5.2 we will twe how QUALM looks firet for a ';.al-Oriented

answer and then settles f,or a more general Causal-Antecedent answer 11--/-
no Goal-Oriented ant's 'r The issues of how to answer

why-questions when .there ate , II): reasonable responses is dealt with

at length in Chapter Light.

r
J t
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Recognizing the Category:

All Goal Orientation questions are recognized by the following
features:

(1) a casual chain of two conceptualizations
(2) causal link is REASON

(3) first coaceptualization is unknown

Finding the Question Concept:

The question concept of a Goal Orientation question is extracted from
the parsed question by taking the second conceptualization in the
causal chain.

For erample:

*?*

REASON

JOHN <==> ATRANS BOOK

(past)

has the question concept:

JOHN

JOHN

JOHN ATRANS < BOOK

(past)

2.3 Enablemcnt

Enablement questions are similar to Goal Orientation 4JcStionS
insofar as they specify a causal relationship between an unknown
conceptunlization and the question concept. _The: causal relationship
is an ENABLE and the concept in question is enabled by the unknown act
or state.
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Examples:

Ql: How was John, able to eat?

*?**

ENABLE

JOHN .4=;;. INGEST

(past)

r.1

Q2: What did John need to do in order to leave?

JOHN <=::>*?*

ENABLE

JOHN PTiA' NS 4-- JOHN E
(past)

< UNSPECe

QdWhat didJohn need to have in order to leave?

* ? *

JOHN

POSSBY (JOHN)

ENABLE

PTRANS JOHN

(past)
UNSPEC

Enablement questiNps may specify some information about the unknown
concept. Q desribes the unknown enablement as an action while Q3
describes it to be a state of immediate possession. In general, an
Enablement question consists of a question concept enabled by another
concept which is either completely unknown or which has an udknown
component.

The precise nature of the enabling relationship is left
unspecified. Enablements ,Ifi occur in a variety of ways. Eugene
Charniak ( Charniak 1975b) has explored different kinds of enabling
causation. Two of his categories are physical enablement (John needed
a car to go to New York) and social enablement (John needed money to
eat at the restaurant). World knowledge about cars and money and
restaurants is needed to determine when enablements are physical and

5 j
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when they are social. In SAM and PAM there is only one causal link
describingEnablement: the ENABLE Link.

If more than one Enablement link were used within these systems,
there would have to be some process somewhere which relied on such
distinctions. If no such process exists, there is no justification
for having different causal links. Thus far, SAM and PAM have had no
need'for different Enablement links.

The inference processes which operate on Enabling relationships
appear to be very knowledge specific. For example, if you go to a
restaurant without money, you will be waited on and served without any
difficulty until the check comes. Then the consequences of having no
money can include having to wash dishes or being arrested. If you go
to a restaurant withdut shoes on, you may very well betturned away at
the door. But you won't be arrested or made to wash dishes. Knowing
that the enablements' violated in these two cases ate both social
enablements does not in itself help. us know what the specific
consequences of violating those conditions are. Only very specific
knowledge about restaurants will allow us to predict the consequences
of not having money or not wearing shoes.,.

Recognizing the Category:

All Enablement questions are recograzed by the following features:

(1) a casual chain of two conceptualizations
(2) causal link is ENABLE
(3) all or part of the first conceptualization is unknown

, Finding the Question Concept:

The question concept of an Enablement ouestion is extracted from the
parsed question by taking the second conceptualization in the causal
chain.

For example:

JOHN <-4 *?*

ENABLE

JOHN INGES1

(past)

Of

his the question concpt:

Go
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JOHN <____> INGEST

(past)

2.4 Causal Consequent

Causal Consequent questions are causal structu/es in which the
question concept causes an unknown concept oncausal chain in some
way. The general causal rink for such questions is the LEADTO link.

Examples: .

Ql: What happened when John left?

JOHN ....._>PTRANS ...- JOHN

(past)

LEADTO

UNS PEC

*?*

Q2: What resulted from John leaving?

JOHN c_> PTRANS E.-- JOHN

(past)
UNSPEC

LEADTO

* ? *

1

0L1 s,
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Q3: What happened after Johr:lieft?

JOHN 44:. PTRANS (-- JOHN

(past)'
UNSPEC

LEADTO

* ? *

Q4: What if I don' t leave?

ME PTRANS ME

(future)

(.'

11

LEADTO

*?*

UNSPEC

Q5: What happens if I don' t leave?

ME <:::7!:> PTRANS 4 ME

(future)

LEADTO

* ? *

UNSPEC

L')
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Q6: If I don't leave, then what?

+
ME 44 MANSE-- ME(--

(future)
{ UNSPEC

LEADTO

*9*

Some Causal Conseyent questions have partially known consequents:

Q7: What did John do after)lary left?

MARY '=;) PTRANS MARY

(past)
UNSPEC

LEADTO

JOHN 4= *?*

(past)

Recognizing the Category:

All. Causal ,Consequent- questions are recognized by the following
features:

(1) a casual chain of two conceptualizations
(:) causal link is LEADTO
(3) all or part of the second conceptualization is unknown

Finding rile Question Concept:

The questi, " concept of a Causal Consequent question is w(tracted from

the parsed question by taking the first conceptualization in the
causal chain.
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For example:

4

JOHN (#Y.PTRLNS 4 JOHN

(past)
Utig'PEC

I;ILEADTO
*?*

has the question cone

JOHN PTRANS <-7 JOHN (

((past)

2.5 Verification

UNSPEC

Vera, cation questions ask about the truth of an event. These
questions correspond roughly to those questions which can be answered
yes or no. They are represented as singe concepts or as causal chain
constructions with a MODE value = *?*.

Examples:

Ql: Did John lea /e?

(*?*)

JOHN ( > PTRANS JOHN (

(past)

64

UNSPEC "7

k
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Q2: Did John do anything to keep Mary from leaving?

(*?*)'

JOHN<>*D0*

(past),

/41.

RESULT

t

MARY <44> PTRANS MARY

(past)
UNSPEC

Q3: Does John think that Ma left?

I MARY') PTRANS MARY

(past)

Recognizing the Category:

UNSP!.CLI

(*?*)

IS MLOC (JOHN)
1!

All Verification questions are recognized by ine of the following
features:

(1) A single conceptualization with MODE . *?*, or
(2) A causal chain construction containing a

conceptualization with MODE vilee *?*.

Finding the Question Concept:

The question concept of a Verification question
parsed question by removing the MODE
conceptualization.

is extracted rom the

value-_*?* om the



For example:

(*?*)

JOHN 4=:! ?TRANS JOHN

(past)
UNSPEC

has the question concept:

JOHN #) ?TRANS JuRN

(past)

2.6 Disjunctive

UNSPEC

4.

Disjunctive questions are like Verification questions but with
multiple question concepCs instead of one.

Examples:

Was John or Mary here?

(*?*)

JOHN IS LOCVAL (HERE)

(past)

OR

(*7*)

MARY 4IS )OVAL (HERE)

(past)
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Q2: Is .John cooing or going?

0?*) .4 UNSPEC

JOHN 44 PTRANS E- OHNE,

OR

(*?*)

JOHN 4-4 PTRANS JOHN

Recognizing the Category:

UNSPEG1

All Disjunctive questions are recognized by the following featuras:

I. A top-level OR *relation

Concepts under the OR relation have MODE *?*

( Finding the Question C ncept:

The question concept of a Disjunctive question is extracted from the
.parsed question by listing the conceptualizations wittAct their MODE
value 4,?.

For example

( I )

'rHN?:77_> YIRANS JOHN

OR

r> UNSPICI

4-- JOHN <

'oNvi--.
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has the multiple question co9t1pt:

JOHN <=> ?TRANS

01-114 1 FTRANS f- JOHN

UNSPEC

Art

UNStECI.

While Disjunctive questions are much like Verification questions but
with multiple question concepts, the processing for these questions is
distinct from the processing for Verification questions- It is rarely
the case that a Disjunctive question can be appropriately answered
with a yes or no.

2.7 Ipst.{umental1Procedural

InstrumE!ntal1Procedural questions.are represented by concepts which
have a totally or partially unknown Instrumentality:

Examples:

Ql- iov did John go to hew York'

r-} NEW YORK

JOHN <=> MANS JOHN

(past)

L. What did Jo'hl use to e.it with

I

(past)

F

r4 mot-, (F,i0)

!!IN RANS A 4-4

0 3

'S



Sometimes the insrtomentaliv! for an at entails a long secou:nce of
acts r4cIler than -s single event. in this case, the unknown Instrument
t4 or upprup.-iately described as a procedure. Pfocedural questions
Are. represe4rod in --:the tome way as instrumental questions. The
difference lies' in %Mat of Answers are expectedi a procedural
que,itleft 19 looking for-41rections, and 4a Instrumental question 16
looking for a c.hort answer.'

Examples:

do I Ref_ :o your rouse'

HOUSE', (PUSSBY YOU)

Etz:e? lYrRANS

What 16 the best way to your noose)

nom 4=4 PIRANS HUlf

1
? 4

r-9 HOUSE POSSBY; YOU)

Q5- NOV will i gct word to John*

r4 CP (JOHN)

)4f. +1 MOBJEk. c 4-1 ?

fut,rft-;
L.t kJ' {ML)

I

Whether or not . ,4,estioa is looking for an irKtr ental or a
procedural wt.: le a decision vtich must 6 trade by intetprete
smonory prEc,esses ac.i.'ording to the specific context, the questioner
4asumed khowleege state, and other inference processes. .The initial
parse of o question ie not responsible for deciding what kind of
aniewer I moiit appropriate for a given question. There are contexts

Ole question 'How did John get to your house'', will he beet
satiwfied wish an answer like *By car.* But there art' aIst, contexts
(e.R. 'f obiou route has been altered hy a oystem of
cooplicare det.ozr,) in which OW toesti:A sks for a MOre detailed
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description. Inferential Analysts and Content Specification are
responsible for deciding how much infOrmation is being asked for by an
Instrumental/Procedural question.

There are many how-questions white may look, like they should be
rumental/ProceOural questioe° but are not:

Q6. How did you see John
(Did you make an eppointment' threaten him')

Q7- How did yo..$ find your last book?

(Did you offer a Tvarcil Look for it yourself')
How can we eat out tonight?
(Can up case a check somewhere' Ube A credit card )

Each of Q6-8 Ask abo: acttens or conditions which must precede the
ect in question. An Instrumental/Procedural question asks about an
act which was simultaneous with the main act of the question. If a

question'asks about an act which precedes the main act of the question
in time, the question )5 either a Causal Antecedent or an Enatelement
question.

Qb; How did you see John?

asks what steps had to be taken bef6be tyeu were able to see John. 1
does not ask for acts which were simultaneous_with the act of seeing
John (acts like talking to him or watching him),

Q7; How did John find his last book?

Finding a lost objecCis conceptually represented as a ehange in

mental. state. Finding a lost book means that the locat-ion of the book

was unknown (not accessible to the actor's Conscious Processor) for
some period of time, but then the location became known. 'How did
John find his Iota book?' asks for an act which resulted in this
mental state change. John may have found the book by asking Bill if
he knew where it was or by looking through his desk drawers. In any
case, the d..t precedes xhe_state change as a causal antecedent.

08- How can we eat out tonight?

If this question were taken as an Instrumental/Procedural question it

could be answered 'We'll use forks and knives.',The question is much
more likely to be asking about the enabling Conditions for eating_o:t.
Reasonable answers are along thiL lines of 'We can borrow Bill't car,'
or #1 have GA American Express Card.' Each of these answers specifies
an act or state glitch will enable the ac)' of eating out.

Knowledge about when questione like 0-8 should be understood as
Causal Antecedent or Enablement questions instead of
Instrumental/Procedural questions is net something which the parser
can aliases be expected to have. The correct interpretation of
questions like these oftvn ocewrs.at a higher level of interpretive

Rulcs for raiterpreting Instrumental/Procedural qaestionu
as Causal Antecedent'or Fmablement qUestions 'are incotpovIted in Ow
ln:"erential Anl' is described in Chapter Three.

70
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Recognizing the Category:

All Instrumental/Procedural questigns are recognized by the following,
feature:

1. The question Involves a conceptualization which has a partially or
totally unknown instrument.

Finding the Question Concept

The quest ion concept of an Instrumental /Procedural quest ion is
extracted from the parsed question by removing the Instrument slot.

For example.

JOHN <=* ?TRANS JOHN

(past)

has the question Loncept:

JOHN ?TRANS JOHN

(past"

YORK

r4 NEW YORK

*?*

..8 Concept completion

concept Completion questions include a lot of who. what. where, and
wuen-questions. These question-, are very muc like fill-in-the-blank
questions insofar as thee specify a particular event with one missing
.xzponent .end ask for theicooplecion of that component.

dIA t. %;)
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Q2: Who gave Mary the book?

*?* ATRANS< BOOK

(past)

MARY

L.< *?*

Q3: When did John leave Paris?

JOHN <> ?TRANS E JOHN

(pastl

TIME: *?*

Recognizing the Category:

PARIS

All Concept Completion questions are recognized by the following
feature':

1. An unknown conceptual component ,somewhere in the
question conceptualization.

Finding the Question Concept:

The question concept for a Concept Completion question is identical to
the pat -::d question conceptualization,

1
This description holds unless the conceptual question satisfies the
specifications of another conceptual category in which case cue other
category has r.,:ecedence over Concept Completion. For example, if the
unknown component is the Instrument slot filler, the questOn is
Instrumental/Procedural.
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2.9 Expectational

Expectational questions asx about the causal antecedent of an act
which presumably did not occur. This presupposition is What sets
Expectational questions apart from Causal Antecedent questions.'
Expectational questions are usually phrased as why -not questions.

Examples:
mK

Q1: Why didn't John go to New York?

* ? *

111

LEADTO

JOHN 0511> FRANS JOHN

(past)

Q2. Why John eating?

*7*

IIILEADTO

JHN <if> INGEST

Recognizing the Category:

rNEW YORK

All Expectational questions are recognized by tue following features:
4

1. A causal chain of two concepts
2. The first concept is unknown
3. The causal link is LEADTO
4. The second concept has a MODE value b *NEG*

Finding the Question Concen

The question concept of an Expectational question is extracted from
the parsed questioi, by taking the second concept from the causal chain
and deleting its negative MOLE value.
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For example

* ? *

111LEADTO

JOHN tit> PTRANS E- JOHN

(past)

has the question concept:

NEW YORK

JOHN <=> PTRANS JOHN

(past)

2.10 Judgemental

r4 NE% YORK

Judgemental questions are those which solicit a judgment on the

part of the listener. All Judgemental questions can be appropriately
prefaced by "In your opinion...' Of course all questions ask for an

()Anion of the questioner, so such a distinction could be viewed as
nothing more than a matter of degree. But without getting into

difficult philosophical arguments, Judgemental questions are roughly
those questions which require a projection of events as opposed to the

strict recall of facts. 'Where is St. Louis?' is not a question

which requires a Judgemental answer. This question asks for a hard

fact which a person either knows or doesn't know. 'Where do you

expect: the, President will spend Christmas ?' is not asking for a hard

fact unies- the answerer is known to be a close friend of the

President wt,o knows about all of his personal plans.

Judgemental questions are recognized by their explicit reference

to the mind of the person being addressed.

OM.



Examples:

Q1: What should John do to k-ep Mary from leaving?

FZAL (JOHN)4*MARY #2? ?TRANS MARY)]

I I/R.

JOHN <=;) *?*

ILEADTO

MARY #10 PTRANS(7 MARY

(future)

42: What should John do now?

I-GOAL (JOHN) UNSPi9

IS MLOC (YOU)

, JOHN 4 *?* Aa5> IS MLOC (YOU)

4.EADTO

UNSPEC

L.
(future)

I

Recognizing the Category:

All Judgemental questions are recognized by the following features:

i. A top level MLOC state
2. The top level actor is the answerer.
3. The MOBJECT contains a conceptualization which is

partially unknown.

Finding the Quest ton Goncept:

The question concept for Judgemental quest4g,Lp_extracted from the
conceptual question S. finding the goal State the MOBJECT. If
no goal is specified, a de,...Alt goal must be deriv,:d from the context
in which the question is asked.

rU
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For example:

FOAL (JOHN) MARY 4 PTRANS(-- MA4

I/R

L

JOHN <==) *?*

IILEADTO

MARY4#>PTRANS<-- MARY

(future)

has the question concept:

GOAL (JOHN) <::IARY (44-.> PTRANS (--- MARY)

IS MLOC (YOU)

2.11 Quantification

,Quantification questions are those which ask for an amount. The

amount may be countable as in how-many questions or it may be a

continuous quantity. All Quantification questions can be phrased as

how-qtiestions.

Examples:

QI: How many people are here?

,:GROUP IS LOC (HERE)

MEMBERTYP (*HUMAN*)

NUMBER (*?*)

Q2: How many dogs does John have?

GROUP 4Z4I5 POSSBY (JOHN)

MEABERTYP (*DOG*)

NUMBER (*)*).

76
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S e Quantification questions refer to values on physical or mental
s ate scales. In this case, the amount in question is a relative
value on a finite scale.

Examples:

Q3: How ill was John?

JOHN IS PHYS9TATE (*?*)

(past)

Q. How badly do you want the book?

BOOK POSSBY (YOU)

/esi CANCAUSE

YOU TOWARD JOY (*?*)

QS: How does John feel?

JOHN IS MENTALSTATE (*?*)

Recognizing the Category:

All Quantification questions are recognized by the following featuteb:

1. A causal chain or single conceptualization involving a
state scale

Z. An unknown state scale value

Finding the Question Concept:

The question concept for a Quantification question is identical to the
parsed question conceptualization.

I
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2.12 Feature Spetlfication

Feature Specification questions ask about some property of a
given person or thing. Feature Specification questions are similar to
Concept Completion questions insofar as they are both
fill-in-the-blank type questions. The significant difference between
the two question types is that Concept Completion questions ask about
missing conceptual components in actions 'while Feature Specification
questions ask about static prop

1

rties of objects.

e4mEl.xamples:

Ql: What color are John's eyek?

EYES COLOR (,,21)

POSSBY (JOHN)

Q2: WhAt breed of ; is Rover?

ROVER IS BREED (*?*)

Feature Specification questions ask about properties which cannot be
expressed as a relative value on a scale. For example, colors are
conceptualized in terms of names. While it is possible to represent
colors on a wave length spectrum, people do not naturally think about
color iscrthis manner. But it would be misleading to say that Feature
Specification questions look for names while Quantification questions
look for relative numerical assignments. There are some Feature
Specifiction questions which are answered in terms of numerical
quantitie:

Q3: How much does that rug cost?

RUG

Q4: How old is John?

JOHN IS AGE (*?*)
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These questions can be anwered in terms of a number but they are
Feature Specification questions beca se any numerical answer given
must refer to a specific *snit. The unit need not be explicitly stated
in the answer, but it is nevertheless here mplicitly by inference.
If John's age is stated to be 56 we woul e that he is 56 years
old. If the rug is said to cost a. hundred, we assume it costs $100.
It may oust 100 sheep but we would infer our own standard monetary
unit unless told otherwise.

Feature Specification questions which ask about non-numeric
properties can refer to implicit properties in the same way that the
units of.numeric properties are often inferred. This happens when
questions are phrased 'What kind of ..." or 'What sort of ...'

Q5: What kind of dog is Rover?
Q6: What kind of doctor is John?
Q7: What sort of college is this?
Q8: What sort of bicycle does John have?

By inference most people would interpret Q5 to be asking about tfie

breed of dog while Q6 asks for a branch of medical practice. Q7 would
normally be understood to be asking about educational orientation
while Q8 could be asking about the make or general type. These
questions are open to flexible interpretations which should be
sensitive to context. In different contexts, Q5 could bi referring to
breed (beagle), variety (hound), or lifestlye (housedog). 'But in any
given context, some inference must be made about what property is
being sought in order to answer thq_question.

Recognizing the Category:

All Featuie Specification questions are recognized by the , following
features:

1. There 1.1 an unknown property value

Finding the Question Concept:

The question concept for a Feature :v.cification question is identical
to the parsed question conceptualization.

2.13 Request

Requests constitute a special question category which is distinct
from all the other question categories presented here. All of the
other question categories discus4ed in this chapter describe inquiry
questions. An inquiry is asked by a questioner who is seeking some
specific infonnati "n. All 1, luiries are appropriately answered via an
MTRANS of some sort. But a Request is asked when the questioner wants
a specifl- act to be perform
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Ql: Would you pass the salt?
Q2: Can you get me my coat?
Q3: Will von. tak.e out the garbage?

It is not adequate to characterize Requests and inquiries in terms of
whether or not a verbal response is appropriate in response. 'What
time is it?' is an inquiry which can be answered by .pointing to a,
clock on the wall. And many requests are denied verbally:

Would you pass the salt?
No.

Even requests which are performed are ften accompanied by a verbal
response:

Would you piss the salt?

Sure, here,

Requests are different from inquiry question types in terms of when
they are recognized by the interpreter. Inquiry questign types are
initially-recognized by the Question Analyzer. But Reqdests are never
recognized by the Question Analyzer. All Request questions are
assigned some inquiry question type by the Question Analyzer. It is

then up to the Inferencial Analysis to reassign the question category
as a Request. This distinction in recognition derives from the fact
that all requests can be literally interpreted as inquiries.,

Q1: Would you pass the salt?
Q2: Can you get me my coat?
Q3: Will you take, out the garbage?

)

'Each, of these queittions could be (mis)understood as a Verificption
ques)t on answerable by a Yes or No. The Question Analyzer will always
unOrs and a Request literally. So it will recognize Q1-3 Is
VerifJcation questions instead of Requests. The Inferential
Conversion Rules are responsible for finding th less literal
ieterpretations of _questions which capture what the questioner
'obviously' meant. It on ttito higher level of question
interpretation that Request \ are detected by means of interpretive
inference mechanisms.

2.14 The Question Analyzer

The Question Analyzer is designed to function like a

discrimination net which' applies various tests to a conceptualized
question in order to determine its Conceptual Category. The tests
within the net are hierarchically organizA in order to minimize the
test processing. For example, at the head of the net :is a test which

determines whether'or not a question is represented'as a causal chain
structure. if it is, then tests f)r Causal 'Antecedent, Coal
Orientation, Enablement, Causal Consequent, and Expectational
clues/ions are all orgasized under this one branch of the net.

so
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The most difficult categoiy to recognize are the Concept
Compietion questions. .These questions are characterized by an unknown
conceptual component' which mab occur anywhere in ate
conceptualization, at any Level Rather than cond6ct a search to
positively identify such qu tions, khe nets organized sc that any
question which has passed hrough a\xerminal branch without positive
identification willbe categotIzed as Concept Completion.

Figure 2 oJtiines the organization'Of the discriminating tests
used by the question Analyzer.

1

dl
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Is there a causal chain?

no yes

Figure 2

The question Analyzer

[4

f

Is the first concept an unknown or partially unknown act?
no yea

Llls the csusal link LEADTO'
no yes

Does the second concept have a MODE value .4 NEC?
no yes

L) Categorize as aFECTAT1ONAL
) Categorize as CAUSAL ANTECEDENT

Is the causal ling. REASON?
no yes

Li Categorize as GOAL ORIENTATION

Is tie causal link ENABLE?
no yes .

L) Categorize as ENIBLEME0f--
) Categorize asCONCEPT.COMPLETION

Is the second concept an unknown act?

no yes'
,4.-+Ciitegt..ize as CAUSAL coNsEwper'

Is the top level concept an OR relation?
to yes

IL4 Categorize as DISJUNCTIVE.

Does the'top level concept have an unknown MODE vald6
no yes

LiCategorize as VERIFICATION

Is the toy level concept an MBUILD actor 4, YOU ?

no yes
Categprize as JUDGEMENTAL

is there an unknown state value?
no yes

11 1

11 1--)Is the state a property description?
no yes

L.) Categorize as FEATURE SPECIFICATION "
I
Is the state a relative scale description?

1-4 no yes
LiCategorize as QUANTIFICATION

Is there an unknown INSTRUMENT slot?
no yes

14 Categorize as INSTRUMENTAL /PROCEDURAL

>Categorize asCONCEPT COMPLETION

82
06
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"CRAFTER 3

RECATECORItING QUESTIONS /IV INFERENTIAL ANALYSIS

This chapter describes infereuce mechanisms within
QUALM which cooplete the interpretation of a question.
when the Question Analyzer assigns, a Conceptual
Catevry to a ,question, it does so on the basis of
etrucural faCures in the Conceptual Dependency
representatte of that question.' Inferential Analysis
examines-the content of a question to see i' this
Initial categorization of the question lei correct.

In the context of, talking, to a friend on the sLeet,
the two questions:

Q1 Do you have a match?
Q2: Do you have a wooden match?

1

at both recognized by the Question Analyzer to be
'Verfication' queations... That is, they are both
understood as inquiries deserving ef- yes 'or no
enovera. Sue while Q2 is beet understood as an
inquiry. Q1 ahould ultimately 6e understood as a
reqeest for a light. 0« should remain an inquiry
because the specification of a wooden match as opposed
to any ocher kind of match suggests that the
questioner is iuterented In eomething other than
merelv iortting a light. tit, on the other hand, is a.

otandaro way of reqoesting a light.

e inferentiel Analyzer examines _VI oled.
112, they hats both been tagged ay. VerAll,eaf.:Con
quetions by the 4huest ion Analyzer. It is the job of
Inferential Ana Y514 to change the category for tai to
a 'Request. and farther epecify that Ql Ie a reuniter
foe' i light tie time 4i!ri4o: of 7 flame).

Many qua, '0'v nor c,orrectly dert,tood If taken literally'.
S-oz wstirulk, require knowledge ab 4 conversational ConyWAL000 in
order to he inLerpreted correctly, a't,: uthers can only be understood

' within their situational context. *',ny questiona can best be answered
by tasting into coneidetatioo wha! .tie questioner known and doesn't
know. All of tor-se fact -t ' -tribute to the final interpretation of
a que7it The Intexpretive analysis of a question must be able TO
pitfCeiVtt titc qlestion within fits overall environment; interpretive
mechanisne, '!'.4,$t he eeneiti%e to a wide range of infOrmati 't which is
4UXteM4i4 ttt 0r question, these mechanisms mufiC effectively examine
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a question, consider ccoteetual factors, appeal to the conventions of

dialog, and conclude chat 'at this time4 in this setting. this
question must mean (butch).' Interpetations 'which do this require
understanding by inference.

inference mechanisms are needed to achieve complete conceptual
understanding of a question. When a question is not interpreted
correctly on the level ef inferential Analysis, the ansfaer produced
will be inappropriate. Faulty inferential analysis of a question
results in an answer which nay have been right in another setting, but
not the current one.

There are three inference modules within the interpretor which')

are designed to recognize what a question is really asking. These
three modules contain:

(1) Contextual Inference Conversion Rules
(2) Context-Independent Inference Conversion Rules
(3) Knowledge State Asseoement Conversion Rules

Each module contains rules,of inference Which enable the system to
alter its understanding of a question. These rures are applied
whenever the conceptual category and question concept meet specific
criteria.' When a conversion rule is applied to a question, it alters
the conceptual crksegory assigned to that /question and usually alters
the question concept as well. Each question is tested by all of the
conversion rules and, reinterpretation occurs whenever a little is

applicable. This process of successive reinterpretation continues
until all the conversion rules have ren their teats. The resulting
question concept and conceptual categorization represent the final
interpretation of the question..

3.i Contextual Inferences

Contextual inference rules exploit the conversational context to
which a question occurs, Conversational context refers to the

situational setting in which a conversation takes place. There are
three types of inference mechanLams which rely on conversational
centext: conversational scripts, generalized inference mechanises,
and conversational continuity.

Some conversational settings are very stereotyped and
conversations within these settings can be understood by invoking an
appropriate script. An inference rule which is specific to one
particular script is a conversational script inference. For example,
the conversations which a stockbroker has with his clients all have

predictable elements which center around the transactions which a
stockbroker can perform. lf.one is not familiar with the transactions
which normally occur in this particular business setting, a,dialog
between a stockbroker and his client caenot to fully understood,
Conversational scripts are knowledge structures which organize
knowledge-based inferences for specific situations where people

84
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interact conversationally.

gsaisraliz'.5i'stirtIsisacsaxiati

Not all knowledge-based inferences can be organized under
specific situational scripts in the way conversational scripts
organize inference mechanisms. If John ha- been helping Mary pack for
a trip, and he asks;

Q1: What didn't I pack?

Mary will understand this question to mean:

Q2: What didn't I pack that I should have packed?

There is no conversational script for conv- ,aticns about packing
since dialogs about packing are not highly stereotyped. But there is
a situational script about packing for trit) Which must be used to
understand the question. In %MIA .this knowledge is accessed and
utilized by a..generalized inference rule. This rule is general in the
sense that' i t would'be equally applicable in a context Where Job is
mailing out Christmas cards and he asks Mary:

Q3: Who_didn'tl send a card to?

Here again, there is no conversational script which goes with sending
Christmas cards, but there is a script for sending Christmas cards
which'must be accessed to understand the question. The same general
inference rulA- which operated in the context of packing for a business
trip will work in the consext of sending Christmas cards. This
inference conversion rule will reinterpret Q3 to mean;

Who didn't I send a card to who I wanted to send a
card to?

Without this inference, the question would admit all sorts of
ridiculous answers:

Q3: Who didn't I send a card to/

A3: Abraham Lincoln, Moby Dick, and everyonvIn Nova
Scotia.

The general rule which handles questions,lAke Q1 and Q3 is described
in 3.1.2.2 A general rule of this sort which utilizes script-related
knowledge but which can be applied 16 a variety of scripts is called a
generalized inference conversion rule.

Coave ional Contitty
./^

A final- application of conversational context occurs when a
question relies un the continuity of conversation. Many questions eo
not contain complete conceptualizations but make sense because they
are understood in terms of previous conversation. Conversational
continuity conversion rules are responsible for understanding 421 these
situations.

83
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A: Did John give the book to Mary?
B: No.
A: Why not?

In this case it is clear that the question 'Why not?' is asking 'Why
didn't John give the book to Mary?' -a

A: Did John give the book to Mary?
B: I don't know.
A: Why not?

Now 'Why not?' means 'Why don't you know if John gave -the book to
Mary?' General rules of conversational continuity allow us to fill in
missing information like this.

3.1.1 Conversational Scripts

Many conversations which occur between strangers in the context
of an everyday business or service transaction are highly predictable
in terms of content. A clerk in a store spends the majority of his
time answering questions like:

How much is this?
Do you have this in another color (size. style)?
Do you expect to get any more in?
Do-you have any ...?
Where are the ...?

Of course customer can ask a store clerk anything (Haven't we met
before?) but ,aetteions which are appropriate to the role a store clerk
assumes are both finite in nature and highly predictable. As for the
store clerk, he is expected to do nothing but answer questions and
initially offer assistance (Can I help you?).

The memory processes which predictively anticipate stereotypic,
exchanges within a common situation Are encoded in a convet .ational
script. The term script, as it has -b presented within the SAN
system, has been used primarily to refer to a predictive mechanism
Which has knowledge about stereotypic sequences of actions.
Technically speaking, this type of script is more correctly teecribed
as a situational script (Schenk Abelson 19771 since it (Ascribes
what events are to occur in a given Situation. A
conversational script a predictive mechanism which has knowledge
about stereotypic conversations.

Many situational scripts have Conversational scripts embedded in
them. For example, r 1 restaurant script should contain a
conversational script for dialogs between the patron and
we'ter/waitress. The restaurant script implemented in the SAM system
has a minimal version of a complete conversational script. There is
an MTRANS conceptualization in which the patron tells the waiter what
he wants, and there is an branch of events off of the main path in
which the waiter may MTRANS to the patron that he can't have what was
ordered. This last MTRANS may be followed by an HTRANS from the
,p'atron ro the waiter specifying eoother order. This is as much as SAM

86
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)
knows about patron/waiter dialogs in the ordering scene of the
restaurant script.

ee-

If SAMSAH had a complete conversational restaurant scrip% it would
be able to understand stories where the patron asks ehe waiter to
describe a specific dish, or to make a recommendation. Social
conventions often determine what is and is not included in a
conversational script. It's acceptable for a waiter to praise your
choice when you place an order ('Oh yes, that's a very good dish'),
but it's unlikely that he will tell you when you're making a mistake
CI think that's our worst dish - are you sure you won't
reconsider?'). If aiwaiter tells you th4t-you've mode a poor choice,
you feel that he es acting outside of his role as a waiter.

Conversational scripts are used in question answering whenever a
situation gives rise to stereotyped exchanges. If after consulting a
menu in a restaurant, the waiter comes up with pad in.hand and says:

Are you ready to order now?
What'll it be?
Are you ready here?
Have you decided vet?
Do you want some more time?
Yee

All of these questions will be readily understood to .be asking for an
order.. Anyone who- has eaten out in a foreign country without any
knowledge of the native language will attest to the fact that a wafter
who appears with pad in hand at the right point in the script can say
just about anything and still get as order. .Scriptal situations
affect the interpretation of questions just as they affect all
script-governed conversation.

In some stereotypic settinge_converaational scripts dictate how
things are. said as well as what things get said. Conversational
scripts can affect the stylistic rules of conversation. Style here
r fors to attitudinal styles such as formality (business meetings),
casualness (parties), or sobriety (funerals). Stylistic features of
questions are important because an inappropriate style can constitute
a statement in itself. For example, excessively polite inquiries at a
party are often used to discourage further conversation.

In addition to stylistic rules, conversational scripts oftee
specify something more on the order of subcultural dialects. A good
example of this occurs at auctions where the auctioneer utilit s a

highly stylized mode of conversation while interacting with the floor.
The rules of convelsation in this coecexe extend well beyond verbal
conversation into visual signals for bidding. but there are Still
rules for interpreting verbal questions which must be known in order
to understand Om interaction. These ruiee allow us to understand a
variety of questions.

0o I hear $50? will someone bid S50?
Who -All give me $50? -> Whe will bid $50?
Is .nere C out there Will anyone bid SSW
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In this cape the auctioneer could say virtu.lLy anything which had a
reference to a number in it and the audience would understand it to be
a reference to either the bid currently standing or the bid the
auctioneer would like to get:

I'm at $40, I want $50.
I've got $40 in the hand, is there $50 in the bush?
I found $40, I'm looking for $50.

Each of these stattents can be easily understood because the
conversational script for an auction predicts that an auctioneel will
tell the audience two things during bidding: the standing bid and the
bid he wants.

Inference mechanisms based on conversational scripts must be
Scriptspecific. The interpretive rules for an auctioneer during
bidding are very simple:

(1) If two numbers are mentioned, the lower one is
the standing bid and the higher one is the bid
sought.

(2) If one number is mentioned, it is the bid
sought.

These rules are applied whenever the meaning of a statement does not
explicitly reference the standing bid or the bid sought. These
interpretive rules are useless outside of an auction. If John is

thinking about buying a $50 chair and he asks Mary 'Do we have ISO?'
Mary will not interpret the question to mean 'Will you bid $50?' The
interpretive mechanisms described above should be accessed only when
an auctioneer is t 'king to his audience during bidding.

The notion of conversational scriptt and their tole in

interpretive processing must be included in any question answering
model ;dhich claims to be a general model. As far as computer
implementation of QUALM is concerned, there is na need to implement
conversational scripts in the question interpreter enless we expect
the computer to be carrying on conversations in various settings
(restaurants, stores, bars, etc.). As long as the computer is

confined to the context of answering questions about stories, it has
no need to access conversational scripts (luring question,
interpretation. In the context of story undertandine, conversational
scriptsaire needed during understanding (if a_story contains any
scriptreeated dialog but not during queStien onewering. John could
ask Mary 'Your place 6r mine?' bet nobody-s liable to 'pet thus
question to the computn!.

16.

Sine SAM and EAM have not dealt with eteries in which there is

any direct dialog, no conversational scripts have been implemented in
these systems, There has, however been some work done which is

closely related to the notion of conversational scripts and their
application to cenversational programs. The application of script
derived prediction& has been explored (quite promisingly) in the
domain of airline reeervatioes with the development of a program

83
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called GUZ Ellobrow et al. 19761. While this work has been conducted
independently and without reference to the general notion of scriptal
conversation, it is clear that GUS relies on script-specific
knowledge. GUS assueers the role of an airline reservation agent in
the conversational context of a'reservationist talking to a client.
GUS's script-related predictions guide it through dialogs where it

must determine where the customer wants to go, when, and for how long,
etc. We will discuss GUS and its relationship to' QUALM more fully in

e'Chapter Elevea.

3.1,;2 Generalized Inferences

Many questions require inferencing in order to fill in missing
information. These inferences are often made on the basis of scriptal f

knowledge about the world. When an in,erenee mechanism needaetot
'access knowledge from a script, there are basically twc ways that theeee,
mechanism may be designed. Some rules which generate inferences by

drawing on ecrill-based knowledge can be stated very generally so thiit
ooe rule will apgy over a large set of scripts. Other rules are
script-specific and can be used in the context of one script for which
they` were designed. This notion of general applicability vs.

script-specific applicability distinguishes generalized inference
mechanisms from conversational sciipt inference mechanisms. We .will

describe three ge!eralized inference rules here. These rules tend to
be very powerful because they can be used in a .variety of contexts.

3.1.2.1 Single Word Questions 3

In any script where there is a host or servant :ype of role, a

question by the person in that role which merely specifies an object
or list of objects means 'Do you want some (grobs)?' where (grobs) are
something normally offered to the consumer in that particular script.

Coffee, tea, or milk? (on an airplane)
Nuts? (from someone fixing you a hot fudge sundae)

The rule about offering objects whikn applies to ese examples can be
stated even more generally:

Rule fl:

If a role in!' script specifies a highly predictable act
associated with an object, a question by a person in
that role which specifies that object means 'Do you want
me to (blitch)?' where (blitching) is the act predicted

by the script.

So a butler can ask a guest who has just entered the house 'Your coat,
sir?' and this will be understood to,mean 'Do you want me to take your
coat?' If the guest is about to walk out the door and the butler walks

up to him ce:rying his cost, 'Your coat, sir?' means 'Don't forget
your coat,' or 'Hay I help you witle,:thelp you p3t. 'on) ;.0att-

Similarly, a waitrese can go up to a L--.1 who has just sat down at a

table. ask *A menu?' and mean 'Do you want a menu?'
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But suppose the man who is sitting at the table says to the
waitress "A menu?' Now the question means 'W9.uld you bring mv-a menu?'
So if a question in a script -Situation spectries an object associated
with the script, the question should be interpreted as either an
inquiry concerning the script act or a request that the script act be
performed. Whether the question is an inquiry or a request depends on
ether or not the questioner is the script assigned performer of the
ct. ,

(

So this leads us to the final most general formulation of the
rule:

Rule t2:

A question which consists of a single noun is either a
request' or an inquiry about the script assigned act
associated with that object. It is an inquiry about
whether or not the act is desired when '' questioner is
playing the script role which performs the, act in
question. It is a request for the act to be performed
when the questioner is anyone else.

When a script contains multiple events involving an 'object, each of
rkich is performed by the same actor as is the case with a butler arid
a coat) the appropriate act is determined by the current predictions
of the script applier iCullingford 1976, 1977). If John has just
entered a wealthy home, the script applier predicts that the butler
may take his coat, but it does not predict that the butler will give
.John his coat back until later.

3.1.2.2 Univereel Set Inference

It does not always make sense to word a Concept Completion
question negatively. 'Who wasn't eleeted president in 1969?' is a
rairly strange question in any context. But there are reasonable
Concept Completion questions which ask about negated concepts. For
example, 'What didn't I pack?' and 'Who haven't I invited?' are
Concept Completion questions with negative MODE valees since they ask

'about things which aaven't been done. The interpretation of such
questions always requires the addition of a constraining feature.
Without such a constraint. these questions could be answered:

Q: What haven't I packed? (upon closing the suitcase)
A: This pile of fuzz and the World Trade Center.

Q: Who isn't here? (upon entering a college seminar)

A: Lassie, Kabuli Cihran, and Rosemary Woods.

Q: What haven't I added? (before baking cake)
A: A pound of dog hair and an oil filter.

It is obvious that all of these questions implicitly place .a
constraint on potential answers. While the nonsense ansaera may be
absolutely correct, they are nonsense because they violated the
implicit coestraints: What haven't I packed (teat I should have

80
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packed)? Who isn't here (who should be here)? What haven't I added
(that belongs in the cake)? There is one general rule which can be
used to spbcify these constraints on the eesis of scripts/ knowledge
about the world. Therule is invoked whenever a Concept Completion
question is encountered which has negative MODE value. The
appropriate it4erp.retive constraint is derived from ehe se. of
potential objects specified by the active script for the act;or state
in. question. The script for packing a suitcase specifies ,bat you
pack ably those objects which you want to have with y61., forsreasons of
necessity or convenience or peace of mind. The script for a college
seminar specifies that the professor and registered students attend.
The script for baking a eakespecifies a set of ingredients.,

When a negative Concept Completion question is asked, acceptable
answers specify 'things from, the script-defined set of potential
considerations. If you don't know what the instantiated
scr4E-defined limitations are, you can't answer the question.
Someone who doesn't know who.belongs in the seminar can't hope to
answer 'Who's' not here?' in this way scripts delimit the set of
acceptable and reasonable,answers to negative specification questions.
The more specific a' script is, the easier it is'to find an answer
since the set of potential answers will be well "defined. 'What
haven't I. packed?' is difficult to answer because it entaiis knowing
what the person packing needs.or would like to take with him. A
person answering this question need to know the person who is packing
and where he is going in order to come up with good arswere. It is
much easier to answer 'What haven't I added?' in the context of baking
a cake since the ingredients for baking a cake are specified by the
script as the ingredients listed in the recipe.

3.1.2.3 Implicit Requests

Many social interactions between people are very common and have
coot, to be fairly standardized. Requeste which occur within a
standard interaction are often phrased in e manner which is not
altogether straightforward:

Do you have a math?
Do you know what time it is?
Can you tell me what city this is'

In normal conversation, questions of this sort are never taken
literally. That is, no one would ever answer one of these with a
simple yes of no unless they were deliberately trying to be difficult.
Each of C.ese questions is in fact'a request for a specific act or for
the communication of information. 'Do you hatie a match?' is a request
for a match, 'Do you know what time it is?' is an inquiry about the
time, and 'Can you'tell me what city this is?' is an taquivry about the
name of a city. The literal interpretat,)n of these questions, does
not convey their underlying meanings. But how are these underlying
meanings recognized? The sentence steUcture or conceptual syntax of
these questions is not sufficient so indicate when a question is an
inquiry and W-en it ts a request:
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Do you have a Porsche?

(is not asking for the car)

Can you spell?

(is not asking for a demonstration)

We will now describe inference conversion rules which transform
Verification questions into Requests whenever a Request interpretation
is appropriate. Each rule has two parts: Cr.iteria and Target
Interpretation. The Criteria describe conditions under which the rule
is appropriate. A rule will not be applied if its Criteria are not
met. If all of the Criteria for a rule are satisfied, the question is
reinterpreted by replacing the question category and question concept
as specified by the Target Interpretation.

Some of the Criteria specifications require facts fror: general
world knowledge concerning the content of the question. Therefore
permanent memory may need to be accessed in order to verify the
Criteria. These verification processes may be easy to execute or
fairly involved. For example, the ATRANS Request Conversion asks
whether or not the object of the conceptualization is c. ''tile value.
This can,be easily confirmed or denied by examining a memory token.
But the Performance Request Conversion asks lehether or not it is
reasonable to ask that the act described by'tbe question be performed.
This is considerably more difficult' to establish. The mechanisms
which verify these Criteria will not be described. At this stage it
is not (\les; how the more involve? verification processes should be
desfgned. If all of the Criteria for d rule apply, the question is
reinterpreted according to the instructions under the Target
Interpretation.

************Rg**********************A

Rule is ATRANS Request Conversion

****A**********P****************A****

4 Criteria: (1) Conceptual Categorization m, Verification
(2) The Question Concept is of the form:

*X* IS POSS&Y(*Y*) TIME (*PRCSENT*)
where *Y* is the lierletinrbeing addressed

(3) o.(* is of little value

Target Interpretation: Concep'ual Categorization Request
Question Concept 4-

*Y* <xi> ATRANS *1(11

*Y*.

where *Z* is the person asking the question

+1111121114.11,2mMIIMIi
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Examples:

Rule 1 Agpl des:

Do you have a Anci ---> 'vould you give me a pencil?

1

Do you have a guarte ? ---> Would you give me a quarter?

Do you have a cigare te? ---> Would you give me a
cigarette?

Rule 1 DOC4 Not Apply

Do you have a coat? (A coat is too valuable to give away)

Did you have a dime? (wrong tense)

Do you have a telephone? (a telephone is too valuable)

****************A********************

Rule 2: XTRANS Request Conversion

A***AAAr****************************A#

Criteria: (1) Conceptual Categ,rization Verif(Cation
(2) Question Concept is of the form:

(*X *) IS MLOC (*T*) TIME (*PRESENT*
where\'f* is the person being addressed
and *)(k is a conceptualization involvi g an
unknown conceptual component

(3) the unknown component in s)(* can be NSed
quickly end easily

Target Interpr.!tation: Conceptual Categorizationt-

Specification
Ques!!!f5"kept*-*X*

i*A***

Examples:

Rule 2 Applies:

Do you know what ti- it is? ---> What time 13 it?

Do you remember Al's address? -7-> MiaAlrir A s address?

Do you recognize this song? ---> What song is this?
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Rule 2 Does Not Apply:

Do yoU.knowJohn? (this sense of know is not represented by
an MLOC construction with an unknown MOBJ)

Do you know how to spell? (no. unknown component; spell what?)

Does Mary know where John is7\(does not address ondent)

Did you know how to integrate trig&'7iometric fun tions?
(cannot easily or quickly),

***********************************$******

Rule 3: Performance Request Conversion

********&*******************************i*

Criteria: (!) Conceptual Categorization - Verification
(2) Question Concept is of the form:,

*Y* <*> DO
I

MODE (*CAN*)
TIME MRESENTILY

$:tere *Y* is the person being addressed
and *DO

I
* i9 somo conceptual action

(3) Performance of,the conceptual aet DOI is
a reasonable request

Target Interpretation: Conceptual Categorization <- Request
Question Concept<- *Y* < -> DO1

Examples:

Rule 3 Applies:

Can you give me a ride? ---> Would You give me a ride?

Could you light the efire? ---> Would you light the fire?

Rule 3,Does got Apply:-

Could you have lit the fire? (wrong tense)/

Are you giving me a book? (MODE value # *CAN*)

Can John tell Mary? (does not address the respondent)
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The thIrd criterion is stated Vaguely because the necessary conditions
which ender a given act 'reasonable' are often dependent on the
conversational context and the goals of the speaker. For example, in
a small hospital where two doctors. are conferring,pver an emergency,
the question 'Can you perform open heart surgery?'.;vgay very well be a
request to perform an operation. But the lama question addressed to a
doctor at a cocktail party will not be understood as.a request.

*****************************************,

Rule 4: Permission Request Conversion

*************************%****4**********

.Criteria: (1) Conceptual Categorization Verification
f2) Question Concept is of the form:

*X* <...> DO NODE (*CAN*)
TIME (*PRESENT* or *FUTURE*)

where_ *Y* is the person asking the question
and DO1 is some conceptual action

(3) the person addressed has power over *X*
with respect to the occ-rrenceof DO

ayes Interpretation: Conceptual Categorization (--

verifieatlon

/-1

Question Concept it--

*X* $ DO
1

I/R

*Y* igt* JOY VAL.

X

where *Y* is the person being addressed

Examples:

Rule 4 Applies:4'4i

Can I go to the movie tonight? --->

Is it all right if I goto the movies tonight?

Can -1 take the far today? --->

ISJr t all right if I take the cer today?
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The third criterion is stated strongAy and should be relaxed cover
' social settings or relationships where both parties are equal. In

such a situation it is reasonable to ask for Omission in the weak
sense of making sure there aren't any objections. For example, a man
ce-ld as his wife 'Can I take the cat today?' without needing her
permission in

she
senselirber allowing it. He could be asking just

to surd she hadn't planned on using-it herself. This sense of 'a
request in very diftSrent from oner made in a relationship of
ynbalancea power (e.g. a teenager asking a parent tor the car).

klit********************Ittit***************

Rule 5: Functi'on Request Converadon

******A**********#*************Ii*A**** .

Criteria: (1) Conceptual`Categorizatiod Verification
(2) Question Concept is of the form:'

.

*X-*1P= FOSSBY (*y*) TIME ( *PRESENT*)

where *Y*.is the person being addressed
(3r°The common function associated with *X*

can be easily executed

,

Target Interpretation: Conceptual Categorizaticr(Request
Question Concept F- *Y* DOI

where DOI is the instrumental script
com monly associated with '*X*

**q**

Examples:

Rule 5 Applies:

Do you have a light: would y u offer me a light?

Rule 5 Does Not huly:

Do you have a piano? (playing the piano is not trivial)

A transformation very similar to this coe but s'.ightlgt more complex
goes into effect when additional information is given about a desired
state change. Forexample:

Do yoU have air cen ictoaing? J hot in here.'
s,uld be etneerpreted as

Would you turn on the air conditiqnike

R
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Do you have a fightt It's dark,inbere..
shouldb:h reinterprotdd 48-

Would ybu turn on tvlight?

......mobr./

The application of these conversion rules must be.carefully
ordered so that Some rules, 411 have precedence others. Consider the
request for a cigarette:

Qr Do you have a cigarette?

If tho'Function Request CCVIVOVIA04 Were: applie4 before the TRANS.A
Rpquast Conversion' thie,queak4om mould bq interpreted toftek 'Would'
you,smoks a cigqetter, But if the A1RAR8 Requept `CoiVersion AP
n1)040 f*Ptp,tha Inte4ded,mmastai (NbuiA you 8Ave,:mi a 4g:1re:tsar)

. is.obtained.

;
.

*Ati**kelt**********4*-11444***kkieiAititftAilakit****

.
.. , .....-

The 'inferencIe mechanisms described ii this section are On0ext
tiepeintent La the Awe that contexteal informiltion.may suppreSsthen.
For example, suppose John has been out, drinking and hascAlls 4.14ty, up

* around 3 am 'to tall .her hell be tete). U in, 41.0. context Nary
epics John 'Do you knovstat ti, it is?! sh a prOably not Asking
fór Vila tine. The: preceding rules mill work of the time, but not
a/vays. Righer loyal predictive processes can 3,nti. ere Id& theia, and

I suppress them.

3.1.2.4 Implicit Causality

go-quostions .9ie subject to vide van ationa in conceptual
repreeentation. At the beginning of Chapter Two ** *au 0484 distinct
cone40tuarsonsos for locations hoSiPolsg.with the igard how., Nam? at
tbesh, senses are recognized by the pareopebut othettare.left for
higher memoru processes 'to discern. In Chapter One. gfIcOmmq- Iwita
1.1.4) we saw bey in, some contexts the question, 'Rev villva eat-
tonight?' should be understood as an Enable ment question utile ln
other contexts it is salting about Instrumentality. The perscr 4,oce.
not attempt to determine vfiich causality is more apprepriate fors a
question like this. The patser vtU always represent 'Rev v 11 ve cat
tonight?' au ,an lUstMcicantlantetedatill qtestIon. e...*

There ace two infereoei miChanisos mithin Inferential Analysis.
uhich 'determine then an Instrumental/Procedural question should be
reinterpreted. at a Causal Antecedent or Enablement question; the
Causal Antecedent Ceuversioh and the Enable:mixt Conversion. The
Causal Antecedent Convirsion operates independent of the context in
m'aich a question is asked and so it mill not be presented tamil
Section 3.2. nut the FnabIenent Conversion in sensitive to context
and so vill be presented hoer.
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Rule,6:. Enpb1cOnt .Conversion.

*awfAcka40****Akkontosolkoa*Aia

°Criteria: (r).. Conceptual Categorii;ation Instrumentait1

Praiedural
U) Question Concept io of the form:

where DOk describes a script instantiation

.

(3) One or more of the ilkablintconditions for
'10 are.not-

Target InterprotatiOh: Conceptual' Categori4m Enstslement
Nestion Coucept4 X* tic.; DOI

it4**0

s.Evba20,ta4.

RulAiltiEgia71

!

IoM you write this book? (you can't Fritz)
Bow'wevk you able to write this book?

w wo eat out °tonight? (without any money)
Row Oa be able to eat out tonight?

By did. John eat at Leone' n? (since lohn'was barefoot)
Row vas John able to eat at, Loone's?

We 6 Does Not ..g,Lt;

Row 414 John go to Nev York?.

Row area you contacting John?

(no violated onablemeots)

("contacting' does not
dosoribe a script)

3.1.3 Co nutty

Wetioni Which our in dialog ,are often incomplete-. But peoplerarely have difficulty understanding what the intended question is-in
cesesy There ate rules of conversational continuity which,

enable people to conceptually complete a partial question. Uhininformation to left :out in dialog, conversational continuity to
usually maintained by filling in information fro the last
conceptnaAization communicated. In this sect on ,a basic rule forquestion interpretation is presented which relies on conversational
continuity. Too- additioual rules ate given as variations on the basic
rule, which d;:al with pronominalization and incomplete qui:tattoos.

t'
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3.1.3.1. The Basic Rulo

Jana: Did John go to class yenterday?-,
Rill: Ng.

.Anor.Nby not?

e

8
1`.

Jane: Did John go to clans yesterday?
Dill: I don't khovh,
Janos Uby. not?

r'

terry

% ,

In the_ firsx.dialog,'Uhy not?' retort to the fact that. John didn't go
to class psterdays In the second dialog "Uhy not?" rgfers to the,
fact that Dili didn't knoq if John vent to clean yeaterday. ?bore in&
out simple rule which explains how to complete an inconplete quostion
concept which. hag be asked within'dialoge

***************AAA*********A**********AAAAAAAAAAAA***

Centinuity,Complqipi Rule:

Complotekpartial question 3n terns of t
. 4

last:itieept opt=unicated'to the gnostic r A
A

4**********AAAAAAAAAAAAAAiAA******AAAAAAAA********AAA

In the fiat dialog4 the lest thing the queutioner board before
aoking..1hy net?' vas 'No.' Since thin watt an anaver in roaponea to a
question, it dcomumicated some conceptual information to the
quoptionsr. In this case,olt conveyed the inforiation that John did
not go to clans yasterday. Given tha.inceplete question pUby not ?'
the rule tells Os to combine Nhy not?' with the concept of John not
going to class yeaterdely to get the complete question lfay didn't John
go to clann..yosterday?' In the second dialog, the loot thing tai
questioner beard vat. 'I don't knOV.' Thin wan alno an ansver in
response to an earlier question* an answer conveying 'I doet know if
John went to class yesterday.' So by using the rule, we ;1=bl:re 'Why
not?' with 'I don't know if John vent to clans yesterday,' to get 'Why
don't you know if John vent to class yenta/day?'

Thin rule vorks for a variety of Incomplete ;mations. In
adjition to Camtal Antecedent and ftpectational quontions, it vorka
for manv others as well;

A; Does it rain in Portland?
B; Yes. (it rains in Portland)

A% Row much? (Rov much' dots it rain in Portland?)

As Argynu leaving for Nov York?
1 Yon. (I am Itawing for Nov York)
A. Today? (Are you leaving for Nov York todsY1)

At in John otill in charge
B3 ?o. (John in not stilt its charge)

Al Says who? (Uho says* John is not o in charge?)

?ea
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.3.2 The laotl, a
-,,.. .4 .

The Last Update t s! ) is' a temporary stor buffer which
emabies a enitition 4niNerer' to rental= the, eat tencept ht
0q:Atal-P304,;to t'4 questioner, Lull tine a ucv ittxchange ()acute in
diems, the 111Uvis upd'apdviththe last coact- vectunicated'oad the
previous cen tp of the, LW are loot. .4 to simple device is
sufficient far 1 of thus converestidnal con ,uity inference ro/ea.,

a.

*

smplet

Q31 :ioes it rain in Portland?
/4faviten.aftilwItionsi

313 BO$4 much? t4-

Qt Did ydary get the book gtcck Susan?
'As No. linty did riot get the book from Suiten)
Qt Vito did?

0,3 ,,Did. John leave for Nov York?

As leo. CUP-0 Jahn left for 'Nov York)
. 411 IThear

The contents of-the Lalicust be a complete conceptUalicationo,even if
the answer from which it is derived to not complete. This is cot a
problembecause the memory rntrioval emit of.q00,li /Aware produce; a
complete ,conceptualization. @VOA if the =WO; generated in a short
answer (coo Chapter Viva. Entering a nee concept int tba:Ltp in the
loot protean performed by the memory aearch unit halo copeoptual
ansver is passed 16 the generator.

Uhen the next question received by the interpreter in
conceptually inconplate, conversational, continuity T40# Are
responsible for combining the Current queetion with theWicepcept to
fort a complete conceftual queotion. rot example, tha nueation
%hen?' canto combined In a straightforvAxd c4Aner vLth Oa 40
concept 9f John having left for Well York to form A co; ploto conceptual
qnention which asks Nhati did John leaye for New York?'

PiO'neminal 'ileforextce

A: oliOt variation on the basic continuity completion role. is
needed hem pronsainal'irefecence must bo resolved in a quention.
itUnever a pronoun appears in a oestiones the last. -concopt
cammtnicated to the quentioner (the 1.911 will contain the pronominal
referent.

A: Is John still in-charge?
B3 No. Bill is. (Bill is in charge)
143 Who's 115.9 (who's Bill/)

in this case the pronominal roferent.for "he is easy to find.
Last Aoncept ce=unicated (Bill io*la charge) contains only one CA
human in Ito conceptualleatien, Bill. So 'he must refer to Bill.



If 'there is mere than one candidate for pronominal reference
among those memory tokens appearing ', in the last conccpt, then a
pattern catch betweee the question concept aM the last concept
determine tho correct referent.

As Did Mary get the book fr*.. Susan?
Bs No. (K2-0 did not get the book from, Susan)
As Wino gave it to hail (ho gave the book to Nary?)

In this exaSple the pronominal reference is a little harder. The lest
concept co:Masticated (Vary did not get the book. from Susan) has only
one Issonimere qbjett, the hook. So -the referent ler, 'it' in resolved
to be the book. But there are two penult:1e ciustlidatee for 'her.' loth
Seem and Ktry are female humane in the The correct referent
must be fonad by matching the etederien Concept against the pitt to find
which conpagent of the last concept co slanted, .eorresperele to the
pronoun i 4urietion. The coeceptuat representetieu for 'Nary did not
tot tho hook from &Mae is"

HART 44 MANS *- BOOK
(poet,-

*crf* ' XMIT
OBJECT .6 BOOK
RECIPIENT ei HART

Toe conceptual eresentation for:ltio gave.

t)"

AdIOR is *Pi
OBJECT PWISOBJ
RECIPLENT HMI

liner& BUN has the properties of be
pattern match which roosts] nee
cenceptualleatietul and checks propos.
'her' (the recipient) corresponds t
of the MI: Nary. Therefore the q
gave the book to Nary?

As Did WOW/ give the bee
Bs ho. (Suoaedid not giv
As Was it given to her by

to her?' le:

bucen and female. A simple
corresponding slots in two

y list values can determine that
the Ulla of the reagent slot
tiottis interpreted to =can 'Who

e Mary? .
the .book (try)

Ann? Man the book given to
. Nary by ton?)

0



This example la identical to the, last one in processieg complexity*
In Coneeptual Depandeniy* the representation for tars dialog le
Identical Ito thL previoun 021egi

Old Vary gat book -a-Sutlarg k
Si No. (Nar did not gat the book from Sae e)
At Did Inn give it to her? (Old Ann give the h.eek'te

nary?)

. Both LW'S Susan give the book to Nary?' and 'Did Nary .get the
book from Susan?' ore represented .y;

oTa

'4 AIMS 'BOOK

`(pact)
SUSAN

Both 'Vas it given to her by Ann?' and 'Did Ann give it to her?' are
represented conceptually by:

*la,

ANN AIMS PUSOBS

(pact)

The referent far "it" Can only be the book* and a pattern match
agelnet the WU doternibes that 'bar' ) esat correspond to Nary.

4

Pronominalization in really a problem for Internalization. Ube
of the 11U in pronompal reference illuntrates hou techniquen
developed for can COM over into other procesoing domains.

14.3.4 Fetus-laced Continuity

In the last notion we said that the' same vonc,otualizatton
repreeented the quentIons 'Did Ann give it to her?' and "Uanit given
to her by Ann?' Thin wan an edersimplification of the reprenentations*
but for the purponon of the pronomispliration rule described in
3.1.3.3* It van an ade4uate state meet: Thuro are, however* situation;
whore it in necessary for the conceptual repreeentation to distleguinh
Active and passive conatructiona. the distinction in accompliehea by
placing a fovea flag on that Lomponent of the conceptualization which
vas emphasized by the sentence structure Madman 1974). Using focus
flap* Nina gave the book to Hatl,'- In reprIcented by:.

e not exactly true but it in clone enough Lon. the point at hand. In
the next tect (3.10.4) wa will ace how Conceptual Dependency dace
diatinguish active and paw:We constructions an ill no 'Sum gave the
book to Mary*" va. 'Mary got the book from Soand.'

102
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ANN ::';10:RAN3 BOCK

(Ost)

focus

4

T

it

'11:4 tOok vas given to Haty by Amp' rcptcsosta by

4 AIMS 4. BOOS
(plot)

focus

This repreo.ntation of faces in ttacd ikon concept cite:pieties qwstions
twat be intorptotcd fin tette of prvfous die iog.

*A4VAAAAA****A-AAAJR**14A-kikAA-A4

nuax
A: DVd an give thee-book_to Nary?

NoBt i. (
So

son didn't give the book to

STAN <IA> MIMS 4 BOOK

(IthiM

focus

; Sfiso dtd? (viao gag book to Hazyl)

HART

*1* <> A72A/9 4 BOOI
(past)

S 3SAN

ittrAkkithitit4lAiliirlAAA0AkikAirA4k

4
4

3

r
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DIALOG 2

As Was Kiley &km at book by, :soda

E: Sao (ttiry variy r. given the book b man)

SOS 4:0 > ilEASS Big for.u.s
(past)

strAy

At Who wag (willo vas gives the book by Some?)

SUSAN tie> MEANS 4-.1100K

'Ost)
SUSAN

'MAW 3

At Was the book gives to Mary Ity 4Org
Bt Ii o. "(tho b ook vazet give to }All by Ann}

ArS

(gash
ANS 4 BOOK

focus

At What Nes? Mat tila given to Mary by 2)

ANN oh> ATMS 4-z, A

(past)

4 V,

4.-

in trio dialogs ail vestion coptept cast be la teat en the Is of
rvin 11W. The interrogative prone= (uba, Wit) mat bo assigned to arole slot in a cm:plate cenceptualiption. This contiptualizailon
east be derivcd from the cenveraation `g
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The die utich Were. the =pinto c..noptual question contently
open o the M. gum the tmknovn cemponent of an incemplete
quention *ea no-c haw° an cbtious: role filler an the basis ca
pattern =etch, then anufga the unknown co:pot:n.4 to the. role utich
cceeivoi the focus fleg, and =plebs the tonne* witheut further
diterntions. In DIALOG 1, focus fell on the ACM slot so 'who' In
assigned to the.ACTOR DI IOC 2, fecun foil en the TO slot o*
'who' is enalgtod to the TO slot. In =NM; 3, focun was anaigned to

--n

the O3JECT slot and so ',Winn' stones the OBJECT slot.

391.3.5 fledge Used Continairy

More cooplicated qnostions ninich coo be interpreted in to of
the beat rule for conversanional con4suity require general world
knowledge to be combined ulth the WO to the questioner -in order to
conceptnakly co:victim:a quecjion.

60)
As X want to cake a withdrauril.
Ba Chocking or twinge

(Do you wnst to Withdraurtron at checking

accenornar a savinga*count?)

In order to anderavand this questioa It to neseasary to knot that
'checking' ani 'savings' refer to types of bank accounts. It is also
necesearyt,. ins hat a withairantal tan to do ifith a bank accomet*

vithdra41 is a trannection in which coney is taken two a bank
account. On:4a theca conneettons Ate cure, the question can be fully
interpreted in terms of the LM,

This kind of kemoole6 would be to in the convernational
Script (3.1.1) for bank trannactions. So conversaiional scripts at
be aecenned aim with tho 7.10 In order to co plate a particular clAss
of partial voodoos.

3.2 Context-Independent InfereacCn

Context-independent converaion rulee may be utilized, by the
interpreter in any context. These general ruled aro strixtured,in the
sant way as contextual inference rulea; each one has a tot of
Criteria and a Target Interpretation. Arnie is-activated only when
its-Criteria are oath:fled. If all of the Criteria are satisfied, the
rule changen the miss's conceptual cetegorinttion and qnestion
cottept_ secorning tp directions apecified under the Target
Interpretation. 'w-etc transfornations are deeigned to produce a
Target Interpretation which capturen an intenled (location no oppeccd
to a precisely literal quention.

Do y 4 do your homewIrk?
Al Ainnat never.

questinn to technically a Verification question -uhleh could be
annwered by a ample yea or co. Zut the vaunt given specifies the
frequency of the act in vention. In order to'prodnce this antuer a
general interpretive rule bud to be applied to tte veation Uhleh
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o-contopttal a et' gucotion to r. ao, '1ov -o4en do ra do lourbor.eirorre

-**siA AAA4-1-***************A***PA** A-S**

kalo 7t Einplo roefacat Cocicraion

A A-****A ******A****** ii-Apio-A*** AA AAA**

Criterfat (L3 ConceptUal Categorization 11 rXPeCtatte
(2) Qaatio Coneopt L of the fotint

*It..( ve* DO 'Ude orasesrq (*710-f)

titer° la Cho porzon ban& drew

Targot TatorprotaUttn: Co optuai Cattgory
quota on Cpincept(40'

Exi=p1c3 t

Rale 7 424.-4111

101:1 don't you Hotta

ytru coca here

Irny don't.) u pay no nAg-7

We 7 Dooil Not tapjzt

Vol aro prz pAyi rsi nov? (wrens cc= Ft

Vay didn't you pay Ltd elk*? (larva tonne)

4104111.11114

vont
ice> Doi

t
Waal listen?

d you taco bore?

WWI* d you pay no tio?

st

if

lit didn't John eat a tiacb?Arger? (vrora emit)

AA ****** kitA A tA-A-A*AA *A** A A A*AAAA******* *A**

ki1 cti acy Specification Converaion

A AAA* AA AA**14 44**********AAAAAA ****************

CricpriaT-(L) Coaceptual Catezorization es Verification
(2) tlestiort Concept Is of the Lt..=

HAMER (ABEPEATEMIA)
litere *X* in a concepttal. otent
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Tar et ine4pretationt Concepts=]. tegory(c- Spocification
:=4 -Minn Concept 4. not PRECNP.HZT (1,219

95

Doers snoit-in Portland?
Piov offs r does it snort in Portland?

Do yc-a eat -at Clark's?
ELV often do you eat.* Maxie*?

Do you- dour tete-volt?
Env often. do you do "DLIT hoTscuOrk?

tulo Does Net tiply:

Did tho train arrive this norning? (tKitiLlt oREPEATE)LY.q

XII John goint'to rgiv York? (WNER ilittirAMItlfh)

'The cr-tiMir is capable of rceetantring set= an 111C*211.- ohniad have P.Migl
REPP.NEEDLY 1:p-i-ekcessing scripts i. =bey... Ica an action.17

typically something uhich occurs again and again, it desorAes a
nituotiocal script. day such situattotal will have adel:tripe:iv tag :Mob pays .tbat, this script ifinorr..4ly recurrent.

*AtA Ai* kaigt-AA-CCALAAAAA it- k eit Al kOi 1416 kifr/j. it -A *****

/inlet 9 iktration Specification Conversion

***Aitkii,A-A*MkSitAIMAAkititirkitkit-A4.4****ItitAAAAAkkit

'Criteria:. (1) tonciptual Catesorization ..Vorification
(2) Quo ion Concept is of theforat:

ithir TIME t 344k)
tare to is a conceptual Melt
Ind AU* specifics an interval clf ti=b

Target InfArpretationz' Conmptual Citegory*s Specification
,Q»,!:tion Concept*, VT TIMPATION (*IA)

197



f.x.szvitzt

idle I) Appll ev.

Hive you_lived,"Irs Italy Ian?
'110.0.-Ztors beveling lived in Italy?

... .

Did it rale 4.14.11-6t'aing? +....?.______1.,
.' ',for 'f did it rain -Chia same,?q % *

_ ! _

Did it hu.lt for a- vb..11e? ' 4- ilov loan did it hurt?
0'.

.. I - to 4o *
40 As watch footballl-twpal,1,%be trierifiaterti Mat by ifte', ,r ..rrequessoy- .:.peci.fieation Comerfion)

a

PIA JOhn so to Nov atoria idoes eta. deaeriba-alt crvent a.
--e ,_ - ' ., : over interval of tirfe) ,s..

:d":- * , -14.--''
thetlast to corsvisrafort.raltli (8 and §). to op,tiocAl convergiona

. 440 do sot irreciaely titer- 4th fite di ;.e caftnirsi,of pi,
tiaeation. 'Di you bent your wife?' does cot 1N1e4..0 be eVehtood : to
meal.' 'How often' do youi-bent your vl.fe" Thine sorivertslinsa dbould be
SeallitiVO 0 tovtalkativ4 tlon :system tin thAx,00121.41.001 be U6,04, if
the eyete:i waste tp be tgintrie and prom f/01;orr4tion. .if.:),ha
apt= in' eore boainess-like e. and. . leas --, ec*nra4tiorial, thane
i.onvernions should be ignorrid. Softer -convernia4,,..rana,of this sort.

, . are closer to trapaitionei zutc& of cossveria?kion than, strict ....
interpie cantive proeing* ' ,.

. ' ' ' -.-... , ,:.-.,
a .

1 %

r
-

*AltillikA04.1,[10410**Akti******A041Wkia 1,*

&A et ID: Agent Pen st yonversion .
Alt*AA*AAAVIsit*AAVAAAkii

Criterfm: Conrapt(al -Categorization ¢ Verifica
(2) (lunation Cone6pt. is of the'forma

'AXA":41. RIMY (nil SIDE 'ar.004)
or --,

. itZik <le> MANS' f- *X* ?ODE (ACA..n)
# A . a .
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ttatiples:

Rule 10 ADplies:

Can. Z have -a...cookie? Would. you g e eta tt cookie?'

Coml.:11de get a comae? > Would you et us d collie?
. 9

Can Rover; have yOut leftover-bodef
Would, you give Rover your leftover bone?

Rule -10 roes, Not Haply.
r,

src M have staille tier tienot represented by a EOSSEl( state;
Oki is a physicai state description)

Z

Dues John- have a cart ilionevaiVe

Can. Jog; see ISaryjew? is not a MSS? or NHS)

.3;,3 KnoWledge. State ASSesslagnt Titfeteeces-

'Dm- correct intes)retation. of a: ',quests to nay. rely on knowing
senetlitag* about the .questioner's kr ed o. state states,:,
a-nail:Vat:to/an is a.tma Party for university laou1tyi* and someone hrbas just met aSiss bizt,

Q/: Whatfiad ire u: En?

be shouid, intet:pret'Ql.to; meant

QZ: Vkit academie 'eel i axe- yea in?

Given tlifs interpretaiione. he carL restraint on an appreptis
description: 'I'm to 4athenatics.' But El be is at a. ri2 04841.13 4
mathematics conferltnse, QI s'aoulct be illaarStcrOct c17 be as

Q3 What s C Lty Pelt. ark you.: in?

Q3 so uld tie ZW,34illeCI sts"Qe estri2tAza: '*tbalgebra:to ttvolosy:' these inte preta.o.o4 are base an. aaatrIzEtrasabout 14hatthe qu -knotis and doetnet
.

&tow:ledge sta 53=4re.,* rule a.- sentel4ve,
the cittes-cizer*s kw:lease st-ite... Each tule has a ca.t2e..2.
specifies a ctreeptual categort=tion and: dition concetnis the
questfanekt tE atI the Criteria ire sattsfta* Oe. rule is applied 07.

ttl!s344-iza cc-40:2Ezai. ziktyvazativii at queati.ze, o_cncept. asoordina
-to the directieus Under t e lattFpret iwati=7"en_ta=n.or these rolez Zrzeatielei.ca se sc.= o model tar the
Tuestiliner.: row this tcdel ituesti4.,ner Is be. ca ...212. cut
s sttll a.cery open ntokIgm c s a et =eel cam. oestioax.

vocesmes otusct at post loin acc ount 4ita"t Vie questioner
knows amd: dceset what be be_aaks. the vestiats-
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Preface to Fie.z.ny Soarchwz

.04 Introduction,

qt.slation hat, boon iciently underatood by Interest al
tho nonory Search an begin, toloek for an answers Chapters

Vivo* and Six doscribe.ithose processes in Q41.11 Involved. inin a conceptual =aver h4aich can be passed to OM grnerator* The
ator translates CO4Copt.Oft-pzeozatzitioas into natural language*cadent* like parsing, ti toe part of the .Qh1/4 odes. Mentor vhich interfAbos vi .h inputs a, conceptual anal,mv and sanslates it into taglia43 In. the sate ,yny that canrchange parsers, a genera for any lanp,ige could bz attached to
to..,prauco =swots In s. t.langua,re.

lihR processes of finding and forsulating as ansimr ate split
roughly to basic Processes: :Content Specification and :for

"N. Content Specification. dam:41ms 'Lt at kind cl 4nsve. piWeerd And twit to lot* for it, bit .ttao *tory Sc acetbo xerk actusily ifinding nfornations Contput Spoeificatio
cs direction ifor tie 144-.49ry Search* Occasionally the liono
-finds sonotbing..utich indicate's that ebb. question oust

alyeed. further 'before the *Inory Sca,,4;b, can continuos This. isAlen the focus of a quesiten =ct be 'ostablishod* foeccristnent iM more properly an aspci.kt of question lasterptetatinns)kst athit,Q401 focus heuristics aro.4escribpd,:hozo.bos4ute they sr
ottly isavv.,44a lits& the Content Specifliation predicts possible
foi tbea the 11=or., Search e'en-Urea that they are:a fact wad,tho intuitive divition botwen understanding quoations and. finding
sosVereb,vectea difficult to Mate lawn the t nory search .13v.ekos
heurisitci Bch are cnsitatisilv interpretive*,

Wading Rom to Antes a 4.Nescion

0,4ce a question has bun UndoratOod by d ospxi
cztimPtual. catkVr-iXatOn'an, a question ccesdpt, it 13 twohou itv fah to and t `s n: Should tbo anoor ho .bonestl
'misleading"' *Should' it to a lot a detail? Or should it prov,ide
as ntainal, a rho as sdblc and still be cormitt To a large

.extent* tbesq issues taet inly'be addressed in torts of a theory of
conversocion'N&ich, s,ccom ox. arty peopl's sly\ the thitlgs they do*
Wile ve 'wet stter...pt to solVe prottIres t entotereation be re,, it is
awropriato_ to dcaign esN:hanions in OVAI.S. vehich val. integrate
instvictions eerived'iroa cou'orsatio.,zal goals into,t)ao ifiA,proceases.

t+.)
oziode

N;hich dotoraine %tat pco,ple %ay and how thy- say itfactors tier' "Ntith'the context and purpose of
uotel CA. does not a, Neleige the 4 role tbat

tte -
uhich finds an ansmer
Itere in a 'fi're rzstrictive sense*
tern referrin. to the process
'1.4-restt.sitaaon and pmince-s a

infornstica* .

of the entire 7oss
cage .risponsot it is used
creation is a technical
a cooplete teAteptuai
translation of that
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't,
4tb1364( factins neat play ip the question artiverin prone:MI, it 'cannotbe vi ciWt asa cooprehannive nodal of hunae question ansveating* Utilet--foetal:3;0*f social interaction Arti adt very, veil tutderiqeod a thistine* 1/e can still specify hoot such factors, agent ,and con trolquiittion answering. That islciput does not ,knfm vhy. it $aysi vtlat 4,t.donat but it is, ready to answer questions, ta0.catiVely or:oil:10411y if

as 14glieillttotivating.preenss44eld. 0pp:ex *telt cans ,01:1 , 4t %hat, iata:tect to asstrao. Toil: coat:J*14s% :procasa arpharti* to interface
with' t$ &U(, ve CMS; arbitrarily sat varigNetvvithin OW ,Viliete N/41.retelt in different rive to the sans Wsestions" -

in the content of -the foil eviaig .atorl, qUA 'can a'Oply the
felloving seams tra deritlk a; questiOn ausverittg somiion pith Mt

.0...
.7: a

Atain vent to Neuiorktby Iva. Thin lut 1st to
leene4A. The hostess gpo ,..tehn a ,netur and= ika.ordar Usages. John ate, AI.S444icad for a heck.
lawn Ow-chec) ea o, he d13 ovoid Vim. *I dititet
:lave any noeey'r be ba..,a to,,WAI'ailaige.6*-, .

- . L.

1

Qlz lihere did John, gel - «

Alal, New Isnk 1. ,.

Alb: John took a bed te'Nev ',fork.
f),..

,e

- -tui Old John eatl .
., 4at 'test

,

A2b: 'test Jan ate sone lasagna. ' N.

v. .. ,...4 0
,.. '..Q3: DIA! the vaitress ;diva John a :meta

Mal No., z . . a

Mb: fie. the hostess vete Jolui a acne.' .

0-`

Q4: Did John pay the checkt?
A4Lat No.
Abi No.JOU% discriy4orktil that he had nun:Deny and

se he had `tcs,vash dishes., .
Q52 Whir gave John ate coma
ASal The hostess.
A514 The host-VS-gave .t.ohn 4 ftenu.'

a

a a

Content $ Petifieation can ht thought of SS an interface day be which
takes inforastion ,abort. the general, attitude 'Or coed of t a ,syateq
(from any proiosts outal4e of' qttkipt vtich can . specify suet% 'things)
and integrates this infetnetion into, the retrieval instructiona which
preduen an appropriate answar. One kind,of. instructibn it give tothe Monory Search incorpointes :attit4inal.yariables iod is called an
Elaboration ,qption. Another; ,kiadj of instructionSPicificatioe nay pass tit t.,he tienory Search i.e * Category Trace
instrtrkion. Category Trit0 Instruepicies. ake into account idtat 'kindsof processes were activated 'during- inferential Analysis in ord4r to
erakerstand a qUestion. Thak ser4e a-est:tors reflect-, tbe. interpretive
processing WAS tISOit,,1.0. tinderOtana th4e. In Chapter 'Peer theContent Specifteseion that explaiined. and ,apee,ific Elaboration
Options and Category Trace ViatriV.iffea are ddsoribel. These specific

14

a

a



toles are oot intended to be
000one and tategory trate
anawerer neat have. They are p
illustrate the general idea
de. *ai4V0X7 0.4haust

R Carrying Out Orders

V

°vide act of all the Elabogation
litructiona -which a. general queztion

scaly rePreaentative and intended to
Of Content Specification rather than

, Once we know,hOw to scare toory for an anavor, scracbody has todo .tho actual digging, is *0 the jOb orthe Memory Search. /he.
orySearchA° defin0 by a cot of default retrieval heuriaqica.

These defetili heuristics are icalerAlly 47,4:mated' by specific
instructions froe Content Spa ifitation. But if no special gitidante
is pt6vide4 brecontent Specti icestienik the Menory Search wi .reso;rt to
its, standard default proceau a .4( produce an 4inawar.

cry ;,newt hea nr& n
. , . ,

anizad according.' to three level: ofdaaciiption idthin a s dry representation: Script Strudtures,
Planning Strueturew, and Causal Chain Representations. When aliteation nilka about ate e prorertfitus or thinge,. the
=tory adarch -resorts to itt eking 4ofornation dttAtt-4nAtAory tokenars,a imorlstioa AO:Wed designed to ta):: `AdVantago of a ,story
preadnation no .-eush an possoible An inch' env , ere intioatolY

-ce enected to the #peilf q 'features and, prosgettion of script and
plan-goaeratedlneeory repr tientatione. feet, the-,design, .of these
skoty, teprosentationa fi been altered. act& extended to accralcodato
rotripval heuristie° at, tk ease tine thati thri, ..retrirtval 'Mutilates
have beektiesigne to ,lit the atop!. reptefse,atutpvi

,

For the stoat part, t a intereiation Which in deeded:, tQ -produce
answers to quoatione .about otrio° 'exists wi'thin the ,story
repeal:mutation which ?11as-generated at'thes tint° underotanding, tot
-there arts cuostions AI% can only -be S'il)swerod , by activating-
predictive. aunty per os ao -in.' conbioctioni with. thlt. .stok.
representation. For °X ple, °Oppose s abk, 'F1ty didn!'t John order
hanhargere in7the contt.tt of a story whores John orders .a 'hot dog. Inorder to ediAtnt Oita qupsrion ye taunt -activate precosoos uhich can ,

5tcivi,d4 information about uhy, John, did what 'he did ioateaa of
.nociethings_ aloe. Ilan info:Pi:cation cannot be found- in the story

prosentittion,slinfle: SpeciAl processes uhicli are activated during
ist o eq.ory, scorch vhon the -story repre.nentation'io not enough are

deacribed &n detail ii,. Chapter Seven.; Tht±no . situations shoup be
thOeght of'aflfan exception to the rules moat questions aboUt a story
ciu be shaVered onAhe of lnforeAtes 14hieh,vere'vede_at the title
of ondenianding and ni ore&in the st oryreprosentatioa.

in Onpter: QUAthe default, retrieval heuriatitn of be
deatribea along vith 'brief 'dascriptione of star; representation°
generated by SAM and-PAW

3.' Anevaring ieiter lly-11\deratandlog Mer
0

he processestof queption interpretation and
nea,tly diifided.= In Chapter .Six, processes

for answering ;questions lire described where-the Zaltial interpretation

. .

Mete sire times when
meniery xdtrievei are

115'
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of a question is followed by a story scorch irhich leade to a need-for
furthar analyet° of time question, which in turn requiren conducting a
Seamy search., after which final memory nearah for the- onsvor in
coipietcd. The gt stranaing flow of control for thane weapon In
quelined in Tigued4 3. The focus of a. question directe attention to

apecifit.ponceptual cooponeat of the question. Totes can be. very
important deter g itiumt a question in asking, Tor rumple,

4,1 Q4x Wan it the usitrosa who gave John a ncnu?.

in a quastioVvhich dirocta attention to the iomitreas. k conceptually
equivalent queetion uhich deco not carry such a ilitpng focus 1s:

QS; 'Did, the unitreSa sfvo John accede

10 gee that focus affects the aasvera *Itch n,quaation will to
aced only .point that Q5 can be answered ,

., "Qs: Did\ the vaitreak,:giVe Jeha aced,
10: Vo this Hairy a menu*

But the 04100 0841te cannot tsiaathly offotcd In reaponse to Q4;

' Q4; Vas ;it the wititreon sihe. !lave Alta 1 maid.
Adis Uo, the. wait-rape gave Airy a menu.,

.Q4. domande ,art ,anaver Along the lines, oft

Yee,: the tvaittesa ,gave~: John p. -menu. or
lio,'Sonebody elan 'gave ;John 'a 'none*

Q4 carries a very strong 'presupposition that John, Was giVen a menu by
130E3001110; tip_question in Who? QS carrip no-aockpresupposition.

Torun a queoti.on can ,bo'eatabliohed many wain, And at different
point° in the precool; model. One heuriatic for face° establiehment in
QUALM has been *pigmented for the SAM yetem wad .is deacribed in
Chapter Six. Thin in a knowledge-blued heuristic. That ia, it reliee
an terprol world itnowledge fox.. he *identification of tocus rather than.
ayntae'tic construction° lit Q4) or intonational devicetv (which

" might be uacd irar 9pokatt dialog) .

ti
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-Geaeratioer Into Tesgl

Dace a-fieal cenceptual weaver has been produced by the,
ttecery 'Search, all that retail* to be done in generation into
Edglith (or whetever laegoage in desired). The program which
generates froo Conceptual Depetiiency into-Inglieh is not pact of
OM; it is ea-independent epic= which orxely,interfacea with
VALK. The Genera is besed on as original program Jr! rail
Goldsan Waldman ri ' which beseelece been expended is teams of
votibulary and finey _A In the &were° of acting op an iuterface
between ciumA and the Generator, a. fewrelnor Additions were made
to the Operator. The =et inportint of these free a theoretical
viewpoint 'concerns the une of nixed concepts. _

Shore are manyelees when QUAlli's enaerstanding of an answer
can be neat effective .y coeneeicattd to the Generator is a mixed
for net of spee coardativei and tome Conceptual Depepdency. For
exaapie, in answering a w thy-questin, there is a ,apecific

444 retrieve' heuristic' 'which Is designed to produce a mower
consenting of two causally linked concepte. In ail-cases the
eimality between thane tea concepts in aoapecifid that the two
concepts can always be joined together4Oho cocceecti4e 'and
so.' E.g. "Johndiseoitted that he hid potency and no he had to
wash dimbena' or. eibewalUeas told John thit they didn't have
al hot dottlisund no Ohiwrakdared n. has Eger.' Since, the
"retrieval 'het:Haile can reliably predict that any aaever obteined
via that: heUriotit can be eepreased uaing, ewe ceanectives,
there in no reason-why the Generator should have to hunt aromad
trying to find ,an appropriate eoanective,,,

This it where ndxcerd cquccpcn epee. to the rescue. The
Generator hen been extended f6 accept infordatiee structure:9,U=

VALH which are part /latish. and part Conneptuat Dependency:
'Mixed foreatting is ueed vheeever a retrieval heue.ntic can
prOdiet the connective relaetanahipo-betweea eordepta. SAg
answers 'John yea angry because tha -hamburger wee butnt'mmi no he
left,' thin answerioeiginallpentered the Generator as a axed
concept of three concepLualivitions-aed two Englinh coanectives
of the Lorna becauae * and no *2*.;

This is the only
described 40 being
another langilaie were
( UAth inserts JO its
the era/ language. In
only the connectivear

aspect of QI14,121 which could conceivably be
language, dependent. If a Genereepr for
attached to QUM the connectivea which
mixed concepts would have to, be altered for
fee' current impleieutationa, OAR

1) beceune
2) and
1) so
4-) -and no

5) and ttea

The formattine for mixed nonce Pts in
hturisites is deecribed at In 'Chapter

pecifir
give.

uses

retrieval
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X Figure 4 the vmgteson of the 11.ory Search aro outlined.A emotion (1)14 the uairreme give John's rtriutf.) enters theContselit Specification trait as aituestion ccccpt and a conceptualqt./union category. Content Specification =suite the system'sIntentionality and specifies an Elaboration Crption to guide theiRetrieval Eagrisitics. A EarcOpteml anmr (mreoczt;:ingthp Maths gave John 'a nenu.°) folz,d by the RetrievalRe uristicAlsnd passed to ttle Cenerattir for =anslation lawZO Lich* -.7"
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CNA

P.

=TM SPEW/Cal°

7,7

Se--etescrc within the question CM fisTaring model want bea proem vhish tentrols the ano=t of..info=ation:
%each goes' tate ,oar, answer:

Q: Did John apply to Yale?
ti )

eb: No, bin a4viaora tab. hin he didn't have a
dance..

Ac: No, his advisors told-Km. It didn't ;have a
,chance no he applied to Earvard. instead.

One of the yaps that correct as to 49. question may
vary is in -torris of the amount o... info=atien
commAnuated. 4 quastioa a:moil:4 system inn be
capable of *plating resPonsos to yield Varying
cmountil of info=,:ation.

&at No.

4.0 intodc,ction
8 - ,i. . ,

1,If c C1/1.2cedel always answers the or.msuestions in -exactly the...8=4 way, it has clearly failed to simulate the way people caster
questions. Vlore are LW IMP in which people Vat y their ennwerti toqsastinee. .-Pn a lox level, gen17,4ational mccheaiims can products
answers which arc conceptu y equivalent, but., which aro wordecl.differently! . t 4 3

: % ' 0 '
gla by did Jots cadet° at ha. mb' urger?
Also' The waitress told him they disle.t have hot doge.
Alb: liecasze be vas told by, ttz wait-retie that they

dicier i. have bpt dogs...
. . 8 Ale: cite the waitress Informed him that thaio

-
. s.were no hot elev. . . -.

.1'. ' , .Data hi h!er ;wet, ,auswers tea VaatAtrna vary To toms; of. concept content: . s'
.

.
pz$ Did `John Oat a hot dc?

9s- IsZst Hsi, , ..
A,til.,11-or the ugt.re.so told John they dian'. ttswje omy

. I. kat doze, . .

Alt: No,..)the'waltrese.told John Oa* ha
fdidn't ve say

[
1E

. hot dose and =I JoIsneideaerca haMhtgor.
s -. , . 1 .3 a

Each of thew an /era c lisatitutos a reasonable respell:2i to v., \yetihity lisUes in 'tin= /Of k.be =outat of infomatidu they convey. 'Infart, ?gars can-vat not only IX/. Lanz of their - relative contents. .

s
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!n tbi cbnptr t 1ok at k i thu
retriev4 part of tci&z ponb1e rp tth3g .uch
infont1on aad iiit -ktx4 o inforMion kDto aner.
part oE (1IA11f e ck1e4 ,Contcat Epe4ttctian ait1 CoAtient
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i1ngu o1v4n ,-ont #eth ia
pçi±5suLy how bcee 1#rutiva to toy rtxiiv4 are olizcd
It .J uot 000Ugh t4 aay -'gi uii2 cvret aocr,' a:
Ln cv,rythi8 U fiA4 tbot'Ø rVLt 1 Ot*&Cti0A -

\ eorated by Càatent Specification uat taU u trioval beuciaUc
exatiy how tq' produce a-inia17 corcd. aiee ad acL thk tu
to bi done to u with a cr)'thiug that'a teiiwant.

4 -. 4
'-

-; -O of bo int,erctLo ct tob probic-dcrive ftca the -

*
fart tbot iiliU ru3itó £rx the *ea po4aeei can affect. 'bo'v

* the-reat of thee chcboui2bc eondc That in, tMConttat
pcegLiaUon tTnit cnno. .gLve tz-L1 .et1c qectof
ithmUoAa which viii vrk in cancE ccrd1e' 4f

\ cdry ccarch iindi. Centuot 5pcifatióu iiitructian t
nticit in a very geora1 v iat 1n4 of thingts the rcr.t1eva,L

can produce, -r4 fâiu1ato ruct.ioon btcb ixa *

-çí -. to W trttrievai IuW ro 1Ltion aUa
- viU -rerturu 4iffeeo. striztioon dcjondi en ti or

initial urarc findø the qatioo cog. f Jn affptive
anaver \tiIl be e.abâratcd diffeçenUy £i a ieati'e-antMr. m

Thp ge ral nt of 1nnru ooratea y
: iftattoe Unit arc 4ecribcd lu tnZ t bicitthanint

£tabbraUor Optona and çatory Twe ntr±Uo. 'Zn zcr an a
- S

quention au tie.en fully iutprcd, it cocccptl cat4oruauon an4
queotion caneep or iaa4 t6 thü COAOt. sccticatioo nit
t10 quc iou eay b tage with tthJElaboration Option or G.a5 ry_
4rraec -ti..etruction wa4cb vU. be connul4 vcm rctriev., heá9Lce -

/azcnxccuted. if no apeci4 -5.on Açttthe3 e th '

4ttop ota4ard icval uuiatq (vie) vtll .b dcoib
chapter iive} nxe czccu -

--

1
?ut forc we ci.n froccd with a dcncrLpUox o Elahora i

: 4Opt-iou aCd Cte3o T ace c4ou firt ent4y thoc -

Lactora hch are uateIy ouble fo copt.aL dicst
-. . In,t.1U.&1fl, t var1ab'ln vhiehLet-thu-. 5t t. Of an
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. tatt not call! that atm Att but he -ate as veil. this happens
*?,..,=sn--er. the question ept -...etches a concept in the 'story...lg.-114h
encodes tilfornatien thin the question concept -contained. The:at in heuristic ',does not require an exact match between the
question to=egt end tonceptu.A't4=tion, in the story reprefentatiop.
It. order ko,r a, match to occur, a cenceptualization must have

In the question concept. but, it can alsit include more thanis in the qtulstion concept.

._ IShort Inswer Optiion

iit***************************

)n: Ift-Ttlitany Responsive, Uncooperative, or Rude
ctt Verification
&C initial answer is 'Yes (or No)

ftual conceptual answer is Yes (or No)

9

Examples::

Did John eat lasagna
No.

Did the waitress bring John a menu?
No.

Did the hostess bring John a menu?
Yes.

Did JO:4ga to New York?
Yes.

The Initial Answer Criteria for this option is superfluous since it
does not weed out any questions. This option and the next one ere
perhaps better described as Anti-Elaboration_ Options since the answers
they produce are minimal. The technical. realization of Elaboration
Options is a contrias structure for Fetrieval heuristics. This control
Gan result 'in a non-elaboration as well as an elaboration.

127
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-**of***********Aiii********0**

2110.S..'Single Word °Pei oh

*36***************#*****0***

IT: Minimally Responsive,, Unceeperative, or Rude
QC,:-.Concept Comgetion'
AC: iAitial,,addi4er is fonnd
El; finak.concepeUal answer is Ifaleceinceptual.,,

donlponent-Whieh matched the known component
of the ,question-concept.

Examples:

Who gave John a :Iene?
The hostess.-

. 4

What did John eat?
LaSaglia.

R.

Where did Joh:iao?
NeW York.

,-Who .Went to Leone' g?

John.

The other Way that a Concept Completion question can be answered is by
generating- back the ,entire conceptualization (Where did,John go?
John went' to fieW-York). Iii the implementation, of QUALM ilsed
And -PAM; default 'retrieval heuristics for Concept Completion

,questions produce a long answer and the Single, Word Option must be
14activated to produce a short answer. It could have been the. other

around just as easily. The Single Word Option 4s actually more of a
suppression op*on than an elaboration option in the senee of,4
extending an answer.,

\
****************4*********************

\ 4 ,

Rule 4: Correction/Explanation Option

***************,**ft****;.**********WW***

IT: Cooperative tit ;Talkative
QC: Verification

AC: initial answer is 'go
EI: (1) Use the Foctui=lleuristl.c

2

to make a Concept Completion question
(2) Answer the Concept Completion ,question

0

1, 128
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"(3) If an answer i0ourid, appenethii conceptual
answer to the answer NoA.'11° o

(4)Af.4o Answer AS-found, for :the 'Concept Completion
itheptionamike An 'EXpectational 'question;
answer A, and"Append the conceptual Snaver ,

to the answer No
.

'Examples:
...

\ -a.. ,,s
.

41

../"
,,,

Did\the wa teas give John emenu? 1-. 1. 7

NO, the-hostess gave John a-Menp-: ' .-

(answeri the Concept doOpletiomquestionl_ .

Who,- gaye John's menu ? -)

,
.,-,---..

.
.

-Coula-John pay the check? / ,.

No, John.:had no money.
_ (answers the Expectational questioli:

_

Why couldn't John pay, the, check ?)

Dili the waitreas serire John,-a hot dog ?' .
r

No; the wOtreas gav&John a hamburger.
(answers the ConCept:-ompletioli question:

,. .

What did the waitress give John3)
,

I4d John eat theYhaiburgerl

No,,John was angry because the hamburger
was-burntaad.so he left. ',,,

_(answers the. Expectational question: 5 1
- Why didn't John eat the haMburger?)

.

The.first part of the Correctio .Expaanation:Instructiow attemptso
"correct thqUestiqn concept.. the question concept tobe verified
is almost right except for one conceptual' component (say the actor or.
the tense), any appropriate elaboration- wiLl -maim the necessary
correction.. The second part othe Correction /Explanation Instruction
is used when no correctionis possible. In this case the concept in
question could have happened but didn't. The Correction/Explanation
Option then endeavors 'to explain what' interfered or ,what was
responsible for a different turn of events.

2The Focus Heuristic wijll be described in 6.3.

ti

3
This means to enter.' memory retrieval with the question ''category

Expectational instead of Verification. The question concept...does not need
to be changed.



*14***********#;********************

.

.

Rule 5: InqUiry aiplanatioOption
.

44***104*********10**i**4*********

IT:_Talkative or Cooperative
"QC: Verification: with Mode (*NEG*)
AC: initiA 'Snigger is Ida"
EI: find anskexplain apparent inconsistency

'

fi

9

Exampled: ,

-,

Weren't you goingtalifornia this weep?
Yes, 1-; thy husband,got sick so I' postponed_ it.,N,

. . ,

'Aren't you a,,MeMber,hereT, . .: .

Yes% but 1 doet have my card with me.
, . .

, Can't you-drive "to 'Work?

haveYes, bUt I'$ rather not uniesa .to4

9N

},

YThe questioner thinks' -that themory-negated conceOt in question is-true-, %.

.(you were ,going to California, you area member, you can.-drive to
Agork),. hilt. he finds it suOrising or .inconsistent with other
information. Be is looking .for'sonle explanstion!which-wilI all,* him
to integrate the queation-concpt'more satisfactorily. .It is uP to
the person being addressed to supply the explenatory;inforMatio,nwhich
is needed. There are -dome general rules for finding such
explanations:

4 .

If the uegtic41 concept deacrihes an act, the explanation can be
found by answering an Expectational que'stion. *-

i .
t.,

Aren't you going to New York? --I?
Why aren't you going to New 'fink?

(r couldn't get my, car 'started.)

Isn't-he taking the Job? --7>
Why isn't he taking the job?

:(He decided to hunt around some more.)
.- .

If the question concept describes a state, the explanation is harder
to find. If the question asks about an enablement condition, it can.

be answered by.answering an Enablement question. But finding which
Enablement question should he generated is more than a trivial
-manipulation.of p,he question concept. _

Aren't you a member here? 7--> r
,0

Can you get inliere?

(I don't 'have my card with me.)

5 .4
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Aren't Forschea terribly expensive? 4-1>
Bow can you- Afforea-kergehot;:.

(My parents gave it tole.)

The correct interpretation-of questions like these require t aaditional
infetencbg abut the questioner's knowledge atate, and,
expectations.

47 .

Still other states lend themselves to elaboration strategies which are
much more Conversational: :!-.

Isn't British ColumbiageiUtifull
(Yes, and it's a #0at_piaceto_cdtchaalmon.).

- , ?

.
.\-43.******k****#0***************;,** ti

Rulg 6: "Request Explanation Option
.-

***********************44******A****

It: 'talkative, Cooperative,;orMinimally Responsive
QC:"Request
AC: initial answer is No ' 4,

ET: make-"An-EkpectatiOnal questidn and append
.. ,

. .
-y-,

the answer to No , ,

Examples:

1461d you, page' the salt?

No!, I can't reach,it.

tan.we'balance the checkbook now?
No, Iave a headache.

Are you gollig to walk the dog now?
( No,,I have to make 1 phone call first.

zt

,When a request is denied it is a R ..andard: civp.ity
explanation for the denial.

131
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************14***********i4*******44a

Rule 7: zeity SpeciaOation tY/tion
4!'

. .,

0
**************************i******i**

t

IT:.7a1k4tive, Cooperative, OT Mipinall7 RP
QC: Request

_
AC: answer is Yes bu expected delay
EI: s 6iiiiictedtime lapse

and append this to 'Yes

ExaMples:
.

Would yoUptga-Khe salt?
Yesi as soon as I put this dawn.

Willyoutake-me to a bill game?
Yea; maybe next. week.

ec"
Are-you-Igt#g'=6,make odt-thgariOget

4

Yea, in a minute' ;:-
-*

When sodec.ie is willing t0.-fulfill, a request, but 'tam*. do it
immediately, the person ;Making the request musts that it
will-be taken care of eventually.

41i

7
******************************Ik****

.

Rule 8: Condition Specification Qptian

**********************************ii***

.

IT: Talkative, Cooperative, or Minimally Responsive
QC: Request
AC: the an6wer is yes if certain conditionals are met
EI: specify the condition and append to. Yes

Will 'you g: 'to the store?

Yes, if I can get the.caF started.

Can we get a new'ear?
Yes, aa soon as I get a'raise.

Will you give me the furniture, the house, and the car?
Yes, if you'll leave de alone.

_ I

When someone agrees to a Request they are involving thedselves in a
social interaction which may hava many consequences.beyondthe simple

132
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performance of thi act. If John Mary. d'oiris laundry for himall the time and nary agrees gratis, her agreent indicates a great,
deal aibOtIV their relationship. Conditionals are often used on thesetg ter levels of social interaction to clarify grAstionshipa andgoals. -1.g. ftary agrees to do Ms latindry only if he wirriee bee, she
has Used the -request as.e vehicle for higher levels df com*tdcation.

********iitit*****kii****k******* li****14*

Rule 9: Inference inpicipation.PPtion

* *** * **A it*** k **It* k*k ** * *** it ***left** *ft***

IT: Talkat.te 4
'QC: Verification ,t
AC: Answer is Yes but with minl4ing izifered'aes*
SI: correct rdaleading inferee after Yea

-Examples:

Do you have aliicyclit
Yes, but I nevev ride

Aren't. thoie tereihly
. Yes, but this one was

)it.
expeitsive?
ivea to tte.

Is your brother applying for a scbdiarsbip?
Yes, but, he doesn't have a chande.

4

This is a way t
elaboration
Eocoeceations, ti
least minimally

,...expilaeitin.
-

************************** ***********

prolong or contribute to cinversafion. When an
sseribes something'. running counter to nornat

'elaboration is pointing out sotethlin which is at
interesting and which ray be maped for further

''';%..t
r

The Elaboiation'Options described thus far have all used very
simple tests for their Initial AnsWr Criteria. These tests were ai.1-
indgPerulent of the specific retrieval heuristics which - found theiia tial answer. Another type of Eiaborati9d Option can be designed.
to rely on the specific retrieval heuristics which arse successful, infinding an answer. It is difficult to give examples of these now

Ita4
Before'we can formalize a notion of 'misleading inferences' we mustfirst. be able to model the 'inferehces which someone is liable to make

when they hear an answer- to a question. This problem will be
discussed further in section

133



before. retrieval heuristics have been di u nod. Eat the next,
Elaboration Option is in example of aa retrierval-erien_ted eachanino foe
content. Specifications

T he basic.basic.idea lovnives replacing tai Initial Answer Criteria
With Retrieval Criteria CRC) epecitylatt a particular retrieval
heuristic. If this heurlette aracceEds in gaming ,er..swer4, tt*ti the
OPtIoft: is 'executed. She folloing rule is - ien exkiple of
Elaboration Option with Retrieval Criteria. The stet rieval mechanism

- apeeifiervill he 0e:scribed in aeration 5.4.102.

*loco misgitorkii*****A vets sitiotaii* so******"1
rr.

Pole -,10: Iterate. State Et:script-14 Optign

Iritit**** kir* MA* iriirarit irk *k*kkkkkirk-kkk-kitstr

IT: -Talkative:
QC: ,aus4L Consequent
RC:Ititerferenee/Resolution Sears
Elt If the actor, of the Rs:ablution conce4lt =denims

a mental state changer at. s ie p :11,raf between the
Interffrenca concept ead the Resolutiee concept.
return a -ftizect fornat alsver of the fort':

- 'Etti because [DI and siltAr
where

(Ii/- is the mental state change
III is the Interference concept
(RI is the Resolution concept

4,ww.

Is

This Elehoratign Option Le responsible for.en atunr..,

Q What hapiened vbert tho waiter served ,the.han'kurger? .

A: John becade angry because the hisnburger'was burnt,
c and no he left. 7

'Whereas the default retrieval leuristics .foss an
laterfererace/Resolution Search would have produced the. annex:

A: Taeharaborger Was buret and 60 John left.

4.2.1 freventetive Inference .sinuletichtt

Often the Answer 'Criterion of an Etebotation Option cut be
satisfied by a simple exeniniktion of the initiaLansver. It be
enough to niraply see if the initial_ respenso is Vas- or No. But 'Sone
Aniver Criteria require additiopel cm.-ery procetaint. For example,
the ASevey Criteria for :the Inference Anticipation 'Optie;v requireit
some- very involved necory processes. The toterence. Aoticipation
Option. is .responSible- for elabciraLlons like:

X34
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J

41.

.R1: Do you like Indian fpedi,
41:' Toss but 2 kn41.1-1ren has no goad ft:41in reitaccants

'11q4 elaboration is gene...fated by a eAchanismS itilich thee
after the initial reSpe.,ese 'Yes' is :given. The MU recut
answis:r la thin case cents the conceptialitation
eating. eirt4a, food.' The eirloration'eption which LI trjsituation mil tack sodething like:

6 IF '(1.) the 12W describes an act with
itA.ViElt value *I HABIIITAL? and

(2) an enabling condition forthstact iclnot satisfied

amt the initial response with a description

4
thU

from the
r auk('
ad itt MIS

a

. ofr,tho tletting Mablement.

This nect.sal= responsIble.for mchang 1.1.1rE11

QV. Nies Jahn bop at lilleemingdaloe4
al Yen, but he caret, afford it.

Ds you usually ;drive to irk?
A3: Yes, but right not my car isn't rutting.

1
1

In order to simulate the inference ptacenmea which are used tif.s..%%,speaker's in dialogs thacenvirsatiotal equtext is critical la guldimg.
the flow of inference.- Actuill dialog Is ofted instrumen* to
achievement of cettot cr indIvIdUkt goals.

I

Q4 Do ypuwant_to play.tennie?
A4: Sure.
QS: D you have a racket?
A5: Nos but I eat borrow etc. IP 1

...e".tn this cOnversation bothgraiticipants shate a cathen goal; toy toner-.,- to play a gimme of tetnii. Given this goal orientation, the rat, a.
obvious purpose beht0d. QS. The -person asking Q5 ants know
otatua of the enablieg conditiciti of having &pekoe. VI:on the p
of QS is undoratoed way., it Is easy tn-ccs how 74 6
answer to QS would result in 4 4$41.ciulis4g isiferenca. The e2 orrt n7r.it A5- addtednos Itself to the gc Implicit in the last. question. Ia )this way a misleadirlg intarench (that ibey t play 4CIVIZal *bey
need a racket) is prevented by the elaborabio4. Without k uledge of ,fthe ca.:acrostic-21 contest and Instr=enettlity.._an elakora night 1"-
be constructed which prevents a totally .irr4criatat inforence

Q6: Do you want to play tennis/
M: Sure.
Q7: Do you.havea
A7: No, but I-uned to avo'llee.

*

1110.1111.0011MarallalaairaMINIMAMMIIMPIN.0.11.

4
The 1.411 was introduced in nact.ion 3.1.3.2

.I

a
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laboration p to flan inferring that the respeadeni% niter
rieket. isaurence stens outofiiisca because we, cannot ,

Watt 1t to the ,purposo of the d? erg. 'Appropriate eiaborstieme
14lich prevent =desire:able infere risi4 era cotiVatedaby conversational
goals. Inference simulatige =et be dire:ailed by ,..tlerlyt.m.co creation and .it wade to ha a problem cleeer to conversation
theory ikin, indstionana per se.

4.3 Category 'Trace InstrociAeris

ategori'lrate Instruni.ions are responsible' for producing gnawers
which reflect 'the iriterpreOva Prixeseing a question tr:W,rgee's Thereerns many atavistic= wiierelpprepriate aniveril to .qiaestions =welly
leflicete this the iluestion,mdervent socciative iater*etatiOss rer
exastple, iq Three we deterihed a frequency, 4ceifIcatiett
Cetrtersiaq.),within Coetekt-ludeperdeni Inferential Maisie. Ibis
transformation Was regions-Lb/a for teem:icing when Viariffeat$on
question& epos .d be tt (trateted te,be asking, hem after:, a elfrqet takes
pletce:

Ql: Do itott eat out very often?
Alas: About tilfcci a week.

Q24 Do you-ate each other?
Ala:' OnIT dU4U holidays.

Q3s 15 t much rain?
A3e: Only December. -

re
a.

On te iholo qr.:at:ions hive helm ultimately interpreted S?ecification
questions, elta only mega.* threes :theta ae
answer them by specifying a fr y. hiewurelli, to Vilrification
questioes which have been reintarpre d as 4ezification gum:tiers ate
different frommanswara to questions ch ecru initially interpreted,.
as Specification lineations. tech o. QI-3, cen be_ answered flith-an

response of yea or no:

,QI: Valet:eat out, very oft.'"alb: Yss, abot.t.t4ico a* week.

Q2t;-po-yeg see sseh other?
AU: 'Yea;' hut only during belidaya.

Q3: Ia tkere retch rain?
A3h2,2Ne, on1yyia December.

raa. 1;QT-3 were rephrased ass questiptts vtlieh would be initially.,
intorpreted as Specificatian questions, theca preWes of yea end :No
would be out, of pIace4

QA: Er.is often da you egt-4:04.?
Yee, about twice ,rEck.

13G
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Q5,1 Sow often, do_yo seeitash othee
1.2h: 14. but only duri4-"Solidays.

=QS: Sew ,eften doe* it *tint
A.3b: So, -tray

y e a evivalent r.o Q1-3 bg. they cannot be animatedsane Yap that 1l-3 can he answered. .Q.5,4 ca he antlered vith,-but slat with answersTAib=.3b are appropriate Zort?1413 because :the,y reflect.-11e- interpretive prneesaing yhich Q1.4undergo. Since Q4-5 to-not requite the sues reinterpretation as QI-3.ansvers ibith reraett reinterpFetive preeessing are trap-prapriste forthese cu*sticrus.,.

Category Trace Instructions are designed to =street answersyhich rifles 4:t vet processing of a.question. The onlyis nation c afh nee.ds to be re:, 4tout,.a.. intexpzetiLvaprocessing is a history of that enettlees creeptual-ezategteizationsas it 'pastes through Inferential Inalysis. A trace of interIrtrtiva..._tategerizaticee is easy to raintain_in le list. 411 cal'this lift", tea Category Trace. -Each of
ditAgery Trace (Verificatiou, Specifi.cati
Q4-Q6 have a singe Category Trace (Specifi

stiont Q1-3 have
tetrni) ) ct CS tiaras

foni(Prequeneil).
Category Trace Instrueticres are _dependent oft- tor torsi theIntentionality of the Oates zed thh Categery Irfee of t the itIZStill12

Each Category Trace Instruction has three pasts:

(I) Intentionality Threshold (it)
(2) Trate Criterion-f),
(3) Instruction Fsecution (U)

The Intentionality Threshold describes isnder vhat Inteetionalityfactor** the Trace: Instructions viii be appropriate. The TraceCriterion specifies what kind of Category Trace a question =at 'have4_ Order to qualify for. the Trace lestructions. If eithir thetiitentionality Threshold or the Irace Criterion spetificatious fail tobe set, the Trete Instructions will not be applied to the question..
The Instruction Execution describes the processes utich will derive afinal -tonceptual ansver in the event that the Trace Instructions areexecuted.

********A.*****VIAA*******0.***********

Rale 11: Verifying Frequency Instructions

***01****A*-41*****A-Akkiek***A4A**********

---- IT: Talkative, Cooperative, ti*.nirally'R.esponsive
IC: Verification/Specification (Frequency)

yes or Do. followed by frequency specification

13 7
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Ido, only :titan -I have to.

("c"nay nib= wave to' can't be very often)

res, razm:ever I have to.
("Vra=ever I eye T'Z'.11=St be very often)

A'%.r. "N. o, but- enever.

' whenever I can' nrost not be very often)

1P.i: "res., but Only rhea I have to.
rcnly, men I have to' must be very often)

No but -ktenever I have to
15...-enever. I have to' Is not very often)

.

I
c.:qnice of an in.itial antwer here is dependent

is selected for 'very often.' Abe and A8h
can take either initial_ response, but there

thts answer akes it mare consistent with
1Sb mist be Constructed with the connective
violation Of expectations.

.` Do you go to NeW York very often?
No, whenever I can,

scund"s very strange. While

Do you go to New York very often?
No, but whenever I can.

seems perfectly fine. The same thing happens with A8f, A8i, A8g, and
11.8j. 'Only when' 'answers are consistent With 'No' (A8f), and
'whenever" answers are consistent with 'Yes' (A8g). If 'only when
-answers are combined with 'Yes,' or 'whenever' answers are combined
with 'No;'- a but-construction is needed to counter the violated
expectation.

On wtatever cut off
show how 'whenever
is something about
a Yes than a No. So
'but' to signal a

4.4 Elaborating Elaboration Options

C

It may seem odd that an entire chapter= Content' Specification
has been presented which seems to totally ignore the problem of
knowledge .state assessment. That is, the content of an answer should
address gaps in the questioner's osi29dge state. If the mechanisms
which control memory retrieval are ot motivated by a model of what
the questioner does and doesn't know, then where will knowledge state

laassessment fit in?

If we had a theory of knowledge state assessment, it would
interface. with QUALM during Content Specification. Each Elaboration
Option and Category Trace Instruction .would specify knowledge state
assessment criteria (KSAC) which would apply tests at the time of
memory retrieval to make sure the elaboration is not telling the
-questioner something he already knows.

140
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Knowledge state assessment will be discussed in 'Chapters Eight
and Ten. It is.an area.Which needs attention. -4 theory of knowledge
State assessment would be a .significant contribution to work in
question answering and theories of conversation. When such a theory
is sufficiently developed, QUALM will be reaity!_t& interface with
knowledge state models" during -Inferential Analysis and Content
Specification -by refining the Conversion Rules and Elaboration_ Options
proposed here. In the same way that Content Specification mechanisMs
are sensitive to. intentionality factors without knowing what a theory.
of intentionality should look like, the interpretive mechansisms and,
memory retrieval nontrols pioposea. ler QUALM have been 'designed to
,accommodate input from a knowledge state model, even if we don't know
exactly what that model will look like.

.
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CHAPTER 5

4.1

-SEARCHING MEMORY

U

Before information can,be extracted from memory, it
must be found. If Memory organization and retrieval
heuristics. are designed With care,, searching processes
should be able to zero in on-the desired information
without having to sift through everything. in :memory.,
If a system is'trying to answer the question:

Q: Is New Haven in Connecticut?

It should not begin.by,looking at:

Lassie is a..collie.

4-burht an English muffin t1 is
Jack Benny is dead.,
The integers under addition form an Oelian group.

. -..'

, .

The time required for a search which examinbs
irreleVant informatioh*Without any sense of direction
Will grow linearly with the amount of -information in-

. memory. That 'is, the more you'know, the longer it
will take to remember something.. This does not sound
like a very promising theory of memory. The processes
which search memory must knew where they're going
before they begin; it is not sufficient to flit
around like a'blind bat. .

5.0 Introduction
`rc

The memory search heuristics invoked for a ,question are
determined by its conceptual question category. There are three
levels of story representation where answers to questions may be
found:

(1) the causal chain representation
(2) script structures
(3) planning structures

.Each of these levels represents a different level of understanding and
detail. Not all stories have representations on each level. SAM
generates story representations which have a causal chain and script
structure, while PAM generates story representations made up of a
causal chain and plan-based structures. But in a system which
accesses both scripts and ,plans during its5 understanding, story
representations will entail all three descriptilip levels. The
retrieval heuristics described here were designed with such a systeM
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in mind.

2

Once the Inferential Analysis has settled on a conceptual
---question, category, and Content Specification has determined a search

strategy, the memory search can begin to look for an answer._ Since
each question category requires different processing by the memory
search, the description of retrieval heuristics will be organized
according to conceptual question categories., But before we describe
techniques specific to each conceptUal question ;category, we must
first _mention- 11.--fundaMental processwhich is used for most of the
categories: the metalling search.

Very the first order o4 business when searching. any bevel
of story repreientation is to find a conceptualization which matches
the-question concept. This process is called the matching search.
Rodghly speaking, the matching search looks for a conceptualization
which ha's everything that. the question concept has, and which may e.
contain additional' tangs not founrin the question concept. So 3,f
the question concept represents 'John took a bus,,' (as would be the

/ case for the question 'Why did John take a bus ?')., andithe _script
/ smilmarytor the bus trip represents 'Johp went to New York by buy,'

/- the matching search will accept thill script summary as a match. The
Conceptual Dependency representations for these two concepts, diffek
only in that 'John went to New York by bus ?' specifies a destination
for the PT.RANS while 'John took a bus,,' contains no destination. The

, term 'answer key' is.use'd to refer to that conceptueliza0pn from the
story representation which matches .the question concept' when the
matching, search is successful.

10 ,

The heuristics described here.do not represent ;a mompletea or
definitive set of search,strategies. This is more of abeginning,
,representing those heuristics which have 'been implemented In a
computer ,lorOgram and which appear tole adequate for large. classes of
questions in the context Of story understanding.' Pnless there is an
indication to the -contrary, all retrieval heuristics-dettribed in this
chapter have'been implemented in the versions of QUALM which are used
by SAM and 'PAH.

f *

5.1 Causal Antecedent

ti

A causal antecedent question may find its answer in eitner the1
causal chain representation, script structures, or -prannAng
structures. In each case, the first step is to find an answer key.

5.1.1 Script Structure Retrieval Heuristics

The matching search for Cau;a1 Antecedent questions begins with a
search of script structures. Each script instantiation which is
referenced by the script structure representation }has a pointer to a
single conceptualization which .1.s* called the !script summary. For
example, in the Leone's story, the script instantiation of the bus
ride to New York has a script summary which represents John having
gone to New York by bus. The script instantiation of his restaurant:
episode, has a script summary representineJohn having eaten lasagna at
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Leone's. For a more detailed disc ssion of 'script summaries, what
._

.., they are and how' they Are created for a story -representation, -see
(CullIngford 1976, 107i. .Searches of the script structure for causal
Antecedent questions access only these script summaries -when looking
for an answer key, e v

-

,t

If the matching search succeed's at the script Structure level,
the question is' Anowered according- to acript-specific retrieval
heuristics. that is, each script' specifies a set of retrieval
heuristics which are organized according,. to conceptual question
categories. These heuristics apply only to questions which locate an
answer key in the Script structure ,search. It is probably more
illuminating to, discuss how a fewlpecific questions are handled by
script7apecific heuristics,, rather an describe all the heuristics of

..all currently implemented .

Acripts. " ,/

4

Th

Suppose we asked 'Why did John go ta, New yerk?" in the context of
the Leone's story. This"-is a Causal Antecedent question wieh-A

-Tlelition concept representifii 'John went te!liew .York.' The micktching_
search accessee the,script structure of the story repreaentaedion and
4teitomes,e,Ot th to level script under which the entire St° 4.s
embedded is' the trip-script. 4i then examines 'the script,aumma I,es .'from the trip- script instantiation' and All script :instantiatio s
embedded 'within the Lip seriPts when jat checks the dexit .iUmmary\
for the bus script instantiation (44gANenfto SeW York by .,bus) it.

mir-if -a . ..,finds the answer key..

. \
Since thelnatching sparch succeeded while examining a trip script.,

instantiation, a sPeciar heuristic specifit to that script is now
invoked. The heuristic first deterMines whether the answer-key Wss a
sinumaryidi:a adapt' instantiation which was part of the ('1) goings-(2)
destinalion, or (3) returo4,18 leg of the trip script. . An answer is
the' produced Which is upendent on in which leg' Of the trip- script
the matched script sumbary w foun

If the answer key was Lo .. Int e 'going leg of the script, as
was the' case 'then- we askei .4* d John go to New '?ark?' then the
answer is produced- by concatenating the adrift summaries a all
scripts instantiated in the destination: leg of the ttip.. In the
Leone's story there is only one script instantiated in the destination
leg of the trip 'script, the restaurant scripts Aa,the conceptual
answer to '141g did John go, to Leoneso?' involves the script summary of
the restaurant script instantiation: '..loha went to Leone's:' But,

d

before the final\4Z oncegboal'assuer can be sent to the generators a
small manipulation ust be peiyormed on the script summary so that its
statemeAa relate:1'track to tbe.question. In this case some indication
of an le:eabling relationship4e appropriate. This can be achieVed 'by

. generatiag'a sentence of the form: .'Because X wantpd. to Y,' where. X
is the actor of the answer key ai Y is the conceptual action of the
script summary (or summaries) in e destination, leg of the trip
script. To achieve this, tbe g erator is given a mixed conceptual
structure of theformt

S

, ,
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*Y*
t %-

1

result

'-3 >NI <a> IS MLOC 0a*) 1

-
'Becaus4"

I JOY (*X*) 4-- -I '''

\ . _- 0
..- .

where *X* is the actor of the answer key and *y* is the script snmMary.
..(or summaries) from the_ destination leg of the trip script. This
general adtwer-fermat is-applied to the script instantiations in the,
destination leg of the script to produce a conceptual answer for the
generator. ThUs the, answer 'Because John wanted to go..to-Leone's,' is
-predueed`in response to 'Why. did John go to New York`?'

If the question concept is matched in the destination leg of the
Script, the answer is produced by finding the M5inCon. of the script
instantiation whose summary matched, the question concept. The MainCon
of a script instantiation is the conceptualization corresponding to
the'main act of that script. See Cullingford- for a description of
MainCons in scripts (Cullingford 1976, 19771. When thplainCon is
found, the conceptual answer is produced by generating: a,

A

.

result
'Because' N S MLOC (*X*)

JOY (*X*)
1

N

Where *Y* is the MainCon, and *X* is the actor of the MainCon. In the
case of the restaurant script, theMainCon is the-patron eating his
meal. So if we were to ask 'Why did John go to Leone's?' the question
concept (John went to Laone's) would match the script summary fo**the
inst4ntiation of the restaurant script (John went to Leone's). Since
this/ match is .made in the destination leg of the trip script, the

,0* question is answered by manipulating the MainZen of the restaurant
'script to:get 'Because John wanted o'eat same lasagna.'

If the matching search succeeds in:the returning leg of the trip
script, a canned anver is returned by generating a conceptualization
which is translated: 'Because ACTOR(SS) wanted to go ome,' where
ACTOR(SS) ,is the actor frau the matched script' summary. ;do if they
Leone's story described John leaving Leone's to-take a subway and then
a bus from New Yorkprthe questions 'Why did John leave Leone's?' and
'Why did John leafa'New York?' would both .be answered 'Because John
wanted to go home.'

S.1.2 Planning Strurture Retrieval Heuriatice

If no match to found for the question concept :ion the level of.
script structures, planning .stuctures are tried*xt. The matching
search examines the causal chain represehtatiOn and planrelate4
inferences (if there are any) looking for our answeekey. If the
queltion concept ie matched, plan -based retrieval heuristics are
invoked in an, effort to produce an answer. These heuristics are
designed to produce a goal-oriented answer 'whenever possible (see
section 2.2).

1 4 3
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4) ytwer`ke is found in ,lhg l'7stoy representation, 'its
P7t

immediate catisalc.:*_anteteedenta a0%extrieted from the causal chap of
events.' If there are no:II-Mediate causal antecedents, then the memory
search ot\ the leVel of planning atructureahas failed.. Otherwise each
of these ntecedents is chedAd 'to see if it is tagged a$ an act which
instantiat s some plan. Any act which is taggedAas-being part of ,a,

plan inita tiation' will have a pointer to the immediate goal
motivating that. plan. If a,plan instantiation is found,'its-immediate
goal forms Zhe basis-of the conceptual answer. In the dragon storyi

where John -resdues Mary from a dragon the Causal Antecedent questions,'
-#M117--did John kill the dragon?' and 'Why, did John get on' his horse?'
are beth answerect\in terms of plan instantiated goals:

Q: _Why di' John kill the drawer'?
A: Because e wanted Mary to not die.

Q: Why did Join get on his horse ?.
A: Because he anted to be,near Mary. 0

It none of the direct ntecedents yields a ,goal via plan
instantiation, then no g:1- oriented answer can be fOund. In this
case, the same list of antec ents is searched for a concept which was,
motivated by a state. Whe one is found, its causal motivation is
used to'form the conceptual an 4er, This is how the question about
May marrying John (in the drag n story) is answered:

Q: Why did Mary agred'to marry .John?
A: Because she was indebted to him.

The manipulation of conceptualization's to form a final .conceptual
answer is similar to those described previously for script structure.

. retrieval heuristics. These plan-based retrieval heuristics 'wjll be
discussed further in the section on retrieval heuristics in PAM
(section 8.3.2).
1

5.1.3 Causal Chain Retrieval: Heuristics'

These heuristics are employed if the question. concept has been
found in the causal chain .representation but no answer could be found
using plan-based retrieval heuristics. this case we expect an
answer to be found on the basis of (1) inferences made by the script
applier at the time of understanding, or (2) scriptl world knowledge.

501.3.1 Non-ftandard Inference -Search

When the script applier generates a causal chain representation,
it tags =to conceptualizations as being inferences. This tag is used
to indicrte a lesser degree of certainty about . these
conceptualizations. There is another tag for conceptualizations which
were found in the main path of a script. For example, looking at. a
menu is in the main path of the restaurant scripttl'but leaving because
you have tc wait for a table is not. Per a descriptioh of different.
inference paths in scripts se tilling rd 1977.. If the answer,4ey
hits a causal antecedent which s tagged ab n inference and is not
tagged as a main path c ceptualizat then this non-standard

lA G
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inference is used to generate a conceptual answer. For exople, in
the Leone's story, if we ask 'Why couldn't John Elle check?' Lhe-
qdestion concept (John conldn't pay the check) is-matched against the
conceptualization in the- causal chain reprebenting 'John, discovered he
couldn't pay the check.',Thiranbwer key has an infernce as a- causal
antecedent, 'John had, no money,' which is used to form a conceptual
answer. The final answer is 'Beeause_dahrf had no monei'. A, lama
concept of 'the 'form ''Bee4use pA' Iwhere CA is the 'selected causal
antecedent) is used to construct the final 'conceptual ,answer.

x
i4 ,

.
5.1.3.2 Interference Search

If no inference-tagged causal antecedent is found, we then check
to see if the answer key' is itself tagged a4 a script resolution.
(Lehnert 1977, Cullingford 1977). If so, its corresponding
interference concept ,is picked up ,io form an answer. 'Why did John
have to wash dishe% at Leone's?' la a questiOn answered in this
manner. John washing dishes is a sdript. resolution for the
interference of not being able to pay the check. So the question, is
answered 'Because John discovered he 'couldn't pay the check.'

5.1.3.3Script-Internal Goal. Structures

If all these other heuristics fail, we then resort to answering
the question on the basis of scriptel.vorld knowledge alone. This is
done by analyzing the 'answer key, in terms of -its place' within a
specific script. All scripts contain a goal/subgoal structure which
is strongly corre'lated with hierarchies of scenes 'within a script and
sub-acript maincons of each scene. For example, 'Why did John order
lasag ?' asks_ abut the maincon of the ordering acene the
'rest A ant script.. The script-based answer 'Because he wanted to eat
lase na,' r ferences the maincon of the.eating scene. Of course a
scrip -ba d answer of this sort is acceptable only when there is no
other information around. Had the story mentioned that John' always
ate asagna at Italian restaurdats, this information would provide a
*better .nswer than the obvious connection of wanting to eat What you
order.

While some re trieval heuristics on the level of script structure$
are very script-specific, the heuristics which look for goals are
generalizable across scripts. While each sciipt has a different goal
structure,' there are some structural features, like scenes end
malncons, which are universal to all scripts. The rules which
manipulate these structural features are very general. For
if scene N does not come after.the.main act of the script, there-

goal behind' the maincon df scene N is the maincon of scene N+i.

a



script constants

look-for table.
go to tabl.e-

ask for menu
get -menu *ordei
be served .

iscene maintons .script NafnOdn
..........'"""""+"

go to restaurant,` *

)be seated-

ask.for- check -+-1

gettheck . -! )ply
leave table ---=- -.leave

"
Figure 5,

4 .

1ti.ttr S........AStiprtGOaL Virl'ArS17.

. i "

as

If the question concept &isnot be matched Against any, of the
conceptualizations in the script structures, plan - related inferences,.
or causal chain, then no conceptual answer can be produced and the
pemory search returns a conceptualization to the generator which .

ttanslatesInto 'I don't know.' The Same answer is returned if the
questionscondept is matched but all of the above heuristics fail to
producc an answer.

5.2 Goal Orientation

The set of retrieval heuristicd for Goal Orientation questions
overlaps with those. heuristics for Causal Antecedent questions -to a
large extent. This is quite reasonable since a Goal Orlentition
question .is a particular type of Gausdl Antecedent question. This

. being, the case, it is easiest' to describe retrieval for Goal
Orientation questions in terms of hoW it differs frc Causal.
Antecedent retrieval.

a

Like Causal Antecedent questions, Goal Orientation questions cen
fit-ad answers. in eithei the causal chain representation, planning

A structures, c script stryctures. As before, the first step is. to
taltch the question concepcsgainst a conceptualiza.ion in the story
representation.

.

e5/ 5.2.1 Script Structure Retrieval Ileustics.

The matchingsCarch begins with'script structures and uses the
same script-spedific heuristics that Causal Antecedent questions urid
for script structures. Thus far, all of the script-specific
heuristics Which have been developed for Causal Antecedent questions
return answers which identify a goal orientation. As long as this
Continues to be the case, retrieval for Causil Antecedent and Goal
Orientation questions will be identical on the level of :script
structures.
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5.2.2.P1.aan4ng StructarRotrloval Beuxistitc

If the ratchrrig ;carob faILIst the script su=ture level,
heuristics applicable 0 pIsholog strFcturos are invokel. are thou:

&alight departure from tbe plan-relatnitotslova3 pat mod,

tila

or CaUial Antecedent questions. .0neA an 4asvor koy la f in the
tory repreaanattionlts it,..--odiato,esuaal'antatodents are -tot acted
rem tho causal cbiln of :yenta. 14,thoreaio no immediate teal
tocedents, thea--tha. memory Amareh-tioli the level of pl g

structures has &died.. Otgerriiroveat% of, those aateceditota is c iced
to noe it is tagged tad `pct: wWb instantiates ttosa an. Amy
act vhi h is togged as bang pact of-eplamlistoatiitiov trawl a
pointer o the 1.-11.ato goal motivating that plan If a plan
instantiation is found, its immediato goal forms Adis of the
conceptual answer. Amanipnlation of the immediaCo identical to
these used in. Ca@aal Antecedent 41?;stio!xs bcccr-ea t conceptual
anaver vbich Is passed to 41e generator. In this %4 ,e4:11 =Wrt

4; For What purpos e did Job:: killtba dragauT
A: So Nacy.would,notilie.

Q: For What purpose did John,got on his borne?
So:bo could b4 near Nary.

/*
In tho contend of that dragonatory:

N

John loved Nary but shed didn't vangto marry MO,
One day, a dragon, stole Nary from the castle.
Jebn.got on top .-cd: his horsy and 1:J14*. Om
dragon. Eary--,' agreed to marry him.; Meg lived
hallo/yam after.

If no plan instantiation was found for a tauzil Antecedent qwe * a
search wag executed which looked for a motivatiog stat Aip, Coal
Orientation quota:lona this search la 'cot conducted. olneo ,Coal
Orientation questions ask about the goal or ultimate ire tionaIlty
behind an action, they cannot' be ansvored in tcrts of motivattob
states. It is reasonible to anawors

Q: Why did Narylgroo to marry John?
A: Because oho Was indebted CO him.

But it is not appropriate to answer:

For vhat purpose did. Mary agree to car,
A: Because she vas indebted to bin.

So if- no p instantiation is found, no further heuristics are
invoked, the catching starch for a Goal Orientation drogue: tol
failed on tee planning atm:tore level.

4-1-1
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5.2.3 Causal ChainRetrieval Feurintits.

Again have esiliaba dciart4Te from the ceu-sa1 can retrisvei
heuristics used for Calmat Antecedent quest/one. Reith'er the .4
nan-eta.ndard laterente omit or Chi intirfcrIncsoftamliTroduce goo/
oriented. =sworn, so neither of the searches &re:accosted for Goal'
Orientation quoistfts. it imula,root be appropriate to =won

Q. For what pirponn did John order a =burger?'
"As _Because. the waitress said they ?ad on bet dogs.

But Cbo.script-Internia! goal 'structures- do pro/ide goal oiZented
answero. So the goal. etructure of liteript le; used to answer Goal..
Orientation questions; 4-

Qs For that purpose did John order a bambsrger?
- Ai So ho_ctuld cat a hanburger.

If either no ansvor key is found, or if all of
fail to find am answer. & tonceptudliratieq Lo
"representing 'I don't

I

3.3 E3able:0ot

lent questions are a special ease of ter;es1 travdeint,

vcations. Az such, their processing is Antler to rt Ir causal
Antetedcyt questions. answers to EnabIsmeat questinAn y b , -and in
eithet the etript street-urea, planning st.r=turcsi. or on dausal
chain level.' The catching 'larch =seat= the entire story
representation rat each level to find en (=kw .ey.

4-

the above hictrtisttics

given to the gedetsts;

a

5.3.1 Script Stuctr:ir41 Retrieval Ecurieties ,.,
h sisipt b epetific entry reTdf.reafch6cAst

before e. default Ch eipt exceutit4c#P4lichleved. for (=ample.
the en y corditio A for the restatient sZript7o.r.e that the patron be
hungry that o have sta.,e money: It .is possible Wessoute the
script 4thot thce4 states being satisfied. fist if a script is
entered vLt an tctry cemditiod ,vieletpon, the script applier
viticipates tific difficulties within.00,4cript which are not part
of the default path rcpt instantiation. For.ex-ple, in t Leone*
story. Jotai gots into !AM tithes. any =540. The inference about
John mot havino dewy has beau Lecerated before John cotoes basis
So when the script applier tears -that Job vet pay the &ea. It las,
ant.icIpated this particular interference and la r4y to link-UAW
enomaleus turn of events with the entry coNiition violation. - for a
more t=plete dencriptIon ofothis prates see Nuillegford 1972).

' If t story bed eado no =Lion of any difficulty with the
ct,c-:k. ttc ccript applier would have_had to cake an Inference sl.tyt

alternative entry condition which could alccezat for Jata being able to
pay the check. In Chia cast1, it would cheek the eirdibilityassigecd,
to the inference that lot:, has no matey, determine thatoth;re is come
kincertainty Atbo-at it. arad ectoltlic that John =At %IVO had 4*2* c$ney

150 *
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vith hi after all. The Wen: Ike thet John had no coney would tben
he eliminated from the story representation.

In one version oithe LOono's story ye are told that Jobs took a
bus back' to New Haven after uaehing dishes at Ieone's. le'this case
the,ieference about Jableiocisaving aey money has beenzeshotaiitisted
hy, the fact -that John couldn't pay the check at Leone's. But the
default entry condition for the bw script is having to= coney. So
elhen the bus, script is Activated, thu script applier anticipates note
difficulty since the script's entry condition is not satiefied. Tat
'John'toek a bus to Now Haven,' without anyArther caution of the bee

jR trip creatns,A defaultpath instantiation ,'of the bus script. The
script applier mast 'erector/. recodeilii this vith the fact that the
entry coed[ ion for that:ectipt was violated. It first checks the

assigned to the conceptualization representing John Lute&
no money. But _thins concept is egged with a credibility value of
absolute certainty. So elm% thilete7this concept from the story
reptisentationi n loel4 to see if there are any alternative
entry c ens %ditch ,tan replace the condition of having eoney.
When it looks for, en alterpative edtreecondition it tleds i =elution
for the apparent inionnintency: in order to execute a default path

'through the bun :script, one could have a bun ticket instead of money.
The script applies' then concludes that this alternative entry
'condition Hunt, have been satisfied, and incorporates thin inference in
the story 'iopresentation with lone than absolute certainty.

When the catching search in conducted for an Beabiemmet question
on the level of script structures, the question concept is checked
against script at rigs of all instantiated scripts in the story
representation. IT an answer key .in found in one of the script
otmeeries, the entry conditions for the script are examiecd. If . an
'alternative entry condition is found, and the credibility value
asoiguld to it ie less than absolute certainty, the final conceptual
ansuer is prokiced by generating:Probably EC,' where EC is the entry
condition conceptualization. This is hew the question about the
return bus ride is answered in the Leone's; story:

(Ix How eus John able to take the bus td Hew Haven?
A: Probably John bad a ticket.

5.3.2 Planning Structure Retrieval Reucletice

. The plan applier decoepowoo goal oriented behavior into plan
instantiation* for goals dad nubsoele. Min organization alleve us to
determine when an action has been carried out in order to further a
specific plan. . If the matching search can locate the anaver key in
the story representation, it checks to use if the eonceptualization
matched ban a SUBGOAL link pointing to a nubordinate goal mane
ach p =ant contributes to or furthera the eatinfaction of the =aver

goal. If ough a pointer _exists. au as in generated by
concatenating selegeal conceptualizatione together. !f only' one
gavel exlethe.;the aneuer refers to the single ouhgoal. this
heuristic would be used to ansuert

O
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-mu swe:r text-if:nes ax emem.t *6re.. happened, befona John
Ile jum, ame the mecond=ancer ZescrlImm am event

sEts= Zmi3131X-Ot ,":1:1 tie ism. to amswers
pra=vilt tte 4u-tion concept, au answer to a

--:414=aL .T.cr.mo=naz .guestLot =At osnmr at the same time as the act

mppommt uphen AZT 01= tle sr y?
41. =t! 7- ..e Zist's pnCkati.

.41400,1.- .:=1=41714ETZ. "ITIE trI at* "17 crasticii_iicia say, 'tell me
x.rzcm scumt=l .. peued an aboirt the same time at (butch) took
t.acte.- lq :timme tme zest rXIW those whinh,describe--the most
-,:ximienestnt tmin; prisrft:fe_ amid the retrieval heu:itistics must,
=Tr:x=1ms anme rf re: sires tnterest values linen searching for
am amsPier.

r.=-1.0. Vrk.:. Be=isr.tros

na.:=Lme learnt k.W...11s structures, trying to find
tom' x=mwer AWY tx scr4r sAmmeries.cf: those scripts Which were

cf1'.-rttme 1:tcry If the -question, concept
rla,-..nnes !one T.-52 ;tee storr4e summa-f ee, the cuestion is asking about a
1-42.:=TILT -efecence; acceptable answers can ,describe
strentla tnvz ,;:a4r* mxylKnere withta the coarse of the referenced
%C=1.7. happened when john took the subway ?' is
Ind it Suf.m.t:L=. . '7he snertion concept (John took the subway)
ca=mes th 1.1=-41t smatmery *-- the subway trip (John went to Hew York
T7 ame .P.:* therefore asking for events Which occurred anytime
tar= le sitovey,:::tp.

'Pt

Aima :Ale =sleet zey is a script summary, the memory search -first
-oloca set toe norresp=ding script instantiation contained any
ex -v=1 tWnint *we cetr-.1ised as weIrd events by the script applier. A
stnrt eTeml. is a sonceptuatiatica which the script applier cannot
:4;4,4; 06..; 144re..utly .stave scripts, and iehich itself triggers
a stri.7. is nal or inappropriate in the context of those
14.--14ts are correctly arrive. See ICullingford 1977) for a

strti.o... of ueird -everts wiert-7 the context of a script. In the
s=ry, :11%,tm being pick-potketed is recogn4ed as a weird evIst
:4v:zed as suci tbe subway script instantiation. If a weird

AFTI= fomht, it is Y= .red as the concepilal answer to the
1.7rev.ior. 'Ilia is how t :alseal consequent question about the subway
trtl LI

/07f.el. ciepper,ed iv-.en Zobn togok the subwa

A tt:Lei St.hm's pocket.

ldg-rierentPrAesol-Jtivo Search

siottz.: evert fond within the ,cript in question, the memory
see_if a yt ink ldly interesting occurred during

taz,A4:11L7L. -t..ts by checking for interference/resolution
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pairs. If there were one or more interference /resolution pairs, a
conceptual answer is formed by concatenating them together in the form
"II and so R1,,and then, L2 and so R2, and then . where In and
Rn arca the nth inteifef-a-Ce--and resolution in that script. This is
how we answer:

Q: What happened when John went to Leone's?
A: John discovered that he cotldn't pay,the check and.

.so he had to wash dishes.

5.4,1.3 Main Act-Search
1

If the script has no weird events or -interfereace/resolution
.

pairs, then a test is executed to see if the script .summary matches
the main act of the script. In some scripts the main .act and -.the
script summary convey. the same information (e.g. the pickpocket
script) but in others they are different. If it turns out that the
main act is different from the script summary, th the main.act of

'the script is returned as the conceptual answer.

John went-to Leone't. He ordered lasagna. When
he left he.gave the waitress a large tip.

Q: What happened when John went to Leone's?
A: John ate lasagna.

5.4.2 Causal Chain Retrieval Heuristics

If the script, structure memory search fails to produce an answer
key, then a matching search begins on the causal chain representation.
If the question concept cannot be found ,ih I the causal chain, the
generator is given a conceptualization representing 'I donut remember
anything.'

5.4.2.1 Default Path Departures

If a match is made, the memory search checks to see if the answer
key is an instantiation of a maincon in a'script scene. Most scripts
are partitioned into scies and each.sCene has one main act which is
of prithary importance. For example,/the restaurant script has scenes
for entering,/seating, ordering, eating, paying, and leaving. See,
(Cullingford 1977) for a detailed/description of script scenes. If
the answer key does describe the main act of a scene, then the memory
search examines each act of the sCrilk instantiation which is a part
of that scene, looking for a conceptualization which is not tagged as
an act on the default path of the script. If it finds an act which
did not come from the default path, it 'returns that conceptualization
as the conceptual answer.

For example,'the main acts of the bus script scenes are getting
on, sitting idown,,and getting off. So if we ask 'What happened when
John got off the bus?' in the context of the Leone's story, the
underlying question concept (John got off the bus) matches a concept
in the causal chain which is tagged as the main act of the getting-off

"0-
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scene: Other 'conceptualizations from the getting-off scene are thenchecked to see if there was one which did not come from the defaultpath of the bus script. One such conceptualization is found and it
becomes the answer:

Q: What happened when John got off the bus?
A: John thanked the driver. j

The same default path departure processing answers the question:

Q: What happened when john sat down on the.bus?
A: John talked to an old'lady.

5.4..2.2' Resolution Search

The memory search next checks tc see if the ansvIer key was taggedby the script' applier as a script interference: so, its
corresponding resolution is returned as the conceptual answer:

Q: What happened when John couldn't pay the cTieckt'
A: The management told Johnhe would have to wash .

.dishes.

.

5.4,2.3 ChronologsgalConseqnent Search.

If no answer is produced by the other heuristics, 'but an answerkey was found.-in the causal.chain, then the next actin the causal
chhin is takenee ,ihe conceptual answen:

7(.,

Q: What, happened when John ordered lasagna?
A: The waitress took the order to the chef.

Q: Vhat happened when John told the wilier he couldn't
pay the check?

A: The management told John he would have to wash
dishes.

In an early version ot 'SAM, Causal Consequent questions were answered
by, picking up all the conceptualizations following the question
concept in the causal chain up to the next conceptualization'uhichuon
explicitly stated in the story:

Q: What happened when the hostess gave John a
menu?

A: John read the menu, the waiter saw that John
was-at thq table, the waiter went to the table.

Q: What happened. when John ordered the hamburger?
A: Tne,waitregs gave the order to the cook, thecook prepared the hamburger, 3the cook gave the
hamburger to the waitress, the waitress served
John the hamburger.

155
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This heuristic was designed primarily as a way of showing off all of
the inferences SAM makes. It was never intended to be taken aq a
serious model oI what people do or as a heuristic fore proyidieg
natural answers; One of its immediate faults lies within its reliaece
oe' knowing 'whether or not a conceptualization in the story
representation yes explicitly mentioned.in the tex0af-the story. A
I`number of psycholoe experimeata Mover 1976, Bransford 6 Franke 1971)
tive shown that people cannot differentiate what they are explicitly
told,frem what they infer: Furthermote, the type of information which
gets confused appears to be exactly. the mundane scriptal information
uith which we are 'working. Since .00r eitesetilen answering nodal Is
attempting to model human cdgnitive processes, we do not want to
develop memory mechanisms which rely on capabilities people do not
have. Consequently, this early heuristic.hao been replaced by the
chronological consequent search which returns' the 'single concept
immediately following the attester key in the 'causal chaIn.

5.5 Verification

' The initial memory search fora Vetification question is quite
straightforward. 'A matching search is executed which examines all4
conceptealieftiions in the script structures, planning, structures,' and
causal chain representation. If a match is' nude, the credibility
value of the matched conceptualization is checked. If it has absolute .

certainty, the aasuer 'Yes' is panned to the generator, If it has a
credibility uhich is leas than aboelutely, 'contain, the answer

is returned. if no answer key lo found, the initial answer
is 'No.' ,44

Verification' questions often carry Elnborntion Options from
Content Specification (see Chapter Pour). Afterem:Initial answer.of
yes, no or probably is produced, the memory search cheeks to ace If
the 'question Is carrying an Elaboration Option or Category Trace
Instruction. If not, the initial answer is the final conceptual
answer. Otherwise an elaboration must be produced accarding to the
instructions in the Elaboration Option or Category Trace Instruction.

If a Verification question in Carrying.an Elaboration Option, it
0111 specify two things for the memory :match: the Answer Criteria
(AC), and the Elaboration Instructions (EI). The initial, response is
compared to' the Answer Criteria. If the An suer Criteria teat is
passed, the Elabo on Inetructions are executed. If the Anbvor
Criteria test i, ils, the initial answer beconee the final concepeual
answer which is esoed to the generator. At the present time three
Elaboration Optio ''applying Verification questions have been
implemented; 'the Veriffcatinn ption, the Short Annear OTitIOn, ann
the Correction/Explawation Option . (woo section 4.21. These options
are responoible for_ensuerrlike:

4

Q: Did the waitress give John a menu?
At No, the hoateoa'gave John a menu.

(Correction/Explanation Option)



Qs Did John pay the chock?

As Nti,Johnvas angry because the, hassilorgor Was
-Murat and, no ho left.

(CorrOction/Explanation Option)

Qs Did John order lasagna?
A2 Yon, John ordered lanagna.

(Verification Option)

Qs Did John go to Nov York?

A; Yea, John vont,to NOV York by bun.
(Verification Option)

Qs Did John go to the Friar'a Club?
A: No.

(Short Answer Option) .

5.6 Disjunctive

DisjusiCtivo question era aisailar to Voilfication goo/mimic in
terns of the retrieval heuristics wed to ansvor them. It Is tosoful
to think of DIsjunctivo gonad= no being Verification gonad/ono, but
ulth'cultiple ovation coaeepte instead Of _one.

catching. search of the satire story reprenentation
(script: attuct ca6, planning etrunturen, and coma chain
reprenentation) In conducted for each of the quontion concepts untilone of than in notched. An soon an a catch in ode, the natcbe4
concept in panned to the genorator as the final conceptual answer. Ifno catch to made, that Initial answer is °Noither. Once aa initial
answer to produced, the qoastion is chocked to non if there Is en
attending Tranafora Trace Inatrottion or Elaboration Option.

There is a focus problem with Disjunctive gonadal's.
accannionally n,DIsjunctive quaation can be anovered aimply Yen or Na
depending on whether or not any of the conteptcalicattons In the
question concept can be verified.

Qs Did John or Kari go shopping?

coy be ankiogs

Qs Who vont chopping John or Many?

or it night be askings

4

4-
QI Did anyone go chopping?

in o context wilore John and Nary are the only obvioipa c4mdidates aoJtto goeationer in note intereated in the art orehopping than the
actor perforntog the act. Knowing tehich way a DiejunctiVo location
oheuld ho dowered depondo on contextual factorn oast- .safes about
lenat the queat loner to really intorected tn.

13"
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It in the case, however, that ara_seever -which in derIVed by
peening, the anneer key to the-generator will always be adequate --at
ito woret, it tail oupply Cerro inforcatilmq thee the qt.:cotter= van
looking for. Saying that Hary went chopping viii oartitify the
.quotttioner regardless of whether he Was interested in who vent or jeet
that nozeone vent. The focus Josue for Disjunctive questions is
therefore leas crucial than it lo in otter conceptual question
categories. (These problecurvill be pursued in, Chapter Six).

5.7 festrumental/Procedural

Answers to Instrtreentelirrocedural (I/P) queotioao nay bo found
in either the certpt atrueteree, planning etructures, or on the causal,
chain level. 'The patching cearchbegine with script etreeturee. Nat
all ocripte tunie script- specific retrieval heuristics for /ft
questions. The only ocript 16plecented thee, for which does have
epeclal hourioticolor queetions is the trig ocript.

5.7.1 Script Structure Pettit:veil Sterintice

The catching cearch over script streiteres ermines ccript
eueearieo for each script which appears an a top level innteetiation
in the going or returning lige of the trip ocript. If the quoution
concept cachet: one of thane se amen, an aeover is produced by
eccbining other script aumeariee from the trip script ntructuee. If
the answer key in found in the going leg of the trip, the aasVar in
forced by concatenating all of the eumearies for eseh ocript in the
going leg of the trip up Co and including the =Ached nary:

Q4 Hoe did Jahn get to New York?
Ae John vent to New York by bun.

(la How did John get to Leone's?

As Jobs vent to New York by bus and then he went
to Leoee'rs by sehiJay.

if the quentIbn coacept =taboo a ocript nary from the returning
leg of the trip, the =no beurintic in is but with the teript
=eerie:: tia the :aerates 1e, of the trip:

0, Iry did John leave Leone's?
A.; John wont Iron acme's tlY newly.

.

Q; Mow did John get to Nov ilayea?
As John vent Jrcn Leonea by tiobway an4 the; John

Vriat.Iron riekt Yea to Nov Havel by bun.

547,2 f g titraeturc Wttrival Reurfatien

If no aouver.in tacos! in At nvipt otructurea. iniareacen, from
planning etructereo at, in&ted. On tbit.11evel, retrieval for
gee:Mono in identical to retricial for EnabIttent eeeetlees. If the
catchiog nearer caR locate the on:r4or key in the awry reprementation,
it ehtzkEs t+, ter. if anwor kin has a FLOACI link pointing to a



subordinate goal. If ouch a pointer Is found, an answer is produced
by concatenating the PLAAACT conceptualizations:

'Q: Hour did John prevent /tory Erna enttinilturt?
A: John killed the dragon.

Retrieval fro:: pleating otructuren for Enablement and In quentiona is
identical Ante there does not secs to bp a conceptual distinction
between those piano which are eneblemenen to a parent goal and thono
plans which are Inntrumentai to, parent goal. At the present time
there in only one relationahip betweea a goal and its plans: a plan
contributes to the acblevement of ita parent ntil. In the (lunation°
and 'stories conaidered, Enable:sent and In questions appear to be
conceptually cialvalent when the answnrn are derived free goal/plan
relationships. The qua:Aloe:1:

Qi Bev W30 John able to prevent Nary Iron getting hurt
Qz Rev did John prevent Nary.fron getting hurt?

can both be answered:

A: Ha killed tte dragon.

If at en me point a queation is encountered which dmands a :Usti:Int-ion
between inntrumentn/ plans and enabling'plkan, the reprenentation will
be forced to reflect thin difference and the retrieval heurietics will
be altered accordingly.

5.7.3 Caunal Chain Retrieval Ecuristics

On the canon' etnairt level, the matl...4ng :learnt rune through the
cauaal chain looking for an anowor key. If one in found, to &never
key in checked to nee if it teas an Inatrunent slot. If co, that
conceptualization in returned an the final coeceptual movers

44 Row did Jam get to the table?
A:. John walked to the table.

If no Instrument plot' e found in th. matched conceptualization, or it
no conceptualization is the enuaal chain Is matched. a
conceptualization is paned to the gcenrator representing *iv don't
know."

I.

5.8 Concept Co plat lore

Coutpt Completion questions require little more than a matching
acme!: to be =voted. The question connept for a Concept Cospletian
queation tan an =known conceptual cosponent. In the memory couch.
thin unknown cosponnat is treated 05 a viid card: it viii match
anything.' The matching nearch exezinea all levels of the won'
reprenentation. Script strectureS. planning ntructarr-:, and O..
cauaal chain rapretentation are all evarehnd lot to annum &a*.
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When a match is made, short answers are produced if the Single
Word Option is in effect -Coee 4.2).

fi

Q: Who gave John a menu?
A: The hostess.

Qthervit , the entire answer. key is generated to produce a long
anever:

4: 141)-gave John a. menu?

A: The hr_ toss gave John a menu

5.9 Expectational

Expectational questions are unlike all of the conceptual question
categories discussed so far in -terms of the initial memory search
peocessing which must take place, For all of. thee, other question
categories a matching search 'VAS initially executed to locate the
Itiont-lorLsoncept in the story representation. But ad,,Expectatienal
question something which Aids:et happen.' And a toeceptual
story representation contains only. those. thinga Which did ,take place.
So an answer key for an Expectational question cannot be found in the
story repronentation, Therefore Expectational questions do not
initially conduct a matching search for the questiOn cote* like
other question categories. Al retching search is 'onductcd, but it
operates on A, data structure which is created at the time of the
memory search to augment the story represent/aim!.

k detailed meeount of Expectational questions and the memory
nearch procesnes which answer them 1$ given in Chapter Seven.

5.10 Judgmental

Judgemental questions aro elmilar to- Expectetional questions
innofsr as' they must access infortaflop outside of the story
representation in order to produce an answer: Questions like 'What
shauld John do now?' require tlie answerer to project himself into
John's place (i.e. into the situational context of U. story) and
make a prnjcction concerning John's behavior on the basis of whatever
scriptn and plans the,anaveror has et hie disposal.

'Meer questions have been implemented by Jaime Carbonell in his
script -based version of the Coldweter =bine (Carbonell 19771. The
POLITICS program currently processors Conceptual Dependenty input and
producce Conceptual Dependency answera. Given an input statement and
ooze oueetions, rourics responds with emntere. which reflect the
political ideology of a rieNtettingel.:

INTIM Poesia awned troops on the Ceech border.

9, What u111 Puente do next?
Al ROM KM one ITS ramps vac CZDCLIOSLOVAXIA.

1
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Q: What can the United States do?
A: THE UNITED STATES CAN DO-NOTHING, IT CAN INTERVENE
MILITARILY IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA BY SENDING TROOPS, OR IT
CAN INTERVENE DIPLOMATICALLY BY TALKING TO RUSSIA
ABOUT CZECHOSLOVAKIA.

Q: What should the United Statei.do?
A: THE UNITED STATES SHOULD INTERVENE MILITARILY.

To implement Judgemental questions for SAM and PAM, we would have to

set up an interactive communication between the question answerer and

the script applier or plan applier (much 'like the interaction
implemented for Expectational questions which will be described in
Chapter Seveh). In this interaction the script or plan applier would

be given a processing state encountered at some point during
understanding, along with possible goals specified in the question,

and a request to project the predicted behavior of whatever character

was -in question. %

For examples suppose we have read the following story:

John went into a restauraht. The waitress ghve
him a menu and he decidedtheyanted a hamburger.

.*

Now suRpose we are asked:

Q:. What should John do now?

TO answer this question we would asp the script ap for the next

coneeptualization,involving Jo

A: John should order hamburger,

Suppoeg;we had reld:

John loved Nary but she idn't want to marry him.
One -day a dragon stole =ry from the castle. She

was never seen again.

and were asked:

Q: What sho d John have done to save Mary?

To answer this question the plan applier would have to be gi en (1)

the story representation as it ,stood before hearing that '.ry was
never seen again, and (2) a goal onithe part of John to save ry. It

could then. predict a plea which John could invoke for attai ing his

goal. Thin plan would be used to produce an answer:

A: John should have killed the dragon.

No difficulties are anticipst in implementing these questions. Many

of the" mechanisms which would be needed already exist for the

Expectational qeostions. These questions have not been implemented

/161
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SAM or PAM largely becapA they have been implemented elsewhere.

5.11 Quantification
0.

Quantification quest ns are very much like Concept Completion
questions but their answers are found in memory tokens ratherthan in
the chronological story rep sentation. A fact like how many people
were in Leone's would c stored under the memory token for Leone's
patrons. It would not be laced in the scripf structures, planning
structures, or causal chain conceptualizations.

The Internalization processing Which follows the initial parse
should be able to identify which memory token iabeitg referenced, no

'the only workecpemapft4eg for the retrieval heuristics jettoo. up the
appropriate propdrty under that memory token. For example, 3f ehe
story had mentioned that there were twenty people on the bus going to
New York) then. a memory token for that group of peuple would be
created at the time of understanding., Say the memory token was given
the pointer GN005. Under_ that memory token would '61 the property
NUMBER, and the_value asiigng-to the property' NUMBER would be 20.
NoW if a question is parsed, which asks 'How many people were on the
bus going downtown?' the internalization program would be responsible
for recognizing that this question references GN005. The internalized
conceptualization representing the question would therefore be:

GN0054....IS\NUMBER VAL (*?*)

The question concept_oTisists of two parts, the referent 'and thd
unknown property:

(REF GN005 PROP NUMBER)

The retrieval heuristic is then very simple. The conceptual answer Is
produced by performing a GET (the function which accesses property
list italUes) on the name GN005 and the prdperty NUMBER.

5.12 Feature Specification

Feature Specification questions are answered the same way as
Quantification', questions. The question concept consists of a
tokenized referent and an unknown property value: 'A simple retrieval
on the property list of the specified memory token produces the
answer.

Q:.How old was John?

is.parsed and internalized 'as,:

GN001*t4IS'AGE.VAL (*?*)

The interpreted question concept is (REF GN001 PROP AGE) and the
answer is4roduced by getting the value of the property AGE under the
name GN001. In the event that a fuzzy property reference is giVen in
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the question (What kind of deg is Rover2) the retrieval looks for say
descriptive property which is not in a list of standaid descriptors to
avoid (SEX, AGE, COLOR, WEIGHT, NATIONALLY, etc.) The f rat property
it finds ditch is not, ou-this list is returned as t * conceptual
aniver. This heuristic should be replaced by a type- ific default
heuristic. For example, a memory token of type DO ebquid
BREED when a generalidescriptot is needed. But such a type -saps fie
search would require a taxonomy ofimcmoty token types., While suck a
taxoubmy mutt eventually be proposed,' it in too early to &weep
anything pther than an ad hoc system of memory token hierarchies. The
primitive- heuristic deseribed above will stand until rtcemety toker!Gc
taxonomy edn be imposed.

5.13 Concluding Remarks on Retrieval Heuristics
41.

The one conceptual question .category which does not,dictato
retrieval heuristica are. Requests. In a complete model ,of question
answering, a lffige portion of the memory search should be devoted to
the processitig required to-.execute a Request. This aspect of the
theory would naturally be limited to Whatever simulated world the
computer can function in. For exeRple, Wiagrad's SHR61.11 Oxplored:the
Request aspect of memory searches in ies manipuletion, of a ,bioeio
world [Winograd 19721.

Since the programs implemented in . Conjunction with QUAiN are
programs Vhich function to demonstrate si&ty understanding,-.there has
been no natur opportunity forft.xploring Requests in turns of memory
eearches. questions which people' can ask abest/storlea *re
I nquiries. ese have formed the basis for the research presented
here. In- hi context of .story understanding, we uted not concern
ourselves ut whether or not the computer is willing to jIght our

r. cigarettes..
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roc u ES7A31.11SEICHT

The focus of a quostion.is that leFreptual =remit
of tbs question to 1.411Ctl attenUOA Sties
Lowy Is misplaced, answers to quastions appear to
miss the paints

(lit linty do rs Carter carry his ova lugs&
Al: Ea yarns us to ktsav he's one of th Jo.
A2s.It would a silly for him to arry

thbass around* t

11

Al as era a question which focused ca tha fact that
the Presitirat it violating a social convention of his
office: whoa you're president you den:x carry your
own luggage. The foe= falls oo CaTtcrx

Cat Why does Carter (of all people) carry his
own luagagol

j/ki answers the co question but with focus on tho
fact that peoplo' normally "parry their own luggage
inat'l4 of oecr peoples. The foc hare fair an
whose Luggage Carter carriers

t13,:11;hy does Carter carry his own luggage (inst!ad
of coC2Ctlf3 cloe's luagoac)?

6.0 Intiodurtun
i)

cz.0-
Ybt

s'4

Li Al -cam to be a more rattaal answer ts,Q1 than A21, it is Only
because ve.knom that Carter is President, and prcaldetts aretcat
cilbjeci to the 04=0 social cryaventIons as the rest of X1341 It mould
not make miJch cense to annuert

% Uhl/ 'Coes John Dot carry hip own lqgags? ,
A4 waits to think tes onz of ths proplo.

unles there In bor.ethInF special about .1 I which stqlgrata that
he is not *Not or of ae people. Thin particular ear.mple of focua
establishment to booed o7A'gcreral knowledge about tL. world sr. win
be dtscuased is tloo 6.1.4. t4t firs", we t11 den-Ibe ways
that 10Cti9 canliests Itself.
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6.1-tifferent aide trf faces
,

Attention eau be directed to &particular canponent oi.a %motion !

by many different meano. Pour general ntrategies used by opeakers for
focus placement are:

1) Strang Intonation Patterns
2) Syntactietonntruction
3) Contextual. Deterniants

4) Knomledge=Baced Oaten:min&

The-first strategy Ettrase--intoonariva7--1-1 a function of acoustic
_Joroconningand-eannot be detected in.vrittan anguage mithout-tho use
of italics, underscoring, or same other via 1 device desigeed to
tdmink spoken stress. The second btraagy, etic construction, is
a grammatical device.' The lent, tvo st.tatogicstontextuaI focus and
knowledge-based focus, are Ju nsnctio of conc tual.pracessing rich
cannot be die'cunsed without refoinone to memory. procesnon and
infotnation in memory.

6.1.1 Stress Intonation Patterns

. One may that a 44estfti can be constructed with. a clear
.e.

-assignmnot is by!,oi various intonation patterns. Of coerce this
doet not occur in writt a laogoage but it la used all tha time in
spokonilaaguage.

42: Did the VA.ITRP.Si bring- John a moitu?

A streaa pattern for Q2 which emphasizes the word 'maitrosa' by rlfie
in tonal frequency ankl*rhapn volume viii nerve to place the Come of
04 question on the-galtress. With tbe proper intonation, Q2 in
funttionally-equi?valont to asking:

Q3i Vas it thee,vaitress mho brought John emeriti?
.

in Wrap of were the attention in forced and rat kinda of moversmil/ be appropriate.
.

fik-,"

In
combined with syntactic

erstructloo to exprene attitudearof irony, disbelief, or =MM. To
use hom,intooation can turn around the meaning of entire sentencen,

-"toiSidert tea:dingo of a fictional telesnee:

4eepb Stalin

GC OW

You veva right and I Nap wrong. You are the true

heir of Lenin. 1 nnould apologies.

irotqw
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dfffor=t

64.2 '411=1-II. Constr=t-Losa

The art syntactic codstracti uttth

Fl

f=ction' .44:AN

Q3I W4S, the Igitt2f*S15. i'w-VV:gtt ze.

This qcestion Is co,tructed 'to place enla-A-Ps
component of the valtress. itm-yepprcTrids =ler r
this aspect af the question ccscept... q3 tam he 4.44AMTte
VithI

=vex 03 vithz

tab: No itreas tiro7ht . s h=--..,rger.

Q3 rffectively-aska 'Did the wit:mash z a If -4-.14 lot*
brought Soto a mem:31 Toe Oitti cem tends to comvey a ,mes-,47eon
that somebody broosht John a cemm, the sIestion is sf.o7 So tte focxx
for Q3 falls on the actor bra4ht 7%Ihn

CL.3 Context. and Flocs
r

...'

Syntactic caostiAoss and :toms Intomation pattern s' ata saw:ts of
a qoastioo that the parser must recrrvivt,.. is syntactic
construction and stress into* Ation pItteras c- he Uatt to establiSh,
the: oto* of a question, there art ads tires uted the fo,..-.,4;S,e,,oes.p.rf"
rely on car: bins utich the parser cam be expected to handle is
often the case that the conteat of a qettio:o in

,
establithing the focos of a question. TO see raw trorti r affect
focus, 'ionsider a q!..estion .asked in the cos of M erest
stories ;

co/s

6 4)

Al
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canra

Sohn had just bought a new care He was so happy
vitt it that he drove it at every possible
opportunity. So last night when he decided to go
out for dinner, he drove over to Leone's. When he
got there be had to wait for a table . .

Q4: Why did John drive to Leone's?

Appropriate answers t4_ this question are 'Because he just got a new
car zmd be liked to drive it whenever he could,' or 'Because he was
very happy with his new car,' or Because he enjoyed driving,' etc,
etc. The point is that the question here is interpreted to be asking
abort driving. The focus of the question is on the transportational
instrumnt used when John went to Leone's. Now consider another
Etanr;

CONTEXT-2

John had a crush on Mary. But he was- so shy that
he lias happyto-just be in her proximity. So he
was in the habit of following her around .a lot.
Ei knew that she ate at Leone's very often. ,So
last night When he decided to go out for dinner,
be drove over to Leone's. When he got there he
had to wait top a table . .

Q5: Why did John drive to Leone's?

The question now has a different meaning. Appropriate answers are
-":Because he knew that listi:nte there,' or 'Because he "hoped to run
into Yary there,' or 'BecauSe'he wanted to see Mary,' etc, etc. Here
the question has been interpreted to be asking about Leone's. The
focus Of the question is on John't destination.

4

Since Q4 and Q5 elicit different answers, they cannot be
conceptually equivalent questions. Yet lexically, Q4 and Q5 are
Identical questions. They differ only in terms of interpretive focus.
This atsignment. of focus must be a function of the context in which
the question occurs. The concept6al representation of a question is
not complete if it does net include focus specification whenever
appropriate. It follows that the conceptual represention of some
questions must therefore depend on the context in which the question
occurs.

When the focus of a question is sensitive to context, questions
tend to be interpreted in terms of what information is present in
memory. In the first context we don't know why John chose to go, to
Leolle's in particular but ye do know why he drove. In the Second
context we have no information concerning John's choice of
transportation but we do know why he elected to go, to Leone's. People
do not consider an Alternative interpretation of a question which they
cannot answer when there is a natural interpretation which can be
answered. This suggests that there are questions where memory must be
accessed before a full interpretation of the question is achieved. A

167
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discussion of this problem and some proposed solutions will be
.presented. in Chapter Eight.

6.-1.4 World Knowledge and Focus 4

In some cases the focus of.a question can be tablished only by
accessing World' knowledge in memory and apply g various inference
processes in order to see where the qudstion w ikely to be focused.
In these cases the establishment of.focus occurs in the interpreter or
the memory search.

A

For example, suppose I tell you that our mutual fripa# John
roller skated to McDonald's last night. You may very well dice

Q6: Why did he roller skate to'McDonald's?

and I could answer back:

Abe: Because he was hungry.
A6b: Because his bicycle was broken.

A6a addresses the questiOn'as an, (inquiry about John's deatination.,A6b answers the question in terms of Jcihn'il_mode of transportation.
If A6a seems tip be a funny answer it is because it addresses an
unnatural Boens assignment. Q6 is more naturally interpreted'to be
asking about John's roller skating rather than John's. destination.
This focus preference is a function of evaluating what is most
interesting about the queStion. John goihg to McDonald's is far more
commonplace than his roller skating tgiven the assumption that John isan adult). This interest evaluationmust be done in terms of -world
knowledge and knowing what things are ieraTiVely-cotankon or unusual.

Of course if the reader knows that John is an ec9entrie who
skates everywhere and, never goes into McDonalea'beape he

Abhors fast food, then this knowledge will be used to-understand that
John going to McDonald's is more interesting than John roller skatiAg.

Focus Rule #1:
SPECIFIC KNOW EDGE HAS PRIORITY
OVER GENERAL KNOWLEDGE DURING

FOCUS ESTABLISHMENT

But in the absence of specific knowledge, there is a default hierarchyof world knowledge in terms of relative interest values. No matterwhere,the interest evaluations come from, the same interpretive *rulealwayS holds: when different components of a question are competing
for the focus it is natural to emphasize the most unusual aspect ofthe conceptual questidh.

Another knowledge based-focus assignment -is concerned withplacing focus on the most ver4sble aspect of a question:

1.63
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Q7: Did the vaitreen bring John a menu?

Suppose the answer to this question is No and ue wants to elabdrete the
negative response.

1/$1.

A : No, the waitress brought 'ehn a hamburger.
: No, the hostess, brought John a menu.

444t

A7 results uhen the fod6a of qi is placed on the menu. The
beration is predicated on the belief that what is important about

this question is what the waitress brought John. Alb resuitn eben tha
focus is placed on the aolor, the waitress. Here the elaboration in
produced by understanding Q7'to be concerned with who brought John the
menu. When focus is assigned to_ the, menu, Q7 carrion ,.La weak

-presupposition that the waitress brought John semethiog. Men focus
is-assigned to the waitress, the presupposaition that soeebody- brousht

John a menu. Focus is beingsplaced en that cemponent of the question
cencept which is most opIn to correction.ervariation.

t

Vk .

Focus Rule. #2:

FOCUS rAms . (

VARIATION OVER EXPECTATION

1

0

It may very well be the cue that both A6a. and A are perfectly
correct answers. Rut one of them ig liable to be pre appropriate.
'Finding a focus which will result in the mosppprorlate waver
requires knowledge _about the world, atereoty is oscurrences, and
pointy of variation within a stereotypic situation. We will return to
this particular type of focus problem and propope A scriptebesed
processing solution for it in section 6.3.

6.2 When Focus is Established

Syntactic constructions and intonational patterns allow ue to
identify the focus of a question without any inferencing or higher
memory proceneiug. In either case, the parser can recognize the Locus
of the question and mark the component receiving emphanie in its
resulting conceptual representation. In ocr computer modeln
intonatAsnel patteens are not considered sine ve'are processing
written rather than spoken input. Rut syntactic coeotrurtiona shouldbe recognized by the parser when they function in terms of fetue
entablinhment. .The parser should be able to input

Qt: Wan it the waitress who gave John axenu?

and output a conceptualizatiou uhich marks' the focus of the queotiont

r* JOHN
WAITRESS edee MAI'S 4* MENU 4-1

(past) L WAITRESS
focus

163
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Ih6 current paroor used 1i SAH and PAR recognizes
andel:it:sigma focus inooze ca se. the iparnor design has not incorporated cemprehensive

focus recognition largely becaute of deeign priorities. Ter example,the recognition of various cleft sentence coostipctione lehoth aotraightforvard dad roletively pnelpherol I:robber* which* is .not
expected td pose any interesting theoretical problems

One of the bailie processing principles which appliea to thoproblen of focue eotablishoont concert= the desirability of not doing
eozething you day:. have to do., Some questioni .c be answered
without ever couaidering the focus of the question. the aneveito4

Q6: Did tho ualtrees bring John a menu?

is Too, then it is net necessity to kaaw the focus of the question. A
memory coarch can be conducted ehich finds a concept corresponding to

. the waitrese bringing John a roan, the answer tea is returaed, and no
more proceaningkisprequired. Toms is only needed to newer Q5 when
the initial melee* In No sod on elaboration is desired. It is
therefore apprepeiate to relegate focus eta tabliebeent to the answer
elaboretor in canon like 0 whore focus is not needed uniests
elaboration option io being exorcized.

6.3 A Script -Bas. t4 Focus Heuristic

1io focua Imuriatic about to he described lo executed wheVethe
Corrfictiongxplenstion Option is exercised to augment a negative
reepense to i Verification 47:nation. The focus of the question swat
be identified in this care in order to correct tho queotion concept.
Before launching into a deecription of the actual heuristic, we trill
di :cues various CorrecUordExplanetion eleborations to two what in
avolved In pradt sing those unseen.

Suppoce ve area ankles questions i.n the context of the follouligstory:

John vent to a restaurant and the bootees gave him
a menu. Whea be ordered,a het dog tgo veitreas
.neld they Met have any: So John ordered a
hamburger Int:Lead. tut when the 1:m:burger cane,
it seas no burnt that John loft.

Q1: Did the woitrees give Jeha a seen?
Alt No, the booting gave Jobe a mene.

Q2: Did the waitress servo John a hot dog?
AZ: go, the veitreee served John a hamburger. .

Q3: Did John eat the hanburer?
A3: V,o, the hemburgerse,e burnt.

Each of these Verification easstions .hatt been Osowered with an
appropriate elaberation. Tee problem we are concereid with is Where.:
theca elaborations cone from. if we consider Q1, 02, ,4ed. Oi it --
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boccaas clear that each of tho elaboration offered bore are
themselves answers to qUeations;

DidthavaitresagiveJohnomene7

Yes.

Did the matron

4(

4

Yes.

Ti.logavelohe a canu?

heaten gave. John a MOULto

earve.Johnaohl dog?

Ho.

,

tillat did tba wrgtreas servo John?

!

The waitreas served jbhn a hamburgeN,

J

Did John eat the hamburger?' '
-

4(

\

\
Yen. He,

\
Uhy Ude t John vat the hamburger?

The hamburger was burnt.

It appears tOt these elaborations are obtained by asking and
answering some new question. So the problemlof finding an elaboration
becomes the problem of finding a question to- ask (and answer). Once
we have asked the right qubstion, finding an answer is pot ,hard: the
secondary question can just be fed back into QUALK to be processed as
if it were just 'another tap level question. The difficulty is in
asking the right secondary question. Now do we know which question
will lead to a good elsborationl
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It ahead be clear that there are many eecesdarT qw,ntiona. Which-
could be generated. In fact, there are any cecohdary quest:lone which
_would lead to correct elnhoratIons.

Q4: Did the waitane give John a =eau?
A4t No, the elaitreeo gAva John a heembuA rger.

A4 comes from an rtes the secondary question 'Met did the .vaitreen
glve John?' It it important to realize that there is ,nothing incorrect
about A4 an a.roaponee to Q4. It in absolutely true that the waitreen
gave John a hamburger. Tat somehow this answ?r seems less natural,or
'leen appropriate thin the answer, 'No, the bootees gave John a menu.'
In generating a secondary quistion we must be concerned with finding
the one which leads to the most naturalreepobee.

All secondary que4iona rich load to reaconablealaborations can
be derived.from the original quoatiou concept in soMemaneer. Al and
A2 Are the result of Concept ComelAtion, questions cregted from the
original euestiop, concept. gave joini It pang?' comes frOM
replacing the waitress with an pekneve Actor iim the question concept
uederlyine 'D'id the waitresegiVe John et menu?' 'What did, the vaitreao
'serve JOhd?i-- is the result of. nn sekpown bbject in place of the
haMburger in the couetsOt uederlying.eDidtheuditresi serve JOhe a 'hot
dog ?' AS is a reepepse to an-Upectatienel question 'Did John eat
the hamburger?' (NO,) Ohy not?' (the hamburger was- burnt.)',howdo
tie, know when to generate a Concept ConpLetion question and 'hen to
generate an ,E4ectationdl question? And if a Concept Completion
question is to be used; which one?

For them:cent, let's just wort"; about Undinethe right Concoet
Completion, question. fach7, possible Concept Completioe question is
deriVed by replOcing a conceptual coMpenent in the origingl questAon
-concept with an unkeowd. The problem we lace is one of knbuing which
conteptual component shoild be replaced. Corms det all the possible
Concept Completion questions which could have been generated.from (11;

Did the waitress give John a mend
question concept)

*?*

WAITRESS <0> ATRANS <- MENU 4

A0Or
. .Who gave John a menu?

(replace Actor slot)

*?* <0> ATRANS <- MENU

JOHN

WAITRESS

172
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'Whet did thevaiirene do?
Ireplace ConceitUal Act slot)

Vhat did the waitress give Jobe.
(replecb Object slot)

401111

WAITRESS <> IMAM 4 AVE
WAITRESS

Who did the waitrons giVe a -mom to?-2
(replace Recipient slot)

WA''1C ESS 4> MARS 4, mu
*IA

WAITRESS

1-

9

By focusing on different conceptual componeritnin the question.,
we can generate different secondary questions for elaborations. Sep,
of thew necondlry question° will lead to an elaboration Od,..pame
won't. For exanpie, in the context of our origins' ,story, yaat did'
the waitress give John ?' carOad =Mama and viii therefore pOvide as
Vaboration. But 'Who did the waitress give a menu to?' cannot be
answered (unless the annuer in no one) and therefore done not lead to
A good elaboration.

Uhiiit Many secondary questions can be gogratcd, and more than
one of these may lead to a correct elaboration; there in generally one
question which loads to the most haterel elaboration. Knowing which
question will give the best elaboration'is equivalent to knowing which
Conceptual component of the question should receive attention. There
is an implicit focus in these quentiona which singles out the proper
cenceptualcomponent. In Q1 the focus is on the 'waitress. In Q2
focus falls on the hot dog. The problem, is how to identify the
implicit focus in these questions.

There is a basic principle is question answering whith can be
used to guide all problems in focus establishment.

Focus Rule t3:

lotus should always fallon that conceptual
compon'Snt which is most interesting.

The only problem is to determine which component in a conceptual
question is relatively interesting. To do this we must use knowledge
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about the worldi V* nest uoe knovledge in order to find out amt
expectations the person asking the question bats.

Once we've ansuered the question 'Did the waitress give Jotm a
cm?' with 'No,' we have contradicted an implicit expectation on the
part of the' qateetloot. There Ica ooze expectation that the maltreat,
night have or shd ,d have givee John A cone. In elaborating our
Beavers vo wiah to addrese this. expectation and explain why It was
violated. If me =agar the source of thlo expectatioel-vecaa
determine different degrees of certainty in the conceptual coeponeato
of the expectetiee. These varlatione in certainty derive free, the
getio4 of script conetante and script variablen.

- In every script there area cot of very etron expectations,.
Ulan we hear that John went to a restauraAt, we expect certain
activities to have taken place. ror exszple, ye expect that John' eat
dove, he got a =mu, he ordorr4 be ate, and he cunt have paid the
check. ram acts are called script conntanta. If our expectatione
regardieg at script coistant arc' violated, we wet to be able to
account for the contradiction. So if ma hear that., John gent to a
restaurant lb- id not pay the check, wetland to want to k4 why not
Sane explanation le expected and will be sought.

gitbia each of the expected script conotenta, Ocre Is often room
for a certain amount of varlet! . the knew that John aunt have gotten
a menu, but it in eat clear whet del menu comes from. V4 night get
it from 'tee paltress, or the bootees, or it may be sitting on the
table and be pick It up hisanelf. oe coerce of the menu Is a script
variable. Natural!), what John orders and onto arc script variables,
an well as ,nano bringe bin the check (it could be the waiter/mattress
or it migh't be the host/heatless). Sone script variablea take-default
ansigementa in the ehaente of explicit Infoimatien. For exempla. I
would automme that the maitedualtrese bridge the chock =dean I an
told otherwiao. But I would take no asoumptiona about shat in eaten
lerthe aboence of any explicit infdrcation.

scRtpr CONSTANTS

patron goo* to restaurant
patron pits down
patron reciovec menu
patron kderc
cook prepereo coal
=cal is served

.patron eats

patron recetubo check
patron pays check
patron leaves reataureet

4
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SCRIPT VARIABLES

how patron gets to restaurant
who gives troy menu
what patron t is
who serves th meal
who brings the check

e,

liben a script-baaed expectation
it in terms of script constants
aspecta of the conceptualization are
variations are moreinterestitg than
en the basis of ectipt variables.

Given the question concept tnderlying Q1 OW the waitress bring
John a menu?) we examine this .concept :for script constants and
variables. By accessing the restaurant ecripL,ete can determine that
there is a script c ich corresponds to JOhn getting a Mau.
TUrtbermore, there a variable component within that constant act:
the Actor* So ems is' assigned to the Actor slot, and a concept
Completion question is generated by leaVing the ctor slot unknewe.

has been violated, we can examine
'and script variables to see what
most interesting. Assuming that

expectatiets, can assign focus

r

The saM'e technique can be applied to Q2 (Did the waitress serve.
John a hot dog?). By examining the zestaurant script we see that John*
being nerved in a script constante;e-What John is served And who serves
him are script variables. So 4 Concept Completion question is
generated by, rep/acing Actor and Object of the PTRANS with
unkegmuse

Q3' (Did John eat the Jaen urger) requirZa some dditional
procealing. In thte, ockeeheaTisticewill sendeeeo. 4Ingefor
the aiiewitr to lihat7a4 ,tgarlia-tiied W. sOorOx the-t Leatio
for a concept. come osding to John eating soeething, we can't find
anything. Now a very strong e rectation has been Violated. John
eating is a script -constant* If there is t king in the stery
representation tor nponding to this nerlpt cons L, then we mist
adtount for this unexpected emiseion. NC m st find out why John
didn't eat anything. So to finally elaborate the suer to Q3 We zest
answer the question "Nhy didn't John eat a burger?' Vhenever a
script donutant-is violated, we account for i by generating'. an
Expectatiotal question.

So we can now say when a Correction/Explanation elaboration
requires a Concept Completion or an Expectational questiont And in

- the. case of Xoncept '--7mpletion we can determine which conceptual
coapetent should receive the focus andethorebyedetermine which of all
the peeeible questions will reaUlt in the most nature' elaboration.'
In effect, We can find which secondary question will yield. the Most
appropriate elaboration uhe the initial reopeet to a Verification
qteation is No. Tt. . blight...ant of focus in the original question
was part of thin vie 'and a script-based technique- for focus
establish eat wan Yr/ .using the notion of scrip conatanta and

/7'
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script variables.

Figure 6 ouvAines the flow of control for'a Verification question
with the Correction/Explanation _Option. The initial memory search
tries to find the question c ncept in the causal chain-representation.
If an answer key is foun with absolute credibility, the answer is
Yes. If it is found with les than absolute credibility, Elie answer
is Probably. 'If no answer key can be found, we try to generate a
Concept Cohipletion question by 1 king for a script constant with a
script variable in the quectio concept. If we can identify a
variable component within a con ant t, a Concept Completion

squestion is generated according to he script- -based fcicds-heuristic.
If this Concept Completion question c be answered; we have our
elaboration. (Did the Waitress-give ohn a menu? - NO. - Who gave
John a menu ?' THE HOSTESS GAVE JOHN MENU.)- If the question concept
has. a constant act' but no varia e component, an -Expectational
question is generated and answered. Did John pay the C'heck? - MO.
- AirAy didn't John--pay the check? OHN,DISCOVERED-HE HAD NO-MONEY.)

. If a variable is-found but .the resultir4 Concept Completion question
caret be answered, rye generate an Expectational question for the final
elaboration. (Did John eat a hamburger? 7 NO! "" What did John eat?

JOH1115/DN'T EAT ANYTHING. - Why didn't John eat a hamburger? - THE
HAMBURGER' WAS BURNT.) The retrieval processing for these Expectational
questions will be described in Chapter Seven.

.
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DID TELVIAITR-ESd GIVE JOHN A MEV?

:question concept is:

WAITRESS ce, ATRANS -41- MENU

a

JOHN

is quesana concept in_primary
path of the causal. cfia411.?

yES
.

is question-concept
` an'inference branch

of the causal chain?

YES

answer:
PROBABLY

a' slier:

YES

-
/

is= the question concept -

a constant act iii theme script?

answer:
-3. JOHN NO

-< UNSPEC

script constan is:

MENU 4--.UNSPEG <50 ATRANS

I
is. there a scr t variable;
(unspecified ompthent)
in this- co tant .act?

-..

a

/
(branch A)

/
NO

J:generaie an Expectations].
question and answer

by ghost path generat

a

geberate a Completion queStiou
using the unspecified rot:portent

(*?*) <a> ATRANS 4-- MENU

.d//'
:$11:tesjhts matcb :cepc pt

the causaI.chafa3

'NO (bra ch

JOHN \generat
4L--'MENU ques4

HOSTESS by ghost

HOSTESS <a> ATRANS

(1c1*)

answer:

NO, THE HOSTESS GAVE JOHN A MENU.,

Figure 6

FLOW-OF CONTROL FOR VERIFICATION NESTIONS
I

127
O

Expectations)
n and answer
path generation,
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riDasT/MING widia DIDN'T WPM

Expectations). (say -cot) questions can In cbarecterixrd
by tho) fact that -they_sisk about things uhicts Oda%hoppers. This poses. a ape 'moccasin prat= in

.terns 47-1-Irz=r4' retrieval. k story representation
ratio!) contains infometion aborst cuts uhich occurreddoes not readily lend itself to q etio about thine
which did not occur. It Is also that . occt'si:
Expactational questions cake more of orns

Qlt Why didn't Yord beat Carter?

is a porfectly reasonable quenUen. Dot

Q2: Why Voinet Canadsleclared yob against Sze"?

seems to be a silly question. s ad if o ty.neattach don't happen maye rare 606* other OW,
which don't. *ippon. H.* do wi'`dis ressonkkbiorj
Expectations' queotions.fron noble ooze 1

7.0 I1troduction

ma 4..

In this c pier uc vg discas ispntitional quest:tone and theproem:lug requirc&:'to. ansupr "thgt-... Degrees of reasonstsloelso Fi
Expectatiovil qustions '411 be &seemed autexplaibed -in le= ofpredictive knest.ledire structures. Pioally4 tIxt retrieval heuristicused by Sekli to =suer, Expectational quebtioel u111 2to dm:rib*

,

7.1 Aroused Egpoitatives

Vann pea le rood stories, theq..underotanainpr sea nvolvco a jpt.blictive U0.1.12V2 the- =recto, as ot.tA6 tca4cr..
_ uritora aro :mare of the expectstionsAho sot up ,or4 tbeyexpleiiTheoe expoatitiona in order to catch the reader ott guarsi ordr=atizo important ppinto. U you 'read that John kin robbed a bank

CO 1..eozecee resolution. Eittei John will. bo captor or killed, or tr-
,

oytuit the -. pollen and eacapo. You IZAtir. to tear rte' suchoutc=0. You dc not iFicpec to hotr about t o restate bf to 'a lastnetlical exact or whether -.or not John supports the Equal Rightoeridzerst..' Waite Oils to an example visore the reader carbe-consclokisof being in suspense and mating tp find out Allat happona nest. =Bit,of the predictions which occur daridg understanding OCCUr Cu a cath.- -lowor ;gel and do' not rocelve Conaciom 'attention.

1 7..1
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'Suppose you read that Johliwints to buy a tweeter and be gees-into a depart:264 atore. ile this cam you have some 4:Xpectioxiase ..abut `vhat 'John is going to- do, not and, bat you night hear- *abs*ut ..next: be el ght looleat a store directory, ask for ,44sformatiOn at a
counter-1:r forOtion,booth, he might go directly to the swelterdepartment, r 'there iNege :::-)ay be'skipped,wer and you-might bear.
about John li;:oktog at Bator or buying' one. time are relatively
lm-1 level expettations- vhiett come from a department attire ,script.
They are Tacit likely to create a seneatten of stssiense. or strong

- interest. Ti 'a atory _gees es):,, long coosah-neroly setting up and .confirmies law level, expectatiotuvi ve,are liAlo to feel bored by it.
All prod is sada_during ths" =lora ' ing Farce scare made no

Anovledge is userin story understanding, . 'ding. isneAeklge about
the basis Of knoll-edge about thei world. A trazendous enema of.-

stereotypic situations 9 egtivitiess iltall relatienshipe- and-motivatfons. People hava 4 seftfke of liat is normal- and re true in the
':'4- °' will!: ""andItkin protetWeng knOVIedge is responsible for :kixpectations

:_iara4t1 dew liig' undblatanding. Sckipts ,;,and plans are Mivuledge/'' stricAures 'vide: act as ptedictivsilmhcriiiiiems in order 3.0 to:orate.
t.CAPP6Aatiqag at the .;:ion -tif iradOtitAnylini. f

'
7,, 2; Vlolai:K-4. 11Z4t,..etattiins

,

Wafiran exstation 'is not y subatantlated by the text,but is "bikipsegutu text, it can be iscorporatad
into thiS., memory repreneltation as .en In eine. tattkence.s Valet aredetived from expectilliaiis in f a way are inforpacco, We at the t1 .O
of understaidine and lecorifairated in 04... memory representatiernexplicit coneepts in memory. But vilat tiikes of an expecationtiatich

. vas-violated by nabserfeent text? Th6ro are only tv fouotb4-1.0-es:(1) he story representation could maintain a tecord failed
expectativs in seme Manner, or (2) Hissed predictions itultu be
ignored in the construction of the story represent4ion and tho-eforoiiiffectively forgotten.

,:.
,

) sere /are certainty some violated oricetAtions ivon*tin Lincorporated into ice story reprec;antatioo. "If you rend. a pude-5
mystery vittl. a good twist to It, you might remember that you thought:the butler did it and 'thy you thought the butler 4141 it until, t-so

.chapter. In fact the tt.d.st may be a:predominant feature in your story
reptesentation. long . aftei' you` 0a forgotten the characters,And the
plot you eight remember that the bcAt.led you down a clever "g5rdenpath turiprised you-a-t-the end. ,

.

o
So there; are some expos ns aroused the time pf`understanding which i oul.s .he incorpoiatcd storyrepresentation. lot cppeAtstioaa be recorded?. The numberof low Isgol-expectaticors 144.0',E-..irt-ii-ioleitd' fp a iAtort story can Tics

lute ttNe bundios very eta/ye-, It is bard to!...,betteve there sin anygood reason .for pte.servi.w, 114 .-1wch violated expoct.,tieina'in memory.
'de, effort' ". to 461.0tOlie Oich are.tiortly of?inclusion tz=ory arrt Uta.$1471Lre opt.,
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Ibis problem about expectations in the memory representation- is
dust one aspect of; a such !arm: issue. A theeiy-asfj-taxta
cempreheneion Must inevitaibiy make sone claims about what does and
dccs not belong in the mktotTreprocentation for a story.. It is Wawa
that there are timestutea a story representatioa should include gage
information about the =derstanding, process Which occurred at the site
the,Story was rest. Spmetimes an expectation 2n aroused at the tine
of understaniiog. which is later violated and we remeMber how ue
made wrong assumptions. to this a rititai aspect of, text,

ecapreleension? litould you say that soeeone did not comprebeed
detectiVe novel if they failed to recall how they had been misled by
it? The question answaring task is a goad-place to look for criteria
whenever a prebIem arises concerning what does and does not belong is
41 Story representation.

7.3 Answering Questions about Expectations

Sohn 1ent to a Testament a:0- otdered a hot
dog. But the waitress told bio, they didn't have
any so he ordered a beanburger instead" ' When the
hamburger came it was so buint tut. John left.

Ql: Why didn't John eat a hot dog?
Because the waitress told him they didn'.'t have
any.

Q2:-Why dide,t. John pay the check?

A2: Becauae the hamburger was burnt.

These questions both-ask about things which did not happen in the
story. john.dAd poi eat a bot.dog and he did not pay the check. The
questions seem to be asking for the causality behind non-events.
There is only one situation in which it- makes Sense to talk about the
causalit, behind soeething that didn't happen: there must have been a
time duTipg understanding .'hen there was an expectation that the act
in_questi&Owas going to occur. The question is then asking for the
eent or circumstance which interfered with that expectation. The
stronger the expectation, the more sense the question pekes.

If asked 'by John swim across the , lake ?' after reading
the burnt ramburger story, the question makes no sense. We can't
br4gin to answer it since we,never had any expectations about John
getting acroas a lake or going swimming. If asked 'Why didn't John
order a salami sandwich?' the question sakes ,more sense became .here
way an expectation that John would order something.. Since there ear,
no expectation that he should order A salami sandwich in particular,
the question strikes ui as being a little odd iwhy a salami
sandwich?). But when asked 'Why didn't John eat a hot dogt' the,
question _seems completely reasonable since me at one time expected
John to eat a hot dog. As soon as the fir'' sentence was read, we
knew that John yes a patron in a restaurant, he had decided that he
wanted a hot dog, and he ordered a hot dog. Given this much
informative, wo have a.lot of'low level expectations about what will.

1.60
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happen next from the restaurant script. Knowing what normally happens
in restaurants, we expect that the order will be, communicated to a
cook who will prepare the hOt dog, then it will be served to John who
will eat it,- be given a check which he will then pay before
he leaves the restaurant.

These expect make it possible to skip a lot .of intermediary
information. 'John went to a restaurant and-Ordered a hot dog. John
ate the hot dog quickly and left.' The second sentence follows the
first smoothly only because, the first aet up expectations about what
would happen next' and these expectations included:John eating a hot
dog. In the burnt hamburger story, the use of the conjunction 'but'
at the' eginning of the second sentence is a warning device.

'effectively tells us to watch out for something unexpected. But
something'dan be unexpected only, if we had expectations t6--the
contrary. Since John eating a hat dog was an expectation aroused when
John entered the restaurant and ordered, the question 'Why didn't John
eat a hot dog?' is reasonable.

-

J

7.4 Answering Questions About.PossibilitIes

-John's investigative report oNi the city court
system was ,turning up some volatile political
information. He-had received threats in the mail
but he didn't ease up on his story. `,One night a
sniper fired at his bedroom window.

The processing for Upectational questions has not been implemented
yet ,for plan-based stories. But when it is, we would like to produce
answers like:

Q3: Why didn't John quit his story?

A3: He must have felt very committed to his work.'

Q4: Why didn't John,a4k for police protection?
A4: I don't know.A.laybe he didn't think it would help.'

In this story we ive some slightly less stereotypic expectations
concerning the behavf4r of investigative reporters and the behavior of
political people 4:6 shady dealings. When we hear that. John_has been
threatened becauge of his work, we recognize that John is in a state
of danger. We we don't know', exactly what might happen, we do
'expect him ,,to either.comply with the threatening agent to remove the
threat or '6 protect hithself in some way. And ao the questions about
John quitting his story and 'asking for. police protection are not
unreasonable, It would make much lees sense to ask 'Why didn't John
buy Municipal bonds?' 'At, the time- of understanding we have an
expeetatig6 about the John getting hurt and this initiates some -very
general expectations about his behavior.

In the reporter story there were expectations abut what was
liable to happen' in general. These expectations were, not very
specific in terds'of exactly what would happen. We expected something
might hapPen'to4ohn bsit we didn't know if he would get shot,, or blown

1 fa
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up, or if his home or family mould baiter:ed. We expected John to dusomething about it- but yes didn't know if he would quit, seek more
publicity, sek'for police ,protection, or dig harder. Our expectations
wer1( in terms of generaI'intentionalities and' mot vations rather than

II

see ific acts. Suppose ire had asked:

(15: Why didn't they -thiliain-Jiihas:over the phone?

Q6: Why didn't they shoot at lhisliving rpm mintiest?
1

sasss,
Q5 -and 06.ask apout specific actions which mayGet been feasible in-
the -story 'tut 'which: did not take 'place. Thede qUestions are
fundaMentaily different from Q3 and Q4 in terms of-specifititys Theyrelate to gel:sta./ spredictionsmade-at the time of usderstandinghnt
they go into a deeper level of detail concerning specific actions
which are consistent with these general expectations. It its harder to
answer these questions' since no akpectatiOns mire madeghich relateto
these acts specificallY. ,One ii_tempted to antwer'Becanse the- toy
-just didet_go that may' But if sett feel-compelled give a *mina
-cooperative answer yon=try-to reason Out why the stony took the turn
it did instead of the one suggested by the question, So 0 might be
answered 'Maybe the /144 crafron in the bedtoom,', even though thertplis
nothing explicit in the story supporting the ehoice of a target spas.-.

Asquestion that"asks.about an event whict could have feasibly
haeressW:but which was not predicted atthe time of endetatandlog is
asking::" 440t a possibility. The processing required 4o answer
Oestions", shout' possiblities is, very different from,the processing
required when a question asks about a specific expectation aroused atthe time of understanding. Questions about possibilities require
inferences which were not made

, at the time of understanding. To
answer why they -'idn't snipe dt.the living room window, ve muat first
understand that t Ls was an option they could have exercisad-im place
of sniping at the bedroom window. Since no predictisns vase 'made at
the time of understanding outliniss all the possible mays -they couldhave sniped at'John,-recognizing that this-Sas an dption requirbs an
inference which was not made at any Vide previous so; the time thequestion was asked: Pace this /recognition is mode, we know Use
question wakes a certain amount of sense. had Oe asked !Why didn't
they. offer John a season pass to' the opera?' the qeeation would fail
to make sense since this is not recognizable as a.redsonable plan of
action lex people who are trying to scare John off.s

7. S Classification f ExpectationaisQuestions
-

alThe last fe"ii sections have discusned very goner ty the mays in
Expectations' question' can relate back to story repieoeutatione. ik,
elassify,Expectational questions into two general classes: (I) ,Bosewhich ask about specific expectations:.-which vete aroused, at ale time
of understanding, and (21 thosewhich ask about, possibilities vittan p
general expectation. if Expectationnl question doea-no:.Mexe
sense, it_ either fails to reference a specific expectshiion arousen.as
the time of understeninss-Or it fails to specify a ptawable option
within a general expectation. Expectations/ questions alliking ahedt

(
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specific expectations Ste differentiated from EXTOCt4t10441 qpeetione
_abiut posabletica by the pet:Kennon /required to aeswer them. lha
remainder 'of ,ethis--.°04rer thll describe the proeeesing of
EXgpcxationni questtono uhich cook About specifec expectatione aroused
rthe- tie* of understandlogi

7.6 Script-Based.Expectetions

When scripts are LUCOCI lzt uederatasiing stories they IMO applied to the
teideretanding process In a strongly predictive neteur MollingfOrd
1976, 1976, 1977). As wee as a script situation has bean recd teed,
inferences are wade concerning what hoe taken glace and predictinns
are made 6cut that is liable to happen next. Resrieg that John gent
to a restaurant triggees the renteurene ecript rich 044 osko.4
prediceions about Johnilooking for a table, -sitting dart, meting a
menu, decidieg %4t4t to have; ordering, heieg Served, eating, paying,
and leaving the renteeeent. Ifthe next plecn of tit says that John
ordered lobster* 014 previous predictions up to the ordering
prediction beccati incorpnrated it thm,story repretentation an
inferences about uhat must have happhned between John gang to the
rpoteurant aae John orderioge Infereaces are glade Abe/it/fan lookieg
for a table, finding ono, wittleg down, getting a Vii, sad deciding
uhat to eat%

Vheeever a setipt is, Wagered in the utderstanding process.
opicific predictions are tee* on the b4aLa of the stereotypic
keouleage specific to e i6 given script. "Cripta are by definit-ioca
knovledge structure* or'. highly eetelfic expectationi. So- in

script-beord prediction tada at the tpda-of text uederstanding will be
a very opecific conceetealirattea' (e.gt, the gas OtOttoM attendant
taken the cap off the tees tenk. the clerk In the grocer store puts
the items learchesed in 'ham, waittene br#1184 sw check. to the
tabilly). It nay be the casejhee a ntoey.yiltdev5sto from the ue4t

-*mit-Mb eath'throogh.a iiripi.

Deviation from-the default path of a ocript can occuejeten
ecript interference/ In encountered. In this event., culler
predictions made by Ote acrtpt applier become obeolete and as ti be
updated- by a nev loot of predictions. For example, 'John otdered a
.hetbureer,' results in a path of predicted cone pes take' John
-1hrough the remainder or the restaurent ecript. Included in this path
\ of Oredictioee are concepeuelirationa for the cook preparing a
heal:forger, John being Screed the hemburger* tied John ming the
.wnUrgor. But auppese the iv:21M Ioput sentence is The waiter told
John they didn't have henbergera.' UOW all the previous predictioes
about a hanbureer ease eeenercd obeolotn. Raving been told that the
reetauraet .heo ne hambuegere, vo no longer expect John to gee ogle.

-The old predittiore are therefore disearded and new predictions are
loaded aceerding to the expectatione of the ectipt. In this ease, two

1
In actuality the predictione and infeteetee which would be eado here

, ere mach mare nuecroun. A feu of the nejor en to are delineated here
only twilluntrato the infereace protee4iee.
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paths of :leapt inntantiAtion ara anticipated: John ,m.;ey reorder 44
carry on from there; alternatively JOhn, .may decide tO.:-,leave.the

restaurant. .
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Consider the story
'..

:
. ,,

-,.

John went to a restaurant and ordered A.,
3. ,

-hamberger. But the waiter told him they didn't-
have any so John left.

The final story representatiod:for this would be a eees4., chain
containing conceptintlitatiose for Mitt entering a restaurant, Bitting
dour,, ordering aaemburger,,being told there were none, and - leaving.

'The Otry reprentintettion would have no rSCord of the expectations,
shich'vere Present in the systemjnet before the processing of the
second sentence. These expectations, were effe,4ively 'forgotten' when

t system revised its scriptal. pre in the course, of
tinieratending the second, sentenCe.) 'rorgotten' here tapethatno
record of these predictions was entered into the story representation.

`.-2

Now suppose we wanted *issuer -AU question 'Why didn't John eat
a hamburger?' Tits questionfonlymakes sense if we recognize that the
concept of John eating a hamburger was an expected act at some point
during :.understanding. But how cnn, we recognize that the question
makes sense if the story representation has no record of the failed
expectation? Thin question cannot be answered unless the question

. concept can be related tO the story representation as an act which
uotild have taken place if only (soaothing) hadn't happened. The
question reettiret-that we identify ,the one even( id the story ,which
wiped nut our expectation that john would eat a hamburger. If We.c4n
identify the concept responsible for axis revision in expect4ions,
then we have.-an answer: 4,

Why didn't 'John eat a hemburger?'
Because the waiter said they dide.t have any.

7.7 How to Remember Things You Forgot
,,

While it Is useful, .tp knew that answerable Expectational
quest tons ask about failed-expeetations or possibilities which were

- al16 at the time of understanding, we still have the problem ef
answering these questions on the basis of a story representation whi,..5

. has no history of failed expectations or alternative outcome,-ti We

, have 'Aincrdbed two clesses.of,why-lot questtena:- those asking about
strii.-tosed expectations ftndZ1u3e asking About plan-related'
possibilities. an' this sectiettwe w 11 describe d,retrieval m chanism
ficr answering 'why-not questions bout script-based expectations.
Given that a story representat n -does not contain all failed
low4bvel expectations; a process is'required which can rec nstruct
those fatted expectations whlehilwere alive at some/point during the
understanding 'process. ,.4 -,

0
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7.7.1 Ghost Path Generation
,

I. something is lost, it is reasonable'to start looking for it at
the place where it was last seen. The same idea holds when trying to
recover a lost expectation. We must first go back to whenever it was
that we last had the expectation. While we can't-turn back time, we
can pretend to go back in time by reconstructing processing states
Which occurred during understanding: The past 'processing states we
are interested in are those which involve changes in the predictions
current at that time.

When an expectation has been violated, it was last seen alive
just before it was replaced by some other expectation. So if we are
looking for lost expectations,jt makes sense to look for them at
those points in the story where there were shifts in the current,
predictions, where one set of predictions was replaced by another set.
We need to be able to examine the story representation and find points
in the story where predictions were revised.

WheA the knowledge structure responsible for comprehension is ,a
script, there are some, general script structures Which reflect
,predictive shifts very simply. For example, script interference
points are always places where script predictions are revised. A
script interference is an event Which is not normally expected ins, a
smooth execution( of the script, but which is encountered frequently
enough to have stereotypic resolutions within that script. If John
goes to a,restaurant and is told he must wait 15 minutes for a Cable,
he has encountered a script interference. Fifteen minute :waits are
not always assumed when one goes to.a restaurant in general, but they
occur often enough so that there are standard courses of action from
Which to choose when such an interference is encountered. John can go
to another restaurant, he can stand and wait, he can go for a, walk,
have a drink at the bar, or slip the maitre-d'a,tip. Theseare all
stereotypic resolutions when one cannot be immediately seated at a
restaurant. 4

Not irr-unexpected-events-iii script idterferences, even if they
ipterfere with script execution. Suppose ,John goes to a restaurant,
and ,when he orders the waitress ignores him, opens a Bible, and
proceeds to read frdm the Book of Revelations. This is,an unexpectecl°
occurrence from the point of view of the restaurant, script and
interferes with the scat*. But since-this occurrence is so
completely removedyfrom the restaurant script, the script cannot
Suggest what should be done in response to it. John will have to
resort to plans in order to figure out how to handle the strangebehavior of the waitress. If John encounters this situation very
often he will incorporate it in .bin script na....an interference .no4ut.
along with Whatever renolutitins he has lerned to reati?L4 with. But
most Of us do not have bin interferertee'in our restaurat inapt.

r

Script interference point's are important,because they are placeswhere script-generated ,Predictions are revised. if John go -to 4,
restaurant and orders a !limburger, rOo. restaurant seript'prediets thathis waiter/waitress will relay his order to the cook, the cook will
prepare a hamburger, John will be served the hanburger, h will eat
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it, be billed for it, he will pay, and leave. But suppose John goes
to a restaurant, orders a'hamburger, and is informed that they don't
serve hamburgers. Now we no longer expeet his waiter /waitress to
relay the hamburger order, we do not expect the, cook to prepare a
hamburger, John is not expected' to get a hamburger, eat one, be billed

or pay for one. Being/told that yOu can't have .what you
ordered is a point of interference in the restaurant script.- Its
standard resolutions are to order something else or leave. As 'soon as
this script interference is encountered, expectations about what.is
going to happen change.

When the script applier is processing a story, it recognizes any
interference points which are encountered. Interference points in a
script are labeled as interferences. Their corresponding resolutions
are also tagged' accordingly. So when a script interference is
encountered in a story, the script applier can easily, tag it as such
in the story representation. For eXample,suppOse SAM read the
following story:

John went to a restaurant and the hostess gave tem
a menu. When he ordered a hot dog the waitress
said that they didn/t have any. So John ordered'a
hamburger instead. But when the hamburger came,
it was so burnt:that John left.-

The causal chain representation looks something like this: (in
reality there are many more states and acts)

John enters restaurant

John is seated

John gets a menu from the hoitese

,,John orders a hot dog

(I1) The waitress tells hil thy don''. have

(RI) John orders a hamburger
%

Waitress nerves John the hamburger

(12) The hamburger its burnt

John sett' angry

(2) John lemla_the resteuramt.*--___

In this awry there are two InterferenceituvAntion. pairs: the
inlitresa telling John there are ne hot doge la retolved by ordering a
hamburger and the hamburger being poorly prepared is resolved' by
leaving. -ham, Interferencer and rorreeponding reaolutiona are tagged
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as such in the story representation.

When, a why-not inestion is subsequently asked, we can \easily
identify those points in the, story representationMiere expect tions

.1 hanged during understanding. We need onify look for
conceptualizations in the causal .chain which. arV tagg as
interferences. At eac point f interference we know thilk, a sew set
of expectations was gen rated y the script applier. The next pro lem
is .the reconstruction o expec, ations which were alive, hist-7* ore
each point of interfere ce. TiO reconstruct these expectations we m st
simulate to some extent he state of the script applier just bef re
each interference was en ountered.

To simulate states of the script applier, Ui ask the script
applier to process anothe story. We want too know what. the prediction
queue of the script appli r Wifhen it understands the original story .

up..., to a point of inte ference but no further. TIJsee this we will
effectively ask the scrip applier to process the story over again,
but this time we will nly.give it a truncated version of the story
which cuts'off just before,f an interference point.

1

To see what script predictions were alive just before the
waitress told John there, were no hot dogs, we will feedback to the
script applier the causal, chain .crom the story representation up to
but not including the waitress telling him there are no hot dogs. The
script applier, is asked to"'. understand this sequence of
conceptualizations as a-story. When it is done processing, it has a
pTediction queue. and is ready to check the next input
conceptualization against this queue. We have recaptured the state of
ti*,predidtion queue as it was at the time of understanding just /-
before the sentence describing the waitress' response to John's harder/
was- encountered. ,

i
14.

Part of the prediction quepe consists of a default path through
the remainder of script, 1.nttantiatsd according to what hat been
seen thut-far. That is, the script Applier has predicted what is
liable to happen now if the execution of the restaurant script runs
suoothly from now on without any more surprises. Given that John
ordered a hot dog, the script applier predicts that the waitress will
give that order to the cook, the cook Will prepare the hot dog, the
waitress will adrve it to John, John eat it, receive a check for
it, pay for it, and leave. The script Aapplier can generate this
causal chaia'copipleting a default. path through the script on the basis
of predictions in its prediction queue. This script, completion chain
is called tv, ghost path. Each ist path generated by the script
applier is a causal chain along with a point4 to the place in the

original stoV 'representation where the o t.path starts its branch
from the acts l 'story.
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John enters
restaurant

John As seated

John gets a menu
frip the hostess;

John orders a
hotdog

the waitress (U) The waitress tolls
(Serves John him they don't
a hotdog f have any

John eats (al) John orders a
hotdog hamburger

John gets Waitress serves ,t6htt
e check the hamburger

John pays ':i/(12) The hamburger

John leavei

is burnt

f,

John gets angry

(R2) John leaves the irs)
rentssirant

Figure

First Chest Path

.01.1.11.1111.0,

if we want to see the pre ictlens ich were alive ust', before the
hamburger came back burnt, e go through the same procedure, The
causal chain up to the point of the hamburgei being burnt J handed to
the script appliet to be understood. When processing is finishe44
ghost -path which corteletes_ cript instants 'a is generated. This
ghost path effectively rec es expectations which were amused at
the time of story understanding but subsequently revised.
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John enters
restaurant

John la seated

Jobe. get., a mehu

from the hooters

John orders a
hotdo

(tl)' The waitress tell::

him they don't
hsvR any

(1U) John orders a
.hamburser

I

4,

Waitrons eerves John
the hambUrsor

(11) The hamburger
- in burn

John gets

(R2) John leaves .the

reotdurant

7.1:2 Mang Cheat Paths

Once shoot paths have been gqperatedl the processing needed ,,to
answer expectatloaal why-not quoutiona to fairly tralghtforward.
Given a stoat path, we 6nine it for tha question concept
wort - negated). Mien% t e question 'concept Is located,, we follow the
shout path up to its origin whore it branches off of the original
story reprto atation. Each ouch branch occurs Immediately before a
dcript inte4.kvrence. The mower to our Expect: atonal question is that
interference conceptualization. In this way we can anowort

angry

Wm"
Second Ghost Path

John eats the
hamburger

JcLi gem
a Check

John pays

John leavea

QI: Why didn't John tat a hot doe

Al: Because the waLtreas turd John they didn't have any
hot dogs.

(12: Why didn't Alitfl cob the!l burger?
Ali Because the hamburger wao burnt.

IS

/0
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In the event that amatch can be made in more than one, of the ghost
;paths, we trace the most recent path (the path whose branch from the
atoty reptesentation occurs closest to the end' of the chain). back to
the branching point and subsequent interference. So the question:

Q3: Why didn't John pay the check?

would be answered : .

A3: Because the hamburger was burnt.

When SAM answers Q3 a slightly more involved answer can be produced:

A4: John was angry.becaush the hamburger was burnt and
so 'he left.

,

This isIdue to the fact that paying,. the check is, a pure scri pt

constant while eating a hamburger anPeating a hot dog are acts'Which
include script variables (see section 6.3 fc: a description of script

constants and script variables).. When a pure script constant`

has been violated, more explanation is needed than when acts with
script -variables ate violated. If John didn't eat a hamburger, it is
possible that he ate something else; the violation of the concept may

be restricted to the instantiation of the variable component. But
When.john'doesn't pay the check,: there is no shift in a role ,

instantiation which could explain why not. So when a constant act is

encountered as the concept underlying a question, the retrieval
heuristic is instructed to piece together in a causal template an
answer,including not only the interferent(the hamburger was burnt),

but 71.ts corresponding resolution' (John left), and any intermediate
mental state changes as well (John was angry). This ret-ieval

heuristic is controlled by the Ilental State' Description Option of

Content Specification (see section 4.2).

19
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CHAPTEk 8

FINDING THE BEST ANSWER

--

Some questions can be answered with many differen
answers, each of which is right and makes sense.
a memory representation contains information or many
potential answers, retrieval is more complicated. The
situation of. multiple answers arises very easily..
Even in stories which SAM can understand completely 9n
the basis of scripts, we see how one event could be
explained in terms'of multiple causal-antecedents:

Q: Why did Jobb wash dishes ft Leone's?
.

,' At: Because he couldn't pay he check.`...
A2: Because he had -no money. "
A3: Bee'au4e he was pickpocketed on the subway.

How is- Life memory bearch going to decide Fhich answer
ihould be returned? Should-retrieval heuristidS'be,
aware of all the posSible choices for an answer? Or
should the memory search somehow 'know', where to'look
for the. best answer and be viblivious, to other .

possibilities? 'If a'.heuristie is' aware of many'
answers, it must be able to make a choid6. What rules
can be forhalized_tor finding the.best answer? If a
heuristic is blind to ail but one anSwer, how can 'we.
be certain it will see the best one? 'In this chapter
we will explore strategies for finding a ilesti,answer
and discuss issues of memory representation which ate.
related to thisprOblem.

8.0 Introdudtion

Why-questions are difficult to answer because they often have
many answers which' are plausible, acceptable, and appropriate.
Sometimeg one answer is clearly better than /another, and a good Q/A
model should he' able to discern swhichianswera are better. WhOe
%examining this problem, we will asstme we are working With a system .off

r

cooperative and honest intentionality. Furthermore.,.we,4111 resy.ri4
ourselves to the domain of story understanding queition
answering is. used to demonstrate comprehension.. These assumptoions
will provide a tisaful base fora first pass at ,the. problem. Given
this orientatidn: we will say that the begt answers are -those which
convey the most relevant information in the most/efficientway.

a.
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One of the stoceles which -U.4 uuderntands is the leonee ater*y:

. Join- went to *ow foggy- by bus. On the bus be
.talted to an old lady. When-he left the bus._ he
thanked the diver. 'Ee took ;the atshysy 'to
Leone's., On the' subvsy.his pocket use picked. Ee
got soff khe train and entered teotates. Ee had.
sone lisagalz?, 1.1inn then cheek (me! be al:covered
he couldn't pay., The management told bin he ioald
have to yeah dishes. Whet: be left,,'b.e caught a
butt-to,iliew li!zyen.

S.11X bas,read "this *Lary.; .SAL answers:

Q: For did, John wash dl.sies at leonest
'A; _Became- be tied to money,.

Atter

,
This a very gOid ansiet..piusie'it' doe convey a....v.Izaforn...stion
which the q, s ..... ...A. - 'shod. t for hintelf. k potter' 0..,

Walling dishes in a resteAcee,t is.,se ticrigy th.it. being unable to pay
thrl. check 44. isknediate_infereeia.1 Open ...Set John couldn't pap the
Check, ,it, ix: Obvious 04 John did not,heve any (or enough). exrcey4
So ailyoe wilo'icalektO tb*t Johit dashed dishes -fa Leot's emet,,ialso foam
by inference that.-Johe pro ithl. y didn't have any neer/. ,la particular, .the pereon Odes Q/ bit is. ,, -...,,

; .,-

4

1s 'iii b "b attei anewsk 'John the check
'because his pectot -Vas ,pieked. This AK:41'412V conveys- a,- tot a
infornagen; By infetence it tells,o(that 'John bad no' eth sad
therefore the nanagenent of the zaattu;snt; nade bin't.tes dishes., It
counicatOs at tntire causal 0.ain id:101_84ra at the pick; Icaat.teg
aazd erldforith John weaning. g diebos. And since psi& of, this chitin
(John beving uoiioney- and not being able to pay) is , easily inferred,
thin anewe.tc has ec=1eicated inforaation very, efficiently.

e

-action Relit 1.

An Answer * eh conveys information - by

inf;:renee . is prefergsle to one vh,tch spells

out such inferences explicitly*

These; inferences are sineedi4te sod "obvious' is the mule. that. people
have no trbuble mains then. - The actual p, ace at which predoce terse
inferences are far from trivial or obvious.

I
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In thiO OaPttgr 'on id-14 pint in answer spleotion model. Nhich
cOmpares: a 91=W; of peasihle eat:wars 0- a question and selects- one en

tha best answer. Thin modri has bean Apple:panted in, :a computer
pr.igram After doso4ibink AS We will discuss -soma of the
vaginienses Inherent in the answet tieloetion nodal. tract -Oars we will
atasider alternative approaches including strategies for Inewledgn
Seats assessment, and stronger strecteree for menery repreneatation._

8.1 The aan *i Selectifin *del

One-approach to clavictilatitig the beet ens . is to design_a
pectoetlx:re which receives, an, input a net. of :instable ;nevem to a
question: and retUrns the best. ansWier fraM that giVen pet., 'Smelt,. a
procedure will 'have to characterize tite, answers- it examinesi:aleag
various dimennions and execute cap of ensvers' in order to

in trying 'to design such arc 411SWOZ Selection trocedure, NO
forced 'to ask that elements of in answer are important. Then vApu.St
'fornallze those charateeriskicn i.high intuitively Seep to -Aionteitute. ./ to the, strength or weekness of an 141Shver* Tact paikt about to be
described represents a first attetipt in thia.direttaien. While it in
4:)t, theca* that this model viii always pick the beat. enaWer Eton,- any

Ot4 of ,pamsibl answers, enough vas learned fr 45 to progress beyond'
the notion Of anaier a.election.- -*

A- t ''

8.1.1 Definitions

'Data Context A

a

'The 'Data Context (DC) is the story rePresentation to which a
question refers.

isd..gendent of Dais'Context

Answers to quetion e characterized an being. Xndependent of
eta Context (I%) if they. are answers one night reasonably guess
without baying read any story in connection with the question. 'A,4se
are answers people come up 4th when asked an artificial question out
of the blue.

Q: Why did John see a deoior?
14: John vas sick. ('1DC)

qr: Why didPJohn 141 asleep?
As John was tired. (TM)

Answers 1.irich are derived free the Data Context by being
explicitly present in the Dan Context are Explicitly Dependent (ED)
on the :Data Context.

S
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Annueis_ t4i0h aro derived
inforinice proesade .0 the,*.
on, the Data Contexf.

the to Centext, by ,applying
n ext. are Imp Dependent (ID)

One morning Johi eotiee& that ion dog
baying trouble That afternoon
took 'if to the ve _

Y 414 jet* .tOce hie dog to the vet?
: ;It vas sink or- ininted (TDc)

'A: It ,al, having ttetsbn lkin .. 1E4_
-.raked,- to, eke lut)

.E2: One day john broke ft:* mainspring of his
tch. The dentist v.110 lived next door

,fixes :old watches for a'bobby. So John
took bin -watch to tho drontist*

Q: Why did John take his watch to the den
A: Ifs ha/II:tam the mainspring. (ED)
Aa ata dentist -fixes vetches* (ED)

. A: tie wanttd to got bin vetch fixed. (ID)

DO: One day John broke t.tti -7;i31114pricts of his
14teh* The dentist yho lived next doer --
fixes_ old ilatehen for a. obby. =Se John
called the deatitto, t

I): Why did John e41.,the dentist?
A: Do valued to Oka an appointment* (IN

1e bed broken the_ .spring of his ika ch. CID)
A: The dentist fixes oidliktehes. (ED),
A: Be van is4 to got -his *faleh

4

Et4 On day`John broke the mainspring of hi.
vetch. We took It to the lox: lees to
they weld buy it.

Why did Join:, take his Vetch to the let's?
A: It vas broken (ICC. ED)
A: no bad 1i:eke:I the mainspring* (ED)
A: Be vented to eta if they would buy t. (ED)
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MS: :(thile stalkleg ltetto.. JO'n realized its -didet
have hie trebr la .mitt. -.1.1a. Re vitae:the:red
last having it at the restaterent, he vcat
to for lisch. John itallted Over to the rattaurant.

'Qt. Ilhylts! Mn gti to the rostaufrantT
A: itentidto get resettling to oat." (IDe)
A: Ile stentedrto find, hls-, unhielle. (ID)
At lent hid trthrolla at; the

restaurant. OA)

Mt John got, thren re on his report card.
decided not to shots It to his Parents,

4

-didet Joint vant-to. shost-his-r port -------

carci.te his Imre:Its?
Aa itta -grades iaireet good -covet., (G)

John soft afraid ,thy void to angry. CID)'
A; John .gotten: three 'F''t O.

t John 1,48. on sido of a-kighsr;sY
lane trunk skidded tiff the 'road. At
scene 'of the Accident John noticed in oil
slick Onvering the pAytettiti,' cn ho--Onv
,taxi enPreaching the spot at high 'speed. he
vavad hit area -frantically, trying to sigo.al
'the. driver.

Q: Why st/tts John swing at the ti *&t
M John vented: a ride. (/DC)
A: John vented to. prevent it froot skidding

off the road., (ID)
A: John vented to atop it. (IOC)
A: John vas trying to signal the driver. (ELT)

Xore Definitioits

The preceding definitions Charenteriro single anevers in relation
to the text to which they refer. The fellowing
characterize attesters in terns of their conceptual content and
relationships to other enamors,

u 1 An

GiventAve antomrs, MAl and AZ,
t ccdent A2 iff it makes sense to say
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WWI tun marts,. Al and
Coeseesent. of M iff$

A2:"Is of the foal
) 4l is a thia,fot*-
) it =ekes sense to. ,.

orLISEtit 19.1_1t.

,
CiVen to quasars., At 40d 14,-A2 is a Ken ,C0-40044111. of At iff:

Al is of Abe Win k wanted
or 'X needed (Cl)

2) It'nlaker Sense to say

A2, A2 is sea ter, nbe an Intentional

#X Wanted (CO
. I(O2I

.04)/

.. inertia* to .4. (CII

94.4

WO (At) and knewthat (A2) es*
3)1A in not the actor of Az,

Szi:411 (gs...11t.

11+ answers arc,.oeid to be Consistentriff each
interred iron tba other in the 0104. Data_ Context.

John wanting; to find. his °Obra-le and John
something to gat are not C.onsistreat answers. Rut t
being brokers and john -wanting to,get his watch,

I

can readily be
For exaople,

wanting to got
. John's watch

are Consistent

An answer. M, is said to bb Motive Oriented iff
I) Al is \not of the form 'X wanted ... and
2) At described an activity or etaxTs which strietly

precedes the activity or state of the pasties
cencePt in tine.

3 Selection-Wes

following rules Sic to be applied in am:center+.
3, a tentative enuver (TA) hale 'been picked, The tent

be changed by RULES 44. The t4111.4141V4' answer bctonea
only afttir the application of RULE 6 is cont)pletede

f e";

s the preferred ,,ansmr rs

; TRATION OF RULE It

end of
vc answer
ho final

or

If. wet are told in a story that John 4 0 1OURR44 4 Italian
Testaur44i01, and *lot thqn answer y d 41110 order lasagne at
iseaces?' An II1C anslear is °Rectum he wanted to lasagna.' A nuch
better response is the ED Amor iSesause he always 1104 insigne at
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itetrien re UC

An TO is,proferred over Ere only ,vhen the quelkion has 4L
iCtitit. one PC end the ID is not consistent vith the TN's,

ILLUSTRATIOU:OF ROLE 2

EX 5, v have ,Alt Degauss ht' vented La find fan lc:broils»
2: Ileenu#ehh lest bed bin unhrollo at the

telit4iiraffits
A3s Decause 'ha Ranted to at siinothing to

3_!, an I. Al i# 44 TP, a04 A2 in an ED
aro not consistent.

GiVitft ti choice Of ED°49 first eliminate- those'ED's rich :ire
ateo. i ns (the ne are ,the least interesting shavers). next
toot to eat it -there prat Ant 1404.vit ._Ors ented CVOs,.
'El to these. it-there is 'etill-ai,thoice. renert. to RULE

"IVAUSTEtATION 011 ROLE 3:

tiri',LX 39 u have EM; Because ha had broken t esinsfring
of 'kin vetch.

Si
Mb tumult the Ootist fixellAiuotchon.\

Yves oriented, ED2 i.o o .preferred Shaver.

Given, A 0., Ofr0o-i- t ella4n theirs ties trhiOh are
also. IDO09,..---trext teat etch ED by, moving its einifeit
CcaSeft-freet thtpets Context.

no ED 'in queqion is the beet ante er

(a) The revised Data Contaxt nakis rao sense. or

(h) The revised Data 'Context ginoraten an ID which is
not coedit:tenta vinth the ER in quentiotr.

AT ON OP RULE 3at
. . . ,..,

are hme,ED1: Serowe he Islad broken 05-Ansionpring,
EP2: Became he vented to stee'lf they could

5.4

tiny It.

Sv
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no reVi rd Ith respect to EDI l,nk.
John teak Ha watch to the in re o 4410 4
if they would buy it:

lifts soneistes Alt Because it wan byoken. (lit)
AZI To' nee it they would buy it. (ED),

seSititer (n) nor :(b) of the test hold hero.

The reviced DC with respect to EDZ to:
One day Jahn broke the minapring of his
watch'. Ile took it to the jeweler's.

; ens atop 41; Secquse it yea broken. (IUC) (ED)
-, Ali: Becomes he broke .the tteineptIsps., (ED)

At: Because he wanted it fixed. ,(ID)

Here A3 is not Consistent with E02, (b) holdu ih tine cargo, dad so we
cheese 1102 an the answer.

ANornER ILLUSTRATION CF RUI,B 3s.

In 1 C2, ie 'have EDIt 11 °cow he had broken the zeinspring;
ED2: Baca rig 'the dentist fixes old, watchea.

The ravieed 1)0 .tsith %Impact to E01 is:
The dentist next door ilia% old watches an
a Nobly. John tbok bin watch to the dentist.

Thin generate:: Al: 'Betettoe he had broken- it.. (IOC
A2: BOCI111,60 he wanted it fisisd. (ID)

'Neither (a) nor (b) hold 110 oa

The fevised DO; will:, reepect to ED2 Is:
One day John broke the oeinspring-of ,his
watch. John took tan watch to the dentist.

Since thin DC mikes- no Benno (*thy tai.; a watch to a dentist?) (0)..
hOlds in title case, and e! o we take 02 as our answer.

lifftE ON RULES 46: In the application of rules 44, ve do :lei
conaider IDC an pat:Able replacinents for the TA.

If the TA le the Causal. Antecedent or another imswor,
replace the. TA with thefther timer?

.111USTRATION OP ECU 4:

In 1X6 ye have Al: John had gotten three on IL.
A2: John van afraid they would be mg*,

198 s
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Al is the TA by the time Fe
of AZ since it mikes sense
adgry becauee ho had g,ottan
TA.

e. 187 4-

o 4 in.aPpl.ted. At le a causal antecedent
to way 'John wed afrea that they voul.d be
three E"a ea- it. So AZ replaces Al an the

if another aneeer in the Intentional Connequent of the
replace the TA with the e:.;ter wetter.

ituntRATxog or RDA Ss .

In EX7 e2 have Al: John wan trying ro`dienal the driver.
A2: John wanted to prevent him fret: akidding

off the road.

TA

Al in the TA. A2 in en intentional ioecequent of Al niece it nakee
sense to say 'John was trying to eignat tie: driver in order to prevent
him Crag skidding off the road. So A2 replaces At at the TA,

IttiLE 6

If another` answer in a Plan Comment of the TA, replace the
xA with the othillr answer.

ILLUSTRATI6 OF RULE 6:

In EE3 we have Al: John wanted to get his watch fixed.
A2: The dentist fixes old watches.

Al in the TA. A2 in a plan conionent a AI wince it makes some to
nay 'John wanted to ,get hit watch 'fix and he knew that the dentist
fixes, old watches.° So A2 .,placen Al. an the.TA.

8.44 Implecenting the nada

The °newer reaction proem (ASP) which 'Implements this' apper
Selection nedcil is not a fully autocratic systen. It in an interactive
program vhich falls back*ern, the user u.benever an answer cunt bA
characterized in terns of the given definitions. For example, if the
program need° to determine whether or net a given answer is liotive
Oriented, it °aim the utter ehether or not the state or activity of the
question preceden the qyaktion concept in tine. It then categorizes
the weever according to the response given by the user.

Thin interactive approach van adopted in order, to avoid
constructing an actual language precooning apnea, ASP does not
enderatand the Data Context, the quo:Mien or the onaverewe,in any
conceptual fiance. It categorizes: ansfoCirs ty querying the tar and
applies the soleetion .rulen vitheut. any unieroteedine. 'A fully
automatic implementation of the anawt; eelection.notiel,would require
tremendous amounts of .vorld knoviedge In order to recognize valid
caunal relationship°, reanonabIe bunan cativo!), and con on Inforeatee.
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Itio_.pointrsof ASP la to .identify vhat ehareoterizatioas are fa:portant
gontetting anovera to a !motion; not to 1;o lv t crgIiblelo

'of eocputettonal Lefeteneos
a

es I'S ASP Output

e!I next. few me* contain: tbree intoractive oesoiono with ASP
ubich ilIustrata bow the, proggan uIn tbt vane for inforiLion In
or4fir to,oppli.the payee et/get:toe rules:.
*STI
(Oat-nokagtcsim UCTICED THAT DOC WAS PAVISS TROUBLE SALKINO
THAT Mt taitoil at %pox it to THE VET)

.

(talY DM JO TAKE RS DOG TO THE VET1),

tdiSv,,SIGK OR INJURED)

*A2
(TT WAS RAVING tROUBLE WALKING)

*A3
(NE EARED TO HAKE IT WELL)

*(ASP)

SET ,1A, TO TEE LIST OP POINTERS
*(SETO IA 43(A1 AZ A3))

6

NOW ASSIM TUE CATEC041. TYPES POI EACH AMER IN' IA
AI RAS cATEGORIES: *(IDC)
AZ HAS CATEGORIES: *(ab)
A3 * CATECORIES:,*(ID)

(RULE 1 ExEcUrn)
t

crvzu THE DATA pm/ma, cta vie or 'az VAtago TO Kw IT REM' Ap
VAS SICK sty t INJURED' EE IR R J) FRAN TIME OMR? (TYPE YES G tith
*YES

(RULE 2 EXECUZEDz vo TO IS PitfIERRED OVER TIE rep

THE TA 1St 'TT WAS SAVE S TROUBLE warm

DOES IT RA SENSE W SAY az SIANTED),TO HAM WELL ptcAusz IT WAS
UAVING TROUBLE WALKING? .(TYPE YES OR No) silts

(RULE 4 RAE am maim

TOE TA IS NW' 'HE warp TO HARE It REEL'

20
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(RVLE 5 HAS BEEN faEcurgo)

THE TA IS NV: 'HE WANTED 'TO HAKE IT WELL'

DOES IT ME SEISE TO SAY HE Wimp TO RAIT,' IT WELL AND HE piny THAT
IT WAS HAVING TROURLE ,WALIMEGY (TYPE YES -OR Ito) AYES

;.

(HULE 6 HAS BEM MOTO)

THE BEST ANSWER IS BECAUSE IT WAS HAVING TROUBLE-W=11Z;

(ONE DAY JO BROKE THE HMIZPRING OP HIS HATCH. THE DENTIST SHIO

LIVED NEXT DOOR PIES OLD WATCHES ASA ROHM SO .103Ei TOOK HIS WATCH
TO THE DENTIST) , A

(UHT DID JOIDI TAB HiS NAV TO THE DENTIST')

kA4

(RE HAD BROM THE HAMMING)

*A5
(THF. RENTIST FIXES OLD WATCHES)

4A6
(HE WANTED IT FIXED)

*
k (ASP)

SET IA '10 THE LIST OF POINTERS
*ISETQ IA (1(A4 AS A6))

!WM ASSIO THE CATEGORY TYPES FO EACH
A4 HAS CATEGORIES: *(ED)
AS HAS CATEGORIES: *-(ED)
AG HAS CATEGORIES: *(ID)

(RULE I EXECUTED)

ER PI IA

(RULE 2 EXECUTED: NO TO IS PREFERRED OVER TOE ED'S)

(THERE IS A mice OP E)'S: RULE 3 WILL PP EgECUTED).
(fl)C'S ARE ELI4INATED F70K THE ED'S)

4



4
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a

(THERE IS STILIT A CHOICE OP P;)°S)

DOES THE STATE (IR ACTIVITY OF DENTIST rugs OLD WATCHES' STRICTLY
ratan rig -srag OR ACTIVITY OP THE qugsmon sTATEhgnr prTingt -

(TYPE 'YES; Oct )O)4',!t110,'

DOES VIE STATEAFR ACTIVITY OF' 'HE 11AD BROKEN THE ItAIMPRINGi STRICTLY
MECUM THE STATE OR ACTIVITY OP THE QUESTION STATEHENT 10 TIME?'
(TYPE YES OR NO), *YES

(norm OR-LENTED ED'S. HAVE age gtpatitaro)
(THERE IS ST= A (110CE OP EDIS: RULE 3A una, BE EMOTED)

REVISE THE DATA COUTO& BY REMOVING THE STATEKENE CORRESPONDING TO
''THE DENTIST PIKES OLD VATitHes

DOES THE -REVISErk DATA main STILL MAKE SENSE?
(TYPE YES OR NO) no

(RULE 3A HAS BEEN agora)

THE TA LS: °IDE DENTIST FIXES OLD WATCHES'

DOES IT HAM SENSE TO SAY HE WANTED IT FIXED. BECAUSE -rre
01)2 warns? (TYPE YES OR NO) NP

DOES IT HAKE -SENSE TO SAY ag HAD BROREN TH-E HAMMING
.11ENTIST PlISES OLP WATCHES? (TYPE YES 02j O)

. 0
*I .

(RULE 4 HAS BEEN raerCUTED)

.1
.

As

TIE TA LS Novi "T 'DENTIST FIXES OLD I/AMES" ---

(RULE 5 HAS BEEN =aro)
f

THE TA IS NOV: 'THE DENTIST fIXEi'OLD 3-1AT(!OES'

5.

/RULE 4 'HAS BEEN EXECUTED)

rig BEST AASWER IS BECAUSE THE DENTIST FIXES OLD WATCHES

AS1.7

6

DENTIST 'PLUS

BECAUSE THE

NOM WAS ON THE SIDE OP A HIGHWAY WHEN A LANCE TRUCK SKIDDED OPP 6THE
Rio AT THE scqg OP TYE maxim JOHN tondo AN on. SLICK cirstant
THE Roma WHEN HE SAWA TAXI APPROACHING THE SPOT AT RICH SPEED HE
WAVED HIS ARKS iRANIICALLY TRYISG TO SIGNAL THE bRIVER)

2U2.5

4.

S.

roA ;
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(WHY WAS JOIN WAVING. iT 'THE/TAXI?)
A.:
*A20
(JOHN -WANTED A RIDE)
*
*A21
(4OHNI/ANTED TO PREVENT IT PROf SKIDAING _OFF THE

0
-*R22
(JOON WANTED TO STOP IT)

*1123,
(3011W WAS TRYING TO SIGNAL THE DRIVER)

*( ASP )

*
SET IA TO THE -LIST OP POINTERS
*(SETQ 0(A20 A21 A22 A23))

.N704:ASSICi THE CATEGORY TYPES POR UCH AN SWER IN IA
,A10:HAS CATEGORIES:44(/TC)
A2 HAS CATEGORIES: *(ID)
'A22 HAS CATEGONES1- *(OG)
A23 HAS CATEGORIES: *(ED)

(RULE I. EXECUTED)

GIVEN THE DATA CONTEXT. CAN ONE OP 'JOHN WANTED TO PREVENT. IT *PP*
SKIDDING OFF THE ROAD' AND 'JOHN WANTED TO STOP IT' SE INFERRED FRI.
THE OTHER? (TYPE YES OR NO) *YES

GIVEN THE DATA CONTEXT. CAN' ONE OF 'JOHN WANTED TO PREVENT -IT FIRM
SKIDDING OFF THE ROAD' AID ',JOHN WANTED A RIDE' BE INFERRED PBC TRE
OTHER? (TYPE YES OR NO) *NO

THE TA IS: 'JOIN t/AuTED TO PREVENT IT PROtt SKIOING OFF THE ROAD'

DOES IT SENSE TO SA? JOILN WAS TRYING TO SIGJAL THE DRIVER BEZADSE
JOHN NANTE.D TO PREVENT TT FROM SKIDDING OFF THEROAD? (TYPE YES OR
NO) *YES

(ULE 4 11AS SEEN EXECUTED)

IRE TA IS Nr.i4": 'JOHN WAS TRYING TO SIGNAL THE DRIVER.

\*4
DOES IT 'aim SENSE TO SAY JOilyWAS TRYING TO 'SIGNAL THE DRIVER IN
ORDER To PREVENT Zx FROH SKIDDING OPP THE ROAD? (TYPE YES OR NO) *YES

203



WLE--1/11AS BEEUEXECUTED)

ThE TA 5 NOW: :JOU yityTED TO -PREVENT SKIDDIN4 OP Tit ROAD'

(RULE 6'11AS Blatt EXECUTED)
_.."

0

TUE BEST AWE IS BECAUSE WANTTV..raF.vprr Mei SCUDIVG orl
-.ROA!?

-

.
8,2 Going Beyond Answer Selection

.
.

There Ate a lot of prehlths Arith . the anever selectiOn -tool
d,escrib_ed in the last_sectiolig. It is easy tp cope up with exotpleit,

/* Where the 11,Odel fails to find the beat answer,._ By exattlitillt cases
. where tote node" -lei-1st- we, tan. see net is oitssing and better

-,
troderstand whiA. AA imedett. i, --=4:,--, . if.c:.--
-4.42.1 What47sirreettfithi the Mayer Sel,ection Nodel.

..,

Otte, fattlt deriutie. it OM- the faet.,t,tat the AnO4e.1. is not sensitive
to ,preceding dtoles. pleb queStion and apt. ofInswers- site considered
in absolute- notation. of a. .conversational r.onteitt. Supposee the medal
decides ;ecides that. the hest at to ," \ *, , ,z,

7*
4

4

Ql: tilt did, johntake his stitch so the dentist.?

414 le knew that the dehtist, fiXes watcbesjoer ehol;bi.

While this might be quite, restottable if -Q1 is the first questiorisiu a
ditgor:4 it sects rathe odd when QL is preceded by an exchange which
estublisles that John kap, the dentist fixes watches for a bobby:

/ .
A

Q2: Did John, know that the dentist fixes watches for a
'hobby?

A2-: Yes.
Q3: Why did John take biz, ust417 to the dentist?
A3:_Be kn ew the dentist fixes vats:ben for bobby.

A more natural rt.1

Q4: Did John
bobby?

og would not contain repetitive information:

Irzow that the dentit.i fixes watches for a

A4: Yea,
05; Why did Sot.a -take his watch to the dentiqt
A5 fIe liked the dentist better than the -jewele

,

U a question imswering systh is not sensitive to Twee Leg dialog in
sone way, it.Cannot avoid ezehtriges which are reedi sly repetitive:.

/The lyric problem sees to revolve around a very sittple principle:

294
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44*. Alie-,7i41. thg

q44#tiotc .s et ng} tea ady*o
Z4.

The ap.4*, 1404*tioq-tto4.4 tptser-4.116it i the sisstattec4on, has, ao sense
1 Og -1404k the IA:Otter:4 TtOin,14, prvdpeset *Qv!. aboite e:temples,.

the ,prev#its inforMstioni about what the ,Tiestioner
knead Since- den ye to e: tlytt. 'answers to, previous- -qUeSt4Or_s, are
inceipAratedinto the-q4eatiopersAbOWIeOfe Stetey !qt aces' t, is

-01# We hate to in ate a: system of _laitrAedge state
mg- before' we ten'addreSs probleMs answer .00.eogon't It. aeens.

that -,eome ,prineSOl.pl of, retrieval can be Identified .vithout *nal/its
lAtat,,,fo-rm s-,10ititti*eAiati Moue - 4sttl#4

i'40.111 au a,riewer to question- is dependent an ittfaxMta' tion cormeyect.
in previous di:Sint, I'm qeiiot 4:11.k about the retrieVal processes, which

!arrive flint answer witheA, refigenge.t.O, a: knowledge state. Radek of
sethe ,sort., But knowledge state easiteMent .important the.more, :

level of single -questionS and answers as Well.- When-Sopeone
aska a qUeStipill. they ***tett:int you sOMething about what is in titeir
iinoWledge state. tem balk. to 'gun: something in orrtg to ssic

-Areatien in .the first plate. -
; the Esser Selectiert model outlined in. Bai doei 'not. 'examine
questions '7E46- 0:43. 121-114.. In fart, the answer selection model
044_4 t. look-at the quistion;Very zukh at. VII of the selection
rules are concerned with reletionshipS between. cent:feting. answers end-
relation-Ships between enSWers and the date context., The Only tine the,
Model leeks: at. the cueStiOti is 14e n. Abe answfts are ir,itiallj

as_IDC, i or te eiisverS: e Identification of ire _

answers involves ,the- .-queStion beenuse Inic,ansioqrs are those which
toold-be .re-Sioniibly _offered in response ,to a' qUesti9rt otit of the blue,
vithotit reference to any story At some point in its piedessing the
42.44 000.4 examine 'the- 4ucstion for information about What the
Auestionef4,knoWs in.-order to find tt*Oostappronflate erisrer.

If knowledge- about Aar: the, qu.istioner*.knows and, doeSn't know oan
be 'useful in forming- an answer to a:qUeStiont and if e question,

_
itself provides some information- about ,what, _the .queatione ows and_

dpeafet -know, there must be times when.. examining_ the que on. for such
infort#tion necessary in Minding the best answer. lit QUAlag the
notion of knowledge£ state; assessment vas it,igtIo.onod. but:not .examined
very deenlY ,(See, section 3: .44% the answer selection problem .

1110trates how, some questiond requir,e' more attention with respect- to
knowledge-state aaSesstent.

rt

Consider the- following story: .

AV

-kbygot the pot holders. when ,,he remOved
a

casserole -from the oven. When-he .picked it. tip!, he
yekred and droppd it on 'the- floor.
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the causal Olga representation o this awry. -bth. John yeAllik.
Saha .4ropping the cassero le abate the settle causal eo,teedeet of

John-helm bariit: ,A

mrik <,, GRASP 4- cASsEROLE

result

0:-! VMS Con-

catissgRotEl

ti

(teiminate)

.1014 '<o> GRABF CASSEROLE

CASSERO I'Vt? VAL ( >5k

result

liAND PAT 00-1)

4

JOIRT <Ri SPEAK

If the retrieval =Chant= fee Why questions designed,, to pick
the immediate ,causal antecedent of a question concept., both _

Q4: Way did _John yell?
. -

and

4

Q5: Why did- John drop the. casserole?

would be answered with 'Because -he got burnt.' But something
interesting happens. men people are asked Q4 after reading the story

__and:when (differenti people are asked Q5- `after ,riading the litorf. In
an. -4.tiormal erpericient, II people read' they -above stony, 5 fizere.aiske4'

yete asked- Q5. Zhe responses--were:

0: 141:y dill Jahn- yell?- .-
A4a: He buriied his-hand.- - ' ., .

. 14b: lie had'btirried his hands on 'the hot Caaserole.
-A4c: He hurt 'hisfhandpieking up_the hot 'casserole.
A44: The hot casserole !aliened him.
Me: Because tiffs burned his han

'44)

*2
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Why did John drop tisk czisserole?
Ma: 'cause -it vas: to ot-to.
*Tat- _vaa 'het.;
A5c: Be .bo,rued -his beCausi, it vas hot,
A-544: BeiCause it. vas hot,
A.etk -Because- it was hot,
Mit It 44ts tot,,

IA all the- answers to 44, a. reference is ntade to the physical state-
change John under Vent. P.-erypee 'say* Oat. John got, hurt or
burnt._ Sane of the answer:5 indicate that the, ca*etele was
responsible for It, but taany.o the si,mply say that *,Tehtt vat buret or
JOhe* 'hand 1ms burnt without r ereacing. t e tatsr4.14 at ala". .., The
alltver* to' 45 are -soffit d fe Wst dg the antwers te- Q5

etatic that John was 1014 -or urllt, :But all of the allovers to 5
plain thAt, the eatterolerwst hot., lt one 'vantett to coneeptuali;e

Aat 'the- questioner $;new- atter gAtting ani?. answer to 14
-conceptualitatiOn welt involve a..11egative -ph Atieftt state change
-itiitiating the reason fp; jai= yelliner

ap

4134 kirts `.rAt$-

11,

The coaceptualization descrikingwhat the questioner wowed- know after
hearing an answer to 45 would entaiiJoInt pjciting up the' iesterole,
Sohet_ _physical contact . with. the ;casserole cotibilled with the
temperature of the casserole resulting. in John -gettilig -burnt, and this
initiating the reason for his trapping the'casterole:

*
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./01 c GRASP .6, CASSRROLF.

result

ti

a

(terminate)

3O )1N
--

ts>cutr;i-,-cAvorme

a

Some of the to do not contain all of this explicitly. A5 the
only auswr e., tick diarities John hang answers to QS leave
tte questioner .1,1ithmoke inforoation than answers to Q hcoanoe the

uegitjtiner *tarts out yavitts mare ,information- in Q5 tharLQ4., The
'.nifferencets in ahsweis ark attkibutabie to the differeno-es is tilt the
'questioner Smovit. at the time the question. is asked.. These differences
are ipplicit in the iNSatints.

a .

Q4 indicates that the qt4Istioaer knows John yelled. indicates
that 'the questioner knOws ..-1ohri, had picked up a easSerole.(in order to
drop somkthilig you have. to have picked it, up- to begin with) and. that
JONI' subs:m(18101 dropped this

The knowledge state correstxmling to Q4 is:

res

\ 102VIRANS
I'
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a QS istRs state core

(tem/matt)

AM < WW1% (r, CASSEROLZ

a

44,

when a qUestfon asks about'a. sisglie conceptnalizatfon, adequateanswer's can be felled by Iositing rot a single -ceitsal antecedent., But
when a qs.thitiqn asks about a causal. chain,-a good Antiwar -will, he-
sociething Mitch allow's the qtestioner 'to' cons uct 4-4 *tieing partsof the chain. This distinction is. .a tvg.for-o'ne roe 4- Itteies04*Pc)#t0 - view. ' Some 'questions ask 03. cngsa3 entecedentZ of /Angie

--...eimeeptti and others ask AMU a etse Onset chain. The process
..."1.411ch returns a single aute'eedia Lo,bound to be less involved t.hahone idlich must deal with miisigarts in, a caudal chain., To , seeeiactly how much mere pek-,aza consider what happens when -people

-ant4Ver questioOs of the sc,6 .4ii /It"earte,w;.:.,
-4F- ,--- -.....,--c .One way to make sure the questioner can fiU in, a causal chain isto spell it' 1 out for him. So one answer to Q5 would,ba :Because

John .got nit, from .holdinq Chi hot casserole.' this AtliiVOT explicitlydescribes John being.' in contact -with the cssereke, the casserole,
being. hot, and Johmgetting burnt as t reamit. -But in answering Q5nobody .really does this The antwers to Q5 mention some parts of thechain, arid not others. ,The q.uestiop 'is, relied uoa to f13,1 in

.
the-.missing parts by inference .. .

..,
One inference that the questioner of Q5 is expected. :Ito =4 byhimself is the fact. that, John is in physical contactiyith Olecasserole. .This is a very low level inference which is immediate from

John up the casserole. (The inferencealtimedfate, in the -sense that people find it obOious - not in the sense that. we have a

209,
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good- model of how it's llone)'. May -of the ansl*ra. to ,*0 empty ststo
that the casserole was hot,. lion this the quesitipner is expected to
construct n chain Including John being cont.set with the casserole
and ,consequently getting burnt.

, Vhen an aqaVer, must provide the questioner with enoughi
information to complete a causal &On, the formation of that sn110;,;
mustp gab -kasewledge about wheat -kinds of inferences edit be readily made.
People who answer Q5 with' 'It (the casserole) was hot,' are assuming
that anyone_ who knows

(1) John picked up the casserole
(2) the cateerole was hot*
(3) John dropped the casserole

Can 'infer that
- 1"

4

-- John was physical contact.with the casserole
(2) John 'hot burnt

.
This knowledge about, iefereates affects the retrieval 'p 0 whiOhselegt an answer.- !ley is this knowledge t.3 be ine nthe
retrieval heuristits? There are at least two poStibld mesa

41(1) Possible answers couldkgenerated and tented by a tuilet5ion
tregran which imuleondeavors to simulate the qqesition r tan see a
,ectiplete tbs.% se,,uld contrueted On the bile of e
proposed, answer. This 'sltau..ation night:bev achieved by imp ement.tiag a
cautial-chaintfilling9rogran 1:thich4esed general, rules of tr eretca o
the sort that -Chuck 1tieeer propdge4

(2) The memory representation and tetrieval laeurist cook be
designed in sole way;whick Would enable the raemory scarf, identify
,e good 3'ms:dr 'from which a chain Coulti Iv collars tett 4thout,
sinulat`iie,` the ,,construction

1. Before discassing which of t, esefapliroeches nee 4ore,t pro:dale&
we will. review sone of the important obseriations witi, have been etade
thus far.

a
^

*** A question must be exenined to find out atat. the questioner
end doesn't know. This amounts to a form of Moe asaessneet..

*it* A qoestion. caR,,be asking about either a. singlet honceptualiratton
or an itcomptete causal chain. Xnowledge state assessment. -based, on
the original question Oeterriines which case holds:

A questioti which aeks.ebont u single cencept, cap answered by
A ingiicrib -a direct causal antecedent.

.;,

, w

does

*** A question which,asks about an inc,oMplete criusal chain should be
answered Sy. supplying ,only ,these parts of the
questioner needs to complete the entire chain...,

fY
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,have Uggested pOseible ways that an Answer may. be
coeatrWated to 1111 in an incoMplote causal chain. The first method
10 sa generation and tail approach, in which one bases memory' .V0tcloVol
on a simulation of thaquitioner processing pitopoel# answera, The
weer ,40004 IS to incorporate ilules, Of keeOledge state adssesment
.41101u the retrieved heuristics* While principles of qeoption-based.
ittimwlefte state asset Gent And Causal chain geeerettoe'laust be
incerporated in the meMory :march in semeway,,it;soar:sthatthin
Ithowledge could be internalised *terms of', the search techniques and
memory reprOtinkstion alone. ghat isl,a,ncthed of theapcond Sart
Mich encodes those principles on the level of memory representation
and= straight-forward retrieval. hourietico would. be a lauth More
effectivemodel. 'nth:: next section we will see how thileNeed `be
done.

4

8.2.2Altetrieval Rule Incorporating. pt Ana0maint

Tn` this section tie mill look at one Wsy.a'ri,,trieveaheutUtic can
intorpo to pkinciples Concerning knowledge, etete, apenesms t nqd
causal e ain generation. .With such heuristics the beei answer to
why gees, ion, can be found without considering cotpating straw arpo
These reqievill heuristics alOat,stnrt with-a question concept, analyse
the qqestion concept As it resides in the story representation,
determiner whether the question Is sakitik :about: 0 ' -single
conceptualization or a cannel chain, and in_the cape of on.#completta
,044sal chain, fin4 coeeepts ,which will enable the ,queettener to
construet tare entire Chain.

kSA2 RULE II,Termineting Acts

This rule applieS to Causal Antecedent:quest:lone Which ask .about
the ternipation of p conOptual act or activity.'

For example:

Q11 Why did John drop the casserole'
Q2: Why did John stop plAying golf?

Q3: Why did John blow Out the candle?

.

\
When a question aska abontla torminatich, emir:mediae knowledge taste '

1almanmant can bn made. The quentionor mupt know that the,ttiviV
terminated woo occurring over some interval of time prepAing WI g

termination. The person asking Q1 must, knew that John had ntked up a
casserole. In order to auk Q2 yeti have to know shit John had boast.

playing golf, an4Q3,preaupposed that the candle wan burning.v
.

%

Since thOse knowledge Bette anseesmelps give the quentienee
knowledge of acts previous the question concept, the Osation
indicates that the firaCfnd left can of a causal chain are known:
tne question ism:Mee about what, Mont on in the middle of that chain.
So questiOns. of thin sort fall In o the chaff, comPletion category.

. .114114.
2
(K&A 1.1 Knowledge State Asedasienti

21,1
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The retrieve' hturinteic for SSA Rule 1 dean net work for all
questions which ark about terminatieg acts. But before we can further
specify the questionnfor which thin rule in Intended, we oust first.
refine ;11ir memory representation a bit. yip until not., our eptem of
eaupal c elan tan fUnetioned quite nicely with-,a very, small netoberof
rather &oral can* linke.(reeuir, enable, reason,,ett.) Rare we nee
ilfinrn it itneMeOhary to refine the, cotton of a result link. In the
caotterole story -GRASPing the camerae in a continual act. Johnea
physical tontect with the cenqprole in maintained stMultaneoesly over
the. interval of Lime during which John in GRASPIng the entnerolc. An
'aeon On John eeapan to GRASP the cannerole, ,physicel contact
terming:tin. This relationship in a sort oftaimeltaneeue causality,
In a paper by Chuck .Wleger lahinh .14entifles 24 typos of 'causal
relatieenhipe Wieser 19754, thin relatienel link in which a result.
in continually dependent over an interval of time:,la called a
,continuous caunality link. We will call it a conttnuoun result link.
Thin eatie type of link'coenects Sahel:1.0AR in illtYnical enntn_F-t .wt
the ennuerole and John getting burnt. An long. as John latoeehing the
cal:heroic, he in being .burnt by IL, flow wn .nro ready to deacribe
whichquentiOne pur rule, is intended for.

'ISA Rule I applies to situations 'in uhich:

(1,Z The quention concept deacribeCt ter inciting act..

/2) Roth the question concept end Ite corresponding
initialization exist in the causal, chain. representation of
the story: .

,(3) The initializing act, has a causal consequent uhlch in
conneetea to It by.a continuant result link. .

This rule therefore applies to Q5 when it is adketln the 'context. of
,the casOeele °eery. Johardroppitig the casserole in the teEdinetion
of a GRASP act. Beth JohmAPPIng the cannerole and John teiminating
the GRASP are .prevent in the causal{ dhain representation. Finally,
the act of John GRASPiog the cnneerole hats a cannel contiequent, of John
being in 'physical contact with the cannerole which in connected by a
continuoun eettult link. '1

OM

The roc-Level heuriat ic for thin -(situation Is baned..con the
folio-vine' intuitione: When a conceptual act is ongoing over a period .

of time, it it very ,often..,,the cane that a meal chain, in
-ntmuttaneounly maintained 'by 'the contiguous act. as leng.an the act.
pereieta. When. thin simultaneous chain loofa to an undenirable state
change, the Initial act which malataina the chain in nomeimee
terminated in order to avoid the undeatrad state. The claim behind
tSA Rule I it that when the three ni.untional criteria of ISA Rule I
are satisfied, the coltinuous act was terminated an order to ovoid an
undealred note change.

This'll; clearly the cane in the casserole story. To sea why the
constraint concerning a continuous result. link in necennah, consider
the follo4ng story:

1
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Jahn wee shopping n!steeeery ntore. Juit as he
vas taking a ateak fr*the meet cooler he noticed
the cellingbeele to &Alden° In -trent. of him.
John- dropped his hankett and44pe

.

Tal this cage jobn,piCke ur(a stook, La lsighteeed by an igkeding
disdater. drape t1 banker: aid rune ao4y, There are no continue-di
result links in the ,aansal chain reftraelttation for this etory.
rurthermore, ope undpiatands' 04 John topped the basket either
becaute he was frightened or becawu-he cool krun better without it,
No one wh, uyderatands Oda stery.geuid imagine that John dropped the
banketilecause ha thought it ubutd otop the telling from collapping.
The shopping =Lint assures ,us that the story reprenentatien will have
the at of John picking up a banket iat its So-the tlrat-two'criteria,
of K$A Rule i are satisfied. The absence of a causal chain
conineouply dependent on John GRASPlng the basket In whet- tells us
not te essme that the baaket was dropped in ordck to avoid the

,

eollapaing ceiling.
4, ;.

Gtvan',that the threeeilteria for4LSA Rule I npecify a SitdatIon
In -which Cho act in terminated in eedei...to:avoldsome state, sue
have the 4roblem of deciding which, comeepta in the twiny,/
representation 'Mould be returns t fee-tan andver. The anaVer ahOuid
eeMmuniCate enough information ferXhe qneetioner Le conetrect the
meal chain: in the event that the eauSel chain has more ihan one or
tun intermediate concepts, a good dnaverieilf Piobn-KY not spell '0"
everything that is there. Some things -can be left to the questioner
to. Infer. ,

The prOblem is one of finding;rulea tbdt can he applied to the
memory' reppeentatton to ideatify which concepts in-the causal chain
have to be tOtioned. By looking at thf/ anaVers people gave to Q4 and,
05, we see one immediate difference in retrieval. Some of the 'Antwerp
to Q4 (ghy did John yell?) specified the immediate causal antecedent:.

A4a: Re burned his bend.
A46: Recause:he burned hie hind.

What is interesting td_ that adieu an answer AO Q4 provides mote.
informatfon than 'thin, no gdps are left in the causal chain. People
do net tend to unsuer Q4 with era explanation like!--q0cauee the
casserole he urns holding was hot.' That dower would require the
questioner 4o infer that .J9hn ,was in phyoic4 contirt with the-
casserole add .that the casserole burnt him. All, of the Amens to 0
mention John being burnt or hurt, the casserole being' her, end John
being in contact uitb the asserolo.

A4b: Re burned his hands on the htit. caseerole.
A4c: ils%urt hie hand picking up the hot '

casaprole:
A4d: The hot canserole burned him*

.
*

In A4d, physical contact ulth the cadaerole is not explicitly
mentioned but it Ls implicitly prenent'in the conceptual definition of
'to burn° which is being used here. This aence of the word requirea
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an objeett which ism probably hot to come tete with or close
proximity Co anot . °b, ear Thia state change etse4 resells --in a
negative physical state change toobjecer

Va one in our informet experiment,enswered 114 with 'Beeeuee the
eateerole use het.' This 1=e-ea eould-rcquire the questioner to piece_
together the enneerole_heing hot. wi0 John yelling by reking the
inferences that John had touched the casserole and got burnt.
Intuitively it eeems that one could connect those cuncepts together
with the Tlght lafirences, but apparently thin is reaching eoo far. A
Tioi answer shrsAldn't make the questioner work too; harder: make sense

it. The answers received' in reepone to 0441$10serate a general
principle:

Answer Selection Rule 3:

0
'then a question asks about a aleng coeceptuatitatten

(as opposed to a causal chain), good 4415102VO do not

require the ibeationer to infer the missing parts;of an

inqemplete nasal chafe.

Thia principle leads us to a general, rule about merjory retrftvais

ilEtTRISTTC:

".asset a Oestion 'Indicates that the queveloner bas
knowledge of only a single coeceetustlestien, the newt
should Specify an immediate causal antecedent. '(in the
cane of a cooperative inteationelity) or a coMplete
causal chain. leading up to Elie question concept (in the
case of a more loquacleue intentionalley).

So'questlone about single concepts do not .require retrieral heuristics
which Incorporate knee/ridge about fiat the questiont; can later. But
we cannotavoid that prablem'-when a qeastion indicates that the
questioner is trying J' to complete a causal chain. Q5 (why did John
drop the cm:aerate?) is such a question. The answers recetved ilx
response to OS all require the questioner to nave some inference or _

Wetness..

A5a: 'Cause it was too hot to hold.

?Bits answer says that John dropped the c44serole because the caseeroid
Was hot enough to mike holding it result in some umdesirable suite.
The newer does not specify what thin "taste is. The epeationer post
infer that* the undesirable state which results .from bolding-A hop
object is a negative physicat Atate of being burnt. The answer is
also constructed in such a way that it does not tell the questioner
John wear holding the casserole. So tA answer equires the
questioner to infer that Jobeewas coneactwith the

,1
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. casserole. an that John gas burnt by the casserole. With thee
infetences, and the coeceptp conveyed in the answar, the causal chain
atarting *tittle John pickieg up the caocerolt and coding eith John
dropping, ite, is completed.

c34

ASet Ue burned his -hand because it was hot.

This answer says. that John dropped the easearels because he had burned
his hand and 4334 this vas 'caused by the _caaserole being hot.. In
order to cooplete'the chain thi 'inc the questioner must infer that
.khd vas in phyaital ;one fir Eh the catearole. Everything' else in -,-
theechain is given.:

Tbe four other rcaponnca i imply described the casserole as being
not.. This' azawer *requires the questioner to icier that John yea in
physical contact with the .:.ascerole and that this reaulted in John
being burnt sinich in eon war icaponsible for Jahn dropping the
casserole.

.

iles there are differences in these responses. Vvere' are wee
thttiga solada they all have in coczna. Tlity all ezeectin that. the
casserole vas bot... - (2) None of then ex/31111.6 that Johh vs* is phyeicsl.
contact wit1,:The" caaseeoie. Intuitively cone of this flakes Sensor
knoWsg, that som.eone has pieked upella object drives an itv.ed,,iate low
lave). inference .that. "they must lultantact. -itith that object -unless
you ere specefically told that an inteinediate device of some sort
(tongs,, gicrves, a dust Ini) van used. If John picks up the casserole
ue all expett hiss to be holding it_ for some interval of tine
imediately following the act of picking it up. The part that is a
little Ices intuitive is that everyone describes the casserole as
being hot. It -appearti that peopte are ezpe.ctid to infer that John wa
berned given. that John vat holdirtg a hot. t atserol.e. But, qty is Ct. the
case that people are not cepected to infer that the casserole 14241 hot
eivemethat John -113S holding the casserole and he' stns bUttlein letly
don't ;people alvayr mention Saha getting burned ifietead of the
caoseco/e being, hot? There are mauy possible wiplanationat

0!?

- (1) tee easie-r to infer state chariges than static'
properties. (Getting burned ", is a state change:
being hot is a property.)

(2) It's cagier to infer. tob-seept-as which are simple
liar piecee of a causal &sin than it is to
infer concepts which are causally concurrent in
cause, chain. (Getting burnt has one causal
antecedent and ape causal cone:swat; . the
casserole beteg hoi. is -/J aneously coupled with
physical contact to- cause ' getting burnt,.)

(3) It is harder to infer concepts which have
fewer. causal- links tying them to the chain. (The
casserole being hot is the erily concept which is
joined to the chain by a-- single link, a continuced.
result link; all the others have both a causal.
antecedent and a causal consequent.

215.
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There is even a fourth possibilty which is not apparent fro n the
causal,` chitin representation as ve have described it. It. nay be -the
case that concepts are chosen =Abe basis of information stored with
esti% causal ling. During the underetanding prpcees'abea the eauseI
chain is being generated, each causal link is gine.rated froo gone
knowledge source.. Sone causalities ate recognized =by scripts, sor...e. by
plaeS. perhaps tone are derived frog inference nechanidza of
`the sort proposed by RiegerfPieger 1975a3. It night be useful to
differentiate links in terns of, different structures within these
.knowledge zources.

1.te have actually done this,.already in the Sla System when the
script speller toga interference/resolution pairs. Those tags provifie
additional info_ration about what sort of gener41 strutter-a within a
script was responsible for reengniel?g, the Causal rela.tionships in
chains beginning with int.erterences and ending in resolutions. All
such cliains are -found irbranches which leave the default path. of the
script.. These tags are used in answering why questions such as.k
about script resolutions. It. nay very veil be that the tagging or
interferenceiresolution pairs is .imply one particular case cif an
extensive 'system of processing, tags ilnich ace to be incorporated in
sLoty. 'representations. It. still' be ;easier' to investigate cis1
possibility when a system is designed ?kith has access to, both scripts
and plans. ben stories require different kinds of knowledge sources,
it ray be critical to have a story representation whirl easily
reflects which tratovIJAge source/Lucre used to understand causalities.

If such inforriaticin were incorporated in the representation for
the casserole story, it right look liV.e: . . .

4
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JOTtl Ag> GRASP CASSEROLE

mraz

,(cAssuttnE)

\\\

MA PART (3

continuous result

(Ivo-level inference)

CASSEROLE MP VAL (>5)

continuous result
4

(1'074evel inference)

JOHN 01> GRASP

<*<

(reflex scripts)

JOHN < "> SPEAK

F

- a .
X ' ta, 1. ' --'*. ,..-aa4..1. ',.

. While it is very difficult at this tine to guess which". 43T the-, 4.4
possible rules underlie retrieval. it seems plausible thaterules of
this general flavor can*do:the-job. The idea of tagging.causal tliiks,
according to the knowledge sources responsible for thep is a =`..._

particularly promIsing approach, In fact. here is an examp14.-of
memory .retrieval falliniuM4er the control of.KSA Rule I which stens .4

to indicate a need'for such tags very_strongly. Consider a new story
o,

:
',

. .
.

- John was ~playing golf onaday when he -pulled a f
. muscle. Ile,stbpPed.playing, went hame, and Called

the doctor. ,

. .
. .

.

s

The,atory representation for this looks like:

T
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T.cst suppVse ;we ask the qt;astion

tai: Why did*.lolta slop playing golf?
} ,

This quest on in the contertwof the. °Oaf -story Satiztfies the criteria'
of XSA B$Ie I. The questien -asks ahout a tfrainition. the /story

representa ion contains bOth the tiroination concept and its,
correspond ze tnitializetioa (John playing go/f),_ and the inittllizing
concept s a causal consequent which _ is connected *to It 9.14
continuo reset link. But the answers which people giire' in 'response
to Q6 dif er from those given for Q5 in an interesting us". Of five
people o were asked to answer- Q6 after reefing the golf story, the
response given-were:

A6a:. Because he was Art.
A6h: It hurt to-,play.
A6c; Becauie his.nuscle hurt. -

$' A6d: Ile was worried it might get worse.
4' 6 .4 e. It was painful for him to play and he dOn't

yaw_ it to get worse.

,
i. .

.

What 1 interesting about these responses in contrast to those given
for is that trio. of these ansyerfatb-ind A6e) refer to_ the fact

thA. John was pl#ying golf. Hone of the answers to Q5 medtion John
grasping -the. Casserole. yet the. Auestiop,Q6 indicates that the
quesuloner Mew John was playing golf as 95' indicated that *
quesilioner. knew John had picked,044.he-casaerole. So why tell. the

goesponei Something he already knO1 whefi answering Q6? _The reason
is qiirly simple: .l'alile the quationer.knous that Johd was playing$
go K, he does not. have avy Information about. what playing, golf is
refattd to causalii.' If an -anpwer is given like Aka which simply._
sates that John was huit, ii is harder to infer that playing golf was .

espon4ible for the hurt., It it not too difficult toAnfer it or

4
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people Wauldet give answers -which require-Oat causal inference I(like`
A6A, A6c, Rut it. is hardeeeto. infer that plaiing golf
.results in being hurt, than 'it. is to inker,that pidking upon casseroleresults in being in physical. dontAct witit the casserole. It. is harder
bedabSe playing, gOl:f only occasionally results in ibeion hurt but
picking tit") an obj ecif' aiWaye- results ip itifefr-ed. cOntadt the
obj edti,

The .htory representation can reflect. -0- Sae fuzzy probabilities: by
including knoWledgle, Source :tags ,,on; its catittal. linkS. If knowledge
source Legs "1 re $.aced rePreSentation.for the .golf Story,. the

**-link between= playing and getting hurt ,z4ipid, be attributed to an
''interkerence lug scrtiit.._ the link from. getting, 'hurt to

Stepping frora ti.tesoluties in the ;golfing seripp,And the
link from.7gettiii`g. hurt the.doctor would_ be from..,..some, :plan
or "script ,dOncerned with the maintenance of good-health. .A retrieval

`.heitel.stid that eicztriins4 knowledge-source tags- could ''be devAgned- to
retUrn =causal stitededents ,of_itcriPt iiiterfe,rences but iktOre causal
antecedents inferences.- 6uch, inatriAtitin would.

fiat ti*_ fact that: some people mention 'playing golf but nobody
rientions picking tie-deader-olive 6

190keng ti wnpft

In 'the 'tat section a rule was developed which incorporated
kn:mil:she state :assessment. the rule looked for' structural Aspects of
a pari.ieular causal glut ntructure: -(1), the :initiation and
tierinination- of an act, and 2) .a continuous result link etaanatin&-froq.

4 the initiation of that. . -Each, of these features ..,are'N,strucitiral
"abliedta of causal chat representation.

it

It trying to develop a set of such str ctural es;
very striang ,,Phenopetion reveals ,it elf. 'Most . ens rs :to
Thy-questions describe motivations, goals, esires, or mental states.

Q1: Why. did John take his i.tatchi to the dentist?
Alt lie wanted to get it fixed.

Q2: lilty didn't John *Ow his pare'rits hi; "repOrt card?
A2: lie was afraiethey would be angry.

Q3i 'Ay was iolit waving at the truck?
A3: Ile wanted to prevent it from skidding off the -road.

I

Q4: %Thy did John yell?
,,A4: lie burned his harm.

All Of these answers describe aspestsof mental states. there . its a._difficulty in retrieving concepts of mental activit.yebecause causal
chains do not provide much structure for such information. Consider,
the watch itoryir,

9
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a .,
ch* d4y. John broke thetyaintpring- of -.hili watch
Hirt__ neighbor,. a -dentii;ti. -fixes watches for s
hobby. -John- -Oak his, Watch -to. the -dentist..

.,
-..

_

.In -.understanding thin' stiOry,,, one -Makes roughly the ft:di:owing .
inferences- about John's isAal ,proc-tsises.:

,. :. , .i°.'. - " . . ' v .-..° 1) 8-Ohn liked his watch when it ran. 4

2) john's watch .being, broken makes-John unhappy.
3) 4ohn''didn'-t irgak his watch- ou phrpOne2. I-4,.

-4) .John waned' 4o get:his 'watch- fixed.
5) John knew thnt the ient.#.st fixes watches for a

hobby.-.. __,..--
6)' Jahn-Wight that..the dentist must get pleasure .frOm

",_ fiising-- watches; , ...

7) Johi: -thought tiuit the dentist_ might fix his watch
for- the pleasnte Of it.

.
.

. . . .... .- ... .
..----

1.4'-see Wet one': of these inferenCes is inade,, Consider Variations of
he story which. contradict each of these inferences. tcir Aker:plc, CO
See that. the Second' inferenee is valid, consider this

-
variation;,.

One day .John- broke the mnitinpring of his --Fate!).
-Sohn was very- 'pleased, by His -heightior. a
dentist-, fiXes .old watches for a hobby., John took
his watch olreir -to the dentist. A

Here *he centradiction,iircen us .to -thing that V.) John is strange, or
(2) John hnd.'fiden waiting for, an excuse to visit his neighbor, or (3)
John= has some sort of plan. in mind Which Ve_ don't know. about yet.
None of these inferences were Ms4 fu,t.fte .sont.p.xt.__of, the original
scot)'.

The -Problem with causal, -chains is that they cannot capture all of the
inferences we -would . like to qafte in a story j,i)te this. The causal
chain representation for the.,-W4tCh story looks like:

7' .

/fffi

/
/

,

1-
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ar.

watch rphys state)

Initiates

John Os> !BUM watch 41134 Mate)

results

i
-Reason

John plital state)

--(2.)Dentist $;./a teilitiobbk

12) Ati.x*.fiTatch

John tsislYTRS 4-.,17a,tch

Ziosowoilerm.., primminom

Dentist

All of theInferences about John's, mental .state belong inside
John's MBUILD process. -Mile the causal.' thaih'provides a:place for
all of the inferences about John's goals, desires, and mental ,states
(lAtian the MBUILD conceptualization), it does_not specify,howl4s
information ehould,appear. The probrim we are fated witb is what form
these inferences inside John's.MBUILD shauld assude.

Each of these mental activity' inferences are related ,to each
other by various kinds of causalities and mental strategies. Taking
the watch to the dentiet Is a subgoal of.wanting to get it fixed. The
%eneration of this subkoal relied on-knowing the dentiSt_fixes watches
for a hobby. The strategy for getting the dentist to fix his watch is
to infarm the dentist that the watch is broken. This strategy is
expected to work"because the dentist presumably enjoys fixing watches,

`John's ultiMate goal (to get the watch fixed) resulted from the watch
being broken, the broken watch displeasiAg John,' and John seeing the
revival of his watch as something which will alleviate his
displeasure.

r
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Ali of this should' be present IA -the tikcqoy representation. But
Ipilat kinds- of links el-press -these -relations14.ps? SZiat is midsing is a-

rigid structure for what_goe's_on inside an HHITILD. If inferences
abinit _jc:hes State were organized accordrng to a fixed set of
-structural. laws concerning- Mental processes, then. retrieval rulet
bated on this structure conl:, be developed for gretrieving infornatin
iihaue-gosis and motive-s.

8.3.1 Plan-Based Retrieval. Heurittics
,

Song problems are solved by invoking reliable -scripts but others
require cognitive professing beyond Script Selection.. Tattle it. is
clear that peenle often invdte- scripts. for restaufants or fond
preparation in response to their hunger statesit is not, the case
that a script can be invoked when you find out your 'Wife is conspiring
with. your best. friend to "turder you. If we.ate neing tin answer
questions about why people do the _things they do.. lie have to
understand the planning proc,.eses hick' are relied upon when there is
no appropriate script lett a -given situation. or when a choice...must .he
made from. a variety of applicable scripts,.

Suppose we were ens Bring questibns about_the foilowit* story:
'44e4 k

John needed to finish his- article for the magazine
by Zriday. Re figured he had to work at' least
twenty hours . deg' to -get it done, and ,even then
it vduld be clOse to, the wire., 'Everytima he
becane sleepy that meek, he felt angry and anxious.
Tint he finished it en time. He came -down-with the
flu right after, the deadline lied was very'thankful
to have gotten it -then.

If we 'taint. to answer the questions,

QI: Why did'Jolut gek. angry when lie became ale9i1---

Q2:- Why uas John thankful when he got the flu'?

we must first understand that anger is nor kectignon reactipri to the
daily, need for sleep. In the same way we mot. realize,that people do
not normally experience relief when they get:the flu. These questions
cannot be answered without accessing i ormation. from the, story which
makes these causalities valid. Eit r the story representation, 4br.

additional. World knowledge must dicate that these causalities are
not standard and need to be sotto ted for by special circimstancesp

The answers to both offiese, questions must make some reference
to Johes overriding goal" of makinle,the deadline. His anger can only
be understood as 'a respodse to goal interference. Heeding to sleep
meant taking .. time/ away from his work. This constituted an
interference in his, -plan for 'making the deadline. Anger ,is, an
understandable reaction to goal interference., So an answer to QI
must reference his threatened goal or the plan he invoked to achieve
that goal: I

222_
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-le vas afraid heyouldn't make the deadline.
(references goal)

4AES needed to work almost continuonsly,.
(references goal plan)

avers to Q2, rust account for Jots aerate state terizaof his previous aexiety. The flu. does not eioroolly cage feeling& of
gratitude. .-Eut if us understand that the conserpetcos of Jleving theflu would have Amen much- more eerioue -had, the Iliu struck a few days
earlier* then we can understand that inhn, is! grateful foe thit_
difference of a. fey dAys:

IVhe had gotten the fie, earlier, ha ou.d have missed .his
deadline.
(references alternati Ve. course- of events nd consequent goatfailure)

The causal relationships hetweettsoels, goal interferencee, plaza, and
mental. state A:banges cannot be represented_ ea the level of causal
chains. Causal chains encode chrenatogiet of physical -events' When
phyeical events are interpreted ,lit terns -of ttot.ivations and
inteutiouality, Ve are concerned With another level ef understanding
which' is feteidee an =Lies about people's desires and the plans they
ievo kt. tb sattsfj them. If we vent to knew will, John nos angry aboutbeing sleepy or Why be wet ihankfel- to get the flu when, he did, We'
oust look inside John's bead end understand what he vat doing in- term's,
of goals and plans. Where does this level :of understanding belong ina Story representation?

1.1bIle all of thin information can be appropriately placed insideJohn's IllittILD's), it may not he necessary to be quite so grephie aboutit. To put all of the planning informaticin inside John's $BUILti's
would eetailekplaciag a copy of the top level causal chain ipaide the
liBUILD act which Iksuld appear within a syntax for internal
An alternative representation could avoid copying the causal chain
acts by overlaying a system of plan-oriented links on the originalcausal chain, This nev level Of linkages would cannett acts in terms
of goal/subgoal relationships, goaligoal interference relationships,
and other link& which are not appropriate for causal chain syntax.
This latter approach is the representational system dopted by PAH.

8.3,2 Retrieval Eeuristics in PAH

PAM builds a causal -chain of events just as SA,( does, but finalstory representatiops. -generated by PAH also include pointers froo
conceptual acts to various planning structures such as goals, plans,suhgoals,- apd IOU interferences. This additional structure in the
story representation is examined by the retrieval heuristics whenevera why-question is asked.

The only why-questions which havebeen implemented: for PAM arethose which retain their intitial conceptual categorization (Causal
Antecedent'or Goal Orientation) after interpretation is completed.
For example, 'Why did John kill the dragon?' has the conceptualizatiod
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represepting*.John killed the dragen:!!, as its underlYing_ question
contctipt., and of understood to be A ,causal ntecedent questianr

The first task of the memory search 'IS to fidd the 'stiettion
concept in the story representeti6n. 1hisa is donk by a
straightfo_rward-metching search. Once the underlying question concept
is found in the elutes' chain, its immediate -causal entecaleits are
extracted froie the cause, chain of events.. Each of these antecedents
is then thecked to pee if it tagged as. an act which instankiStes
some plan. Any act which, is tagged as being: ,pert. of 'a ':.plan
jestantiattrin will have a pointer to the ti mediate . goal motivating
thit plan. If a .plan Instantiation is found, timediate sti \ is
returned as the Conceptual afisver. If -the question type is al
Orientation, the answer is 'collected to be found 'under the goal a
plan instantiation. If that queston type lar Causal Antecedent., there
is one more plaCe to look: when none. of thedirect antecedents yield
a geld_ via plan instantiation, them -the- same list of antecedenta 'it

',searched for a concept which was motivated by A State. _If one
found, its causal reeptiliation, is returned. as the conceptual answer.

In the dragon story, questions ar e _answered both in terra rotf"
inmediate goals aud)ptivating States:

Jobe ldved Mary but she 4idn't want to party him.
One day,, a dragon stole Mary fron the castle.
John got on top of his horse and killed the
dragon. -Mary agreed. to ,carry him.. They lived:
happily ever after.

Why did John get on his horse? ,

Betause he wanted tie be near Mary.
.(Immediate deal].

Why did Mary agree to.marry John?

Because, she was indebted to him.
(Motivating State]

Why did John kill the dzagon?

Because he wanted Mary to not die.
[Immediate Goal]

S

The heuristics described above rely on four plan-oriented links which
idantify acts according to their relationship§ in terms of planned
behaVior.

CAUSEINIY - points to all direct causal antecedents
ELANINSTANIIATE tags a conceptualization which
instfintiates a plan r-
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1TIROAL-pointale the- goal behifo.a- plan
' .Instantistion

l'ILDOTO 3 connects= h- motivation to a
conceptuelizatiiin

ft

This system of-plan-based retrieval is a minimal beginning. It Is
from 'what will ;be needed to answer questions like 'Mix wars 'John
.thankful when he got 'the.flur Part of the 'difficulty in specifying ,a

riore *eomelete _set of retrieval heuristics derives frOM-Oe lea that
we doet. know exactly story repreeentatiiins should looe'like in
many sane. A complete theory of predicti*P understanding mechanisms'
based-dn plans is still under -diveloplent. 4e needrto process a wider
range of Taan-based ttorins before in can ,identify crucial problems in
retrieval and propose a .eomplete set of -retrieval heuristics, for
Stories understeod with plans.

8.Z Concluding Remarks

In this chapterve have -outlined the complleatiqns involve in-,
choosing atest Answer,end.we:have descrihea various approaches to the
problem. Prom. our meanderings we

.4-,

will emerge with two basic
,

conolusione: .
.

.

w
.

.

7 1

(1) Someviormof knowledge stete'aesessment.it needed.A capacity for .

Iknowledge state assessment scan be implicitly encoded in the retrieval
heuristics (8.2.2). lit a comprehensive theory of knowltdge, ,4044,
assessment All be deeded regardless: of. -hoes Its rules Mandl*. .

themselves in a ,Q/A system. in Chapter Teti wewill look at some of
the niffieultieS involved in building an explicit. model of the .

ckue,stIonee,a Inowleage state ,'
-4

N

_ , . - . -

i2) Our memory representation must. be strongly structured in 'the area
of; human motivations, goills, plans, and reasoning. Causal Antecedent
and Goal Orientation questions often ask about human behavior. These
questions rely on a thorough understanding of why people do the things
they do.

In this chapter we have seen how critical it -Is for the story
reftesentation to encode information about st.ructures_internal to
MBUILD's. In general, the Q/A task is very adept at detecting
weaknesses in memory representations. In Chapter Nine we will -see how
Q/A problems have motivated a system of representational primitiv"es,

...
hhe HLEADTO link used here is not the same as the LCADTO link which acts as an

unspecified causal link in causal chain.syntax. '

1
--ft

4
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cimPr.iis-

COhCEPTQAL .PRIMITIVES POR'PlEYSICAL OBJECTS

, ,

When a elaan of questions is discoverld which, Are
particularly 41fficult 'to- hand40, is- 'prdbably
because the memory 'representation, 'is, weak or
inadequate. Some questiois .haye proved to 'be
'diffiCult because our Temory representations do 'not
deal with, phyaical,,objects very" aatiafactorily.
Conceptual, Mipendency.js as Very action- oriented
repra ntation; ,ita ,primitives are all OrimitiVe
Acts.,

In th4 chapter n system of seven Object
Primitives Will be-vproposed. iBlem nouns are
ref:ream d by'decOmposition into thete primitivda we
are able to 'sae, conceptual similarities and
differences, between-objects in the sane way that the
Primitive lets of Ciineeptual Dependency Tefledt
conceptual spilaritids'and differences between verbs.
For exampie, a faucet and an underground spring are
conceptually similar ',because they fire Iwth objects
which commonly 'produce' water. the reprisentation
for thane two concepts' should reflect'ehis similarity:

51:41ohri,drank from; the faucet.
Qi: What did John drink?
Al; Water.

52: Jdhn filled his canteen at the apringt
Q2: What did. John get at the sprin0 .-

A2: Water.

When we.-hear 51 we infer that water came out of the
fauca. A similar inference is made for. 52 about

TauterWater coming oet of w the spring. Conceptual
descriptions, of Objects should encode the knowledge
needed for inferences of this sort; Thrthermere. the

-organization of this knowledge should' be structured so
that .the same inference mechansm which producns, Al
will also produce A2. If inferences about differ V
Objects reiy'on-diffeterie mechanism4 for each ea.
we de not have ii ,very viable theory nference.
Processes of inference should depencton conceptual
descriptions of,.objects,ibut not "frapeellic objects
themselved. The ObjectIOR*40 / escriptions for a
faucet and a_ePring clake';1. shible for a single
inference to %kirk:- in AKkh -cases. Object
krimitive decompostiti6 ..prOVI" a'represantational
systemdot_encoding kno gg4Uout objects needed for
naturel langpage process g.

at



9.0 'introduction

Many infe;ences rely on knowledge about physical objectop and a
mundane underatanding, or physica,caul.ality. Ter example, if Johris
drinking coffee In the 'back of oear,and the coffee opals when the
car hits a bump,' we shauld infer Oat the coffee spilled because the
car hit the bump. But if we were told instead that the coffee Wiled
when thescarredio- went dead, we would, not vent to, infer that, the ,car
-radio going dead was iSeponsible for the coffee spilling. Mtese
inferences cannot be,made on the: basis of scripts. If. we pyt into a
riding -in- the -cat script all of the possible events whichvould result
in liquid spilling from an 60en cpntginer, the-scant weld -;:ntain
too Much infdrmation to be workable. Even if all that info,.ation
were successfully incorporated in a car script, it would haveLtole
duplicated for a train script, and 06 A bus scriptf etc. stet,

. -

People have a mundane knowledge of physical causality trita they
4

use in their inferencing processes. Kwawledge abogt when liquids can
'spill -must be..generall and not lied to all the specific situations- in
which liquids can spill (in care, trains,' boats:, airplanes, etc.).. La
order to build a natural language prOcessing systeri, a knowledge base
incorperatidg this mundane, knowledge of the .physical world mat be
developed* A

,

.

One general ineience,mechdniam should be able to recognize thet-
a full' coffee .eups can skill during .a bumpy cer ride Or the same
reasons that can cause a full glassfof*Witter to spill in a dining ear
when the train pulls out. But a general rule of this sort requires a
representational system which recoggizes how cars are similar to
trains and how EqU glaSses of water are similar to full coffee` cups..
A conceptual repreaentativ ler objects is required for `;

fundamentel recognition processea.

Yorick Wirks (Uilka 1976) pointed out a critical problem is the
current foriaulation of script application which illustreteathe
recognition problem nicely. Wins refers to a paper by EU end
Charniak, (Charelak' 1975a) in which Charniak's formulation a
supermarket frill& (script) includes references to eat:titles 1 ke
'basket.' For example, the script will contain an act describing the
shopper obtaining a basket. Wilke asks (quite rightly), hose can s
ai surfqce representation by implemented_ in an understandieg a,
where sentences must be recognized which describe the shopper .ge Jag
a box, carrier-bag, push-cart, plastid sack, or any other nte,.0er of

- possible carrying devices?. loci cr11.1 the system understand that- these
*various 'lexical 'item( refer to objects 'which should match the notion
of a 'basket' in the supermarket scriO? .This criticism is just and
deserving of attention. Wilks could have been. talking about SAM's
restaurant script as veil. But Wilke goes c to cite this failing as
a weakness inherent in the notion of-scriptu, when in fact, this
felting mtrely' indicates that we do not have an adequate
representation for physical objects. At the end of this chapter we
will return to this problem of script application with a aolution
based on a new repreaentationai system. .
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The representational system we shall prOposiT is designed t,
facilitate inference processes. For example, in understawUng, 'John
went to the store and goesone milk,' it-is importait to infer that
the Milk is in a milk container. 2io -oae hearing that sentence
Imagines John cupping s email quantity of milk in his hands. Bute
'John wedt , into a fancy restaurant a_nd got 242e :milk,' should:he
understood to neap that John ordered some milk and received it in a
giess. People rake inferences of this sort. AS cone as they hear these
sentences. If these inferences- wee not made, then the following
stories .would not be bothersome:

0: John went to the store and got some milk.'
But the glees vas very full anal hg eggeledit on
the floor. j

A

4 S4: John went Into a, fancy restaurant aud got:
some milk. But the container wee partially open
so he asked for another one.,

In S3 the reference to revery full glass %drich spills doesn't make
sense. Stores don't supply milk in open glasses. In S4 the sane sort
of donfusion arises. We expect John to lie served milk in a glass.
When we hear that ,it came ineadentainer we are forced. to conclude
that the restaurant dUst a more,like a cafeteria thaathe term 'fancy
restaursme-suggests.

9.1 Object, rimitives

In the sane way theta set of Primitive its have-been develoted
In Coneeptual Dependency for the concePtdal representation of actsLa
sec of Primitive Objects are u*ed to represent ,physical objects.
Seven primitives will be propoSed for representing physical objects.
Just as a- verb is conceptually represented by a deposition. Into
Priaitito Acts, a noun is conceptually represented by a decoMposition
into Object Pririitivea. When two objects art conceptually s5e0jar In
sone ways and different in others, their Object Primitive
decomposition should reflect those similarities and differences.
Object lrimitive deem:potation. is vere reminiscent of decomposition
into Primitive Acts, but with, one exception. When an object Is',
eieccpeosed into en Object Primitive description,- it is usually
described in terms of siaultaheous and parallel Object Primitives.
This is somewhat different from the primitive decompostion of actions,
where each verb receives only one 'top-level' Primitive Act in its
decomnokitionl.

110110

B.ge 'give' iv usually a top-level AIRANS with an instrumental MANS.
HaltipIe Object Primitives are not embedded within a single hierarchical
structure.
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The primitive's proposed here are designed to encode prototypical
information about objects. They reflect normal expectations Which
people have Oast familiar objects. But 'normality' is a property
taiiishm chang-ei as context changes. 'tile milk is rrormally f&sri In a,
milk container in a store, it is norsaey found in a glass When being
served at a restaurant. Therefore, Object Prtives rely to -spa
extent on .contingent. descriptions. That is, part a the Infotmation
In a Object Primitive decomposition rft-y be applicable at some tines
and not at others. Por example, an -6bjt..ct Primitive description of
milk will encode the 'eifectation that a shopper in a grocery store
will find milk in a milk mc..tafiner, but a restaurant-pat:ran expects to
find Milk in a glass:. 0 04.

9. t. I. DIG ---- ------T;"------z.'- ,,,.,, ..

Mien an objEct .is big enough to boial person it is ofteii _called
a place. Frees a conceptual viewpoihtiLyhat is important about a place
are the activities iinich are predict ly associated with that place.
Places like dining cars and grog stores are characterised by the
scripts Associated with them. When:" place Ms associated scripts, it
is represented by the Object tive SETTING. SEMI'S-Gs can be
assoaated with other S.ETIlliCs as well as scripts. For example, a
dining car is a SETT which 'invokes "-the . related sErrnm of a
passenger train. Once w..e hear that John is .in -a dining car, we
immediately infer that John ii..)in a passenger (coach). train. If we
hear a subsequent reference to :f.:t.--. train` there is no confusion about .
what trains -

..
4 '

John was sitting in, a -dining car. The train
..__pulled out.

..,.,

When the secorod sentenci references a train there_ is no ambiguity
about what 'Ind of train. We do -not. wonder if it is freight train; a
toy train, a subway rain, or a train or. thought. We bays alreariy
been told (by impI*_it inference) that John is on a passenger train.
The Object Primitiv AE'ltiNG describes objects in terms of their

,associated scripts imid. other ,SEZZINGs2-: . ...--f-;:-"

I ;Li

I fr

dithingitschine

(a sEtriNo_vith

<Scripts - $Washingnachine)

<Settings m'Home, Laundry>

21t is sometimes useful to describe a SETTING in terms of a single
conceptual act as IA-11. In these cases the slot. name Acts is used. For
example, a sandwich has a SETTING description with Act 8 INGEST. We will
see an example 6f how associated acts are used in section 9.2-.3.

$
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(Dining Car

(a SETTING.14th

<Scripts mil`SNestaurantit_Priparefood>

<Settings . Passenger .Tr.sis>)i,-

(Clasiroom

SETTING .

x<Scripts STqaching>

<Settings Schtiol>

Pep

(a SETTING with c

< Scripts is $Pen?)]-

A SETTING- does not need to be:a place; it is either a place with
situational Scripts, or an object with instrumental scripis. iihen_
SETTING is a place (e.g. a 4ining car or classroom) the associated-
scripts describe activities which take place within thotte SETTINGs.
But when a SETTING is not a place in the sense 9f being occupied -by

peopleSejg,..,...1--1.7tshing-atachine--or Chen- the-associated scripts
(4.33cribe the instrumental or functional aspects of that object. Since'
the normal use of an object'can be described in terms,,of a_ script,
there is no problem encoding' such information under the primitive
SETTING. SETTINGs do not distinguish between places. where scripts

take place_and objects which are the primary prop of a; script. Thescripts theiikelVea make this distinction. A situational script
describes an activity vf--ieh commonly occurs in a fixed situation,
while an instrumental script describes ari. activity which ,,caa occur in
various situations but which requires a apecifi.e prop for its
execution. Hence the -restaurant script dependi _ on a restaurant
locale, but the pen slript relies on only the presence of pen.

,,9.1.2 GESTALT tlie

Many objects are characterized as 'being something., greattr than
the sum of their parts. Trains, ste'reo's, universities, kitchens, all
evoke images of many components which may interrelate and interact inany number of ways. The Object Primitive which is designed to capture-
these clustering effects is a GESTALT. All GESTALT' objects are
described by their Parts. A place tretting l a GESTALT object whose
Parts include a plate, knife, fork,.spoon, glass, napkin, placemat,
and so forth. But a place setting is more than just, the% set of those
elements. It is a particular configuration of those elements. If a
plate is balanced on an upside-down glees, we would hesitate to
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recognize tat as part of a place:, setting. Si Wetly,
thought to be s- linear Configutation Of cars :usually
engine; it is not a set of cars piled 'Up on top- of each

fFreighi train

" GESTALT with

<Parts m. Engine car, Preight Cars, Caboose>

<Cohfiguration ='Linear' string of Engitie,.

, .

[.lace Setting

(a :GESTALT with

freight cars, Er Caboose>)]

I

C:, Csirk.C
a train is .

headed .by the

other.

or.

<Parts = Plate, glass, bowl, silverware, napkin

<ConfiguratioAl= Radial configuration-with plate

at center, ,silverware at right

on-top Of.-anapkin, glass atone

o'Aotk, bowL'at'eleven o'clock>)l

9.61.3 RELATIONAL

J

n addition to objects which are described by thei; components or .

parts,' many objects'are described by the relationships theynermaily:
4.ssume with other objects. Containers (rooms, bottles,, ,shopping
carts, etc.) are described by a capacity for entainment. Supporting.

objeots (tables, chairsplates,-etc.) are described by their abtiZiiy

to 'support other things. Hinges 'support 'aoors, bulletin boards hold
papers, and blackboards can be covered with chalk °' The Object.

Primitive which encodes prototypical relationships, between objects is
a RELATIONAL object.

All RELATIONAL objects have a Relationlink which specifies! the-4
relation ich the object normally assumes. The Relationlink.*alug.
for a table I be 'on-top-of' while a_ bottle takes thd Relationlink
value .'inside -of'. Each RELATIONAL object includes constraints fOr
the relations specified under iti-Reletionlink. For example, a piano
bench of the varietiwhich_bpens up has two Relationlinks: on- top-of
and inside-of. But different -oparite on the objects which
assume these relations. -.Something which goes inside the pia6- bench
must not exceed certain dimensional constraints. A. fi61-1- -aspect- Tv
RELATIONAL objects is the -.-possiblity instrumental objects which
enable certain relationships. For example, a bulletin board maintains ,

a 'stupktto' "relationship with papers but only if a thumbtack is

23.
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. _ [Table.
RELATIONAL with

<Relationlink on-top,.oV))

a

..
(Blackboard

(a RELATIONAL with

e

.

<Relation], ink al :stuck-to>

,:dnustaints x -chalk>))

-(Bulletilv Board

(a RELATIONAL with

<Relationlink stuck

. <Constraints me.paper>4

<Instruments'''. thumbtack))

.
2

Ode aspect 'of RELATIONAL objects which mair.see.= to be a natural. part
.., ,

of these descriptions pis the 410tibp of .specific defaults._ For . ..-
example,, an ail; carton is a 'RELAtT,ONAL obiect, wit h. a' ve.rY. stZ'ung .
tendency to harbor eggs.. The idqa of default dhjecti of thia sortLis
a vpry strong, one Which.eitbles a large class,of inferences., It. John.1
fills his lighter, it is standaril'to infer that 'tie 4. $4.14.1ar...iials filIest ' .,.
with lighter'fluitT If a peg leaksi-it is expected! to leak ink, Olen

'-`, the tanit. of a car tis..full,, it hlibuld be full Of I:Oolitic. This. #4,eharatteristi,c is not iestricted to RELATIONAL objects, however. A .faucet is expecteto produce water and a radio comtiohly emits music
or, verbal coomunicatit.... 'file idea's of preducti§n". and conaumption.. .
:spit' objects moEfvate tb next, two Object. Priinitives. . - . -.. N

11 r-, r
9.1.4 SOURCE and CONSINER

..
. A SOURCE is' an 6bjett which is cliar;mterized'iy-its tendency ,to

imodut_e .1 other; things. Sugar bowls are SOURCES of 84ar, egg cartons
are SOURCES of egga, and fe,...ets 'are SOURa..s of water. A CONSINER is
an -objet.... which _tends, to' ccinsuzie other things. X drain consume)
liquids and a slot trichina. tonsutes -oins. Of course ay skot____,machin.

. can also be'a SOURCE of gains but it teadtifirifie average to be morecmmarr-...

a

.
.A SouicC-.is related to the objects it produ"cia-#by an Output link ,

4

wh-ile EONSIDIERs have corresponding Input links. In addition to these
degriptcirs, some SOURCES and CONSUMERS require Activation sotipts

) ,
. 32 a. . ?..c.--,
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and/or Deactivation scripts. for iesample,,a radio or a light fixture
are both aotircea which need toe activated and deactivated.

1.

Nine 'Bottle---
(a SOURCE yith

<Output ss Wine>

-<Activation Pour>-)3

[Book

(a SOURCE with -

<Output us EObject>,

<ACtivation ad>)]

av

(a CONSIZIE with.E.

<Input at.7..etters>)]

[Ica Cube Trny'

(a SOURCE vith

<Output 5s ite Cube s>)

(a CONSUMER with

<Input 5. Waltr>))

[Sponge

(a SOURCE with 1

<Output ae Liquids.%

<Activation .s 5Squeeze>)

(a CONSU MER with

<Input s. Liquid/P

<Ac tivat ion 41' $/4 40> )

er.
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4(a SOURCE; With

. k.OetPat :Smoke>

""-----

. ,a
-,factiOateleAStioke>)

lm_ooNsuftkk,with
.

<Inpht-im Tobacco>

e.Activatien'aik S oke>)).
.

Object Primitives can be used, to ,etcoda conceptual senses of some
3erbe and adjectives as Well as nouns. rer example,. 'to;empty.
soMething, ;mane to ilea it as a !OWE. 'T9 gar *scroaething meant to
uaa that-thing as a colitusrai So if JohnemptieS.a lee cube tray, we
infer frohtl* SOURCSdes*iption of an' ice gpbe,tr y that he got ice
frOM it. _If trohit fille-ah ice cubs tray, We,infe frOM the CONSUMER
deseription of an ice cube traypthat breput water

. When objects are detcribed $,OURCEs andi CONSUMERI, their
deacriptions are necessarily based -onegecentric experience. That isr
the tostcommen. experience Of- theep. objeets must dominate their
coneepthal description. :Poe example, most peatleexperietee a wina,
bottle eh a SOURCE of wine: Spt itia.cOnceivSble that a wive bottle
=got be more properly conceptuaIped as a CONSULTER. Someone .t!ho
Arks in a winery ,and filla thabottlea:but never drinks 020 -44ff
mill conceptueliie a wine bottle as mere of a CONSUAER than a SOURCE.
Most people share a tremendous 'amount episodic knowledge. Since
the inferences -made. in natutal language processing are derived from
this realm of generally shared end cotMon experience, the knowledge
representations used in natural Language prbcessing must-reflect
body of =ton episodic knowledge. . "

This egoeerie bias is cofiseptual_ perception has significant
impact on "Sll of our inferencing mechaniame. Ateeniger often viers
his .father as a SOURCE of money. Ea can think of his father as
ofteone who prodwa money with little censideratioe for the reality
of earning a living and providing for a family. A person who does hot
smoge but has to clean up ,after someope .echo does will perceive

cashtrays as a SOURCE of dyt. A. persoaWho smokes but doesn't alien
up will perceive as ashtray as a CONSUMER. Environmentalists try tb
convince people that the earth is not an endless SOURCE of resources
and that it may not NI very bright to think of the ocean as a CONSUMER
of all our wastes. People conceptualize 'the Oorld according to_ -their
bm=ediate experience of it and therefore operate with sohething less
than a global view of things. A garbage can is a CONSdMER or garbage
since objects Which make it to the garbage mill() not have to be dealt
with anymore. The fast-that garbage does not mystical* disappear
from the coseen is an intellectual awareness which lacks the immediacy
of episodic knowledge.
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9.1.5 SEPARATOR and,. CONNECTOR

4
Tn causal chain' theory,tates and acts -alternate; states very-

_often enable, acts and acts result in state changes (Schanck 1973a). A
state is often don'Teptually significant *because of the acts it enables
Orr didenables. The last two Primitive Objects are designed to
represent objeets in terms of states which enable and disenable
conceptual. acts-. .

,A SEPAPATOR.distonnec4. two regions ,or spatial locations with
respect to"- ii Primitive Act.. SEPARATORS 4ise4able-,specific setts. A
ciatiNgdtoA joins, two rti4ions or spatial icications with respect to -a
Primitive Act. CONRMTORs enable- specific acts., objects must assume
a-fi.iced ',state lifieit being described. in . ,terms of .SEPARATORS" and-
CONNECTORS. For eximRle, an open window is a. CONNECTOR with respect
to KfRANSing and PTIANSing"between t inner and" outer regions bounded
by the WindoW. A closed Windily still a CONNECTOR with respect to*401 MTRARSingt SEPARATOR .With respect to auditory
M/RARSing and' .41-1 4 Sing. An open 'wiladow, and it, clOsetVwindow areto conceptually didtifict objects. A. Must be Undefttood that an.-open
window can be. -tkansfOrmedbto a closed window, 'and vice- versa, Vim
the conceptual repFesentation of 'a window is ambiguous unless wd know
whether the windoW isopen of closed. .

_.... .

A a6sed wiiidow and open window are conceptually distinct
.Objects because of the ti ferent inferences which apply to .each. If a
window is open we want to infer that air passes through` it and that-
physical 'objects (of propriate dimensidni)' can be PTRAIIed through,
the window. But its a ill dow is cloned., none( Of this should be;
assumed. conceptual dEicriptions of objects shotild distinguish
objects in terms of valid inferences about' those Objects.

(Window (closed)

(a SEPARATOR with <,"

<Disenabled PTRANS',

I
mmAtts(---- Speak>)

(a CONNECTOR with

I "*'''<Enabled MTRANS Eyes>)]/

'(Window (open)

(a CONNECTOR with

<Enabled a HTRANS,,PTRANS>))
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(Road

(a CONNECTOR with

<Enabled-vg $Drive, $Bicycle, $Walk>)]

(Out (open)

(i CONNECTOR with outside (humOI.

<Enabled m PTRAAS Blood<-1

L< inside chum0)

T.) inside (h=0)

PTRANS Cermil(-7

outside (hum0)>)]
r

[Bandaid (on)

(a SEPARA R with

<Disenabled = PTRANS 4--Germs

(Umbrella (open)

inside (humOi

outside (hum0)>)]

(a SEPARATOR with r. hum()

<Disenabled .. PTRANS <1-Rain

L.c sky >)).

It is important to describe SEPARATORS and CONNECTORs in terms ofenabled and disenabled -acts. For example, a dog leash might be
thought of as a CONNECTOR which fixes some locational proximity on thedog. But this is ,not a very useful representation in terms of
potential inferences. A dog leash (whep on the dog) is actually a
SEPARATOR which disenables the dds*from PTRANSing itself outside afixed radius.

9.2 Applications for Object Primitives

A representational system must be judged in terms of theprocesses which it facilitates. While Object Primitives were
motivated by probletds in question answering, there appear to be many
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areas where they can be utiliz4d, Four-such applications will be
discussed: state descriptions, script application, finding answers
for where-questions, and 7:seneral inference mechanisms. A brief
description of a problem and an outliie of the solution --Will be
presented in each of these four areas. But first, we will look at a
computer prograewhich uses Object Primitives in order to understand. -

9.2.1 COIL

COIL is a nattral language processing progrsd Mich implements
Object Primitive descriptions in its memory representations. When,
COIL hears that Johnwint into .he kitchen and got some milk, a memory
representation is generated Which includes John, getting a7 miik
container full of milk out of a refrigerator. -Bad COIL heard that
John went into a restaurant and got some milk, the memory
representation would have involved someone serving John aslass filled
with milk. COIL implements the locational specification. heuristic
described in 9.2.4 in order to answer certain where-questions.
Inference mechanisms. like the demoh found in 9.2.5.1 are used by COIL
during the understanding process to generate causal connections. Por

. example, one of the inference rules used by COIL is designed to
recognize that if a depleted SOURCE object is thrown away, it is
`thrown away because it was depleted.

Here is a sample story and Q/A session with COIL. COIL periodically
flips between story understanding and question answering:

John picked up a newspaper. He went from the hall into the kitchen

and got some milk.

Q: Where did John come from?

A: THE HALL

Q: Where did the milk come from?

A: THE REFRIGERATOR

But the milkcarton was empty so he threw out.

Q: Where did the milkcarton go Alp?

A: THE GARBAGEBAG
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Q: Why did John throw the-milkcaiion away?
.

A: BECAUSE THE MILKCARTON WAS EMPTY

He turned on_the light and radio. Then he listened to music and read.

Q: Where did the music come from?

A: THE 'RADIO

Q: What did John

THE' 'NEWSPAPER"

sr-

Q: Why did John turn on the light?

A: SO HE. COULD READ THE NEWSPAPER

Q: Whys did John turn on the radio?

A: SO HE COULD 1 AR THE MUSIC

e

Haw OBJECT PRIMITIVES WERE USED

JOHN PICKED UP .A. NEWSPAPER.

An expectation is aroused that John may read the newspaper.
This is done by activating the Associated Scripts under the_
SETTING description of &t newspaper.

HEIIENT FROM THE HALL INTO THE KITCHEN ...

An expectation is aroused that John may prepare food. This
is done by activating the Associated Scripts under the
SETTING description of a kitchen.

The context of a kitchen is established from Which we could
derive the inference that John is in a house. This context
is established by activating the Associated SETTINGs found
in the SETTING description of a kitchen.
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.. AND GOT SOME MILK.
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There was 'a milk 'carton with milk in it. This inferegee is
made,on the basis oethe VittputPrOt link for milk (this link
is contingent on the SETTING kitchen).

There was a'.refrigerater. this inference is made,oft. the
basis of the DefeatLocatiort link for emilkfcarton'(this
link is contingent on the'SETTING klidben).

John moved the milk-carton 'Iran, inside the refrigerator.
This is' the conceptual . representation for 'getfixig some
milk,' given the list two inferences and the RELATIONAL

. description of a refrigerator..

BUT THE HILEGARTON VAS EMPTY

There is no milk in the Milk carton. The conceptual
representation for the milk carton previously iecluded a
SOURCE description with Output a milk. This 'SOURCE
description is now removed from this particular
instantiation of a mak carton.

.. SO HE THREW it OUT.

There was a garbage.bag. This is derived from the GESTALT
descriptionof s kitchen.

'me

John three the milk carton into the garbage bag. 'Throwing
6nsomething out". invokes d demon which searches for object

with an appropriate CONSUMER description. GESTALT parts of
tte current SETTINGs are examined. When the garbage bag is
found to satisfy the requirements of the daimon, it is
incorporated into the conceptual representation for
'Throwing it out.'

John threw the milk carton deny becAuse it was empty. When
the conceptual representation for throwing the milkcarton
away is genetated, a demon is triggered which tries to
account for why 'things get thrown away. When this demon
sees that the milk carion.is not realizing its prototypical
SOURCE description, it concludes that this is why it is
being sposed of.

HE TURNFD ON THE LIGHT AND RADIO.

There errs a light fixture which began to emit light after
John mitched it on. This is represented by instantiating
the SOURCE description for the light fixture.
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'There Was a radio whiCkbegan to produce either music Or
some other information after John switched it on. This is-
represented by' instantiating the SOURCE description of the
radio.

THEN,IIE LISTENED TO 'MUSIC AND READ.

The music came from the, radio. This inference is immediate
from the SOURCE description,of the radio.

john's listening, tojausic was enabled by the -radio being on.
This taference is 'made by a demon'whiefi examines 5OURCE
descriptions in order to account for Enabling conditions
underlying conceptual'actis of ATTENDing.

John's reading was enabled by the lighe being on. , 'This

inference is made byr the same demon which connected the
radio being on with listening to music.

John read the newspaper., This fe-en instantiation of the
reading script: The inference is made or the basis of the
original expectation aroused at the beginning of the story
when John picked up thd newspapeife

9.2.2 State Descriptions

Many -States are conceptually significant in tersis of inferences.
It is perfectly reasonable to hear:

4

Si: John opened the bottle and poured the w

But it .is mtich core ,difficult to understand:

52: John recorke the bottle and pouted the vine.

SI suggests that John pbured the wiee'from the bottle he opened. It
is impossible for Jobh to pour wine from a bottle which` his just
stopped up, so 52 forces us to assume that John poured wine from some
other bottle.

Being open and being cloyed are important states 14callee they
direct taterence processes about enabled and disenabled actg. Si sets
up an enabling condition for moving liquid from elle interior of the
bottle, and 52 disenables movement. Si cakes sense becausd-4t can
cOe causal connection between opening a bottle and pouring its
contents: John opened the bottle so he could pour-the wine. 52 makes
less sense because no such causality can,be inferred: it is not clear
how corking a bottle relates to pouring wine.

A conceptual representation for 'antes ehould make it easy to

recognize tie causal relationships between states and acts. It is not
enough to tag a ce=ory token with the descriptor 'Open' or 'Closed'
,ince thous state devcriptore mean different things for different

.
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objects" Opendeors, open coats, open umbrellas, and open electrical
switches all carry inferences which are specific to those objects. By
using'the Object Primitives CONNECTOR-and SEPARATOR, the acts enabled
and disenabled by. these states ate immediately apparent in the

econceptual repttesentatios foi these objecti.

-CONNECTORs and SEPARATORs.can be used to describe the states
'open' ,and 'eloied.' SOURCES and COPS Es can be used to describe
other states such as on, off,. full, and empty. when a radio is off it
is not miring its SOURCE description. When it's on, it is. When 'a

wine bottle in empty, it' is not realizing its SOURCE description.
When it's full,,, it is, When a garbage. disposal is on, it is realizing
its CONSUMER description.

Other miscelleneogs.states can be described in. terns of Object
PrimitiVe descriptions as well. When the sun is '.up' realiiing
its SOURCE description with Output e light and heat. When. Jolla has
,hie sunglasses 'oh' they are acting as a SEPARATOR which disenables
the PiRANS,ot light from the stem to John's Alyea. When the telephone
is :broken? .it is not -.realizing its SETTING description with the
associated telephone script.

These state descriptions are uaeful because they specify in what
Kay the state of a particular object relates to potential actions.
'Any representation of states which do not lend themselves to
object-specific inferences is a weak representation. Object
Primitives provide a method for state representation when the
conceptual meaning of a given state varies over different objects
which can assume that State.

9.2.3 Script Application e

tin the beginning of this chapter we alluded to a criticism- of
ocr4ts which was voiced by Yorick Milks [Wilke 19761. The problem
involved a representational weakness in scripts when a script should
recognize that some objects could be appropriately substituted for
other objects. For example, if John go'es into a grocery store and,

puts items in a cardboard' box or.plastic bog, the script applier
should be able to recognize that these are acceptable alternatives for

e, a shopping cart or shopping basket. If John goes into the grocery
store and proceeds to put items id the pockets of his coat, the script
applier should realize that John is riot acting in accordance with the

. shopping script. Other memory processes should take over at this

point to deduce that John is probably up to something.

If the script spplier utilized Object Primitive descriptions,
there would be no difficulty in this recognition proefes. An object
which can be used appropriately in the scri74- is any onia which has the
following filatures in its Object Primitive description:
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(a:SSTAN? with
srtech rim s GRAS?

HUi4==>A1PANS.(-- OBJ 41- PROPEL
3
>)

(a RELATIONAL with

<Relationlink Inside-of>)

(a CONiticTOR with

<Enabled 2r IIIRANS 4 Eyes>):

These Object Primitive descriptions specify.a container which can be
carried, pushed, or pulled, and which does not obsctre or hide its
contents. ?my appropriate substitute for a. shopping 'oasket (a
pushcart, box, carrier-bag, Plastic sack, etc.) will: meet these
spezificetious. Inappropriate objects 'like pockets, book shelves,
dump trucks, plates, or hollowed-out books, will fail to net these
descriptive constraints.

OK THINGS:

Pushcart
Box (if open)

crate .

carrier-bag
plastic sack
basket

NOT OK THINGS:

pocket (faile%he CONNECTCHT. specification)
book shelf (fails the. SETTING specification)
dump truck (falls the SETTING specification)
plAte (falls the RELATIONAL specification)
bulloved-cnt book (fails the CONNECTOR specification)

If a scriipt applier encodes descriptions of objects in terms of Object
Primitives and can check Objec.s. Primitive decompositiors of the
objects mentioned in input sentences, there will be no recognition
problem when appropriate substitutions :or prototypical objects can be
made.

10.01101.11.
3The Alt specifiers described here have incomplete instrument fib lens. The
fully expded-refrventations would doscribe PTRANSes which correspond to
.pushing, pulling (PROPELs), or carrying (GRASP). In these
conceptualizations, OBJ is a self-reference to the thing being described.

a
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9.2.4 Locational Specification

Upon hearing the sentences:

John was sitting in a dining car. When the train
pulled out, the soup spilled.

the answers people give to:

Q1:. Where" was the soup?

generally reference one of two places:

Al: In a bowl.
Al: On the table.

What is remarkable about this are all the answers which are not given:

A3: On a plate.
A4: On a floor.
A5: In the tpin.

'

While 'In the train,' is a feasible ansWer to Q1, 'On a plate,' is a
very strange answer. But what retrieval mechanieth is responsible for
recognizing that Al and A2 are slightly better -and more natural
answers than A3-5? The memory representation which is generated in
the aurae of reading the two sentences must include some relational
description which places the soup inside the train. This
representation should connect the soup and the train by a series of
relational links specifying &Rath of objects which begins with the
soup and ends with the train. If we generated a memory representation
whith used the relational links On- top -of and Inside -of, the path
between soup and train would look something like:

soup (inside -of)

bowl (on-top-of)

plate (on-top-of)

tablecloth (on-top-of)

table (oW-top-of)

floor (inside - of}

dining car (inside-of),

train

Given this path of objects and relational connections how is a
retrieval heurist going to know that 'in a bowl and 'on the
table,' are good ans rs but 'on a plate,' is not? One.. could argue
that .'on a plate' not a good answer since the soup does not rest
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directly on a plate. But this is not a satifactory explanation 9since
the same reasoning could be used to argue. that 'on'the table,' is hot
a good answer (the soup does not rest directly on the table either).

If an Object Primitive decomiostion,isd in constructing the
path from the soup to the train., the answers 'In a bowl,' and 'On a
table,' can be readily preferred. A path_ constvction util-"xing
Object Primitives .begins with the soup, and goes to the ne4:4-

contingent object of contact (the-bbw1), but then recognizes that the,

Vhwl and !plate are conceptually grouped together as parts of the
GEFT.411 object place setting. The place setting is recognized to be
part ol a tablesetting, and the tablesetting would then be linked to
the table tY an on-top-osf,link. If a Part-of link were used to

indicate- membership in a GESTALT description, the path from soup to
train would look like:

soup (inside-of)

bowl (part of)

' place setting (part-of)

table setting (on-top-of)

table (part-of)

,

dining area(part-of)

dining car (part-of)

train

This memory representation connecting the soup to the train lends
itself to a very b.4.mple heuristic for answering questions about
locational specification: when a path of locational descriptions must
be searched for an answer, skip over those objects which are connected
by part-of links. The two objects in the above path. which are not
connected by part-of links are precisely the bowl and the table.

The above heuristic will not work in all cases where a choice
must be.. made in answering a locational specification question. A
complete heuristic will have to rank preferences over all' of the
possible relational links which may occur.in a path. But the point to
be made here is that a strong memory repr entatibn will result in

simple ,retrieval heuristics. When peopl conceptualize the soup in
the dining car they tend to clump together t e bowl and the plate.
Since this conceptual clumping affects answers to questions, the
memory representation should reflect clumping phenomJna of this sort.
The notion' of a GESTALT object can be. used to clump objects
appropriately. If further information were required (as would be the
case if We asked 'What was directly under the bowl?') a memory search

4
The actual construction of this path will be described in 9.2.5.2.
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on the conceptual notion of a place setting could be conducted to find
out that - the 'bowf was on toP:.of a plate. But the memory
representation should not make this information 'predominant. We
should he able to see where th'e plate fits in. if needed,-bpt the
concept of a plate should not be as readily available as the dOncepts
of a bdwl and table.- .

9.2:5 Inference Mechanisms

After reading:

-John was sitting in a dining car. When the train
pulled out, the soup spilled.

it is natural to answer:

Ql: Why did the soup spill?
Al: Because the train moved.

The causal connection between the; train moving and the soup sp ,ling
must have been established at the time the two sentences, were .

understood. If these causal connections were hot continually made at
the tine of understanding, it would not bottler to hear: #

.

.

John was sitting 'in edining car. When the train
.

pulled out, the salt shaker exploded.

ti

This last sentence should bother ,us to Olt
<7

extent that we 'an't
account for the ,salt shaker exploding. 1t was reasonable for the
train's movement to cause the,soup to spill, but it is less agreeable
that the salt shaker exploded because the train moved. The causal
mechanism's which try to tie conceptualizations together into causal
chains cannot establish a sufficient causal link which accounts for
the alt shaker exploding. .

In this section we'will see haw Object Primitives can be used in
the implementation of an inference mechanism which will recognize that

. the train pulling out caused the soup to spill.

9.2.5.1 A Demon

When something spills, we know that a aubstadce of some Port" has
been propelled from the inside. of a container to the outside.
Furthermore, something must have happened to cause -this occurrence
since spbstadceo don't normally behave in such a manner without
provocation,. We -don't know exactly what happened, but whatever* it
was, it entailed moment on the part of the container. To paraphrase
the Conceptual-'Dependency representation % of spilling, some
unidentified force either PROPELled or PTRANSed acontainer which
resulted in a substance PROPELling itself from inside of that
container. In order to differentiate spilling from pouring,'we will
assume that the unidentified force is an unknown natural force. Since
natural forces do not embody intentionality, we know that the act was
not intended by anyone.
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. .

NP 0 (PROPEL/PTRA2 S14.-- container,

suitif -

It

*-ri. outside (container) 4

.
. .

.

I

.e-

substance 44) PROPEL subitante4--

inpide.(container)
.

In our example we want to ultimately identify the unknown ,force is
being- the train. Once tbl traiii is kaown to be the force at the head
of the spilling conceptualization,. it will be simple to answer why the y A

soup spilled. The identification of the train relies on a dapacity 4

for recog -1zing the transitivity of PTRANS over containment relations.

If John puts s shirtia'his suitcape and takes the 'suitcase to
New York, we 'should infer that_the Shirt went to New York as well..
But containment is no the only relation which can carry a PIRA S.
Onitop-of. relations are Amo susceptible is well da_vaiious adhesive
trAationships. A mechanism which recomnizea when PTRANS carries
across objects will be essential in establishing the causal antecedent
for our spilled soup. We will return ,to this 'transitivity piobled
pportly after a brief detcription of the inference meehaais.
1 .

-

The actual mechanism ,will be a demon Selfridge I959,. Charniak
-1-972) which is ereated'whdnever we describe an unknown natural forie
PROPELlisg or FTRANSing, an object. The purpose o\f the demon is to
identify the unknown natural force whenever possible., .

THE S7..'ILLINO DEMON:.

1: is CREATED whenever -e describe:

NE <=)'[PROPEL/PTRANS) Object,

2: is ACTIVATED whdnever if finds* -

X 4=>IPROPEL/FTRANSI+.0bject2

'finding' means:

a) search previous concip uali.tations.

If this is not successful, go on to

-b) cres?triggers under PROPEL and MANS

so that a\tubfiequantly Created PROPEL

or PrRANS will activate the de-am.)

I .



3: once the demon it activated, it thin TESTS et, see if

Objecti depends ou'Objeet2

Ai- if tbetest succeeds then the demon ITS by creating a

raiult link and identifying the fpreviously unknown

force: %

X $4. (PROPEL/PTIRANS) < Object2

result'

4:4) [PROM/PPR')

la spilled soup problem, t1 conceptualization for soup
spi1ng creates the apilling demon (Objectte 'unspecified container),
and th6 train pulling out activates it Object2 e train).

There Urn points to be mide about this mechanism., First, eft
r4

e
doesot make inferences about the and Pthe ,TRANSing of
depen'4et objects until it has to. .lf no mention is made of the knife
en the table, then no conceptualization involving that keife will be
iencrated, But should an unexplained mov=ent of the knife easel,
either In aubsequent text or during emeetion-answeting, then this
mechanicm would be invoked. So this is essentially a retroactive
*telt:ism whith is summoned aaly wrhea needed. It is very different

:from a t'!forused inferencine device vice]; weld go into action
vhehever any object gat moved to spa what other objects must have b, n
'teved an a consequence. A for and infeeencing device
ime*dlatell generate conceptualizations ,fde the nascent of every

''Ohjitt inferred to be on the train as neon as it head that the train
3E14(.4. Incidents like Wiling are especially suited to retroactive
prigeusing since we don't want to generate- hypotheses about everything
that'aight possibly :mill in rchponse to Ayemoveeeat of any object.

The cecond point concerns the test paft-of the demon. The tent
doeS not specify a, partleeler relationahip beemeen ObjectOaed-
Objert2. It merely endicatiet, some vagite notion of depandenca.--ethis

idtended.to keeO tits spilIeng'demon sufficently general no that it
can accouet for a variety of caueal chains. 1f-we bade-specified an

relatIoue then we eteuld_have Ilad to create another demon
with an "Qa-top-of' teci.te takee-eSre ofeatees

.

John,bemPed into the table. 'tee vatic si4lled

Since bettilld=ons tiould,he kleotica4 except ft-ir tiNtr tests, it cakes
COTO nonce to conaoli4a4e, tl,m into one meehanirmi and leave' the
testing relation a little vagune To clarife the test it may help to
think of the dependence selation as bey. ng either 'On-top-or or
'Inside-of/ In the ms;.xt cention will *nags a orkablc meaning to
the e;eretral nation of dope:Act:4e Which is aperoptiate for the
Were-Ace mechanim.



9.2.5.2 Fr Om Soup to .Trains

. In il.e last section we outlined roughly what sort of a causal *3

mechantsm is needed to undaretand that the train moving caused the
soup toaspill. But we have merely outlined the process. Now we will
oak peecisely hour such a device can be implemented. ',In particular, we
will decide what is deant by the nebulous dependency relation between
objects. .

In' our eaample, we want to estabilith that the soup is in same
'sense dependent on the train. But how can this connection be made?
In permanent memory there will be associative links connecting
objects.. For exadple, it is not unreasonable to have a link
connecting a dining car to a train.e:Butwe,can't effect to find in
memory a direct assoei4Eive fink connecting soup and trains. To gee
from soup to the train a path of connecting links must be constructed.
In ahction 9.2.h we discussed what' that path might la:Alike, but- now
we must 1pok at how that path can be coastructed. The. computation
which creates a path must be carefully cons, gained hy cantext so .that
the proper connection can be made without constructing every possible
associative path between soup and trains. It' will not help to
establish a path which enyisions cases of soup being shipped in a
freight train.

Before 'se can describe the mechanism which creates a path we muse
know a little more about the associative links ehich exist betweea
objects in permanent memory. In section 9.1.4 we saw how a wine
bottle is described as a SOURCE with Output e wine. Thia description
of a wine bottle effectively encodes an associative lit* from wine
bottles to wine; if we examintrthe conceptual description of a wine
t.eltie, we get to wine. But there should also be a link whictZ1 will
allow has to get from wine to wine bottles; the conceptual description
of wine should lead us to a wine bottle in most contexts. In the same
way, the GESTALT description of a tablesetting will take us ,.to plates
but there should be an associative, link from plates to table settings
as well. And the REUTIONAL description of a bulletin board will take
us to thumbtacks, but another link id needed to get from thumbtacks to
a bulletin beard. Before inserting reciprocal links in memory, tiro
restrictions must be observed.

(1) Some associative links should operate in one direction only.,
For example, it is reasonable that a link should exist zrom dining
cars to restaurants since a dieing car can be 4asily recognized to be
a type of restaurant. But it is not so clear that a link should exist
from restanrunts to dining ears. if asked to enumerate.all the
different kinds of restaurants there are, dining cars may not get
included as an example one thinks of when c.asidering different kinds
of restaurants.

(2) Associative links nay 'be present in some contexts but not ,fin

others. Foreslaample, in the context of eating at a table, it is
reasonable thiat there should be a link from platep totable "dettings.
But in the context of washing dishes, it is less likely that a plate
will be perceived as part of a table setting. The organization of

associativb memory shoed be sensitive to context.
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The first reqriction will ,prevent us from postulating
associative -Sinks abitrarily whenever a need for one seems to arise.
The decond restriction forces us to design contingencies in conceptual
_memory., f4 the same way that the context of a story sets priorities
on word senses for the parser [Riesbeck & Schenk 1976], the context of
a stork controls descriptions of objects in conceptual memory so that
associative links between objects are contingent upon context.

There are four kinds -of contingent-links which can exist between
objects outside of their 'Object Primitive descriptions. The _type of
link Which is used in any given case is determined by the object being
pointed to. The four links are:.

4

Outputfrom.(pointi to a SOURCE)
.Inputto (points to a CONSUMER)
Pattof (points )o a GESTALT)
Defaultbocation (points to a RELATIONAL)

The conceptual definition of a prototypical object in memory, :hay
include one or moreaf these associative links along with default or
contingent'values. A contingeqcy in these cases is always described
by either a SETZING or a script.

For example, the conceptual definition for soup describes a food
which is Outputfrom a bowl during the eating script, and Outputfrom a
can while in the SETTING of a kitchen or supermarket. It also has a

Defaultiocation inside a pot during, the prepare-food script. A bowl
is described as a RELATIONAL object with Locationlink Inside -of and
as a SOURCE object. uring the eating script with Output food. It is.
also Partof a place setting during the eating script and it has a

defaultlocation inside a cabinet when in the SETTING of 4 kitchen. In
addition to the soup, conceptual descriptions for a place setting,
table setting, table, dining area, dining car, train, and passenger
train are also needed to establish a path from the soup to the train.
In the following descriptions, the Configurations of GESTALT objects
an1 some contingent links have been omitted since they are not crucial
to the problem at hand5.

(Soup

<OUTPUTFROM .= (a Bowl during $Eating)

(a Can during Kitchen

during Supermarket)>]

51n these descriptions '$' is used to denote a script. Contingent
specifiers which are net preceded by a 1$' are SETTINGs. The contingent
links which do not appear specify scripts or SETTINGs which would not be
active in the context of the spilled soup problem. A few irrelevant links
have been included, but not all.
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[Bowl

(a'RELATIONAL with

<Locationlink = Inside-of>)

(a SOURCE during $Eating)-

L <PARTOF = (a PlaceStting during $Eating)>

<DEFAULTLOCATION = (a Cabinet during, Kitchen)>]

[PlaceSetting

(a GESTALT with

<Parts = Glass, Plate, Bowl, etc.>)

<PARTOF = (a TableSetting)>

[TableSetting

(a GESTALT with

<Parts = a PlaceSettings, TableCloth, etc.>)

<DEFAULTLOCATION = (a Table)>]

[Table

(a RELATIONAL with

<Locationlink = On-top-of).

-<PARTOF = (a Diningarea during $Restaurant)>

<DEFAULTLOCATION = (a Floor)>]

[DiningArea

(a GESTALT with

<Parts = (Tables, Chairs)>)

(a SETTING with

<Scripts = $Eating>)

<PARTOF = (a Restaurant during $Restaurant)

= (a House during House)>]
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[DiningCar

(a SETTING with

<Scripts = (*Eating, $Restaurant)>

<Settings'= PassengerTrain>)

<PARTOF = (a Train during PassengerTrain)>)

[Train

(a GESTALT with

<Parts = (EngineCar, DiningCar, CoachCar,

during PassengerTrain)

= (EngineCar, FreightCar,

during FreightTrain)

TEngineCar, CommuterCar,

during CommuterTrain) >)1

[PassengerTrain

(a SETTING with

<Scripts = (*Train, $Trip) >]

These conceptual descriptions will be utilized by our inference
mechanism in order to construct a path from_the soup to the train.
Remember the original problem:

John was sitting in a dining car. When the train
pulled out, thg soup spilled.

As soon as the first sentence is parsed, the scripts associated with a
dining car are triggered. These are the eating and restaurant scripts
which are found under the SETTING description of a dining car. The
current context is set with the SETTING of a dining car'and any other
SETTINGs which are found under the-SETTING description of the dining
car. In this way, the current context picks up the SETTING of a
passenger train in addition to the dining car SETTING. The conceptual
parse of the second sentence produces two conceptualizations
corresponding to (1) the train moving and (2) the soup spilling:
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(1) Train 4:=1:. PROPEL Train

"(2) t1F14 4 fPROPEL/PTRANSJ 4.- X2

( result

Outside ((2)

Soup <=) PROPEL <- Soup

Inside (X 2)

When the causal antecedent of
generated (NF (PROPEL/PTRANS1 -

section 9.2.4.1 is created. The
previous conceptualizations tO
form:

the second conceptualization is
) the spilling demon destribed in

spilling demon then searches, the
see if it can --find somet g of the

X 4 (PROPEL/PTRANS1E Y

When it finds that the conceptualization for the train pulling itself
satisfies this deseription, the spilling demon is triggered. It oust
then test to see if the soup is 'dependent' on the train. Now we can
define What we mean by 'dependent.' For one object to be dependent on
another in the sense that this demon requires, it is necessary to be,
able to construct a.path of associative links between the two objects.

To begin the path, we start with the soup. Looking at the
conceptual representation for soup, we 862 that there are. two
Outputfrom links from soup. One is contingent on the eating script
and the other is contingent upon the kitchen and supermarket SETTINGs.
In the processing of our two sentences, a dining car was mentioned
Which added the SETTING of a dining car to the immediate context.
This SETTING in turn triggered the eating and restaurant scripts. So
the only associative link from soup which exists in the context of our
story is the link pointing to h bowl. We therefore infer that the
soup comes from a bowl.

Soup (Outputfrom during Srestaurant) Bowl

Now we examine the conceptual repretientation for a bowl and find that
it has an associativiink which is contingent on the eating script.
This link compels its to infer that the bowl is part of a place
setting.

Bowl (Paftof during Seating) PlaceSetting

The conceptual definition of a place setting gives us an associative
link to table setting. This is a default link which operates in any
context.
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PlaceSetting (Partof) TableSetting

The conceptual represeatation for a table setting specifies a default
location on top of a table.

TableSetting (Defaultlocation) Table

Nov when ut look at the conceptual defihition for a table we see that
there are taro . paths VA/eh could be followed. A table is part of a
dining area during the restaurant script, Out it also has a default
location on a floor.

Table-(Parta during $Restaurant) Dinit3gAratf
Table (Defaultlocation) Floor

If vs follow the path out frost a dining area, we will 'get to a
restaurant by a contingent Partrif link. if ve foiiov the path out
from a floor, we will get`to a general rooM by a Partof link. Neither
of these branches will taleVea to a train. In fact, both of these
branches v1.11 terainata at the concepts restaurant and room. In the
current context no associative linkifor.either rentauraatu or rooms
exist. But this does not mean that a connecting path doescnot exist.
We have constructed a path starting from soup and fpgoved it out as
far' as it will go. Nov we must start from 'the .conceptual
representation for a train and see if a path starting from a train
will cross any of the concepts in the path generated frc the soup.

When we went from the soup, ma followed' associative,Iin between
objects: Partof, Defaultlocation, Outputfrom,'Inputto (the Inputte
link didn't arise in this example). Starting .fro the other dit tion
We will follow only those links which are internal to an Obje.71 ti
Primitive description.

When vu exa=ine the conceptual representation fAr a train, Wks ace
that it is a GESTALT object whose parts are contingent on the
particular type 4T train. The type of train ve are dealing with to
encoded under a SETTING constraint. In our current context, ve are
working within the sErrrnc of a pacconger train. This serrinc tell°
us that the parts of the train are an engine car, a dining car, a
coach car, perhaps a club car, and whatever other cars balm* in a
passenger tra1q. So each af these parts begin a path leading free. the
cencept of a train.

Train (with Parts during PassengerTraln)

Engine, DiaingCar, CoachCar, Clubcar, etc.

Now we must exaaiee the conceptual representatt6ns for the engine car.
the dining car, the coach car, and no forth. each of thcee will he
GESTALT objects with various parte. So, it we asoune that the are

"about 5 parts to a passenger train and each of thene-p-Trts hen 10
parts of its ova- then there would be roughly 50 distinct paths
starting with the train. The search .1:rom this end is grovini
exponentially, but it stops at the second node expansion. One at the
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parts of the dining car aeill be a dining area, and hie node
intersects with the path which was generated starting from th&soup.

Diningeir (with a Part) DiningArea

The path in therefore completed, the spilling dcmotleclecides that the
iJ 'dependent' an the train, and the demon acts by placing the

train as the nctor in the causal antecedent for the spilled coup. The
path just constructed aloe tells us that the container from which the
soup spilled was a bowl.

Train 4=1> PROPEL ee- Bowl

result

Soup =4, morn
Outside (Boull

4
c Inside (Bowl)

The path conenructing cedhantom used by thin inference mechanism to
retalniscent of the intersection searched which quillian_propeeed in
bin semantic nehmorks (Quinlan 1968] . But the use of a conceptual
representation for obj rte au.i the notion of context-sensitive
anaociations reduce the number of aloe leads dramatically.

In the path propagation originating frets the coup, there are no
multiple paths until the fifth seeeratiee of links. At that point the
'search lead to a dining'area and to a floor. The nearch in thin
direction would then have two paths to follow in the sixth generation,
boat:* uhich would terminate at the sixth generation. Coming ,from
the other direction, the paths propagate exponentially, but it only
tat :es two generations to make the internection. In thin heuristic,
path propagation will always be worstecoming down than going up. The
path generated from the bottom follows associative links which are
tightly constrained by context. The path from the top in also
constrained by context, but it will fan out utenever the parts of a
GESTALT have n bo traced an van theecane here.

Ono of the difficultien in implementing intersection eenrchee in
how to know then to quit and conclude there .In no path. quillian'a
fofmalation of en intersection search never specified how the search
would knee to give up. in our Object Primitive-batted houriatic, it in
feasible that paths generated from the bottom will terminate by
themoel on (an van the cane here), /tad that path generation from the
top co d be effectively stopped after a fixed number of nodsoe had
been u hed or n fixed number of-generatione had been propagated.

By using atmociative networks ehlch vary according to contextual
coeetrainte. the eearch apace in en tmociative,nemory in greatly
diminiehed. A search through asaociative links uhich is eeneitive to

context can be tightly directed aed therefore avoid examining conrepte
which are completely irrelevant t the situation at hand. When
oar:cone in In a dinneg car and soup opine, there in no need for
emery to be coocerned with craten of neuptin a freight cat or cans of
soup In a eupermarket.
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9.3 Conclion's

t {, 4 :. 4 .
N

rs *a.

The systed of Object Primitives presented here can bo exploited
In a vaelaty of ways to handle many issues in knowledge
representation. Ve have seen a few concrete applications of Object
Primitives in the tanks of text understanding and question answering.
Ngu we will step back for a moment a,e look at Object Primitives from
a more global viewpoint.

9.3.1 'Theories of Hunan Memory

The literature of cognitive psychology is leaded with theories of
human memory. Information is not stored in memory in isolated bits
and pieces; there appears to be a cohesive structure which connects
everything according to some overall organization. There are three
'types' of memori which are commonly recognized within the artificial
intelligence paradigm semantic memory, episodic memory, and
associative memory. Enda). Tulving (Tulving 1972) proposed a
distinction l'etween semantic memory and epiSodic memory. The work of
Quinlan ((lunges 1968) is usually described as a model of semantic
memory. The knowledge structures of scripts fuel plans (Schenk &
Abeldon) are models of episodic memory. John Anderson and Gordon
Bower (Anderson & Bower 1973) have proposed a computational model of
atiociativo memory. As researcters in natural language processing,
the key question we must ask when evaluatint a theory of human memory
is;

[How can a proposed model of human memory be used
by processes which understand and generate language?

.

..--
This question doftnoe a process model approach to the problem of
understanding human memory organization.

In the formulation of Abject Primitives we have developed, we are
proposing an organizational structure of associative links as weLt as
a representational syotem. There are !we fundamental differences
between our model and the memory models of Quillian or Anderson &

vert (1) the use of contextuallydynamic memory organization, and
(2) primlitive deeompoeition in the underlying representation. In the
next ttio Ilections we will discuss the advantages of these feett.res in
terms of Cognitive process models.

9 3.2 vontextually Dynamic Memory

Object Primitive descriptions can be connected by contingent
links which are sensitive to context. That is, an associative link
may extra in one context, but not in another. In the context of a
reatnurant, there is an associative link between milk and drinking
glasses. In the context of a store, milk is linked to a silk
container. In the context of a dairy barn. milk in linked to cows.
This meant) that the structural organization of memory is a dynamic
aynten which alters ifeelf an context changes.
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From a processing poiit ofeview, contextual constraints are used;
to control searching strategies. The path generation described in
section 9.2.5.2 exemplifies contextual control, The basic method is
an intersection search tOteillian 19681, but with one ,critical
innovation. Intersection searches tend to grew exponentially aad
cover ground which should never be touched. In a sufficiently limited
knowledge domain this may not be an issue. But for a large knowledge
base (as is needed for natural language processing) an exponential
search strategy is not a feasible processidg technique. Contextual
constraints of tle sort outlined in 9.2.5.2, dictate a tightly
ebntrolled direction which effectively renders the search blind to
paths which cannot pbssibly work in the eirreet context (like finding
soup being shipped in a freight train for the soup/train problem).
Contextual control has been the key to -a number of problems in parsing
tRissbeck 1975, Riesbeck & Schenk 19761 and inferencing (Schenk 6
Abelson 19771. It is therefore not surprising that contextually
sensitive memory links should also he ,dvantageous to theories of
cognitive 'processes.

The question 'Whe're was the soup?' opened up an entire strategy
for examining associative links in memory. Locational Specification
questions can tell us about the comparative strengths of associations
in memory. Grime tGrice 19751 has hypothesized a set of
conversational postulates which contained some basic rules of thumb.
One cf them was 'Do not state the obvious.' While this is undeniably
good advice, he offered no hints as to how one should go about
determining the relative obviousness of things in aaiy given situation.
Here we havea representational system which can reflect some relative
strengths within associative links. A Partef association is a very
strong link because it is usually independent of content and is
therefore liable to be a very obvious asukAion. A stereo set is
expected to have speakers, an amplifier, and turntable or tapedeck no
matter where it is found - in a home, store, or recreation center. A
DefaultIocation link is more likely to be contingent on the current
context and therefore less obvious in the sense of general
associations. We can predict milk to be in a glass, a milk container,
or a cow. But these predicitions are dependent on SETTINGS like
restaurants,-stores, and dairy farms. Outputfrom Wand Inputto links
are liable to be more obvious since they are less sensitive to
Centest. Ice cube trays are typically filled with water or ice no
matter where they are.

We have already seen how the relative strengths of these links
can be exploited in memory retrieval. he locational specification
heuristic in section 9.2.4 is based an a preference for Outputfrom and
Defaultlocation links over Partof links. If we hypothesize that
Outputfrom and Defaultloction links are 'less obvious' than Partof
links, then this would account for the naturalness of 'In a bowl,' and
'On a table,' as answers to 'Where was the soup?' It _seems promising
that many memore phenomena may be explainable in terms of a model
which is very, fluid in its sensitivity to context. While-the specifid
links proposed here are totally intuitive and not backed up by any
pyschologieal data, a model for associative memory constructed in
terms of Object Primitives could readily accommodate psychological
data.

2 5 6
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9.3.3 grimitive Decomposition - Why Dp It?

When initially confronted .with primitive decomposition as a
theory of cognitive nrocessing, a common reaction is 'Why do all that
work? -.It seems like so much trouble.' This impression results from
a certain near-sightedness. When one begins to hypothesize specific
mechanisms of Inference and recognition, the advantages of a
conceptual representation become apparent. But without this wider
view of the processes we would like to account for, decomposition may
indeed seem to be more trouble than its worth.

There is one inference mechanism in COIL whis0 is responsible for
recognizing the enabling causality between the light tieing on and John
reading. This very same mechanism is responsible for establishing
that the radio being on enables John's listening to music. The -sate
mechanism could find the enablement between a flashlight being on and
John eing, a car running and John

d/sig

-smelling gas, or any other number
of e ablement causalities. jhe-generality of this inference mechanism
relies on the use of primitive descriptions of objects and acts. It
lookefor.SOURCE objects and ATTEND acts.

Consider what would be needed if we did not have a level of
conceptual description using primitives. Say we tried to manipulate
purely lexical entities like 'light,' 'car,' 'radio,' etc. Then these
is only one alternative: A specific enablement inference mechanimn'is
needed for each pair of words which can be related by enablement.
This means that each time we add a new word to our vocabulary, we have
to add a set of inference mechanisms to cover that word. The number
of dm ence mechanisms needed will grow linearly with the size of our
voCebular This has a disastrous implication for theories of
learning: the more words you know, the harder it is to learn a new
/one:

,11,1

The semantic system proposed by Katz and Fodor [Katz & Fodor
1964] is fur example of a representational system which is essentially
lexical. In their representation a dictionary d,finition for a word
is a case frame descripti.on with semantic markers constraining the
entities which can appropriately fill a case slot. Case frames
specify grammatical cases like 'subject' and 'object.' Semantic
markers are lexical descriptions like 'higher animal,' physical
object,' 'large,' and 'aesthetic object.' Projection rules are then

coo responsible for checking semantic markers and making sure that words
are being combined 'legally.'

There are a number of differences between the Katz & Fodor model
of semantic representation, and the representational system being
proposed here.

(1) Semantic markers are oriented toward finding legal
Nord combinations; not toward representing the meaning
of a _sentence. Semantic markers have no way of
recognizing that 'John sold the book to Mary,' and 'Mary
bought the book from John,' are almost identical in
meaning.

2 5 7
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(2) Semantic .markers do not encode knowledge about
concepts. There are no conceptual prototypes in the
theory of semantic markers. A 'ball' will have
alternative definitions like [for the purpose of social
dancing], or [having globular shape]. These are
standard dictionary descriptions which are necessarily
circular and cannot reflect conceptual knowledge.

(3) Semantic markers do not encode general knowledge
about the world. A semantic marker theory will find
'The mouse chase& the cat,' just as acceptable as 'The
cat chased the mouse.'

(4) No theoretical structure is offered describing' what
semantic markers exist or if there is a taxonomy of
markers. 'Pretty' would be defined to modify things
which are (Inanimate V -(Male)). The sense of 'addled'
which means -fotten' would have to take the marker
(Egg). ConciPtual featuE.ea':(inanimate, male, etc0- are
being confused with associUtive links between words
('addled eggs').

(5) Semantic markers were conceived for the task of
determining whether or not A single isolated sentence is
'grammatically acceptable,' or potentially ambiguous.
This task has littleNto do with the cognitive processes
Which understand and generate memory repregentations for
text. For example, there are no systems of inference
based on semantic markers.

The major challenge facing a theory of natural language processing is
the problem of inference. When are what inferences made? iihere do

they come from? How are they used? We need a strong theory of human
inference which operates .1 the level of conceptual manipulation. Any
theory which is formalized in terms of lexical maniplulations is
Loomed 'to failure in a system with a latge (the size of an adelt
human) vocabulary.

If we use primitive decomposition, we need only one inference
mechanism for tecoedizing valid enableme-t causalities between SZMCEs
and ATTENDs. We Gan add new words to the system, and the origim4a
inference mechanism will automatically extend to the concepts
underlying these new words. The amount of work involved in learning a
new word stays constant: all we need to doto add a new wrd is to
add a conceptual entry to the conceptual dictionaries for t zser
and the generator. We do not need to add cew inference meol:anisms to
make more inferences.

In the soup/train problem we saw an example of az fere-:e
mechanism which operates on the level of oettoept.al reptentstio?.
the spilling demon (see section 9.2.5.1).. This .*:C

sufficient for understanding how soup can t4; i11 to a trait. !-ow ooftee
can spill in a car, how a vase can spill if semt imto
table it's sitting on, how a bucket can sri.i If It"s sirzlpoz.
innumerably many other spilling situattens. b,c enzosA3.blf to
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achieve this sort of werality if we couldn't recognize coat-gnus'
entities like MATIOYAL objects, .ann. an MANS.

In the long run, primitive decomposition is a very effective am!
efficient uay to t.lcode information. If information. is not
manipulated on a contept;usl level, the processes Which must re devised
will- be extremely specific soy non..excendible Uhen the ;-...orialedge be
is increased. ?rimitive deposition provida a very powerful
representational system boause the pro; bsses utitt reitsni=
manipulate primitive descriptions will be geseral amd extendible.

eitit-katiiittritt-t-tItstatikititt-t-kirskift

The ase of Inject Primitives in natural lang.lageiprotessing is an
area which deserves frther attentioz. A noCler of interest-ins,

theoretical prohlems be-sz apparent in the to.Erse c f writing COTI.
Bot an enOommittovr-of Ohfect Primitives and their use in generalznis is anotnar thesis by itself. The notion of
,3h4ect PrimitivA was introdated here ms.inly to illustrate bow easily
nit con move from problems coestion answering to problems of memory
representation. hem vestiom Emerget-ing- bezriatics ttgc.mme

complicatec, it rsv be that the temory representation (Is inadecuatge
tote: .as tried to develop bezristics to ft7swer :mere vas the stk:_ it
uas apparent that this amswet co.Ald etriveZ fro= the 6emcry
re;reseritati:-= we originallv had. 1' L 13 mav, -,!oestion Lowering
task pro%tota a :ontrete triterizz s"-'v ..igi.t.s; the strengths anf,.

weakoes!,:s :! ---:rT reoresentsttona,

tf

r.
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PRO3LEFc

In the last few eh tern have. maniced problems in memory
representation =,.3 retrieval he-um-1st...1es laticb are Central LiMell, in

desigeg a cicestion =wering:model. In this etaptex me mill turn
o-.xr attention to s=e issues utich are somMat more peripheral.
Ttere are a rember of lesser problama 4bit:TA evervzally be handled
by any the, ry of_qestion ameverkg v_hich claims tz he complete. A
fem of these are e-a.lined rere., The cbapter ssaE.11 clottPuith a brief
digresaior on me cethodological partilges of art111%1a1 inteIligerce
and cspermental psychology.

10.1 C ssiate >> Clerks

"Mere are different ways t>..3t ql.lenttors :so f i32 t-) cake avya0,

Wh). did John hit

WVo's
Alb did bu Kat).

************-a***************

A qw-ntl-lr, fails to make sense Mhz:never

the vrece-,,sing of that TIcation t,caks
d4;...-:/ for Fre reason.

******A-**Alkw****************

FToccnsing fa, can otc,Ar at different stages ulthin 00
procets =,-.4e If a question elks shout John, and Lb* firitien

dcern't knee toto Jon- Is, tho Interpretive proessing of the clekr6t,inn

%all break 4164n durl,g the internspration !..74 ttle parsci no
ml,..ory token for a hum:0 -ksmed'inhn'w.:1 be fi.%:nd. if s qty,stion asks
uhl? John htt Mary, and t/7.40 ayatco domAgt kmeAr that 1:+hn hit Mary,. tt,s

..protl-ti.stog v111 breaktewn during tea memory:twIrch. ne armwer key
1.111 for -the question coserst.

*tv people ciilet Antrigtr a gtx-awr, 'becu.3c, It doetr4 t make soave
to t5-t-m, they ecn Identify via:** iromg and rcspord accordingly. 410
Av4 Alb atu ant -errs A41'1.:h reaps nd to orc4Aksalq57, failures. Tnce
rigp-,,mr,c* grr:-eatell by Onwq!stnit;), Chrok routIVCS.

t:cmalatent, Becks area proce.durea Fcttdded throuAto4t try prom:a
m-A.1 u*Alth gmrate ApproptIato essoonE=os wtenvver proLeaglrg brtaka

Mere are Ccanalstarcy Cheeks for interpretive breakdowns and
fail4.tes within within the ie-nry getirch, hoot Corstattmty Checks Ara
par Aiic And Arc triWied S414!.4 A wooti6p ansvortng przetss

F:m elovn10, a C4v4aalAntecdt.,n Gaellf,tw%f Check Is pntalito
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*ease that it triggers only if the !matching ncar4Cfails to
find. an ansuete key,' :Thin Passive, process would be reepensible for
objectiag to 'WI dld,Jihe hit Nhrfg, eben. Jai! hadn't hit Mary. But
eeeae tonnintency Checkn hust. be,ectiemtly inplemented. For example, an
a4eve eonsinteney Cheek for ExPectatiottal questions east be triggered
Uttendeer the questioa concept' for an Etsectatianal quention in fauna
In-memory. "Aty didet John #it Mary?' takes no Se if John did bit ;

Nary.

In' the coeputer-pregeen impleatation for SAM and PAII,
priority uan given to the secceseful proiseeine of quentione whicb
=eke Acne .fa to these thick don't make since). Therefore no
Consipyrecy then bouriotIcn have been implemapted in QUALM. The.

-

deign of Cdnsistencyeeeck procedures in a pecblee.,.uttnie beletions
uell naturally fall cut frogs the preqsses designed; to handle seneible
qgestione, Met in, if ea tinderstepd boy, to .a der all_ of the
ecasanable questions l.thiee. can be asked of a story, tbed tbe
44itiona/ processing needed for Intelligent respensee to unreaeonable
quiet leen-will be obvious end easy-to- add.

,-In Chapter Eight wa discussed retrieval heuristim-based
stretegion for knOuledge seats aseessment in question answering. But
there ue limited our _observations to mat. ean be inferred iron a
!liege isolated question. In an actual question answering dialog,
people keep track of tbeinformation cemenalcated. No buean uill be
contant to loop indefinitely:

Q: Sao hit Nary?
A: John.

Uho hit Haryl
A: I just told you John.

The empatiencerpeople experience Veen they are asked the same question
!mice is a -by-product of pros asaa which build and check models of
other peoples' knowledge.ntates.

In conerent question answering dialogs, questions are knot
aneeered in isolation of each ether. Answers to questions are
produced in accordance 10191 what WM and hasn't been said before. to
the question answering dialogs which occur in courtrooms between a
lawyer and a uitnass, the continuity of the questions asked and
answers given is no tight that it is possible to sea utere the
exceination is heading; after a certain point see can predict what
mill be naked next (at leant in drceatixed couetroen dialoes). In the
context of ansueriue questions about stories, the continuity of a
question -answering dialog in not no important. Questions about
stories are asked only for the purpose of deoonstrating =prehension.
The c=munication X.n therefore sozeuhat artificial (since the
quest/twee knees the apsuors)., Eat even in this situation we can feel
disturbed by a lack of continuity..

261
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John ,took a bus to New, York.. Then 4he took the
subway to Leone's. 1a had lasagna; Me took the
bus back to New Maven.

Ql: How did John-go to New Ea Veu?
Al: By bus..

Q2: What did he eat?
A2: John ate lasagna.

Q3: Did John eat?
A3: yes.

Q4: How did John go to New York?
A4: Johh went to New York by bus.

Q5: Did John gd.back to New Haven?
A5: Yes.

Q6: Where .-did John go?

A6: New York.,
-

This dialog seems to be lacking direction. The quedtioner appears to
be totally ignorant of the answers givea. People, would not normally
ask s questiOn like 'Did John eat?' immediately after hearing 'John
ate lasagna.' The same questions could have been asked in a much more
reasona6ir organized dialog:

Q6: Whets did John go?
A6: New York.

Q4: How did John go todNew TIork?
A4: John went to New York by bus.

Q3: Did John est?
A3: Yes.

Q2: What did he eat?
A2: John ate lasagna.

Q5: Did John go back to New Haven?
A5: Yes.

,Q1: How did John, go to New Haven?
Al: By bus.

The lack of ciuttinuity is the first dialog and the apparent Elontinuity
of the second dialog are due, to a process of knowledge state
assessment. Whenever people answer questions, they try to keep track.
of 'what the, questioner knows. That is, the answerer maintains a model'
of the queitioaer's knowledge state. Whenever a question is answered,
the information communicated in that answer is incorporaced in this
vodelt If the questioner asks a question which violates our
assessment of his knowledge state, we get impatient and wonder what's
wrong.

269
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Knowledgestate assessment makes the difference between a system
WhIch,_ mindlessly answers any question it hears and one which has some
sense of when a question is or isn't reasonable. Underlying all Q/A
dialogs isan implicit principle:

****************************I4*******
e-2

Questions are asked to draw attention to

gaps in the questioner's knowledge state;

questions are answered to fill those gaps.

*ii***********************************

fl

This principle applies to all Q/A dialogs including the more
Artificial ones where the Person answering must answer questions as
though he were really supplying questioner with with information
the questioner didn't have.

Same task domains wh4h involve question answering capabiliges
rely on a very soPhStieated capacity for knowledge state assessment.
For example, a systqM which answers (or asks) questions in a teaching
situation must-have:a very accurate sense Of what the student Apes and
doesn't kno4 in order to be effective .(Collins 1976P. A system which
answers qdestions in the context of technical informat4 retrieval
will be store effective if it knows how sophisticated the questioner's
knowledge state 'is. When a-question is answered on a level, which is
either too far above or below the questioner's level of competence,
the answer-Will fail to communicate information.

f

In many cases inferences about someone's knowledge si.ate are mad, .

on the baSis pfwhat that person has said. If you ask me whether oX
not all Lebesgue-integrable functions are Riemann-integrab414 I will,
assume front your question that you know something about atagration
theory. More inferences are made on the basis of what I have said to
you., For example, if I tell you that not all Lebesgue-integrable
functions are Riemann-integrable, I might reasonably expect you to
r

l

ember that and,knpw it from then'on. So alterations of knowledge
sitatemodels_can be made anytime anybody says anything in a Q/A
dialog.

In QUALM we proposed that a'Last MLOC Update (IMO -be maintained
as a minimal processing technique for knowledge st'ate assessment (see
section' 3.1.3.2). The LHU is a simple device for maintaining
conversational continuity, and it is an ,intuitively valid idea since
people must surely remember the conceptual .content of their ''last

statement. It is invalid insofar as it stops short of seriously
modeling a memory represention for conversations. People must have
memory structures of conversation which are maintained for at least
some period of time. But precisely what this memory representation
looks like and how it is related to the problem of knowledge state
assessment is very difficult.
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Knowledge state assessment is .closely related to theories of
conversation, overall memory organization, and issues of short term
vs. long term memory. Even very simple minded notions of knowledge
state models run into severe difficulties in terms of representation
and overwriting. For example, suppose we wanted to create a short
term knowledge state model for a given conversation. We won't even
worry about integrating the information in this short term memory
structure into a more permanent memory structure. The simplest
stfdcture we can propose is a list of concepts. Suppose that every
time a concept is communicated to Mary by John, John adds that concept
to his knowledge state,list-model for Mary. Even in this short term
memory model, we run into problems of updating. Consider the
following dialog:

Mary: Does Susan live in New York?
John: No.

iary: Where does she live?
John: She liveS in Washington.

The following entries must be made in John's MLOC model for Mary:

1) Susan does not live in New York.
2) Susan lives in Washington.

We have a duplication of information here. 'If Mary knows that Susan
lives in Washington, it is useless to keep,a conceptualization around
Which encodes the fact that Mary knows Susan does not live in New
York. But this reduAtion is only possible-if a_memory process of some
sort determines that.living in New York and living in Washington are
mutually exclusive possibilities.,

Suppose we could update the list-model to eliminate redundancies.
Them we would have a kno-Aedge state model which encodes the knowledge
Mary acquired in the course of the conversation, but no trace is
present in this model of Mary's previous knowledge states. After this
dialog, John should be able to conclude that Mary did not know where
Susan lived before he told her (unless he has some reason to believe
she has been devious with him). Her first question indicated that
Mary had some reason to believe that Susan might live in New York. If,
this is important to Joha or if it is surprising to him for some
reason, he is liable to remembef\that Mary thought Susan lived in New
York. A knowledge state model which only records those concepts
cu-4unicated by the person mairtaining the model, a4 which eliminates
redundant communications, will not be adequate for representing
previous knowledge states which can be inferred from a question. This
raises another issue.

Should a complete running history of Mary's knowledge states be
maintained? If not, how much information about previous knowledge
states should be kept? Which information? That is really going on
here is much more compliccted than keeping John is liable to
remember that Mary thought Susan lived in New York only if this fact
is significant or unexpected for some reason. To determine whether or
not a given piece of information is significant or unexpected, a lot
of memory interaction must he taking place with John's long term
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'memory in.order to pick. out inconsistencies and surprises. Much more
has to be known about overall memory 'structures and integrative
processes before problems of this magnitude can be tackled in a
serious manner.

10.3 ConVersation Theory

Question answering dialogs are a form of'conversation. There are
rules of conversational structure which are used to arrive at correct
interpretations and appropriate responses. The conversational"
continuity rules described in Chapter Three deal with very simple'

.

phenomena in conversation. To get some idea of how much more
complicated conversational Structure can be, let's kook at an example
of nested question answering dialogs

Mary: Do you know anyone who can referee some papers
before August?

John: Is Bill Sand going to be around 'this summer?
Mary:,Who?'

John: Don't )(111U know the members of the editoriel
board?

'Yes, but that name isn't Amiliar.
John: I think he just joined. Re's a new memb r.
Mary: No, I don't think he is.
John: Then we can't ask him.

In this conversation'Mary disagrees with John about somebody named
Bill Sand being a member of the editorial board. John seems to give
in to her opinion about the matter, and says something which 'indicates A
that they shouldn't ask anyone Outside- of the editorial board to
referee papers..c The critical juncture in this' conversation is when
John says 'I think he just joined. He's a new member,' at which point
Mary says 'No, I don't .think he is.' Conversational continuity forces
us to interpret Mary's statement as a reply to John. Mary seems to be
saying that she doesn't think there is a new member of the editorial
board named Bill Sand. John's final reply 'Then we can't ask him,' is
also interpreted in terms of the repp,preceding it. John seems to be'
saying that if the person he is thinking of Is not a member of the
editorial board, then they can't ask him to referee pagers. The
conversation makes sense as it stands and there does not seem 'to be
any confusion.about whatisheing said. But now look what .happens
when one smallalteration is made:
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Nary: Do you know anyone who can referee some papers
before August?

Jon:.: is Bill Sand going to be around thia.summect
Mary: Who?
John: Donit you know the members of the editorial\

board?
Mary:Yes, but that name ian't
John: I think he just joined. En's a new member.
Mary: Oh yes, now I know who you mean. No, I don't;

think he ia.
Johns' Then we can't ask him.

The only change is an addition to Mary's last statement, 'Oh yes, now
know vho you mean.' This declaration acts as a signal to tell John

that she resuming a suspended exchange. Without thin eigeal her
next statement 'No, I dan' think he is,' is interpreted- as a rosportse
to John's 'I z-hink he just joined. Be's a new member.' But with the
added signal, *-ma, ye's, nciw I know who You mean,' "No, I don't think he
is,' is interprete; 4S :A reply to, the earlier suspended question "In
'Bill Sand going to be around this summer?' The aiinal is critical. here
because the nesting,!of processes is three deep. People. can recover
from one level without signals to establish a return to the next
level, but when move than. one level hen to be recovered, clues must be
supplied to help the transitions.

nia.JAidthstevel1.42(covSiatel

-Mary: Do you know Anyone who can referee some papers
before Au ust/
level 0 .uestIon) -

John:. Is Bill Sand ta41)2,.....ititriLnuilthis summer
(levek 1 queation),

Mary: Who
(level 2 uestic

John: Don't you know the members ow the editorial. 3

ilevel 3 uestion)
Mary: Yes but t t name inn t famil iar.

(level. 3 answer).
John: frEirinTTe ust oine a new zee or.

(level 2 a
Mary:

1laved 2 continnation)
John: 1Then we 'scan't lank tin.

(level 0 antiwar)

wor)
o I don t t 0 S.

t.)

a
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Level

All....01.4.1401[
Mary: Do you knee anyone who can referee some papers

before AU hat?

John:

Mimi 1 fiviotion),
?lazy: bey

)1e
(level 2. question)

John: m=bert-iis tThtrrdlio.r

Hery:
, (level 3

John;

yen.. 114M OW 0_ you meanii

(signals and of level Z,,exchdega

John

Vithout a theory of conversational ser4,Ctures, it to not possible
to recognize uhen' a question annUering exchange in being dropped,
ouSpended, or resumed. Neetions and answers era merely unitd
coemunication within larger converaational.exchangeo. lbcsye -excheogea_
are themselves subject to ntpustural Iasn of combination Which 4i,elud9.:
nesting pheoodena. ComOlete conceptoal proem:Log fdi question
answering dialogs must be oennitive to these 3.a.4 4 .unito of
conversational ntrurture.

I
10.4 What Every Lawyer Should Kftqw

In a noptiaticated mcgt4 of memory repreaentetion. a ,.story
teprecentation ,4L1 evolve over time and be subject to various
interference and blocking factors. Bartlett's faeoun experiments with
'The War of the Choate' (BarWtt 19321 .investigated come of the veys
41 Uhtch eery reprenedtationn deteriorate tied change over time.'
F4ctorn other than time can affect memory ae well.

In a study by Elizabeth Loftus (Loftus i9753 subjects were shown
a ucvie of a sporte car driving down a L.enetry road. After the ee:rie
the subjects were asked a :maul) of quentionu. One group too linked.
'How fast wan the car going down the country road?' Atte other croup of
nubjecto vas asked, 'How fast %/au the car going uhen it weed the
barn driving down the country road?' (Ho barnappbared in the film.)
One weck later, nubjects were again ankad quentions about the =pule
but without a second viewing. One of the queutionn at thin eubeequent
nennion 'Did you ace a barn?' Only 2.72 of the firat group
:ens red Yee, but 17.32 of the oecond group anevered Yea.
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r.

Thiel ouggeoto that memory repreaentntiono or retrieval mechanitmo
can be altered by the.qmootione ubich accono them. In Groan what( a
mcdory riTracontatiodlis weak °roe:act:ft/atm, concepte propoppoaa itt a
question% can rbp intorporatod in the =gory reprooentation. This
incorportion could oc either by revising the oLory ropresentation
or by Iseetihg' up dotourq for rotrlcval mecheniome. Preouppoottions
must be chickod against the story teprenentation_and in the event that
no contradiction is found, new information could be added to the (story
representation or abort circuits could be ant up to a more: recent and
**lightly altered otory reprenentation genotated, at the time of a
oneion aneworing dialog.
, f

i).5 General Q/A

WALK has been impleoented in the tank domain of nonvoting
:location about smarten. tut the otrategiee of concoptue
categorization, loforontial analycin, and olnborltion options era all
needed for 4 theory of gentral Q/A an volt, All of the opeciflo
interpiottvo pled and content'opeo4fication options out dins in Olio
thoeio era qpplicablo to general Q/A. For exemploe

Q12 Do you want a drink?
All Jo thanks, 1 have to drive home.

At results iron an application of tho Corroction/Explantion Option.
The elaboratic in Al answoro the Expectionnl queetton, '14hy don't you
vent a drink?'

Cooveroational acripta are Unowledgo etructutloes for specific
conversational contexts. Lf a Q/A dialog to aebedded in a
eufficiontly stereotypic convorsationel cortext, those knoWledgo
atructurea will guider the interpretive procenoing of n quontion. For
exaople, a stockbroker talking to 4 client will underaoando

Q22 When did you coil?

to bo a quotation about the selling price; not the timo of ten
traosoction. Stereotypic nitoattonn end relnitonnhipn often provido
apecific predictions about Vhat a clues:Lion ronliv meann.

Theorion of inference end knowledge etato acme:vont 2411 onnble
inferential analyoto to mndoratend vhat it gonotionve in really anking
Brien a Q/A diolog occurs in the context of goelnoriented behavior
utich 141 not otereotypic. Per exonlle. if John and Mary Are caning
out and they aro about to ,cook dinnor, the following incohaogo wield
oceto

Johar Viii you go down to the tiv,,r?
Vary, I think thero's, enough hero.

Knowicdgo of general goals and plane arc needed to ndotatand that (1)

in anking, 'Will you go doom to Use river (to get mere water (for
dinner')) ?' Then A3 can be undoiotood2 'I think thorns* enough (vistas;
here (for ,dinnor)),' if ffory didn't know that Johu tholes voter, that
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ho wants it for dinner, and that the river is where you go to get
voter, then mho couldn't havaresponded as she did.

The Inferences needed to understood quetions in general
gool-orlented situations aro Identical to the itIOVIA044 needed to
comprehend test when a story describes goal-oriented behavior If we
heardt

John needed to go dovn to the river before ha .

could alert dinner.

We would have to use the knovledgo of scripts and plane Op understand
how going to the river chat be causally related to preparing dinaort
In the context of camping ow.. voter ex ats in rivers. you frequently
need (water to prepare Node if you don't hove something you need you
mast 44.& it, and if eomethins you aced Waite elsewhere. you CACI so
there to got it Thin knowledge .needed to understand causal
cennertiole In general text is ideation to the knowledge needed to
carry on general WA dialogs.

10.6 Poythelegy (:ttd Artificial Intelligence

In nectinn 10.4 ue cited evidence (Loftus 147N1 that the very
procena of anowering d question con alter a memory representation.
Vuppose a pnychologiar, confronted ulth the results of the Loftus
exparlment, wants to account for ,,,thh mochanims of human Mowry
tosporsible for thole moults. U ho works vithin the experimental
paradigm of poychology, eta villt

(I ) ropooc Moot 4ant:ribiog what htt thiOn t* going on,

(I) flit on Opoamont to toot Ititt thrY0

(I) knn Ott oulnIftmont,

thl dlytto tho molt* to non in shat w4Vn hi* IhoorY 10
'cothntnntintoa OT sointrodirtod,

h"u nuppnen a r0000rchor in a,tificini intOnigoneo cnfronto the
nnew oggotintontn1 tomato and would also Ilk° to tWoUnt, for the
m000rY onoboniomn ovornting. Working from within an m1111.71411
infolligonco itttro4tgmt htt vtlls

(1) PrPon0 n 010011 Its 40tictIho What ho thinlot to going on,

tzt %Ito compt0101 mogtam whist+ itsplomnotn thin thooty.

( 1) Rti the gottlimtot plWft,

(4) Cis n If the pliklfitaM Ihion whet 1 WOO I0(00A04 10 do. and *only**
iho way* tt (*tin<
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In either paradigm, we are concerned with se: theory of memory
processes. A psychologist uses experiments to develop his theories
while an AI researcher uses computer programs. In either paradigm,
theories undergo continual revision. and expansion. One experiment
usually leads to another. And the point of writing a computer program
in AI is very often Just to anti out how to write it better the next
time. The four steps of both research paradigms describe a cyclic
process: ,after the fourth step we go back to step one to incorporate
What we have learned in a revised, extended, or totally new theory.

Does this mean that the only difference between the two paradigms

tir
is that one uses experiments and the other es computers? Yes and
no. It is the case that some probleMs lend emselves to experimental
investigation and some don't. The experimental paradigm imposes a
restriction on the kind of phenomena Which can be profitably
investigated. If experiments cannot be designed which isolate the
vliriable factors pf a proposed theory, the psychologist can go no

teeL4eee Problems concerning -human cognitive processes are difficult

t
studTwithin the paradigm of experimental, psychology for precisely

this reason. An analogy has often been made to the effect that trying
to desiga an experiment Wch will I light on human memory
processes is like trying to perform brean surgery with a hammer and
chisel. What experiment can be designed to help us understand how
people are able to answer simple questions like 'What's your name?'
Natural language processing is a prime example of a cognitive process
Which slips through, the net of empirical experimentation.

&mural language processing can be productively studied within
the AI paradigm. If we construct a process model which is designed to
acceunt for A particular language task (e.g.. question answering,,

eummarization, translation, etc.) then we cats write s. computer prograie
Which implements that model. By running the program, we can see where
the model is weak, where it breaks down, or where it appears
competent. A program which doesn't work may not work because of
technical programming errors. These can always be fixed. The
interesting failures are those which occur because the process model
underlyin the program failed to recognize some critical problem or
failed to andIe some problem adequately.

When a program fails for theoretical reasons, we learn something
we didn't know before. When an AI researcher wants to investigate
cognitive processes in people, he' uses - the .computer as an
inveatigative tool which can help him see things which would otherwise
be overlooked. Computers can help us study cognitive processes in the
same way that microscopes help us study cell biology. Without a
computer we can only guess at what's there; with a computer we're
still guessing, but we at least know when we're wrong.

270
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CHAPTER 11

PERSPECTIVE AND CONCLUSIONS

11.0 Prerace

The theory of question answering proposed by QUALM is essentially
a theory of natural langita3e processing. This natural language
perspective distinguishes QUALM from, many other question answer ng
systems which are motivated by information retrieval or automatic
theorem proving. Many systems which attempt to answer questions
phrased in natural language have been designed in two pieces: (1) a
memory retrieval system, and (2) a natural language intaface. Very
often the interface problem is considered secondary to the retrieval
system and the two subsystems are designed as if they were
theoretically independent of each other.,

1"

The question answering system based on QUALM can be likewise
decompose6 into memory retrieval (QUALM per se) and natural language
interface (parsing and generation). But in -QUALM, thii4 division
distinguishes cognitive processes which are language dependent from
those which are purely conceptual and independent of language. The
theory of QUALM extends theories of cognitive processing which

% originated with the study of conceptual memory [Schenk 1975), parsing,
[Riesbeck 1975] , and generation (GoldRil_1975). QUALM therefore reste
on a foundation of ideas in conceptual information processing. This
orientation constitutes a fundamental departure from information
retrieval and other viewpoints where natura language processing is

treated as merely a 'front end' for questio nswering systems.

11.1 Other Q/A Systems,

A number of'question answering systems have been designed over
the last twenty years. We will not attempt to review all of the
research in computational question answering here. But 't might be
useful\ to compare QUALM with some of the more redene question
answerin g systems in order to clarify comparative 'strengthc and
weaknesses in various approaches to question answering.. The reader
who is not familiar with the systems discussed here should .refer to
the references cited for a complete description of these research
efforts.

, 1=I4 .1 Winograd (SHRDLU)'

SHRDLU [Winograd 1972] was well publicized as the first computer
program to understand English. The program's world knowledge was
limited to a blocks world; SHRDLU simulated robotic manipulation ollw
block's on a table top. It could respond to requests (Ple9se put the
red pyr, 1 on the blue block) and inquiries (Where is the red

/4 pyramid'

,,,t,



From a theoretical viewpoint," Winograd retemted As t
progrmt based or 'procedural repreoentatioms of kno04edse ;i4:,.3ra4
1976]. Winograd maintains that the knovledso needed for a rat,a.-al
language processing system csn he represemted ss pzoced.z..7es
that system. In SERDIX, the umierstrnding of " ?lease pick the
block,' consists of executing a proced.xt Vhich to.maztes pictimg
the block. This approach' to kzowledge reFzescntal-tet: is strongly
dependent on the task domain 1,11=ZSZ44 ZNZ.$16- Sa.=.

In a performative domain tlike the blocks Vze.1s.
representation may appear to he sppropriate. Nj.:,ez lazgiAgt is
unders!-Nd in ncm-performative oemtexts, -pr000d.-zal re:::,icstmtatiomo
fail to mate tease. Story vz.:trstanding one c.ontrai
procedural understanding is rot adf-o;oatt. ttot
understanding system .i.--.ears that Jehn lole0 14.1tr :2447't %et=
to marty him. What,er&edOre it the =dterstand systfz. P;*.possed to
execute to imdiete that it zmdez*kood, The -.'y ledge ettoZooto
manipulate blocks does mot extend tgt 40M417.A Ifrtre tr.oNates ihca
human motives and intentionality is ::wed..

The question ant .ring techaisots v.sed by Sar.: era alvo
limited by tte ta,s3z domain el t system. F: wit. vl'tm SaZIZ
ausvers a 'why' or "bov' question, it eCi=ats t acl stsck vItioh gm*
generated at a history z,f the SN*tea*t UtrzipaattZr.** -44tNe coq .:ms
are answered by finding the qoestion tIle goal stack azd
pushing the stack.; 'bow' cJt*tIZZS gat-SZ*WAXsi h5 fining th
question concept and popping Ott stack. Zit* he-xis.ic mi*R it
any domain where ve are lute:toted in Nrelv prociral
it des not unrk in domains where sme goals are more swathe:a-7A that
others, and when goals are - the only ea.:se% amtecedeuts for cvemts.

"Iky did . w hu ish_es at lectes' 10191501ew

is a question with ansvers bio describe :A.$4.1 acts 7Zt
goals:

He couldn't pay th* ohcot.
Ee "a4 no money.
Ee vas pietTooketed:

Even Vhen soal-oriented =aver is approrriate. somc sma r* deriyk_
from a goal tree arc Nor beoa...se they do rot tate socoamt
inferences that the questioner cam elk: for himatit.

W%, did on set .moo his korse
So he could ride it.

This is en exasperatus aasver vhio veuld ref,-it trot nt ply pQat-i.ng
the goal stack. Some seleetion ''s"421Stii: is 000404 tc prodL.ze
better ensver:

41d Jahn set on *is h,:trpc'
So o.o.ld be clese ti Mar:.

N



SS:.` VSS A ver s. ilm7rez-.1 system since it was the firot intorectisvt .

comNter program w42ch retwoded to Eoglist inpot. But th.,4 teciarlea-

f memory revesostattoo vmderlying SS IA, hive riot° been extended
tesionit its original task` domain. ,The cr4ciel role of ixioviedga.
rZpresamtation in matural 1a -'fie processing .has become widely'
recogmtred t seceat yearse at t! ttme SKR= v Witted', C''Ot

reseal:ctera vete still narting oa._t the real Issues 1r natioal Language
proofts1.

h L.:74,11s )

ISNIAS ft.bods 074) 10,,,a, a prototype natwral language qty Wit=
letigm,d for acre its: a large data b=c of techeltal linftFasilon

tho noom.rock c=iiis colic:Led during,tho 11 'Manion.
parset for tSTAIS'in an augmented tra§aLtiottnetwork Bch rap

Eaglisb Into a parse tree.. Scantic procbaaittg then,
translates tho syntaztle. tree'-into a acm.,:-.Aic aoi
representation. The wmantle regtaczatation for a motion

tually a prosy= ctpa.c8ion wbieb is dire t1 czecbtot for cemly
retrieval.

1 °_

The rxmory representationa and.senantit processes used in LSNIAS
were largely adequate for thc:;_techttieal data the elate= woo deoigned
to accek.N. Et there are we rya 'IN!.,nyatense retrieval
he=istic5 5114 armantic intiarp, otatton INashAlebber 19/13. For
Mae, in order to anaVeri

to all brine laacontain

t'zccasivaystl=tr*Ittit the breccifis and testa cee.4 em to ,see
if it contains 1,ixtt,t4ol, of them do, the the} answet 15 yea.
WI if tee data base were 044,,nited to inelt,de informstion

All s=pleticestaint'iery'nt t.

Brecclas iytt, =plea.

larthsocm ill an element.

tt4.0 4 deduction proteo would bt ablf t zot,wt. yo:1 without
arch breccia nomplr.- proialen at zov tt sem a dodurtwe prows,
lostedd ot a gmeratu and tetit atrattio, tom. typical

It-ocri a 1,1,4 do71111 trW,0 trth1:411 doc4riptivt:

Thc Jvicioptd F;.:.' 2f

d eta p r ti tof technu.11 .hfuuzatiort retrItval.
techcal Inforration count bt ksndled atter Arca toforma re

se3leh I,. "u. t1:41 cc:cpt4.11. for example, ec ix d

it 15 d;i4uprtate to br g.mnrerned with dioltsetive prommto When.
*dectLno: der-arlbet ere geeeratioo predicates 0110 must be
cerr.2c.').' But /n non-te,:hnical dmaln4, prcyzessee of tlferew:0 0.10%ere
"Inference describes tbe ',.(-72z:irints at acwmptOnl Which cat be
wrong) are r.o.c u9eAul than deduzl...vo pro,ccews, 60 bsvo liCCA t'w
l*sutr to quvntionn can hr correct and mitt tu terrible 105vcra (Pelt;
ai-ittttfri Chi, Thrct, ?tine). 1,trictly dedAtive pTINCOW5
are f,',OPUtiVef., t4) nOly t?-f" trt4th wettue% (ii p,,poo' 7.,v_tnot ewNlovv

"-IC\
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4
utether or ent,a correct ansvorIs also an appropriate anewa. The
yleeptlen ansynring. problems Uhirfierls.t In a system like tAIIS have
very little in common vitt problems vi.lich..arino in the context of
story under:star:4N. It is, Ebtrefore 'usel-41 tap _differentiate
teaLsical :a.Wrzation pro whin, fr44.-----to-aial Information
processir4.

It is too earl.. at this stage to 'prodii.J. how tinbalcal ard
cr-tceptf.,al processing strategies nelsto to,e-...h other and precinaly
utere tee bo=deriesi of their knowledge dr:mains lit. A coligh
zim.inction may be men in t4rms of thci following teat.1 if the
ini.4=atioucztoded in a syttem is the sort of inf,Nrmation which a
single parses with a good memeri) could be expe%..ted to remember, then
tftt information is conceptual. Ott:bruise, technical. Using this
guide:lino, star' ,Ai fro WI Zady ncvo would baron ,a

Lonceptual information prar*lng system. utile the results of .13,0

chemical analyzes belong in 4 technical-information precesaIng synt

11.1.3 tarts ifilMES)

PUKES system (kilts 1.977,t 16 cestl?er 'query system which.
accesses a large data base of techntrai information. The data base
for RAMS contains information about -oval aircraft maintenoOdp and
flight AAAA. It appears to be similarito_ISKLIS nate that the
1011al*parse bTpasses a syntactic pato* tree represen an in talfor

of a paraphrase expression:of canonical phralxs. is paraphrase is
than fed bark to the user for confirmation 1W re an into tive
phase :am the paraphrase into a forasj.--(uery language ekpi ion
utlich is directly executed fof memory retvieval.

Both 1.51AI5 and MANES arenxinpirs.of systems which ar.C.41=11 at
pro:Altai inplamentation in "a relatively nerroWknowledge domaic.
Design.issucs which would be critical'for a more geotpl system are.
not .encoontered when tbe task demala is aufficient".':estricted. rev
example, relatively fau words aed virtually no scnianeoa in the FLAWS
world are ambiguonf: in meanimg. INts aimplifies parsini strategieae
and cam`, -es any, Aced for Inferentini spntysla 4r knovIt:dge-based
indetprciation of the sort found in quilt. The V412 a !Alma of coat=
senSitite interpretation can be Ignored when a systlxm is designee to
qperato tn.one N:,;:ntext only.

MANE'S claims 1.,7 be a data ihdepen.dent system. This means that
ae language from and of thi system would not. have to be
aa,stantially altotee to accocmodate an kdended data bask* or a _rpm
record-based data base. which is Suitably co:Retrained. (i'tm primary
alterations would estiv.1 the addition of new vu-.abulary.) On toe other
bard, the data accessing programs in PLANES would haw to be
-ac.b3tantiallv modified fa a new data base with retrieval functions 4,
*pccific to that data base. ran genirality of PLANES'ia therefore
delinedity the type of data it accesses.

While it is, difficult to cenpare strategies for conceptual
information processing with strategies for technical inftiMation
processing directly, there might 6e .a comparison in terms of relari4
generality. If ve draw a para.:lel between data bases and individual



stories, then a story understanding system which has to alter its
question answering techniques for each new story is analagous to a
data base query System which has to alter its questioq answering
techniques for each new data bees.

e/-
-Num taWbeen implemented to fensetlon with story undertanding

optems which protons stories acedrding to theories of script and plan
application. QUALM can eeswer quastioos about any ,story .which has
been understood in. terms of scripts and pleas.. Ibis means that. new
scripts can be added to SA) to lecreaseeits knowledge base, and QUALM
sill be able to answer2ekratiovs about stories Using these new scripts
without any modifies:A:one to wan.

'Since scripts and plans describe general knowledge structures,
any process which relies on veneral properties of scripts aod plans
will not be affected by_the 'addition of new scripts and plans. QUALM
ip designed for memoiy representations aeneratgee by script and
plan-based story understanding eiyatems. This given. QUA a very
powerful' generality in the context of story understanding. Scripts
and plans describe an extenakee amount of :blowledge used in text
comprehension. Insofar as we can predict what scripts and plans look
like In general, QUALM can be confidently apPiled to stories using new
scripts and plena regardless of their specific knowledge coetent.

When a script-based retrieval technique (see Chapter Five) is
reqUired, a new script necessitates a modificetion to QUALM. But even
then, this modification is geeeral- i tgre tense that it will
accomodate any story understood by' that script. Male Script ane
plan-specific modifications may be required, at no time should a
modification to-QUALM be made whieb is story-specific.

The FLATIES sestaoshasi-been implemented with dnly one daEa base
and deasflt try to subotaatiate claims about its generality. QUALM
was originally implemented when SAIf had three scripts in "its 'data,
base. SAM is currently running with a total of twenty --tour scripts,
and no changes to QUALM have been necessary for stories based on these
new scripts.

11.1.4 ScScr g tLUIGZ )

LUIGI Scvsgg 19751 simulates stereotypic food preparation
routines within the setting of "a kitchen in order to wever questions
like

eMat e eusile would I' eed if I toasted br.A7
Row do you make cookies?

When LUIGI receives a question, it accesses the appropriate routine
(toastine bead or making cookies) and simulates the process
specified. then` the simulatiop hau provided the appropriate
inforMation, the quelition is aowered.

The theory of knowledge representation enderlyi* LUIGI is a
theory of shat Scragg calls rote-eriented knoviedge. From all his
descriptions, rote-oriented knowledge appears to be identical to one

2 V5
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formulation of scripts.' The basic difference between LUIGI and QUALM
is, that LUIGI answers questions about rote-oriented procedurei
(scrictel, activities) as a general information system, While QUALM
answers questions_ about stories. That is, LUIGI'will answer general
questions abOut its knowledge domain; QUALM expects questions towbe
about some story whichhas been processed. LUIGI is not a story
understanding system, .but Scragg h suggested that rote-oriented
knowledge could be used for cueing during story understanding in
the same way this applies scripts during understanding to generate
inferences Scragg 1915).

The simula4ion processing Which LUIGI implements corresponds to
the proposed processing of Judgemental questions in QUALM. Judgmental
questions require the questioner to Make a projection about what is
likely to happen on the basis.o -general world.knowledge. What we

s,

would call a projected Behest
in :

antiation, ,Scragg eis calling a
process simulation.- While Sego has, described. the details ,of

processing Judgemental questions dare completely than we have, QUALM
carers more.ground than LUIGI in terms of an overall theory. QUALM is
a more comprehensive theory Of question answering -than LUIGI since
LUIGI handles only two of the thirteen conceptual questlesaCategories
mhieh QUALMeeprocesses (Judgemental and Instrumentel/Frocedural).
Because of this task limitation, Semi has not any
processing theory which corresponds to"the vinceptesi.categorization,
inferential analysis, or content specificatiq,of QUALM.

eS ..

11.1.5 Belirow (GUS)

GUS (Bobrow et als 19751. is an interactive dialog program
designed -to assume the role of a travel agent in a goal-oriented
conversation with's client. GUS is composed of interactive modules:
a morpholological 'analyzer, syataetic analyzer, the fram' reasoner,
and the language generator. The frame reasoner component of the
system has received the focus of research efforts in GUS. The notion
of a frame in GUS id consistent with Minsky's general formqlation olae.

frames (Minsky 1975) as peototypical template structures which can be
instantiated to represent specific instances of events or entities. -

GUS uss its system of travel-related frames to direct dialog and
instantiate memory representations for. what it is told. For example,
a Date frame contains slots which can'be filled specifying the month,
day, year, and weekday. Other frithes used by the system include
Person, City, PlaceStay, TimeRange, Flight and TripSpecification
frames. When, 'GUS initiates a dialog with a client, the system asks
questions in 'an attempt to instantiate all of its frames with
information' provided by the client or inferred by the system. One
type of Inference made by GUS is generated by default assignments for
certain 'frame fillers. For example, thd 'homeport' 'slot in the
TrOSpecificatlen frame is never requested by GIBS. This slot is
adtomatically fiiled with a default assignment of Palo Alto (GUS is
based in Palo Alto) unless the client specifies otherwese.

GUS is concesmd with 'question answering from a slightly
different perspective than qu4LA. GUS is Concerned with asking
questions and understanding answers QtIALH is concerned with
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understanding questions and producing answers. In spite of this-
difference in perspective, the notion of a knowledgespecific frame
system of the type used by GUS corresponds to conversations.° scripts
in QUALM' s in;Prential analysis (see Chapter Three).

' In QUALM these predictiire- knowledge structures fer specific
conversational contexts were proposed as interpretive mechanisms for
contextual understanding. In/GUS these same-knowledge structures are
proposed as control structures which can drive dialog by util#),Ing_the
notion of procedural atta hment [Winograd 1975, Bobrow & Winograd.

4 1977]. GUS is concerne with the implementatiomof one Specific
conversational frame stem while QUALM is interested in
characterizing conversaticnal tcripts,as a general knowledge structure
which can organize contextual knowledge for question answering dialogs
in a variety of contexts. N.

The design.for frame driven dialogs piropoted,by GUS appears to be
a promising start for mixed initiative conversation programs.. GUS is
still in its developmental stage's. The strength& and weaknesses of
its final implementatiort should be an instructive contribution toward
a theory of conversational dialog.

11.2 Summary

The computationalcomputational model of question answering proposed by QUALM
is a theory of conceptual information processing based on_models of
hulan memory organizaltiOn. It has been-developed from the perspective
of natural language processing in conjunction with-dtory understanding
systems. In the-design of QUALM =the following claims about question
aniswering have been made:

(1) The processer, which are specific to question answering are
independent of language. This means that QUALM can operate with a
parser or generator for any language without modifications to QUALM.

(2) Questions can be _understood on many levels of conceptual
interpretation.

(3) The level of detail inherent in a question can be determined "at
the time of memory search -. at this time retrieval heuristics can
answer the question on a level of detail appropriate to the question.

(4) It is more useful to detcribe answers in terms of their
appropriateness rather than truth values alone. 'IAn answer may be
technically correct and still be a terrible answer).

(5) Reveval heuristics and memory representations are two sides of
the sage coin. The question answering task provid,es- concrete criteria
for judging the strength of a memory rep0sentation. e

-) In the context of story understanding, some questions can be
answered only by accessing expectations which were aroused at the time
the story was initially t4 4d, These expectations can tae reconstructed

,

by integrating generri i46tIcf,knowledge wit% the story representation.
. 4

277
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(7) A strong taxonomy of inferepce based on a process model of memory
Will have to be developed before any general claims can be made about
which inferences are made at the time of (story) understanding and
which inferences are, made at the time of question answering. i

The ideas behind QUALM an a wide range of research areas within
the field of natural language processing. In order to forpulate a
theory of question answering,t we have been forced to Pftfront problems,
in memory representation, parsing, conceptual inference, ,memory
retrieval, knowledge structures in memory, knowledge state assessment,
conversational rules and generation. There are few areas within
natural language processing Which are not directly related to question
answering in some way. Q/A is also a natural task criterion for any
language processing system which claims to understand text, or any
knowledgebased'system-which tlims to be knoWledgeable,

Q/A is therefore at the center of natural language processing
both in terms of the natural languege theory needed for question.
answering and in terms of the patural,Ianguage systems. which can be
tested by question answering, tasks.,- A complete theory of natural
language processing must account for question answering phenomena.
Conversely,' a, theory of question answering cannot be developed in
isolation -of natural language processing issues. Most of,the research
in computational question answering has treated question answering as
an,informati§4-__retrieval probleh which requires natural language
processing, Oli(Wi'as a front and interface. /QUALM is a theory of
question anSwerlag"'Which is founded on and which extends theories of
'natural language and conceptual. information processing.

2"irI1J
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APPENDIX 1
---

-'THE PRIMITIVE ACTEOF"CONCEPTUAL DEPENDENCY

Conceptual Dependency is a representational system that encodes
the meaning of -sentences by decomposition into a small set of
primitive actions. When two sentences are ide.cal in meaning,. tIte
Conceptual Dependency representations for those sentences are
identical. For example, 'John kicked the ball, "' and '..1611n hit the
ball with his foot,' will have identical Conceptual Dependency
reptesentagoie

Cognitive mendry processes operate on the meaning of sentences,
not on the lexical expression of that peening. It fences that
simulations orhaman cognition must rely on conceptual representations
of informhtion. Conceptual, Dependency facilitates necessary
recognition processes on this. level of concereetaI representation. For
example, if memory contains an eficoding for 'John bought a book from
Mary,' then the processeaWhich access memory should be able to answer
'Did Mary sell John aelseuttkr on' the bavis of that. encoding. This sort
of recognition is trivial when-"John bought a book from Mary,' and
'Mary sold John a book,' have similar conceptual representations.

.

'Conceptual Dependency theory is not dependent on the particular
set of primitivei ch6sen, or the number of primitives used (although
the strength of a,given'representational system is lost if the set of
primitives used is tbo laige). The primitive acts described here
define one set of primitives which have proven tobe-effective in the
knowledge domain of general mundane world knowledge.'

The transfer of possession, ownership, or control. ATRANS req res an
actor, object, source, 'and, recipient. E.g. 'John gave .sry the
bo6k,' is an ATRANS with actor e John, object e book, source e John,
and recipient e Mary. 'John took the book,' is ap ATRANS with actor
John, object e book, and recipient e,John.

FIRANS

The transfer of physical location. ?TRANS requires ap actor, object,
origin, and destination. E.g. 'John ran to town,' is a PTRANS with
actor e John, object e John, and destination e a tocin.

PROPEL

The applicatton of a physical force. If movement takes place because
of a PROPEL, then a PTRANS occurs as well as a PROPEL. PROPEL
requires an actor, object, origin, and directiovr. E.g. 'push.'
'pull,' throi4,1 and 'kick,' are all actions which involve a PROPEL.

2 79 0,
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}MANS

The transfer cf information. .n MANS can occur betwian.anitals or
between memory facetious within a human. Human 6cmory is partitioned
into three .mental locations: .the CP (Conscious Processor) holds
information which %Pa are consciously ware of, the 111 (intermediate
Famory) where information from the immediate context in held for
potential access, by .the CP, entiothetTH %deg Torn dory) where
informatio% is e6red liermargently. MANS requires an actor, object,
source, and recipient. Sources and recipients are eiHIPtbor animals or
mental locations in a human. E.g. 'tele is an ANS between
people, 'see' is an HTRANS from eyes to the CP, 'reMembee it an
HTRANS from the iTH to the CP, and 'learn' in an HIRANS to, the LTH.

MBUILD

The- thought g ocean which constructs, new information frdm old.
MUMS take Place within the Dl, receiving input from the CP and
placing output in the CP. E.g. 'decide,' 'conclude,' 'imagine,' and
'consider.' are all instances of !GUILD.

INGEST

The internalization of an external object into ti. Internal syetem of
an animal:. INGEST requires an actor, object, origin, and destination.
E.g. 'eat,' 'drink,' 'smoke,' and 'breathe,' are common examples of
INGEST.

EtPEL

The act of pushing an objec. out of the body. WEL require's an
actor, object, origin and destination. Word° for excretion and
secretion are described by WEL. E.g. 'sweat,' '.pit,' and 'cry,'
are MPEls. .

Many acts require an inairm,ntal action on OR part of the actor.
The following primitive acts are Ilea primarily as instrtesontal
'conceptualizations. Each of these acts !*equiroo an actor and object.
HOVE requires an origt and destivation as well.

MOVE

The movement of an animel Involv come bodypart.
instrumental to actions like 'kick," 'band,' and 'throw.' It
occur nouinstrumentally as in 'kiss.' and 'scratch.'
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SITU

Any vocal act. eu.nana unman, perform Uniting actions ao instrumonte
of HIRANSing.

ATTEND

The act of incoming a sense organ toward 6020 stimulus. ATTEND in
almost always instrument* to &RAM. E.41. 'nee' is an HTRANS from
the eye to the CP with inayrument ATtEND eye to object.

MAR?

"The act of securing contact with an object. E.g. 'grab,' 'let go,'
and and 'throw,' each involve a CUSP or the termination of a CUSP.

itAkA****IskA*AAAA****4A*iA4Alit***AAAAA

CAIISAI. CRAM

Causal chat n constructionn connect individual conceptualimations by
causal relationship. A funypxpanded cauaal chain alternates event-
and statea; events result tn'atatea and etaton enable events. In
Conceptual Dependency thei.e are five basic causal link3.

RESULT (r)

An event 'results' in a atitt,. Ihit, causal 101 Ms e used with any
state other than usofil otater"

REASON (R)

tiontal activity ()MILD) can be Olo 'rearon fog performin
rsis 1Mn jotna meril eventti with non-mental actions.

1'11T LiiT'9 ( )

A !afar Of vvc-a, >tn t ttliite' thnqpht proceNo (MILD).

MI:1U (E)

A otIte *en4bleh 4n Ovent,

Thin caw 3l 11J1 14 trIted to cOnmeTt two m'ent6 in re cnu9,a1 Oath
reprurntlt.on which in not fully expanded, That In, tbo °Imito*

2 8 f
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link to 'used to indicate that a mon' chain uxpannion exiate hptveen
two wont* i3.'1ch to not being explicitly spelled out.

CANCAUSE (C)

This link in a modification of the LEADTO link Thu (AMAMI!
indicates that an unspecified causal chain expanolon Ian boon loft out
of thn cnuoal chain roprosonintion. The difforonco botuoen n CANCOUP
link nod a LEADTO link in that the oventu and Ginter; Joined by a
CANCAUSE link aro hypothetical.

ABBRATIATID 1.111)5

In the name way that tho cloadto' link in need to indicate a

atoning expansion, various causal links can be cocubined to indicate
specific contractions. For example, an'rhatiato-roaoong (lift) link
to mod to doscriha a otato which lead to an action by mina of a
=fatal procono. This link tvidicw,# that an MILO in loplicit in the
enusal chain reprenontotion.
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finding a hook in the library (without the possibility of b
rescued by the book). Plans are ektremely general procedures w
Aro Adaptable to A number of situations and are used when there i no
standard routine to follow.

ng
ich

4.ans and scripts are related in that plans may birth to

Scripts. If I invoke the same plans for getting stores to cash my(
chocks, And these plans are always successful, I will have a script
after a while. Strad my script fail at some time, I will have to,
revert back into planning mode. But as long as. the Park Avenue
addresa and the AMA membership card work, I will try them first. What
originated as an inform/reasen plan, evolved.)into a script .due. to

roposted anccesses. For a more complete discussion of scripts and.
plans sets' (Schenk & Abelson 19771.

TERMINOLOGY

A SCRIPt is a knowledge structure whic
inference mechanism during understandi
About iiighl) stereotypic situations.
for natural language processing are
familiar to a large population.

s used as a predictive .

cripts contain knowledge
scripts which are important

those which describe situations
.

SCRIPT APPLICATION is the process which accesses a script at the
time of understanding in order to make predictions about what is
liable to happen next. As subsequent, text, is pLu,.=.0ed, old
predictions may be incorporated into the memory representation as
Inferences about things which must have occurred even if they were not
explicitly stated.

SCAM INSTANTIATION refers to the .generation. of a memory
representation for a specific event. The script applier instantiates
Scripts when it generates stony representations.)

DEFAULT ASSIGNMENTS are inferences made by the script applier
about rola bindings within a script which have not been eltplibilty
described by the input.

SCRIPT EXECUTION refers to rile actual performance of a script
activity.

A PLAN is a knowledge structure which is used as a predictive
inference mechanism at the time of understanding.

PLAN APPLICATION is the process which accesses plans at the time .

of uudersi.anding in order to make predictions about what is liable to
happen next,

PLANNING STRUCTURES refer to those constructions in a memory
representation which were generated by plans.

2SJ
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APPENDIX

STORY:REFRESENTATIONS

-N\

In this overview we will describe the story representations
generated by SAM and PAM. But we will not attempt to describe how
these representations are created during the understanding process.
For a discussion of SAM's understanding processes see (Cullingford
1977] and for a description of the PAM system 'see [Wilensky 1976]. In
general we can say that both systems ar, based on prediCtiie
mechanisms which make many inferentes at the t..me of understanding.
All substantiated inferences 'made during understanding are
incorporated in the story representation, and once the story
representation has been created there is no record of which
conceptualizations in the story representation were ex licitly stated
in the story and which were inferred. Most of the que tions which can
be answered about a story are answerable on the basiSHof the ptory
representation alone without additional inferencing or reasoning. For
a theoretical discussion of memory and inferencing in story
understanding, see (Abelson & Schank 1977].

CAUSAL CHAINS
1

The causal chain level of represen tion encodes a chronology of
events and states describing everythin which happened in the course
of the story.. The ipdividual-conceptual Lions in this chain are
joined by causal ;inks according to he syntax of causal chains
(Schank 1973a]. Basically, a causal chain s a string of alternating
states and acts, with the causal lin ENABLE, RESULT, REASON,
INITIATE, CANCAUSE, and LEADTO joining them. Causal chains tend to be
fairly linear, but there are times when tingle conceptualization

164will have 'multiple antecedents or consequen s.

41

One way to think about a causal chain representation is to
imagine a movie of the story and to record each event as it octers.
For example, ina story which describes John going to a restaurant,
there are dozens of events which must-involve John between the time he
enters the restaurant and the time he leaves. Each one of these
events goes into the causal chain. If there is more than one
character in a story, there will be a point of view adopted for the
causal chain representation. If John goes to a restaurant, the causal
chain will be dominated 'by events which involve John directly. We
want to keep the camera on John for the most part.

;

To give you some concrete sense of causal chain representations,
let's look at a storT which SAM has understood:

John went to New York by bus. On the bus he
talked to an old lady. When he left the bus he
thanked the driver. He took the subway to
Leone's. On the subway his pocket was picked. He
got off the train and entered Leone's. He had
some lasagna. When the check came he disCovered

wan.,
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he couldn't pay. The aanagement told hteehe would
have to wash dishes.

The following paraphrase for this ptory was generated by SAK by
translating into English all of the conceptual acts found in the
causal chain representation for this story (Schenk et al. 19751. The
actual- causal chain hap states between consecutiveacts, but these
were not included in the paraphrase. Neteee how single sentences frame
the original story are broken dove into sequences of conceptual acts.
Also notice bow conceptualiratious have been Inferred from the .atory
in order to . fora complete caueal chains between tve input
conceptualitatioae:

Joe.. vent to a bus stop. Ha waited at it a few
minutes. He entered a bus. The driver got the
ticket from John. Re ventito a seat. Ed sat dove
in it. While John was-on the bus an old lady and
John talked. The driver took"Jelee to New York.
He went to the driver. 'Mien gbtting off the bus'
John thanked the driver, Re got -off it. Re
entered a station. He put a token in the
turnstile. He vent to the platform, Et waited at
it a few minutes. He entered a isqbvey ear.. A
thief went to Joke. Re picked John's pocket.- So
went. . John went to a seat. He see dove in it.
The driver took John to Leone's. Has left the
subway eAr, ?le 'left the station. eetered
Leone's. He looked around inside it. lie saw he
could go to a table. He went to its He sat dove
in the seat. 'Re .ordered same lasagga.. The waiter
indicated to the chef John would rika hi ~tto
prepare seeething. ilia chef prepared the law
The waiter got it frde the chef.. The waiter went
to the table. Re served the lasagna to John. He
ate it. He became full. Re asked *be waiter for
the check. John got it from the utiter. John
read the check. John diseoverdd ho was unable to
pay the check. Sc indicated to the waiter he was
unable to pay the check. The =linage:ea told John
h e t eld have to wash dishes. He entered the
kitchen. He washed dishes. Re left Leonee.

04'°4

Some of the inierences neap hero could-be wrong. For example, thereis no way 'of knowing whether John had hin pocket picked before or
after he sat. claim on the subway. For that =atter, we don't Jennyknow that John sat down on the subway In the vessel' chain
representation some inferred conceptualize ens are tagged accordingto their re14 ivo certainty (Cull'. fa 19771. But the battle notion
behind the a l chain level of represeetation is a chronology of
Bytes rand. acts deteribine everything which =at have happened.
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Script struttLres constitute a higher level of terse nLatigo.
"They encode a rough bird's eye Aev ot the story. This lekl of
representation cost important vhen core tK one script PS

ferenced in the course of a story. Script street:TO dmribe
various scripts relate to eachosthe"?. for Cla=lp.ta, a genoral trip
script will contain varlota travel scripts (nestea or Seilt150.1anY,
ordeked), as veil. 55 ecriptal descriptions of the destination
activities. :kripts arc generally relateit sequvitially or by nesting,
dod seme 'scripts (like the trip script) predict Striptal relations
imhin thenselve.3. The scriptal ...turturs for the Leone's star_ looks
Ii z

GQThC 3051 SWUM OFICY.PeClaTI/

DESTINATION faESTAURANT1

RETramino Nat

Each pointer in a script structure points to a particular
instantiation of a ;script. SBUSI in the going para. of STRIPI refers
to that stati ouch liavolved a bus ridA to lzav 'fork. This
instantiation the bus acript binds John 41-t.tt t4ila motor and.
incl!ades 1,1=1 king the driver ancialkting to an old lady," Bad the
story included John going back bol'e by btia,, a second instantiation of
thn bus script of appear =4, t/the returning, part of stain. Male-
no,ist of the scripts which appear in .the Leosn 'a story are sequentially
related, none are nested within others. AU scripts in the Leone's
ntory are part of tt trip scflpt, az1 t.be pAckpacketing episode is
nested within the subway ride. .

i
Set ipt nurtures allele wrens. to seript=rolated information.vh

1.,., utor4A independent of the causal chain representation.: Inch
points:r in a script atructure aLloirs access to the conceptualization
stc-larizinA that script instantiation, any events uhich.occurred
during ttt.st ncripr instantiation vhic;) eitire ,recognited as being
particularly._ unusual or intertsting, and any role bindings for that
particular :1,-;:ript instarsiatioo. This ability to extract thrynost
ilnport4ot aopc<to of A orript IrititIOtilltIOP IS' trwtal itcaoy
retrtoval i441.1.

PlAme Pe TR v: rtnt *,

In order to Loderte3m o=e otorica kooviedge to oc-coed ,aboat
hacare goalo art, otrattiirs for. achieving thew goalo* Seopoot lobo
'.)61VVIi Kari ire, a dragon and she f7.-3rriee hin. This -cakes sense as a
u- nified story only hecasz,e t*, for that the dragon intended to harm
.w.ary, John didnt vant nary to Vt -hurt, aril Hari vas grateful to /oho
after NI, retuned her. Soppier .votead that ?wiry tuurried,1.)to, after he
fed tk'r lovt,d pet to a lion. This story is harder to
uodernta it violate-a rulore about throan behavior and cental
gtato. For a rzr--r-r1oKrt tor expect that Mary . loves or Inca

E±At 1 111 tirltroyrd a pot Otell tIK J,Lk a Ito txpflict kir), to

2s7
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dislike John. If Miry carries John after his gruel behavior,* we are
forted to assur either that we are missing aome critical piece of
information (although it is hard to imagine what), or !that )(dry and
John are into some sort of strange sadist/masochist relationship. The
causality bete. en John terningliary's pet poodle into cat food and
Mary marrying John is very difficult to 'account for.

In order to underst4ne stories cm this level of human mtnivation
and behavior, plans must; be invoked in the understanding process. The
story representation 'must incorporate plan-related
informat4on. PAM cretes story representations which include both a
causal chain level of esentation and a planning structure
representation. To see what nds of plan - related inferences are made
at the tine of understanding, considff the following_stury:

John lovetary but she didn't want to marry 'him.
One day, a dragon stole Mary fiemethe cnntle.
John got on top- of his horse. and'.killed" the
dragon. Mary agreed to, mariy-ftm. They lived
happily ever after. .

In the course of__ understanding this story, POI makes 04 following
inferences:

so ...

John wanted to caret' Mary

Mary was endainecid by the dragon
John learned that the dragoaela:Itidnapped 11453,
John wanted to save Mary' .f the dragon,
John rode his horse' to liti re Mary was -

.

Mary beta grateful to John for reaain011e.5
John andhbry eeemarried.

*% , t . . ,

In addition to tesw inferences, there are plan-related causal linki
which inter-relate theseu. inferences. Fpir example, the story
representatioe'encodesthe fact that,Hary. married .John 'because she
felt grateful to him (for rescuing' her), John got on his horse in
order to get' to whe0:14,ary was, being Where Vary was eedbled John* to
rescue her, and. John knowing that, the dragoh had kidnapped nary
initiated! thought process in John which.ended in) his deciding to
save Nary .The ,causelities connecting these c4ec, Wan/at:tans go
beyoncithe Itonological eaesality found in causal chains. , These.

'.relational Links are concerned more with Uhy people do what they do
than the'physichl chain of events Which ()eche in the course .of a
story.

S. In edditioe to plaaa- relaxtcd inferences, PAH generates -a causal
chain repreaentstlon.utich eacodes the events a" '1 story as they
occurred. Tosget a -tence of thecauacti chain rape* cation generated
by 'PAM, let.'* look at as paraphrase based .on the cancel, chain for the
dragon story. This paraphreue was generated it the same way that theft
Ion paraphrase for the Leone's -story was creapil by SAH. Each
conceptual act in the causal chain has been, translated to, English,
leaving out all of the' intervening states with the exception of
emotional states:

WNW
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